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Anwendung von Techniken des Maschinellen Lernens auf die
Parameteridentifikation von Glaslaminaten im intakten und
gebrochenen Zustand
Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit leistet praxisrelevante Beiträge zum derzeitigen Wissensstand zur
mechanischen Charakterisierung und numerischen Simulation von intaktem und gebrochenem Verbundglas unter Verwendung methodischer Konzepte der ’Künstlichen Intelligenz’.
Die gewonnenen Beiträge betten sich ein in einen umfassenderen numerisch-methodischen
Simulationsansatz, welcher das Ziel verfolgt, das zeit- und temperaturabhängige Lastabtragungsverhalten von Glaslaminaten im intakten und gebrochenen Zustand realitätsnah
abzubilden.
Um das vorgenannte Ziel der Realisierung eines numerisch-methodischen Simulationsansatzes für
Verbundglas im intakten und gebrochenen Zustand zu erreichen, beschäftigt sich ein Teil dieser
Arbeit mit theoretischen, methodischen, numerischen und experimentellen Untersuchungen zum
Einfluss der Thermomechanik polymerer Zwischenschichten auf das Tragverhalten von Verbundglas im intakten und gebrochenen Zustand. Ein besonderer Schwerpunkt liegt auf der methodischen Identifizierung der Parameter der Konstitutivmodelle für die polymeren Zwischenschichten
im Kontext der ’Künstlichen Intelligenz’ und dem ’Maschinellen Lernen’. Die Einbeziehung
dieser modernen Methoden ermöglicht einerseits eine Quantifizierung der Unsicherheiten bei der
Behandlung des inversen Problems der Parameterinterferenz aus Messdaten bei gleichzeitiger
Kenntnis der Modellevidenz oder deren Untergrenzen. Darüber hinaus kann das in dieser Arbeit vorgestellte Vorgehen zur Materialparameteridentifikation auf beliebige andere Polymere
übertragen werden. Nach dem Bayes’schen Paradigma werden experimentelle Untersuchungen an der Zwischenschicht selbst oder an intakten Verbundglasscheiben mit a priori Informationen über chemische, rheologische und andere physikalisch-thermomechanische Eigenschaften
der polymeren Zwischenschichten oder des Glaslaminats zur posterioren Informationsabbildung
kombiniert. Schwerpunkte dieses Teils der Arbeit bilden die folgenden Aspekte:
• Untersuchungen zur experimentellen Bestimmung der Parameter von Modellen der
Linearen Viskoelastizität eines Standard Polyvinylbutyral (PVB) und eines EthylenVinylacetat (EVA) Interlayerpolymers an Bauteil- und Kleinversuchen
• Untersuchungen zur Thermorheologie eines Standard-PVB und eines EVA Interlayerpolymers
• Untersuchungen zur Konstitutivmodellbildung des linear-viskoelastischen Materialverhaltens für ein Standard-PVB und ein EVA Interlayerpolymer
• Untersuchungen zur Konstitutivmodellbildung des hyperelastischen Materialverhaltens
eines Standard-PVBs und eines EVA Interlayerpolymers
Die in der Auswertung der vorher beschriebenen Versuche angetroffenen theoretischen Defizite
bekannter Auswertemethoden werden durch die in dieser Arbeit entwickelten Ansätze bewertet
und falls nötig durch eigene Modelle behoben. Zur Beschreibung des linear-viskoelastischen

Materialverhaltens der Interlayerpolymere im intakten Zustand des Verbundglases wird mit der
Methode ’GUSTL’ eine neue und schnelle Methode zur Erstellung von sog. ’Masterkurven’
aus Daten von Dynamisch-Mechanisch-Thermischen-Analysen (DMTA) und deren Modellparameteridentifikation zur Verfügung gestellt. ’GUSTL’ erlaubt dabei unter Verwendung von
Methoden des Bayes’schen Maschinellen Lernens eine Bewertung der Eignung der ermittelten
Prony-Reihe für die gegebenen Daten sowie die Unsicherheitsquantifizierung für Vorhersagen
mit dem kalibrierten Modell. Weitere Untersuchungen behandeln die Modellierung des hyperelastischen Verhaltens von Verbundglaszwischenschichtpolymeren im gebrochenen Zustand von
Glaslaminaten und bewerten die Eignung der untersuchten Materialmodelle zur Beschreibung
der experimentellen Daten mithilfe von Methoden des Bayes’schen Maschinellen Lernens. Diese
Untersuchungen unterstützen die Modellbildung für den Fall großer Verzerrungen der Folie wie
sie im gebrochenen Zustand der Verglasung auftreten.
Die schnelle und realistische Simulation des Bruchbildes thermisch vorgespannter Gläser ist ein
weiterer Baustein zur Realisierung eines numerisch-methodischen Simulationsansatzes für Verbundglas im gebrochenen Zustand. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wird daher als Beitrag zur Entwicklung dieses rechnerischen Modells zur Beurteilung der Resttragfähigkeit von Verglasungskonstruktionen mithilfe von Ansätzen der Künstlichen Intelligenz und des Maschinellen Lernens ein
stochastisches Modell mit dem Namen ’BREAK’ zur Vorhersage des Bruchmusters von thermisch vorgespanntem Glas motiviert und an Versuchsdaten kalibriert. Die Verwendung von
durch stochastische Punktprozesse induzierten Voronoi-Tessellationen stellt eine methodisch
neue Herangehensweise an die Vorhersage des Bruchmusters thermisch vorgespannter Gläser
dar. Der im Rahmen dieser Arbeit vorgestellte und implementierte methodische Ansatz zur
Simulation und Vorhersage der Bruchstruktur ist allgemein gültig und kann daher prinzipiell
auch auf andere spröde Werkstoffe übertragen werden.
Schließlich werden für die Bemessungspraxis dienliche Tabellen und Graphen für verschiedene
Verbundglaszwischenschichtpolymere aufbereitet. Des Weiteren werden die Erkenntnisse dieser
Arbeit in Form von Handlungsanweisungen für die Durchführung und Auswertung von Experimenten zur thermorheologischen Bestimmung der Materialparameter von Konstitutivgesetzen
für Verbundglaszwischenschichtpolymere bereitgestellt. Verschiedene Vorschläge zur normativen
Standardisierung des experimentellen und methodischen Vorgehens zur Bestimmung der thermomechanischen Eigenschaften von Verbundglas mit polymeren Zwischenschichten runden die
Arbeit ab.
Im Ausblick werden Ansatzpunkte dieser Arbeit sowie darüberhinausgehende Punkte für den
künftigen Forschungsbedarf im Bereich der Modellierung und Bemessung von Verbundglas mit
polymeren Zwischenschichten im intakten und gebrochenen Zustand dargestellt.
Zusammenfassend trägt die vorliegende Arbeit also insbesondere dazu bei, dass in naher Zukunft
eine numerische Alternative zu zeit- und kostenintensiven Bauteilversuchen zur Charakterisierung von Verbundglas im intakten und gebrochenen Zustand bereitgestellt werden kann.
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Machine Learning Techniques for the Material Parameter Identification of Laminated Glass in the Intact and Post-Fracture State
Abstract
This thesis contributes to the current state of knowledge on the mechanical characterization
and numerical simulation of intact and fractured laminated glass using methodological concepts
of ’artificial intelligence’. The findings obtained within this work are embedded in a more
comprehensive numerical-methodical simulation approach which pursues the goal of realistically
mapping the time- and temperature-dependent load-bearing behaviour of glass laminates in the
intact and fractured state.
In order to achieve the aforementioned goal of the realization of a numerical-methodical simulation approach for laminated glass in the intact and fractured state in near future, one part of
this thesis deals with theoretical, methodical, numerical and experimental investigations on the
influence of the thermomechanics of polymeric interlayers on the load-bearing behaviour of laminated glass in the intact and fractured state. A special focus is on a methodical identification
of the parameters of constitutive models for the polymeric interlayers in the context of artificial
intelligence and machine learning. The incorporation of these modern methods allows on the
one hand a stringent quantification of uncertainties in the treatment of the inverse problem
of parameter interference from measurement data with simultaneous knowledge of the model
evidence or lower limits thereof. Furthermore, the formal procedure of material parameter identification as presented in this thesis can be transferred to any other polymer without loss of
generality. Following the Bayesian paradigm, experimental investigations on the interlayer itself
or on laminated glass panes are combined with a priori information on chemical, rheological and
other physical / thermomechanical properties of the polymeric interlayers or the glass laminate
for posterior information inference. This part of the work focuses on the following aspects:
• investigations on the experimental determination of the parameters of models of linear
viscoelasticity for a standard polyvinyl butyral (PVB) and an ethylene-vinyl-acetate (EVA)
interlayer polymer in large- and small-scale tests
• investigation of the thermorheology of a standard PVB and an EVA interlayer polymer
• investigation of the constitutive modelling of linear viscoelasticity for a standard PVB and
an EVA interlayer polymer
• investigations on the constitutive modelling of the hyperelasticity for a standard PVB and
an EVA interlayer polymer
The theoretical deficits of known test-evaluation methods encountered in the assessment of the
previously described experiments are investigated and overcome by the approaches and models
developed within this thesis. For the modelling of the linear-viscoelastic material behaviour
of the interlayer polymers in the intact state of the glass laminate the method ’GUSTL’ provides a new and fast method for the creation of so-called ’Master Curves’ out of data from
Dynamic-Mechanical-Thermal-Analysis (DMTA) and the respective model parameter identification. GUSTL’ allows an evaluation of the suitability of the determined Prony series for the

given data as well as the uncertainty quantification for predictions with the calibrated model
using methods of Bayesian machine learning. Further investigations deal with the modelling of
the hyperelastic behaviour of interlayer polymers for the fractured state of the glass laminate
and evaluate the suitability of the material models for describing the experimental data using
Bayesian machine learning methods. These investigations support the modelling for the case of
the interlayer being subject to large strains in the fractured state of the glass laminate.
The fast and realistic simulation of the fracture pattern of thermally pre-stressed glass is a further building block for the realization of a numerical-methodical simulation approach for laminated glass in intact and fractured state. In the context of this work, a stochastic model called
’BREAK’ for the prediction of the fracture pattern of thermally pre-stressed glass is motivated
and calibrated with experimental data as a contribution to the development of this computational model for the assessment of the residual load-bearing capacity of glass constructions with
the help of artificial intelligence. The use of Voronoi tessellations induced by stochastic point
processes represents a methodologically new approach to the prediction of the fracture pattern
of thermally pre-stressed glass. The methodological approach for the simulation and prediction
of the fracture structure presented and implemented within this thesis is generally valid and can
thus in principle be transferred to other brittle materials.
Finally, design supporting materials for commonly used polymeric interlayers for the use in engineering practice are provided in form of tables and graphs. Furthermore, the results of this
work are provided in the form of instructions for the performance and evaluation of experiments
for the determination of thermorheological material properties as well as the deduction of the
parameters of constitutive laws for laminated glass interlayer polymers. A proposal for the
standardisation of the experimental and methodological procedure for determining the thermomechanical properties of laminated glass with polymeric interlayers finishes the work.
In the outlook, certain points of this work as well as additional aspects of the numericalmethodical simulation approach for future research needs in the field of modelling and analysing
glass laminates with polymeric interlayers in the intact and post-fracture state are highlighted.
In particular, this thesis contributes to the set-up of a numerical alternative to the time- and
cost-intensive component tests for the characterization of laminated glass in the intact and
post-fracture state.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Context
Contemporary architecture quests for high-rise residential, commercial and sports buildings
with a maximum of transparency in the envelopes. Besides civil engineering applications, the
automotive, military and space technology branch as well as the solar industry has several
employments for different kinds of structures made from glass. This high demand for structures
made from glass and glass composites requires essential knowledge and understanding of the
material-appropriate design and dimensioning of all construction materials involved. In the civil
engineering construction context nowadays mainly laminated glass (LG) is used. LG thereby
is a sandwich composite material produced from (at least) two pieces of glass layers and one
(or more) sheet of interlayer between the glasses. Here, mechanically speaking, the polymeric
interlayer causes a time and temperature dependent shear transfer between the two glass panes.
For many years, research has concentrated on the understanding of the real shear transmission. If
the LG complies certain requirements with respect to (w.r.t.) the performance of the interlayer,
the fracture and post-fracture behaviour in order to guarantee a restraint of the glass fragments
after fracture, it is called laminated safety glass (LSG). Depending on national standards and
regulations, LSG is required in the case of fall-protection glazing, walk-on glazing or overhead
glazing. Due to historical reasons and the current legal situation in Germany, at present solely
polyvinyl butyral (PVB) can be used as an interlayer for LSG without the necessity of a general
building authority approval or approval in individual cases.

Figure 1.1: Intact (I) and fractured (II, III) states of laminated (safety) glass
In current standards (such as the DIN 18008 ([103]) or the planned Eurocode 11([258]; CEN-TC
250) the design of structural glass elements is formulated in accordance with the basic principles
of EN 1990 ([88]), which requires to satisfy certain limit state designs in conjunction with the
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partial factor method and load combinations. To reach robustness and redundancy for structural
glass elements, these design standard documents give advice on the appropriate glass fracture
design situations. The three states of the glass laminate behind those concepts are graphically
shown in Fig. 1.1. More specifically, a schematic sketch of a four-side supported laminated glass
with fully tempered glass in plate-action is shown. There the three glass laminate states of I
(intact / unfractured), II (at least one layer or glass ply remains intact / unfractured) and III
(all layers or glass plies are fractured) are differentiated. The terms ’unfractured’ and ’intact’
are used synonymously within this thesis, however the term ’unfractured’ is used in EC 11 to
refer to state I solely and by the terms ’Post Fracture Limit State (PFLS) I’ or ’Post Fracture
Limit State (PFLS) II’ in EC 11 it is differentiated if state II or III is addressed. Usually the
design codes enforce the fractured glass components to possess suitable redundancy properties
in the form of a residual load bearing capacity and/or a suitable alternative load path for a
defined period of time after the fracture has occurred.
Without going into detail at this stage of the thesis, the load-bearing behaviour of the laminated
glass for the different states is introduced briefly. In the unfractured state I as given in Fig. 1.1,
the load-bearing behaviour of the intact laminated (safety) glass is mainly influenced by the
shear stiffness of the interlayer and its adhesion to the glass surface. If the tensile strength of
the glass is exceeded, cracks are initiated and the glass laminate is in either state II or III (and
of course some parts of the glass laminate with low stress utilizations may remain in state I).
This fracture of the glass is accompanied by cracks that occur orthogonally to the principal
tensile stress trajectories. Depending on the degree of damage of the laminated glass, the flow
of forces and thus the mechanical model for the description of the load-bearing mechanisms
changes. In state II, where at least one layer or glass ply remains intact, the load perpendicular
to the glass ply in the region of the crack is almost completely transferred through the intact
glass pane. At the crack, tensile and shear stresses arise in the boundary layer between glass
and interlayer which may result in local delamination of interlayer and glass. For the overall
post-fracture performance, the interlayer stiffness is of minor importance due to a negligible
magnitude compared to the stiffness of the intact glass pane. For state III in Fig. 1.1, where all
layers or glass plies are fractured, in dependence of the coincidence of the fracture trajectories,
a pair of forces is formed between the compression zone (glass fragments of the upper glass
pane) and the tensile zone (interlayer or partially intact lower glass pane). Nowadays, it is
possible to numerically assess and design laminated glasses in state I under consideration of the
shear coupling through the interlayer. Furthermore it is possible to numerically investigate and
design glass laminates in state II if the fractured glass ply is neglected and the remaining intact
glass ply is considered solely. The interlayer stiffness here becomes important again for the
residual load-bearing performance. For state III a few methods are known in current research
for the purpose of numerically assessing the load-bearing behaviour under consideration of local
delamination and a natural glass fracture pattern.
For the intact state of LG / LSG, current standards deal very differently with the time and
temperature dependency of the interlayer material. While many standards such as the German
DIN 18008 ([103]) completely neglect the load-bearing capacity of the interlayer and solely
consider two limit cases (i.e. ’no shear transfer’, which considers two separated glass panes and
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’full shear transfer’, which considers the laminate as a monolithic glass), a few standards such as
EN 16612 or ASTM E1300 [85, 22] provide formulas for taking into account the shear transfer
via an ’effective thickness approach’ or even a general viscoelastic constitutive law in terms of
a Prony series for standard PVB and Sentry Glas (such as the NEN2608, [235]). To overcome
the situation in countries with no standardised viscoelastic constitutive law for the time and
temperature dependency, some interlayer manufacturers have assessed general approvals (abZ)
for Germany, e.g. [334, 332, 333, 335]. They propose applicable shear moduli for different load
situations in order to approach the real load-bearing. The author was involved in some of the
experimental and model building work, which was conducted for obtaining some of the mentioned
general approvals. In general, the non-uniform treatment of the shear transfer of different
standards is due to the relatively complex time and temperature dependent material behaviour of
the polymeric interlayers in combination with a limited knowledge on exact material properties.
The assessment and design of LG / LSG for the Post Fracture Limit State is usually covered by
prescribed design principles to avoid glass fracture due to soft or hard body impact and to reach
redundancy and robustness of the system under consideration. The system performance in many
cases is ascertained by means of appropriate testing with relevant standards, a computational
method is not given so far. With those currently applied tests, it can only be determined whether
a component will withstand the defined actions of the standard or not. It is not yet possible to
(numerically/mechanically) predict how the investigated component will behave under different
boundary (load and support) conditions.
From Fig. 1.1 a model with three components for the description of the mechanical behaviour
of glass components can be identified. The three components of the model are the glass ply,
the interlayer and the adhesion of interlayer to the glass as well as their relevant mechanical
parameters such as stiffness etc. Based on the previously mentioned points w.r.t. the current
legal situation in many countries and the state of research, further scientific work is necessary
in order to be able to provide a numerical-mechanical model for assessing glass components in
each of the three states I to III.

1.2 Scope and Structure of this Thesis
Taking into account the current state of the art on the mechanical characterization and numerical
simulation of intact and fractured laminated glass, this PhD-research is dedicated to improve
the current state of knowledge on the mechanical characterization and numerical simulation of
intact and fractured laminated glass. Having in mind the three aforementioned components
of the numerical-methodical simulation approach, this thesis is restricted to thermomechanical
investigations of the interlayer (for states I (small strain) and III (large strain)) and the fast and
realistic simulation of the fracture pattern of thermally pre-stressed glass (state III). For both
topics, a strong emphasis is laid on the incorporation of currently unused natural-scientific as well
as advanced mathematical-stochastic methods especially from the field ’Artificial Intelligence’
and ’Machine Learning’. The third component, i.e. the interlayer adhesion to the glass, is not
investigated for reasons of brevity within this thesis. The findings obtained within this work
contribute to a more comprehensive numerical-methodical simulation approach which pursues
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the goal of realistically mapping the time- and temperature-dependent load-bearing behaviour
of glass laminates in the intact and fractured state in order to set-up a numerical alternative to
the time- and cost-intensive component tests.
The structure of this work is shown in Fig. 1.2.
In more detail, this dissertation is structured into the following parts:
• In chapter 1.3 an overview on the state of the art regarding experimental as well as numerical investigations for laminated glass interlayer polymers as well as the fracture pattern
modelling of thermally pre-stressed glass is given. Furthermore an overview on the incorporation of machine learning methods in general civil engineering applications and on
material parameter identification tasks in particular is given. Open issues are identified
and used as motivation for the research of this thesis.
• Chapter 2 provides the continuum mechanical foundations for the description of polymeric
interlayers for the small and large strain situation. The time and temperature dependent
behaviour of the polymers is treated within the theory of linear viscoelasticity. Special focus in this section is laid on the incorporation of yet unconsidered methods from advanced
polymer rheology, as these tools are used in Sec. 6 to assess and explain certain material
behaviour of the polymeric interlayers. Some of the tools are also suggested for incorporation into standards in chapter 8. Another highlight of this chapter is the review of
fractional viscoelastic models, as these have not yet been applied to polymeric interlayers.
• Chapter 3 is dedicated to basic properties of all materials involved in the investigations
within this thesis. Besides describing mechanical properties of glass, interlayer polymers
and laminated glass, certain information on the load-bearing behaviour as well as the
current legal status of design and construction of glass components and structures are
given.
• The inference of parameters of constitutive models is handled in chapter 4. After a review of common / standard approaches of fitting experimental data to material models,
the Bayesian reformulation of the parameter inference task is given. By the Bayesian
approach, the explicit accounting for experimental noise and consequently a probabilistic
estimation of the material parameters as well as uncertainty quantification is possible.
The problem of model comparison can then be handled within a probabilistic setting,
i.e. the probabilities of the experimental data under different models can be compared in
order to allow the selection of the most probable material model. A novelty in material
parameter estimation or material model assessment is the incorporation of probabilistic
Machine Learning techniques as shown in this chapter. This deduction serves as basis for
the parameter identification tasks in chapter 6 and 7.
• In chapter 5 a method called GUSTL for identifying material parameters in the context of
linear viscoelasticity is deduced. In total, three versions of GUSTL are derived and implemented within this thesis. While the basic derivation allows a fast numerical estimation
of Master Curves from DMTA data, this thesis enhances GUSTL by the incorporation of
uncertainty quantification possibilities through Bayesian Machine Learning techniques as
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well as fitting the Fractional Generalized Maxwell Model to DMTA data. The provided
method ’GUSTL’ as a numerical tool for the construction and calibration of Master Curves
from DTMA data is advantageous over many currently available tools in this area under
many aspects such as computational time, accuracy and repeatability.
• In the subsequent chapter 6, a Bayesian framework for the parameter identification of
hyper-viscoelastic material models for standard polyvinyl butyral (PVB) and ethylenevinyl-acetate (EVA) polymeric interlayers of laminated glass is described and assessed.
After introducing the overall paradigm, prior information from polymer rheological experiments, the statistical examination of the test specimen as well as literature sources are
gathered. In the main section, the conduction and evaluation of certain small scale as well
as large scale tests with the respective interlayer materials is described and interpreted.
Different parts of this chapter address the interlayer shear stiffness identification through
large and small scale tests on either the interlayer material only or the intact glass laminates, respectively. For the tests on the interlayer only specimen, questions on the caloric,
the physical ageing, the time and temperature dependent stiffness as well as the hyperelastic material behaviour were treated. The methods of chapters 2, 4 and 5 are incorporated
in the calibration and evaluation tasks within the Bayesian paradigm in order to gather
a more complete point of view on the thermomechanics of polymeric interlayers for glass
laminates.
• Chapter 7 deals with the mathematical foundations, deduction and application of a Machine Learning inspired simulation approach for the prediction of fracture patterns of
thermally pre-stressed glass plies via tessellations induced by spatial point processes. The
method is called BREAK (Bayesian Reconstruction and Prediction of Glass Breakage
Patterns) and allows the fast and realistic simulation of glass fracture patterns under
preservation of certain fracture pattern statistics, which is advantageous over many currently available simulation approaches in this area. The calibration of the stochastic point
process as well as the predictive capabilities of BREAK are shown for the example of glass
plies with a certain level of thermally induced per-stress.
• Chapter 8 serves to summarize the main methodical and experimental findings of this thesis
and reworks them for use in structural engineering practice and standardisation work.
Graphical illustrations of the interlayer shear modulus for different polymers, temperatures
and loading times support the design of glass structures with incorporation of the shear
coupling. Suggestions on experimental and computational aspects for standardisation and
regulation codes of practice are compiled out of the experience of the author from the
research conducted in this thesis in order to further evolve the standards for purposes of
a better comparability of the evaluation of polymeric interlayer stiffnesses. Besides that,
the idea of establishing a future standard with the aim of assessing the parameters of a
numerical-methodical simulation approach for laminated glass components in the fractured
state is proposed.
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1.3 Current State of Research and Engineering Practice
In the following section the current state of the art w.r.t. the experimental and numerical aspects
for the parameter identification of constitutive models for describing the thermomechanical
behaviour of laminated glass in the intact and fractured state is summarized. According to
the structure of this thesis, the topics strength of glass and modelling of fracture of thermally
pre-stressed glass, thermomechanical characterisation of laminated glass interlayers and intact
glass laminates are covered.
As glass is considered a brittle material, the strength of glass is typically described by the theory
of linear-elastic fracture mechanics. First work within fracture mechanics of glass was conducted
by Griffith in 1920, [140]. Several studies on the fragmentation behaviour of tempered glasses
have proven relationships between the residual stress state, the glass thickness and the fragment
density since then, cf. [13, 194, 286, 220, 257]. [12, 28, 145, 293, 323, 303] published models
for relating fragment size to the residual stress state. Within this thesis, a machine learning
motivated stochastic point process model for the prediction of the fragmentation of thermally
pre-stressed glass is presented. The modelling approach consists of the idea, that the final
fracture pattern is a tessellation induced by a stochastic point process, whose parameters can
be inferred by statistical evaluation of pictures from several fractured glass specimen. By using
the calibrated stochastic point process and consecutive tessellation of the region of interest it is
then possible to predict glass fracture patterns in a fast and statistically identically distributed
manner. This approach is in contrast to traditional simulation approaches of glass fracture
patterns, as these works handle the fracture of tempered glass numerically explicit or implicit
within a finite element analysis (FEA). The evolution of cracks within the FEA is described
by means of e.g. cohesive zone elements ([57]), extended finite element method (XFEM,[219]),
mesh less ([35, 39]), element erosion ([39, 251]) and particle conversion methods ([171]). A FEA
of the fracture process suffers from the following: time consuming, may be numerically unstable,
the resulting fracture pattern does not reflect statistical properties of real fracture patterns such
as e.g. the distribution of fracture particle areas or diameters etc. The proposed ’BREAK ’
method avoids the aforementioned problem, but is restricted to the boundary conditions of the
limited training sample.
For experimental research in direction of assessing the thermomechanical behaviour of laminated
glass, three categories of experiments can be distinguished. At first, tests on small samples of
interlayer material only can be performed. At second, small-scale laminated glass samples are
used and at third, experiments can be conducted on laminated glass samples with dimensions
in the range of engineering practice. In general, the statistical assessment of the geometrical dimensions of small or large scale specimen is hardly present in scientific literature. [278]
published an investigation on glass ply specimen dimensions. In the context of this thesis, a
statistical evaluation of the thickness of glass panes and the interlayers of glass laminates as well
as the thickness of interlayer only is conducted. The results of this investigation serve as data
basis for further statistical evaluations for the determination of interlayer stiffness properties via
torsional relaxation or creep bending tests on the one hand and for the calibration of a partial
safety factor of several glass laminates on the other hand.
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In recent years different authors dealt with the characterisation of the thermomechanical
behaviour of interlayers of laminated glass. Historically, many researchers concentrated
on testing single interlayer products in a laminate configuration with large scale specimen.
[314, 33, 111, 297, 281, 118, 174, 273, 189] conducted creep and relaxation tests with intact glass
laminates in order to investigate the time- and temperature dependent material response of PVB
in the small strain region. First Dynamical-Mechanical-Thermal Analysis (DMTA) results for
PVB were published by [109, 160, 27, 180]. Experiments on the time- and temperature dependent behaviour of ionoplastic interlayers were conducted by [37, 55, 289] for creep tests and by
[180, 189] for DMTA. EVA interlayers have been investigated by DMTA so far by [180, 189].
So far, none of the mentioned authors did publish a Prony series and an associated TTSP for
an EVA or ionoplast. Parameters for the Prony series approach for modelling linear viscoelasticity were published by [109, 281, 118, 273, 174, 27, 160, 189] for PVB. Overall, the deduced
Prony series with their associated Time-Temperature-Superposition-Principles (TTSP) differ in
the number of terms involved and in the operational range. Often also the exact parameter
identification method is unclear. A stringent assessment and deduction of a method for the
reliable estimation of a Prony series as well as the TTSP is not yet published.
Furthermore it neither does exist a deeper scientific discussion nor a consensus on the experimental determination of thermomechanical material parameters for laminated glass interlayers.
In the context of testing laminates, different authors used semi-analytical formulas based on
sandwich theories ([174, 294, 55, 273, 281, 118, 297]) for the bending or torsion tests. In the
context of using the DMTA for obtaining thermomechanical material parameters for the interlayer types, the work of [189] investigated the influence of different testing modes (tension,
shear, torsion) on the stiffness results of different interlayers. A scientific discussion on the resolution capabilities of the creep / relaxation testing on the one hand and the DMTA on the other
hand as well as a method for the overcome of different stiffness windows would be valuable.
Further investigations with respect to the physical ageing effects (cooling rate dependent stiffness loss beyond the glass transition compared to the theoretically equilibrium stiffness) during
the DMTA testing procedure were not published yet. Furthermore validation assessments of
thermorheological characteristics such as the glass transition range or phase transitions with
other methods than DMTA for different interlayer polymers are also not available in scientific
literature up to now. The Master Curving Process of obtaining a reference stiffness - frequency
respectively time curve with an associated Time-Temperature-Superposition-Principle (TTSP)
for a given reference temperature out of DMTA or creep / relaxation data at various temperatures is hardly investigated with respect to a numerical solution. [189] suggests a combination
of a global search optimization over candidates from a genetic selection process. This method
may suffer from local optimality due to the genetic optimization character as well as from long
wall-clock running times in dependence of the problem size. A general approach for the shifting
procedure as well as the fast Prony series extraction is thus desirable. Finally the investigation
of fractional viscoelastic constitutive laws for the thermomechanical description of polymeric
interlayers has not been published until now, despite several problems of optimization could be
eased with this approach, as much fewer parameters have to be fitted. At least a fractional
model could serve as a good and cheap (in terms of computation time) initial value estimate
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of the parameters of the Prony series of a Generalized Maxwell Model, which is other than the
fractional model available in most state-of-the-art finite element analysis software.
Some publications deal with the influence of chemical ageing on the thermomechanical properties of polymeric laminated glass interlayer. Creep and relaxation tests on aged glass laminates
with PVB interlayer were conducted by [273, 118, 199] while [180] published DMTA data for
different interlayers (PVB, ionoplast as well as EVA) after different chemical ageing conditions.
Unfortunately, neither extracted Prony series from the data but rather gave qualitative conclusion. [184] published results from torsional and bending creep tests on aged laminates as well
as from reassessments of the DMTA data from [180].
Publications on research in the direction of deducing Eurocode conform design values for the
polymeric laminated glass interlayers in the sense of the partial-safety-factor concept as enforced
by [88] were given by [273, 325] with some restrictions on the theoretical rigour. [325] provides
statistical correlations of temperature - load durations for wind and snow based on available
climate data and deduces a design resistance shear modulus from parametric studies on fourside supported glass laminates. Within this approach, the uncertainty in the interlayer shear
modulus from experimental data is ignored, thus this computation of a design value for the
interlayer shear modulus is not in full agreement with the requirements of [88]. [273] used in
parts the work of [325] to deduce design values for the interlayer shear modulus. However, [273]
based his deductions on rather severe assumptions on the type of the underlying probability
distribution for the interlayer shear modulus (leading to unphysical fractile values for certain
coefficients of variation). The evaluation of the literature source shows, that there is room for
improvement on the statistically correct and thus Eurocode conform deduction of the interlayer
shear modulus. This lack of theoretical rigour so far is motivation of handling the parameter
identification process in a Bayesian setting as presented in chapter 6.
Research on the fracture behaviour of glass and especially thermally pre-stressed glass began in
1920 with the studies of Griffith [140]. Since then, numerous studies on the fracture behaviour
of tempered glasses contributed to establish relationships between the residual stress state,
the glass thickness and the fragment density, e.g. [13, 194, 286, 220, 257]. Inspections w.r.t.
relating fragment size to the residual stress state were published by [12, 28, 145, 293, 323,
303]. Numerical investigations on the simulation capabilities of the Finite Element Method were
provided in literature for different approaches: cohesive zone elements ([57]), extended finite
element method (XFEM,[219]), mesh less ([35, 39]), element erosion ([39, 251]) and particle
conversion methods ([171]). There it was especially obtained, that FEA of the fracture process
is time consuming, potentially numerically unstable and the finally obtained fracture pattern
may not reflect statistical properties of real fracture patterns. Recently [223] raised the idea of
using a Voronoi tessellation to investigate the glass fracture pattern, there however it is neither
elaborated nor clearly stated, which point process was used for the presented Voronoi tessellation.
Furthermore in that paper nothing was said about the connections of the parameters from linear
fracture mechanics to those of an underlying stochastic point process. Ideas of Machine Learning
for image processing inspired the method ’BREAK’ as deduced in chapter 7 in order to provide
a fast and statistically representative alternative simulation approach for fracture patterns of
thermally pre-stressed glasses.
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The Bayesian inference for parameter identification of constitutive models was investigated in
certain areas in the past. Due to the great number of publications all over the engineering
community, in the following, only civil engineering relevant papers are cited. For general solid
mechanics parameter identification tasks in a Bayesian setting, [226, 249] published some work.
[249] investigates the force-displacement-relation by MCMC methods in the context of calibrating a Finite Element Model to three-point-bending tests of steel tubes while [226] infers the
parameters of a one-dimensional elasto-plastic model without hardening as well as a bilinear interface model for concrete cracking by Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. [301, 40]
provide a tool called ’BUS’ (Bayesian Updating with Structural reliability methods) for Bayesian
inference of engineering models. So far, the publications of this group concentrated on the identification of spatially variable parameters in geotechnical applications. Applications of Bayesian
methods for parameter estimation in a hydrological as well as geotechnical context is given by
[316, 319, 320, 318, 317] via the ’DREAM’ (DiffeRential Evolution Adaptive Metropolis) framework. The MATLAB implementation of ’DREAM’ is used within the context of this thesis to
infer material parameters for constitutive models of polymeric interlayers for laminated glass.
Bayesian inference for parameters of stochastic point patterns in a (civil) engineering application
has not yet been used to the authors best knowledge.
The literature on artificial intelligence (AI) as well as on machine learning (ML), which is a
subgroup of AI, is also huge. Here again, selected civil-engineering relevant publications are
mentioned. [201] summarizes all main kinds of developed methods and theories for applications
of artificial intelligence in a civil engineering context. According to [201], genetic algorithms
(GAs) could be seen as a special case of AI, as they mimic the Darwinian principle of evolution
and the survival of the fittest in optimization. [189] used GA to infer the parameters of the Prony
series of a standard PVB, however uncertainty quantification issues were left unaddressed. [34]
investigates the potential of machine learning techniques (artificial neural networks) in optimized
multi storey reinforced concrete frames, where the objective function has the goal of attaining a
minimum cost design based on market data after a structural analysis of the frames. [105] reviews
some applications of Machine Learning techniques in a structural health monitoring setting. In
summary, the research on the incorporation of ML techniques into civil engineering applications
so far has concentrated on the ’unsupervised learning’ branch of AI (which will be introduced
in Sec. 4.1). However, probabilistic Machine Learning methods for supervised learning tasks
have not yet been addressed in scientific publications in a civil engineering context. Within
this thesis, several methods from supervised probabilistic Machine Learning will be adopted and
applied to the parameter identification and model selection within the context of modelling the
strain, time and temperature dependence of polymeric laminated glass interlayers as well as the
fracture pattern simulation of thermally pre-stressed glass.
This thesis picks up several of the aforementioned open points and examines them in a scientific
context with the goal of contributing to a more comprehensive numerical-methodical simulation
approach of realistically mapping the time- and temperature-dependent load-bearing behaviour
of glass laminates in the intact and fractured state.The main contributions of this work to the
mentioned numerical-methodical simulation approach are on the one hand the thermomechanical
characterization of the polymeric interlayer of the laminated glass in case of small (intact state)
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and large strains (fractured state) and on the other hand a fast and realistic simulation of the
fracture pattern of thermally pre-stressed glass. Using the more methodical-oriented approaches
of Machine Learning within a Bayesian paradigm to obtain parameters for constitutive models
for viscoelasticity, hyperelasticity as well as stochastic point processes, the derived and provided
methods are also applicable in general for other than the investigated materials.
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Figure 1.2: Overview on the methodical, experimental and numerical investigations of this
thesis

2 Continuum Mechanics - Elasticity and
Viscoelasticity
For the understanding of the theoretical and experimental deductions within the scope of this
work, at this point it is neccessary to introduce basics from continuum mechanics, mathematics
as well as the specifics of the materials under investiagtion.

2.1 Fundamentals of Continuum Mechanics
This chapter is to briefly provide basic definitions from continuum mechanics for further
deductions in the later sections. Hence the nomenclature as well as specific symbols from
continuum mechanics are repeated. Main sources for this work are [58, 177, 170, 154], where an
even more detailed description of the topics covered here can be found.
Continuum mechanics is based typically on the triplet of
• kinematics
• balance laws
• constitutive equations
In the following section a further elaboration of the kinematics, the balance laws as well as a
detailed discussion of the derivation of constitutive equations is given. Mathematically speaking,
in the context of this thesis boundary value problems (BVP) are addressed, where the equations
which govern the equilibrium and the motion may be non-linear.

2.1.1 Vector and Tensor Analysis
This thesis deals with stress-strain relations, which both can be interpreted in a mathematical
sense as second-order tensors [58, 177, 154], hence the mathematics of vector and tensor algebra
is of importance in polymer mechanics. A brief introduction into the topic of vector and tensor
algebra is given in the following.
A vector u = u1 e1 + u2 e2 + u3 e3 represents a direction and a magnitude in the three dimensional
(3D) space given a set of bases ei (i = 1, 2, 3). In the context of this thesis the Einstein summation
convention is used. It states, that if exactly two variables in a term have the same subscript
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then that subscript is to be repeated with the values 1, 2, and 3 and thus the quantities have to
be summed.
The p-norm of a vector is defined by:
v
u 3
uX
p
||u||p = t
|ui |p

(2.1)

i=1

which corresponds to the length of the vector u for the case p = 2 or to the maximum component
of the vector u for p = ∞.
A scalar and a vector can be multiplied by multiplying the scalar with each of the components
of the vector. The dot-product (or scalar product) of two vectors is defined by:
u · v = ui · vi

(2.2)

u × v = ui vj ijk ek

(2.3)

The cross-product is defined by

with ijk being the permutation symbol.
The dyadic (or tensor) product of two vectors u, v operating on the vector x reads:
(u × v) x = (b · x)a

(2.4)

The dyad is a second-order tensor, which can be written as a sum of nine dyad terms:
A = Aij ei × ej

(2.5)

A (second-order) tensor represents a quantity that assigns a value and direction for each value
and direction and can hence be thought of as a mapping from one vector to another. The most
important tensor operations are:
• trace: trace[A] = Aii (sum of diagonal terms)
• inner product / contraction: A : B = trace[AB T ] = Aij Bij
• multiplication: AB = Aik Bkj
Tensor decompositions are used in the latter of the continuum mechanics chapter and will be
defined in Sec. 2.1.3. Often it is necessary to calculate functions of a tensor, which can be
conducted via using the spectral representation of the tensor A and then applying the function
f on the principal values of the tensor:
f (A) =

3
X

f (λi )ni × ni

i=1

where λi are the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors ni (mutually orthogonal basis).
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In the context of this thesis, it is distinguished between second order tensors P (e.g. stress
or strain tensor) and fourth order tensors C (e.g. elasticity tensor) in notation to put special
emphasis on the tensor order.

2.1.2 Kinematics
Kinematics is the description of motion and deformation of a material body B regardless of the
forces applied for that motion, cf. [58, 170]. In the context of kinematics, the material body B is
not described as a set of atoms (atomistic description) but instead consists of an infinite number
of material points or particles M, where the mass and the volume is continuously distributed. In
order to find a mathematical description of the kinematics some configurations are introduced.
A configuration refers to the simultaneous geometric position Ω of all material points of the
body B. For the following considerations the continuous body B is located within an Euclidean
space R3 spanned by an orthonormal basis ei (i = 1, 2, 3). For the description of the motion of
a continuous body B, two different frames need to be introduced, which then can be used for
capturing the configurations of the body B at different points in time, cf. Fig. 2.1.
The frame to the left hand side is called material configuration and refers to the initial (i.e.
undeformed) state at time t = 0, where the body B is undeformed, i.e. B = B0 with surface ∂B0 .
Each point P ∈ B of the body in the material configuration is described by its position vector
X = X(t = 0) = Xi ei and X ∈ Ω0 . The right hand side frame is called spatial configuration
and refers to a subsequent time t > 0, where the body B has deformed, i.e. B = B with surface
∂B. Each point P ∈ B of the body in the spatial configuration is described by its position vector
x = x(t > 0) = xi ei and x ∈ Ω. Typically capital and lower case letters indicate, whether
quantities belong to the material/initial/reference (upper case letters, e.g. B0 : X, t = t0 ) or the
spatial/current/deformed configuration (lower case letters, e.g. B : x, t > t0 ) respectively.
dX
deformation

ormed
guration

u(θ1,θ2,t)

B

initial / reference
con guration

B0
dx
X(θ1,θ2 )
x(θ1,θ2,t)
e3
e2
e1

Figure 2.1: Configurations and the deformation process of a body B
With introduction of these two configurations, the motion of a point P ∈ B at a time t > 0
can be defined by the bijective deformation map χ(X, t), which defines the position within the
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spatial/current configuration of the particle that originally occupied a given position within the
material/reference configuration (cf. Fig. 2.1) and is determined by :

χ

X 7→ x :

(2.7)

x = χ(X, t)

(2.8)

−1

X=χ

(x, t)

(2.9)

The motion description w.r.t. the material configuration is called Lagrangian description and
w.r.t. the spatial configuration is called Eulerian description. In solid mechanics usually the
Lagrangian description is used whereas in fluid mechanics the Eulerian description is preferred.
It is important to note, that the underlying physics governing the behaviour of the system is
the same, the description in terms of the resulting equations is different, cf. [58, 170]. In the
context of this thesis solely the Lagrangian description is used for the kinematics.
The deformation of a body B from its reference configuration into its actual configuration can
be described by the displacement vector u, which is defined by:
u=X−x

(2.10)

The partial derivative of the displacement vector u with respect to the initial position X is the
gradient of the displacements H:
H=

∂u(X)
;
∂X

Hij =

∂ui
∂Xj

(2.11)

The deformation of a body B from its reference configuration into its actual configuration can
be also described by the deformation gradient F, which is defined by:
F=

∂χ(X, t)
= H + I;
∂X

Fij =

∂xi
∂Xj

(2.12)

The deformation of a body hence can be divided into different classes depending on the structure
of the deformation gradient:
• homogeneous: F does not depend on the location in a body
• inhomogeneous: F(X) does depend on the location in a body
• isochoric: det[F] = 1
The definition of the deformation gradient F allows to write F as a mapping or linear transformation
dx = FdX
dX = F−1 dx
(2.13)
i.e. by operating F on a vector dX in the reference configuration the location of that vector
in the current configuration dx can be obtained and vice versa. This can be interpreted as the
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transform of an infinitesimal line element dX in the reference configuration to the line segment
dx in the current configuration .
Analogously to the line element, an area element as well as a volume element transforms via the
deformation gradient F. For the area element this reads:
da = det[F]F−T dA = JF−T dA

(2.14)

The volumetric deformation specifies how the volume is changed during a transformation from
the reference configuration dV into the volume element dv in the current configuration:
dv = det[F]dV = J · dV

(2.15)

with J > 0.
In the latter of this thesis, the polymeric interlayers will experimentally be exposed to certain deformations, where the deformation gradient is available analytically, as expressed in the
following examples for an incompressible material:
Example 1. Deformation Gradient F in the undeformed state



1 0 0


F=I= 0 1 0 
0 0 1
Example 2. Deformation Gradient F for uniaxial tension


λ
 0
x = FX = 
0

0
√1
λ

0



0
λ


0  X =⇒ F =  0
√1
0
λ


0
0 


0
√1
λ

0

√1
λ

Example 3. Deformation Gradient F for (equi-) biaxial tension


λ 0

x = FX =  0 λ
0 0



0
λ 0


0  X =⇒ F =  0 λ
1
0 0
λ2


0

0 

1
λ2

Example 4. Deformation Gradient F for simple shear



1 γ 0
1 γ 0




x = FX =  0 1 0  X =⇒ F =  0 1 0 
0 0 1
0 0 1


Example 5. Deformation Gradient F for pure shear
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Figure 2.2: Simple Shear Deformation, from [38]

Figure 2.3: Pure Shear Deformation, from [38]


x = FX = 

1
1−α2

0
0



0 0


1 α  X =⇒ F = 
α 1

1
1−α2

0
0


0 0

1 α 
α 1

It is worth noting, that pure shear (cf. Fig. 2.3) does not impose the same deformation as
simple shear (cf. Fig. 2.2) while both loading modes apply shear. The deformation of a square
in pure shear with different α values is given in Fig. 2.3. Note that the deformation of a square
in pure shear becomes a rhombus with all equal sides while in simple shear the square becomes
a parallelogram.
The following figure schematically represents the loading modes for which analytical deformation
gradients F are available

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of testing modes for hyperelastic materials, from [38]
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The derivatives of the deformation map χ(X, t) with respect to time gives material velocity and
material acceleration respectively:
dχ(X, t)
= v(X, t)
dt
d2 χ(X, t)
ẍ(X, t) =
= a(X, t))
dt2
ẋ(X, t) =

(2.16)
(2.17)

which are used within the time derivatives of field quantities, cf. Sec. 2.2.1.

2.1.3 Splits of the Deformation Gradient F
In the latter of this chapter different splits of the Deformation Gradient F are introduced as
they will be utilized for different parts of constitutive laws in the latter of this thesis.

2.1.3.1 Volumetric-Deviatoric / Distortional-Dilatational Decomposition
The Deformation Gradient F (respectively tensors in general) can be split into deviatoric and
volumetric parts:


1
1
F = dev(F) + vol(F) = F − trace(F)I + trace(F)I
(2.18)
3
3

2.1.3.2 Eigenvalue and Spectral Decomposition
Any symmetric tensor A can be characterized by its eigenvalues λ1 , λ2 , λ3 and associated eigenvectors n̂1 , n̂2 , n̂3 :
An̂i = λi n̂i

i = 1, 2, 3

(2.19)

In this case, the eigenvalues λi are real and the eigenvectors n̂i form a mutually orthogonal basis
of unit vectors. The symmetric tensor A can be written in its eigenvalue representation as

A=

3
X

λi n̂i ⊗ n̂i

(2.20)

i=1

For the deformation gradient F, which in general is non symmetric and hence does not have real
eigenvalues, the singular value decomposition (SVD) is used:
F = Q1 ΛQT2

(2.21)
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where Q1 and Q2 are two different orthogonal tensors (rotations) and Λ is diagonal. The SVD
thus can be further rewritten as
#
" 3
3
3
X
X
X
(2.22)
λi n̂i ⊗ N̂i
λi (Q1 êi ) ⊗ (Q2 êi ) =
F = Q1
λi n̂i ⊗ n̂i QT2 =
i=1

i=1

i=1

Here λi is the principal stretches of the deformation and n̂i as well as N̂i are the basis vectors
of the deformation gradient. This way of writing the deformation gradient F as a sum of the
dyadic product of its eigenvectors is called the spectral representation.

2.1.3.3 Multiplicative Decomposition of the Deformation Gradient F
The introduction of the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient F is of great
importance for different constitutive laws in the context of viscoplasticity. It is basis for separate
formulation of several partial constitutive laws at finite stains. The validity of the decomposition is limited to an infinitesimal domain around the point of interest P. One multiplicative
decomposition of the Deformation Gradient F is into
F = distortional(F) dilatational(F) = det[F]−1/3 F det[F]1/3 I = (J)1/3 IF̄

(2.23)

which is also known as the isochoric-volumetric split and was introduced by Flory [173]. On
the one hand a volume-preserving term is defined (det[F̄] = 1) and then pure volumetric strains
((J)1/3 I) are decomposed multiplicatively.
These splits will later be used in the context of modelling incompressibility of polymeric interlayer
materials, further considerations w.r.t. the splits of the deformation gradient F can be found in
[154, 177].

2.1.4 Strain Tensors, Stretch and Rotation
Any general deformation can be uniquely decomposed into a rotation followed by a stretch
component, or a stretch component followed by a rotation:
F = RU = vR

(2.24)

where
• R=

P3

• U=

P3

• v=

P3

i=1 n̂i

⊗ N̂i is the rotation tensor (orthogonal, volume conserving)

i=1 λi N̂i

i=1 λi n̂i

⊗ N̂i is the right stretch tensor (positive definite, symmetric)

⊗ n̂i is the left stretch tensor (positive definite, symmetric)

Eq. (2.24) is called the polar decomposition of the deformation gradient F. Note that if U =
v = I ⇒ F = R is a rigid body rotation and similarly, if R = I ⇒ F = U = v is a pure stretch.
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Besides a number of important tensor quantities derived from the polar decomposition the
following two tensors will be of special interest:
C = FT F = UT RT RU = U2

(2.25)

which is called the right Cauchy-Green tensor and
b = FFT = vRRT vT = v2

(2.26)

which is called the left Cauchy-Green tensor.
In order to define a strain measure at a material point, rigid body motions and rotations have
to be excluded, thus a strain tensor E cannot directly depend on the deformation gradient F
but U and v can be utilized.
Strains can be described in the reference configuration (called Lagrangian strains), important
definitions here are:


• Green-Lagrange strain: E = 12 U2 − I
• Hencky strain / true strain / logarithmic strain: H = ln U
• Biot strain / engineering strain / nominal strain: B = U − I
Strains can as well be described in the current configuration (called Eulerian strains), important
definitions here are:


• Euler-Almansi strain: e = 21 I − b−1
• Hencky strain / true strain / logarithmic strain: h = ln v
• Biot strain / engineering strain / nominal strain: b = v − I
Using Eq. (2.11), the Green-Lagrange strain may also be written as:
E=


1
H + HT + HHT
2

(2.27)

which can be further split into a linear
Elin =


1
H + HT
2

(2.28)

and a non linear part:

1
HHT
(2.29)
2
For the small strain case (i.e. ||H||  1), the non linear contribution Enlin to the total strain
E can be neglected. In a geometrically linear theory, the differentiation of material and spatial
terms can be omitted, as the reference configuration is equal to the actual configuration, i.e.
B0 ≡ Bt . The lateral contraction can be expressed by the help of Poisson’s ratio ν, which is
defined in the small strain case as
1
ν=−
(2.30)
3
Enlin =
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where 1 represents the lateral strain and i is the true strain.
Further material theories such as hyperelasticity use a decomposition of the right Cauchy-Green
tensor C (or equivalently the left Cauchy-Green tensor b) into invariants instead of the actual
tensor to form a constitutive law. Without going in detail here (cf. Sec. 2.3.2.3), by using the
Cayley-Hamilton-theorem, the invariants of C read:
I1 (C) = λ21 + λ22 + λ23
I1 (C) =
I1 (C) =

λ21 λ22 +
λ21 λ22 λ23

λ22 λ23

(2.31)
+

λ23 λ21

(2.32)
(2.33)

Further application of Eq. (2.18) to the deformation gradient and evaluation for the right CauchyGreen tensor C (or equivalently the left Cauchy-Green tensor b) incompressible properties can
be described. Analogously volume preserving eigenvalues will be found
λ̄i = J −1/3 λi

(2.34)

which hold the incompressibility condition λ̄1 λ̄2 λ̄3 = 1 (cf. Eq. (2.31) ). Further details and
derivations on this will be given in the latter of this chapter in Sec. 2.3.2.3.
Advanced constitutive laws for polymers rely on the considerations of inherent viscoelasticity
and viscoplasticity of the material. To incorporate these effects into a material model, the
consideration of the time derivative of the deformation gradient is necessary, which reads:
Ḟ =

∂ ∂xi
∂v
∂ ∂xi
=
= Grad[v]
=
∂t ∂Xj
∂Xj ∂t
∂X

(2.35)

2.1.5 Stress Tensors
Stress measures are central to continuum mechanics, thus the concept of mechanical stress is
introduced in the following.
Let act a stress vector t on the surface of a body ∂Bt in the current configuration, cf. Fig. 2.5.
t is defined by the limit
∆f
(2.36)
t = lim
∆a→0 ∆s
as force ∆f related to surface area element ∆s. The Cauchy theorem states, that there exists a
unique tensorial stress field σ that is independent of the direction of the virtual cut (specified
by the normal n) and is defined in a point Pt in the actual configuration as
t := σn
where t = t(x, n) is the Cauchy (true) surface traction vector and σ =
Cauchy stress tensor.
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(2.37)
P3

i=1 σi n̂i

⊗ n̂i is the
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The traction vector as well as the stress tensor in Eq. (2.37) can be written in the reference
configuration as
T := PN
(2.38)
where T = T(X, N) is the first Piola-Kirchhoff traction (nominal) surface traction vector and
P
P = 3i=1 Pi N̂i ⊗ N̂i is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor.
Note, that while σ is symmetric, P is not. In order to avoid this disadvantage with P, the second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S is introduced (as pure computation operand)
S := F−1 P

(2.39)

A further stress measures is the Kirchhoff stress defined by τ = Jσ.

(a) Graphical representation of the stress vector in a material point

(b) Schematic figure of a body B with a virtual cut

Figure 2.5: Schematic figure of a body B in its deformed configuration showing that internal
forces t = df are needed to keep the body in equilibrium when a virtual cut is
made. From [38]
If necessary, all mentioned stress measures can be transformed into each other by the deformation
gradient, e.g. τ = Φ∗ (S) = FSFT . The transform from dual material and spatial operands is
called Pull-Back Φ∗ (pull back to reference configuration) and Push-Forward Φ∗ (push forward
to current configuration). In that case S = Φ∗ (τ ) = F−1 τ F−T . Examples and further details
and deductions on that can be found in [38, 177, 173, 58].

2.1.6 Balance Laws and Equilibrium
Balance laws are essential for continuum mechanics, as independent and universal statements
can be given in an axiomatic way. In terms of nomenclature, a balance law is a physical rule
expressed in terms of a given volume of material, and a field equation is a physical rule expressed
at a material point. For reasons of brevity only an summarizing overview on the balance laws
can be given in the context of this thesis, further deductions and details can be found in [58],
[154]. Important theorems in the context of the balance laws are
• conservation of mass
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• conservation of linear momentum
• conservation of angular momentum
• conservation of energy
• first and second laws of thermodynamics and entropy inequality
The most important items in the list above are the conservation of linear momentum, as the
boundary value problem of an elastic body can be deduced from this, and the conservation of
angular momentum, as this induces symmetry in the Cauchy stress tensor. In the latter of
this section the entropy inequality will be used to derive some restrictions for the constitutive
laws. In order to have a clear nomenclature for the following deductions, 2.1 summarizes all
field variables used.
Table 2.1: Field Variables used in the Balance Laws and Field Equations
ρ0
Mass density in the reference configuration
θ0
Temperature in the reference configuration
e0
Internal energy per unit reference volume
Ψ Helmholtz free energy per unit reference volume
s0
Entropy per unit reference volume
Q
Heat flux per unit reference surface area
R
Rate of heat supply per unit reference volume
Bf
Body force per unit reference volume

Conservation of Mass
Under the assumption, that the body under investigation B does not exchange material with its
surroundings, the conservation of mass defines, that the total mass m must be constant and the
time derivative of the total mass has to be zero:
Z
D
ρ0 (X, t)dV = 0
(2.40)
Dt Ω0
Hence, the respective mass densities are related by the local equation of continuity ρt = Jρ0 .
Balance of Linear Momentum
The balance of linear momentum states, that the sum of surface and volumetric forces acting
on a body B have to equal the time derivative of the total linear momentum of the body. By
using previous equations and the divergence theorem yields Cauchy first law of motion
Div[P] + Bf = ρ0 V̇

(2.41)

where V is the velocity field. It can be shown that the equilibrium with respect to the current/deformed configuration and the initial configuration of a structure are equivalent.
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Balance of Angular Momentum
The balance of angular momentum states, that the moment that is applied on a body B is
equal to the time-derivative of the angular momentum, i.e. the sum of moments from surface
and volumetric forces acting on a body B have to equal the time derivative of the angular
momentum of the body B. By using Cauchy’s stress theorem and applying the cross product of
the force and the linear momentum with the position vector it follows:
I × (PFT ) = 0

(2.42)

Hence, the balance of angular momentum is satisfied if the balance of linear momentum is
satisfied and the Cauchy stress is symmetrical, so the following holds as well
PFT = FPT

ST = S

σT = σ

(2.43)

It can be shown that the presented equilibria in the strong form can be transformed into the
commonly known weak forms of equilibrium using e.g. the principle of virtual work, which is
extensively used in the Finite Element Analysis context.

First and Second Law of Thermodynamics
The first law of thermodynamics states, that the time rate of change of the internal energy U is
balanced by the total mechanical power Wint and the total heat flux Q:
U̇ = Ẇint + Q̇

(2.44)

The first law of thermodynamics allows to describe general deformation processes, where irreversible contributions to the deformation process can be described via thermal effects in terms
of an energy balance. After further insertion of different balance laws the following expression
holds:
P : Ḟ − Div[Q] + R = ė0
(2.45)
By further use of the entropy, the direction and irreversibility of thermodynamical processes can
be described. The second law of thermodynamics tells, that the time rate of change of entropy
s can be decomposed into exchanges of entropy and production of entropy. The latter can only
be positive or zero for reversible transformation (i.e. no dissipation).
Γ = ṡ − ṡreversible ≥ 0

(2.46)

Entropy is thus no conserved quantity as a production term Γ exists. Eq. (2.46) is also known
as Clausius-Duhem equation. In many textbooks the following equation will also be found for
the Clausius-Duhem equation in the reference configuration:
 
Q
R
ṡ0 ≥ − Div
+
(2.47)
θ0
θ0
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Finally the term stress power is introduced. Starting from
forces on a body in current configuration Ω and then using
as the divergence theorem the following is obtained:
Z
Z
Z
Z
D
Pext =
t · vds +
bf · vds =
σ : ddv +
Dt Ω
Ω
Ω
Ω

the rate of work done by external
the Cauchy stress theorem as well

1 2
DK
ρv dv = Pint +
2
Dt

(2.48)

with d being the rate of deformation tensor. This equation balances the rate of external work
to be equal to the rate of internal mechanical work (= stress power) plus time derivative of the
kinetic energy). From Eq. (2.48), the stress power term leads to interpreting Kirchhoff stresses
Jσ = τ and rate of deformation tensor d being work conjugate stress and deformation rate
measures. For all the other stress and deformation measures similar relations can be obtained
by further manipulation. The developing of constitutive equations rely on using work conjugate
stress and strain measures. The following table summarizes the three most commonly used pairs
of stress and strain measures:
Table 2.2: Work Conjugate Stress and Deformation Rate Measures
Stress Measure
Work Conjugate Deformation Rate Measure
Kirchhoff stress Jσ = τ
Rate of deformation tensor d
First Piola-Kirchhoff stress P
Time derivative of deformation gradient Ḟ
Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S
Time derivative of Green strain Ė

These equations are very useful when developing constitutive laws as it will be discussed in the
next sections. Further forms of the mentioned equations in this section as well as exhaustive
deduction and explanation on the different conservation laws can be found in [154, 58, 177].
At this point, some interesting findings from [300] concerning the afore mentioned terms ’stress
power’ and ’Clausius-Duhem equation’ is given:
Let P be an arbitrary tetrahedral element, and σ : d be the mechanical (stress) power per unit
volume, it may be written at any time t:
ρ(ė − Θṡ) ≤ σ : d

(2.49)

where e denotes the local specific internal energy and s denotes the local specific entropy. This
equation points out that the work done by the stress would induce either an increase of the
specific internal energy or a decrease of the specific entropy. In the case of elasticity, the
transformation is reversible and it may be written
ρ(ė − Θṡ) = σ : d

(2.50)

When the work done by the stress induces mostly an increase of the specific internal energy
(ė  Θṡ), we speak of enthalpic elasticity. Enthalpic elasticity is the elasticity of crystals where
the deformation comes mostly from a change of distances between atoms. Elastic response of
the crystalline solids is due to the change of the equilibrium inter atomic distances under stress
and therefore, the change in the internal energy of the crystal.
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When the work done by the stress induces mostly a decrease of entropy (ė  Θṡ), we speak of
entropic elasticity. Elasticity of soft biological tissues is composed from the elastic responses of
the chains cross linked in the network sample. External stress changes the equilibrium end-toend distance of a chain, and it thus adopts a less probable conformation, its entropy therefore
decreases. Therefore, the elasticity of soft biological tissues is of (purely) entropic nature.
This nomenclature will later arise in the context of thermomechanical characterisation of polymers, where a definition of the entropy elastic and energy elastic area around the glass transition
temperature TG will be given.

2.2 Material Modelling and Constitutive Equations
This section is concerned with the mathematical / mechanical set-up and deduction of constitutive models in the context of thermomechanics of polymers. Elastic, viscoelastic and hyperelastic
properties are formulated, separately applied or combined from rheological basis models to from
complex constitutive laws. The mentioned material laws use the parallel arrangement of Hooke,
Maxwell, Prandl and other standard elements. As in the context of this thesis only glass and
polymeric materials are under investigation, the further deductions and considerations strongly
emphasize the phenomenological modelling of ’technical’ polymers as well as glass. The mechanical description of polymers is especially complicated, as thermorheological characteristics have
to be taken into account for the formulation of a constitutive law as well as the consideration of
large deflections and large strains. In the following, principles of constitutive modelling and the
deduction of constitutive models are repeated followed by the introduction to elastic, viscoelastic
and hyperelastic constitutive laws. This section mainly summarizes [58], [280], [161] and [62].
The mathematical formalism is adopted from [58] and [161].

2.2.1 General Principles of Constitutive Modelling
The constitutive model in general consists of a set of mathematical equations that relate quantities from thermomechanics and kinematics for a specific material within a specific range of
applicability. Combining the constitutive equations with the balance laws a model to determine
the response of a system to a given excitation is set up. The set-up of a constitutive model
follows three steps:
1. selection of the dependent and independent variables
2. set up constraints on the specific form of the constitutive model
3. specify the model parameters via experiments
When processing the aforementioned steps in order to elaborate a constitutive material model,
there are eight principles to address physically admissibility, cf. [58, 173]:
• Principle of causality: Motion and temperature of all particles within the body B0 are
observable causal variables which all other quantities depend on
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• Principle of determinism: The present state of the independent constitutive variables
can be completely determined from its kinematic and temperature history.
• Principle of local action: The interaction strength between particles decay with increasing distance.
• Principle of equi-presence: When initially formulating constitutive models, each constitutive equation should have the same independent variables until they are explicitly
excluded by one of the other principles.
• Principle of frame indifference or objectivity: The material response must be independent of the observer’s reference frame
• Principle of material symmetry: The material response should be invariant under
rotations belonging to the material symmetry group
• Principle of dissipation: The material law must satisfy the second law of thermodynamics for any thermodynamic process that is compatible with the governing equations

2.2.2 Constitutive Equations for a Thermoelastic Material
A thermoelastic material is completely characterized by the heat flux vector q, Cauchy stress
σ, internal energy per unit reference volume e0 and entropy per unit reference volume s0 , which
all depend on the deformation gradient, temperature, and temperature gradient as:
q = q̂(F, θ0 , Grad[θ0 ])

(2.51)

P = P̂(F, θ0 , Grad[θ0 ])

(2.52)

e0 = eˆ0 (F, θ0 , Grad[θ0 ])

(2.53)

s0 = ŝ(F, θ0 , Grad[θ0 ])

(2.54)

Following [173, 154], the constitutive equations for a thermoelastic material can be specified by
using the balance laws (Eqs.(2.41),(2.42),(2.44),(2.46) and forcing the above mentioned equations
to fulfil them. When using the Helmholtz free energy Ψ instead of internal energy e0 (via
Ψ = e0 − θ0 s0 ) finally it is obtained:

"

#
"
#
"
#
∂ Ψ̂
∂ Ψ̂
∂ Ψ̂
1
1
− P̂ : Ḟ +
+ s0 · θ̇0 +
· (Grad[θ0 ]) + Q̂ · (Grad[θ0 ]) ≥ 0 (2.55)
∂F
∂θ0
∂ Grad[θ0 ] dt
θ0

This equation has to be valid for all processes, hence for all possible values and histories of
F, Ḟ, θ, θ̇, Grad[θ] and d(Grad[θ0 ])/dt.
For processes with θ̇0 = 0 and d(Grad[θ0 ])/dt = 0 Eq. (2.55) becomes:
"
#
∂ Ψ̂
1
− P̂ : Ḟ + Q̂ · (Grad[θ0 ]) ≥ 0
∂F
θ0
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Eq. (2.56) has to be true for all Ḟ, thus the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress P (and hence all other
stress measures such as the Cauchy stress σ) has to be equal to the partial derivative of the
Helmholtz free energy Ψ with respect to the deformation gradient:
P̂(F, θ0 ) =

∂ Ψ̂
1 ∂ Ψ̂(F, θ0 ) T
⇒ σ(F, θ0 ) =
F
∂F
J
∂F

(2.57)

If instead a processes with Ḟ0 = 0 and d(Grad[θ0 ])/dt = 0 is considered, Eq. (2.55) becomes:
#
"
1
∂ Ψ̂
+ s0 · θ̇0 + Q̂ · (Grad[θ0 ]) ≥ 0
(2.58)
∂θ0
θ0
Eq. (2.58) has to be true for all θ̇0 , thus the entropy per unit reference volume s0 has to be given
by the partial derivative of the Helmholtz free energy Ψ̂ with respect to the temperature:
ŝ0 (F, θ0 ) = −

∂ Ψ̂
∂θ0

(2.59)

In summary: The constitutive behaviour of a thermoelastic material is completely specified
by the two functions Ψ̂(F, θ0 ) and Q̂(F, θ0 ), the remaining field variables P̂ and ŝ0 can be
determined from them. This finding will exhaustively be used in the latter of this thesis in the
context of modelling hyperelasticity.
Having introduced the main physical and mathematical concepts and tools of material modelling,
the following subsection deal with the specifics of elasticity, viscoelasticity and hyperelasticity.
Details on the experimental and numerical identification of the constitutive parameters of the
material laws are highlighted within the next subsections but the detailed description hast to be
postponed to the latter chapters of this thesis, as in the context of this thesis different frameworks
for the identification and uncertainty quantification of different constitutive parameters are
deduced, implemented and applied to experimental data.

2.3 Elasticity
Research is concerned with the description and identification of constitutive laws for polymers
since about 70 years [38]. Very fundamental work was done in the field by [224], [269], [242], as
they proposed whole families of material laws. An overview on many of the phenomenological
material laws is given by [14], [38], [50] etc. First numerical and implementation aspects were
highlighted by [208], [38], [154], [217] or [29].
In the context of hyperelasticity (which is concerned in detail in the latter of this subsection) the
ˆ = ψ(I, II,
ˆ III) = ψ(λ1 , ˆλ2 , λ3 ) is the starting
energy density function (cf. Eq. (2.31)) ψ = ψ(C)
point of every material law.
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2.3.1 Linear Elasticity
Linear elasticity theory is covered in numerous textbooks (as cited in the section before), here
only a brief introduction to isotropic elasticity will be given. In linear isotropic elasticity, stress
is proportional to the applied strain and independent of the orientation of the material body B.
The constitutive equation for an elastic material is known as Hooke’s law and can be expressed
by the fourth order elasticity tensor C in
σ = C :  = 2µ + λ trace()I

(2.60)

where in Eq. (2.60) the right side is called Lam equation and can alternatively be expressed by
using the elastic strain energy density W = 1/2  : C : , which reads
σ=

∂W
1 ∂( : C : )
=
=C:
∂
2
∂

(2.61)

Isotropic elasticity for small strains uses either the elastic modulus E and Possion’s ratio ν or
the shear modulus G and Lame’s constant λ as material parameters. The linear correlation
between E, the shear modulus G, and the bulk modulus K is given by Poisson’s ratio ν with
the conversion laws given in Fig. 2.6 (where for the nomenclature it holds: G ≡ µ is the shear
modulus and K ≡ κ is the bulk modulus):

Figure 2.6: Conversion of Different Linear Elastic Material Parameters
A perfectly incompressible material behaviour would require the bulk modulus K becoming
infinite. G and K are conventionally used for constitutive relations using the volumetric deviatoric split as defined in Eq. (2.18).
The typical approach to calibrate a linear elasticity model involves an uniaxial tension experiment where the stress-strain response is used to determine the Young’s modulus whereas the
Poisson’s ratio is obtained from the transverse contraction in the tension experiment. Further
details on material testing and the parameter identification of material laws is given in the lat-
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ter of this thesis. According to [38], linear elasticity is mostly useful for predicting the small
strain behaviour of thermoplastics below the glass transition temperature and for thermosets
whereas elastomer-like materials need to be modelled by a hyperelastic model or one of the more
advanced models of viscoplasticity. The theory for linear elasticity can be extended to include
anisotropic behaviour, but this is not within the scope of this thesis, further information on that
could be found in e.g. [58] or [38].

2.3.2 Isotropic Hyperelasticity
Hyperelasticity is a generalization of linear elasticity, which contains both, material non-linearity
from constitutive relations and geometric non-linearity from kinematics. As shown in Eq. (2.57),
the stress of a thermoelastic material satisfying the Clausius-Duhem inequality can be computed
from the Helmholtz free energy per unit reference volume Ψ. Further relations in this context
are given by the Doyle-Ericksen-Formulas, which are introduced in the following.

2.3.2.1 Doyle-Ericksen-Formulas
In the context of this work the existence of a strain energy density of the form Ψ = ρ0 ψ can be
assumed for all mentioned hyperelastic constitutive laws, here ψ is the free Helmholtz energy
and ρ0 the density in reference configuration. Based on that, stresses and stress increases can
be calculated by derivatives, cf.[173, 154]. Especially it holds:
S = ρ0

∂ψ
∂ψ
∂Ψ
∂Ψ
= 2ρ0
=
=2
∂E
∂C
∂E
∂C

(2.62)

∂ψ
∂Ψ
=
∂F
∂F

(2.63)

as well as
P = ρ0
and

∂ψ T
∂Ψ T
F = J −1
F
∂F
∂F
where ρt the density in current configuration.
σ = ρt

(2.64)

Finally the material tensor C for the reference configuration can be stated:
C=2

∂S
∂2Ψ
=4
∂C
∂C∂C

(2.65)

as well as the material tensor k for the current configuration
k=2

∂2Ψ
∂τ
b = 4b
b
∂b
∂b∂b

(2.66)
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2.3.2.2 Properties of a Helmholtz free energy Ψ(F)
In the area of hyperelasticity, there exists a so-called Helmholtz free energy Ψ (C) or
Ψ (b) defined per unit volume, which is symmetrically dependent on the principal stretches
eng
λi with i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, which can be calculated by λi = 1 + εeng
represents the
i , where εi
engineering strain. Generally hyperelastic constitutive equations can be formulated based on
strain invariants of b (or C, cf. Sec. 2.3.2.5), which leads to the strain invariants
Ib = bii = λ21 + λ22 + λ23

IIb =

1
(bii bjj − bji bij ) = λ21 λ22 + λ22 λ23 + λ21 λ23
2
IIIb = det bii = λ21 λ22 λ23 .

(2.67)

(2.68)

(2.69)

Regarding incompressible hyperelasticity, the isochoric part of b can be reformulated into b̄ =
2
J − 3 b. Accordingly, the principal engineering stresses for incompressible materials Ti can be
derived by
∂Ψ
−1
Ti =
− pλ−1
with i ∈ {1, 2, 3} ,
(2.70)
i ≡ σi λi
∂λi
where p is a Lagrange multiplier, which can be obtained by boundary constraints and σi describes
the principal Cauchy stress in the current configuration.
2.3.2.3 Incompressible Hyperelasticity
In general, hyperelastic materials might exhibit the property of being incompressible during
finite deformation, i.e. the volume is preserved. Numerically, a constraint J = 1 has to be
imposed to make the material incompressible. Due to incompressibility, the hydrostatic portion
of stress cannot be calculated from the volumetric strain. In the case incompressibility, the
constitutive description of hyperelasticity can be postulated by a strain energy density function
Ψ = Ψ (F) − p (J − 1)

(2.71)

with the restrictions of det F = J = 1 and the introduction of a Lagrange multiplier scalar p,
which can be understood as a hydrostatic pressure. The scalar p can be identified by boundary
conditions as well as equilibrium equations and represents a work less reaction to the kinematic
constraint on the deformation field, [154].

2.3.2.4 Compressible and Nearly Incompressible Hyperelasticity
In contrast to an incompressible hyperelastic material, a compressible or nearly-incompressible
hyperelastic material can undergo finite strains accounting for volume changes. Here, the constitutive characterization of polymeric materials is addressed by making use of the volumetricdeviatoric split (cf. Sec. 2.1.3.1) of the deformation gradient F respectively the strain energy
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density function Ψ (C) originally proposed by Flory [128]. This is reasonable, if materials have
large differences between the shear and bulk modulus. The deformation gradient can then be
written as
 1 
1
F = J 3 I F∗ = J 3 F∗ ,
(2.72)
whereas the right Cauchy-Green stretch tensors can be formulated by
 2 
2
C = J 3 I C∗ = J 3 C∗

(2.73)

From this, it follows that a general compressible hyperelastic material law can be formulated by
Ψ (C) = Ψiso (C∗ ) + Ψvol (J) ,

(2.74)

which describe the isochoric (volume preserving) and volumetric (volume change) elastic response. Further details on theoretical and numerical aspects can be found in [38, 154, 177].

2.3.2.5 Strain Energy Density

For isotropic materials, the constitutive relation has to be independent of the coordinate frame
selected because the material has the same property for all directions. For example, the strain
component E11 cannot be used for the constitutive relation, because its value depends on the
coordinate system. Thus it is natural that the strain energy density is defined using invariants
of strain or alternatively that of the deformation tensor.
When the undeformed state is used as frame of reference, the three invariants of the right
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C are given as

I1 = tr(C) = λ21 + λ22 + λ23
1
I2 = [(tr(C))2 − (C2 )] = λ21 λ22 + λ22 λ23 + λ21 λ23
2
I3 = det(C) = λ21 λ22 λ23

(2.75)
(2.76)
(2.77)

where λ21 , λ22 , λ23 are the tree eigenvalues of the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C, it has
also been shown that λ1 , λ2 , λ3 are the tree eigenvalues of the left stretch tensor U and are also
called principal stretches. These three invariants will remain unchanged for different coordinate
systems.
In order to be a valid deformation, the three invariants must be positive. The square root of I3
in Eq. (2.77) measures the volume change of the material. If the material is incompressible, it
is clear that I3 = 1. The three invariants are identical for both the left and right Cauchy-Green
deformation tensors. When there is no deformation, i.e. λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1, I1 = I2 = 3, I3 = 1.
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Using the three invariants, a general form of the strain energy density can be defined in the
following polynomials:

W (I1 , I2 , I3 ) =

inf
X

Amnk (I1 − 3)m (I2 − 3)n (I3 − 1)k

(2.78)

m+n+k=1

where Amnk are coefficients of the polynomials.
As shown before, the deformation of a material can be decomposed into volumetric and distortional parts. If the material is incompressible, i.e. I3 = 1, then the volumetric part of the strain
energy density is eliminated and only the first two terms contribute to the strain energy density.
This part of the stored energy is called the distortional strain energy density and is defined as

W1 (I1 , I2 ) =

inf
X

Amn (I1 − 3)m (I2 − 3)n

(2.79)

m+n=1

Note, that Eq. (2.79) does not impose the incompressibility condition. A separate constraint
must be used to make the material incompressible. All the models listed above account for non
constant shear modulus. However, caution needs to be exercised on inclusion of higher order
terms to fit the data, since this may result in unstable energy functions, yielding non-physical
results outside the range of the experimental data.
In the following, some of the various material models proposed by Eq. (2.79) are discussed.

2.3.2.5.1 Neo-Hookean Model Using the undeformed state as frame of reference, the strain
energy density can be defined as
W1 (I1 ) = A10 (I1∗ − 3) +

K
(J − 1)2
2

(2.80)

The Neo-Hookean model uses two material parameters: a shear modulus G and a bulk modulus
K. In order to be equivalent to the linear elastic material in small deformation, the parameter
A10 is related to the shear modulus by A10 = G/2. The stress-strain relation here is linear but
the displacement-strain relation is non-linear.
For the experimental determination of the parameters of the incompressible Neo-Hookean model
the Cauchy stress σ is given by Eqs.(2.81) for uniaxial, planar, and biaxial deformations:


1
2
σuniaxial = G λ −
(2.81)
λ


1
2
σplanar = G λ − 2
(2.82)
λ


1
σbiaxial = G λ2 − 4
(2.83)
λ
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Acc. to [38], this model gives good correlation with experimental data up to 40% strain in
uniaxial tension and up to 90% strains in simple shear.

2.3.2.5.2 Mooney-Rivlin Model An extension of the Neo-Hookean model is obtained by including the effect of the second invariant I2 :
W1 (I1 , I2 ) = C10 (I1∗ − 3)C01 (I2∗ − 3) +

K
(J − 1)2
2

(2.84)

This model is most popular in finite element analysis of hyperelastic materials, not because of
its accuracy but because of its simplicity with 3 material parameters C10 , C01 and K.
For the experimental determination of the parameters of the incompressible Mooney-Rivlin
model the Cauchy stress σ is given by Eqs.(2.85) for uniaxial, planar, and biaxial deformations:

σuniaxial
σplanar
σbiaxial


= 2 λ2 −

= 2 λ2 −

= 2 λ2 −



C01
1
C10 +
λ
λ

1
(C10 + C01 )
λ2



1
1
4
+ 2C01 λ − 2
λ4
λ

(2.85)
(2.86)
(2.87)

The Mooney-Rivlin model is good up to 100% strain in tensile test but has some difficulties in
describing the compression mode of deformation, cf. [38]. Moreover this material model fails to
account for the hardening of the material at large strains. However, the improvements can come
with a negative C01 term, although often improving the predictions in one loading mode, can at
the same time make the model unstable at finite deformations in a different loading mode.

2.3.2.5.3 Extended Tube Model The Extended Tube (ET) model is a statistical mechanics
and micromechanics inspired material model that considers the network constraints from surrounding molecular chains and the limited chain extensibility in the derivation of the Helmholtz
free energy expression. The energy function consists of three parts: energy from the cross-linking
of the network (Ψc ), energy from confining tube constrains (Ψe ), and energy from volumetric
deformations (Ψv ): Ψ = Ψc + Ψe + Ψv , where:


(1 − δ 2 ) · (I1∗ − 3)
+ ln 1 − δ 2 (I1∗ − 3)
∗
2
1 − (I1 − 3)δ
3

2Ge X  ∗ −β
(λi ) − 1
Ψe = 2
β
Gc
Ψc =
2




(2.88)
(2.89)

i=1

Ψv = K(J − 1)2

(2.90)

λ∗i

(2.91)

=J

−1/3

λi
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For the incompressible case it follows, that Ψv = 0. The material constants are hence Gc , Ge , δ
and β. The Cauchy stresses for the standard experiments can be calculated as:


σuniaxial = Gc


σbiaxial = Gc

1 + (1 + I1∗2 − 4I1∗ )δ 2 + (5I1∗ − I1∗2 − 6)δ 4
[1 − (I1∗ − 3)δ 2 ]2

"



−β #
1
2G
1
e
λ2 −
−
λ−β − √
λ
β
λ

(2.92)
"




−β #
1
2G
1
1 + (1 + I1∗2 − 4I1∗ )δ 2 + (5I1∗ − I1∗2 − 6)δ 4
e
λ2 − 4 −
λ−β −
[1 − (I1∗ − 3)δ 2 ]2
λ
β
λ2
(2.93)

2.3.2.5.4 Further Models in Hyperelasticity In literature further free Helmholtz strain energy
densities exist, which are not considered in the context of this work. A comprehensive collection
of a great variety can be found in [38] and the literature cited already in Sec. 2.3.
A more data-driven approach in the context of hyperelasticity is the Response Function Hyperelasticity, where the free energy is specified directly based on experimental data in different
loading situations, cf. [63], [309]. An advantage of this approach is, that there do not exist
adjustable material parameters that need to be fitted numerically. A disadvantage of this approach is, that errors / uncertainties in the experiments have greater influence on the free energy
function. Within the scope of this thesis, those kind of approaches are not considered in more
detail, thus the reader is referred to the existing literature for further information.

2.3.3 Anisotropic Hyperelasticity
Fiber reinforced composites, drawn polymer films or other polymers with a preferred molecular
orientation many behave anisotropic to various degrees. Furthermore anisotropic hyperelasticity is a basic building block for more advanced viscoplastic material models. As anisotropic
hyperelasticity is not a content of this work and thus not of relevance, the reader is referred
to the textbooks [38] or [154] for an introduction to the theory of anisotropic elasticity and
hyperelasticity.

2.3.4 Limitations of Hyperelasticity
So far, different hyperelastic models were introduced an described for the use in the context of
modelling the behaviour of the polymeric interlayer of laminated glass or the fractured laminated
glass itself. Hyperelastic material models in the past have proven to be quite useful for predicting
the behaviour of polymers, cf. [189],[250],[187],[182] etc. As a summary, the main strengths of
hyperelastic models are:
• experimentally simple to use and calibrate
• available in many major commercial Finite Element Analysis codes
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• computationally efficient
However, at this point also the main limitations of hyperelasticity models have to be named:
• accurate just for monotonic loading
• no capturing of rate-effects or viscoelasticity
• no capturing of hysteresis during cyclic loading
• no capturing of damage, stiffening or softening beyond certain loading points
A simple way to extend the hyperelastic models which were presented in this chapter is to
augment the hyperelastic model with linear viscoelasticity as presented in the next chapter.

2.4 Viscoelasticity
2.4.1 Introduction
Within this thesis an introduction into the phenomenological theory of viscoelasticity is given,
which expresses mathematically the experimental observation without molecular considerations,
cf. [60]. The parameters of the phenomenological theory thus cannot deliver relations to the
molecular structure of polymers by the theory itself, although it is more general and exact in
some aspects than molecular theory as almost all molecular theories are approximations derived
from fundamental equations. First considerations on the viscoelastic nature of solid matter
were made by Wilhelm Weber in 1835, who conducted mechanical tests on silk threads. In
1867, James Clerk Maxwell introduced elastic properties in the description of fluids, while in
1874 Boltzmann developed the formulation for linear viscoelasticity using the superposition of
effects. Especially, Boltzmann showed, that the strain at time t in response to a general timedependent stress history σ(t) can be represented as the sum / integral of terms involving the
strain response to a step loading, cf. Fig 2.7. After World War II, new materials such as
polymers and composite materials posed new problems, particularly the need to solve boundary
value problems in varying conditions of temperature and humidity. Within the context of this
thesis, an introduction to the differential and integral representations of viscoelasticity is given,
more advanced approaches such as the state variables formalism (which is important for an
efficient computation of boundary and initial value problems within the context of Finite Element
Analysis) are not highlighted, the reader is referred to [208]. A useful parameter often used to
estimate the elastic effects during flow is the Deborah number De, [254],[247]. The Deborah
number is defined by
λ
(2.94)
De =
tp
where λ is the relaxation time of the polymer (i.e. the time for reaching the new equilibrium)
and tp is a characteristic process time. It is the ratio of material-dependent time to the minimum
time for detecting a rheological phenomenon. A Deborah number of zero represents a viscous
fluid and a Deborah number of ∞ an elastic solid. As the Deborah number becomes > 1, the
polymer does not have enough time to relax during the process, resulting in possible deviations
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Figure 2.7: (a) Creep tests with different values of stress and the corresponding strain histories.
(b) isochronous curves corresponding to the tests in (a)
in extrude dimension or irregularities, such as extruder swell , shark skin, or even melt fracture.
The Weissenberg number W i is a dimensionless number, which compares the elastic forces to
the viscous forces:
W i = γ̇ · λ
(2.95)
where γ̇ is the shear rate and λ is the relaxation time. Based on those two numbers, the linearity
of a deformation process can be assessed, cf. Fig. 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Schematic of Newtonian, elastic, linear and non-linear viscoelastic regimes as a
function of deformation and relaxation time during deformation of a polymeric
material
Fig. 2.8 is called Pipkin diagram and it shows different flow regimes of a material w.r.t. the
Deborah and Weissenberg number. This section summarizes the theory of linear viscoelasticity,
i.e. the material modelling framework based on linear elasticity with linear viscoelasticity. The
more general large strain viscoelasticity, which is based on hyperelasticity and linear viscoelasticity is discussed in Sec. 2.6. Within this chapter an introduction into fractional viscoelasticity
is given as well.
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2.4.2 Linear Viscoeleasticity
Linear elasticity theory assumes, that stresses are proportional to strains, this means that the
loading and unloading branches coincide in a stress-strain diagram and therefore the strain are
completely reversible. This relationship is time-independent. The material behaviour of a linearelastic solid can be described by Hooke’s law according to Eq. (2.96).
σ =E·

(2.96)

In contrast to a linear-elastic solid, the material behaviour of liquids is directly proportional to
the deformation rate, provided it is a linear-viscous liquid. The behaviour is therefore timedependent and can be characterised by the relationship
σ = η · ˙ = η ·

d
dt

(2.97)

In Eq. (2.97) the material constant η describes the viscosity and ˙ the deformation rate.
A significant number of materials shows both, the properties of a linear-elastic solid and a viscous
liquid, thus the behaviour is called viscoelastic. Linear viscoelasticity describes an inelastic
material property characterized by a time-dependent description of stresses and strains. The
consequence of this is a deformation rate dependent behaviour in which the material response
changes with increasing loading speed, which is depicted in Fig. 2.9. Fig. 2.9a shows four loading
curves with increasing deformation rates ˙1 to ˙4 in dependence of time. Fig. 2.9b shows the
corresponding stress responses. It can be seen that an increasing loading rate leads to an increase
in the stress level in the material response under identical initial conditions.
In addition to the deformation rate, a temperature stress also leads to a change in the stress
response of the material, whereby sinking temperatures cause the same effect as increasing
distortion rates. Further information on the theory of linear viscoelasticity can be found in e.g.
[126, 129, 197, 313].

2.4.3 Rheological Models of Linear Viscoelasticity in the Time Domain
Viscoelastic relations may be expressed in both integral and differential forms. Integral forms
are very general and appropriate for theoretical work. Differential forms are related to rheological models that provide a more direct physical interpretation of viscoelastic behaviour. In
this subsection a description of the most usual rheological models as well as their differential
equations and corresponding integral representations is given. The theory of rheology is suitable for describing mechanical stresses on bodies with elastic, plastic and viscous deformation
components [141]. Rheological models consist of a parallel or series combination of standard
elements, which allow a one-dimensional stress - strain state to be reproduced within a linear
material theory. Multiple combinations of such basic elements allow the description of complex
material behaviour. The basic idea behind such a model can also be formally applied to the
three-dimensional continuum-mechanical material models [169].
Rheology is in particular suitable for modelling the creep and relaxation behaviour [313], which
is typical for viscoelastic materials. Thus this theory is widely used in the application of poly-
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Stress σ

Strain ε

ε̇ increasing

ε̇1
ε̇2
ε̇3
ε̇4
Time t
(a) Strain–Time–Diagram

ε̇1
ε̇2
ε̇3
ε̇4
Strain ε
(b) Stress–Strain–Diagram

Figure 2.9: Strain rate dependence of the stress response for different strains

mers [279, 38]. In modern structural glass engineering applications rheological models are used
in particular to characterize creep and relaxation-related time-dependent laminated glass deformations or to describe the thermorheological behaviour of polymeric interlayers of laminated
(safety) glasses due to different thermal and structural loads [279], [182], [47]. [189], [47] use
rheological models to map the load bearing behaviour of glass laminates under different loading
situations. Furthermore, recently the influence of the viscoelastic properties caused by the coating of textile carbon reinforcements on the tensile bearing behaviour of reinforced fine grained
concrete was investigated in e.g. [236]. The three basic rheological elements used for material modelling are the elastic spring, the viscous-damper and the friction element, depicted in
Fig. 2.10. In literature they are also referred to as Hooke–, Newton– and Coulomb– element.
For the latter the term St.-Venant- element is also used. In addition, some publications also
list other basic elements, such as the softening element in [233]. However, since this is a Hookeelement enhanced with a damage function, it is not described here. It is worth noticing, that all
basic elements are regarded as massless.
The tensile-deformation-relationship of the spring element describes linear-elastic material behaviour and thus reflects the elastic deformation components of the material response. The
mathematical definition has already been given in Eq. (2.96), where the modulus of elasticity
(resp. Young’s modulus) represents the stiffness of the spring. In the following the deflection  of
the spring element are provided with the index ’e’ to make clear that these are elastic deflections.
The damper element describes the viscous material behaviour of a body and therefore has no
elastic properties. The stress no longer depends linearly on the strain , but on the strain rate
˙ as defined in Eq. (2.97). When loads are applied permanently, the damper acts fluid like
whereas the damper behaves rigid when loads are applied very quickly. Strains resulting from
the deformations of the damper element are indicated by the index ’i’ to show that they are
inelastic.
The friction element shown in Fig. 2.10c is used to represent plastic deformation parts of a ma-
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a) Spring Element
(Hooke-Element)

c) Friction Element
(Coulomb-Element)

b) Damping Element
(Newton-Element)

σ
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εe

ε

εi

σ

σ

σ
σ

E

.

ε

ε

ε

Figure 2.10: Rheological Standard Elements

terial response. Up to the flow level σy , stresses in the element do not cause deforming or strain.
When σy is reached, the element just undergoes plastic deformation without further increase in
stress. The mathematical relationship between stresses and strains for the friction element is
defined by Eq. (2.98) for a motion from the reference position.
(
=

0

for

σ < σy

(t)

for

σ ≥ σy

(2.98)

By combining standard rheological elements any complex material behaviour can be simulated
within the framework of a linear theory. To reach this, the elements are connected either in
series or in parallel as shown in Fig. 2.11. With a series coupling, the total stress in the model
is σ which equal to the stress σi in each element i. The total strain  results from the sum of
P
P
the standard element strains i . Thus σ = σi and  =
i and hence also σ̇ = σ̇i and ˙ = ˙i .
i

i

Similarly, for a parallel coupling of standard rheological elements it holds, that  = i and
P
P
σ = σi which reads for the stress and strain rates: ˙ = ˙i and σ̇ =
σ̇i .
i

i

The Maxwell– and Kelvin–Voigt- models, which consist of a combination of spring and
damper elements, have proven to be adequate for modelling viscoelastic material behaviour.
The Maxwell- element consists of a series– and the Kelvin–Voigt- element consists of a
parallel coupling of the spring and damper elements.

2.4.3.1 Maxwell–Modell
Due to the combination in series, within the Maxwell- element there is equality of stresses in
the spring and in the damper element, the Eq. (2.96) and Eq. (2.97) can be used for computation
of the stresses
σ = E e = η ˙i
(2.99)
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Maxwell-Element

Kelvin-Voigt-Element
E

E

e

i

Figure 2.11: Combination of Rheological Standard Elements

The strain is given by the addition of the elastic strain of the spring an the inelastic strain of
the damper
 = e + i
(2.100)
For the strain rate it can be found:
˙ = ˙e + ˙i

(2.101)

Since the elastic strain rate reads ˙e = Eσ̇ , the inhomogeneous linear differential equation of
1. order for the Maxwell- Element can be derived by using the relationships 2.99 to 2.101:
˙ =

σ
σ̇
+
E
η

(2.102)

resp.

η
· σ̇ = η ˙
(2.103)
E
Now consider a relaxation test, in which a sample is loaded with a strain applied in a sudden at
the time t = 0 (see Fig. 2.12)
σ+

(
(t) =

0

for

t≤0

0 = konst.

for

t>0

,

(2.104)

then by solving the differential equation Eq. (2.103), a general form for the stress response of a
Maxwell–Element can be found:
−t
σ(t) = σ0 e τ
(2.105)
where τ = η/E is called relaxation time, which is a measure for the relaxation behaviour.
With σ0 = E 0 the stress response depicted in Fig. 2.12, normalized to the strain 0 can be
given as follows:
−t
σ(t)
= E e τ = R(t)
(2.106)
0
The ratio of the time-dependent stress and the strain jump is called relaxation function R(t).
If R(t) is known from a test, the stress response to any load can be determined. For solving the
differential equation of the Maxwell- element for the stress history σ(t) for any given strain
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Figure 2.12: Applied Strain and corresponding normalized stress response of the Maxwell–
Element in a relaxation experiment

history σ(t), Eq. (2.103) is multiplied by the term E et/τ and then integrated over time.
Z

t
τ

σ(t) e − σ(0) =

t

s

E e τ (s)
˙ ds

(2.107)

0

Given the initial conditions, σ(0) = 0 and (0) = 0 at the time t ≤ 0, the following results for
the time-dependent stress is computed:
Z
σ(t) =

t

Ee

−

(t−s)
τ

Z

t

R(t − s) (s)
˙ ds

(s)
˙ ds =

0

(2.108)

0

The convolution integral specified in Eq. (2.108) is called Hereditary Integral.

2.4.3.2 Kelvin–Voigt–Modell
The parallel assembling of the spring and damper element in the Kelvin–Voigt- model implies
strain equality in both elements. Hence, the following holds
 = e = i

(2.109)

The total stress result from the addition of the respective stresses in the spring and in the
damper and with Eq. (2.110) the linear inhomogeneous differential equation of 1. order for the
Kelvin–Voigt- model is obtained.
σ = E  + η ˙

(2.110)

The solution of the differential equation for a stress constant over time (as in a creep test as
shown in Fig. 2.13) leads to Eq. (2.112).
(
σ(t) =

0

for

t≤0

σ0 = konst.

for

t>0

(t) =


t
σ0 
1 − e− τ
E

(2.111)

(2.112)
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If the strain course over time (as specified in Eq. (2.112)) is normalized to the initial stress (cf.
Fig. 2.13), the so-called creep or compliance function J(t) is obtained.

t
(t)
1 
=
1 − e− τ = J(t)
σ0
E

(2.113)

The solution of the differential Eq. (2.110) of the Kelvin–Voigt- model for any stress history

σ

ε /σ

σ0

1/E
J(t)

Figure 2.13: Applied Stress and corresponding normalized strain response in a creep experiment
σ(t) leads to a Hereditary integral for the strain history (t), similarly as found for the Maxwellmodel.
Z t 
Z t

(t−s)
1
1 − e− τ
(t) =
σ̇(s) ds =
J(t − s) σ̇(s) ds
(2.114)
0 E
0
2.4.3.3 The Three-Parameter–Maxwell–Modell
For a more realistic description of viscoelastic material behaviour, combinations of standard
rheological models are necessary. As the three-parameter–Maxwell model is an essential
part of the modelling of viscoelastic materials, it will be explained in more detail here. The
model, as shown in Fig. 2.14, consists of a parallel combination of the Maxwell-model as
described in the previous section with spring stiffness Ê and viscosity of the damper η and a
linear-elastic spring with stiffness E in parallel to the Maxwell-model.
The total stress σ consists of an equilibrium component described by the spring and a non-

Dreiparameter-Maxwell-Element
E

E

e

i

Figure 2.14: Three-Parameter–Maxwell model
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equilibrium component described by the spring/damper combination [169]:
σ = σeq + σneq

(2.115)

σeq = E 

(2.116)

where

is the equilibrium component described by the spring. For the non-equilibrium component
stress equality holds in the series combination of the spring- and damper element (Maxwellelement):
σneq = Ê e = η ˙i
(2.117)
The strain and strain rate of the Maxwell- element are composed of an elastic and an inelastic
part.
 = e + i
and
˙ = ˙e + ˙i
(2.118)
The differential equation is obtained by deriving Eq. (2.115) for the stress rate and solving it
for the non-equilibrium component.
σ̇neq = σ̇ − σ̇eq
In the next step, Eq. (2.116) is converted to ˙e = ˙ −

Ê

σneq
˙ −
η

σneq
η

(2.119)
and inserted into Eq.(2.119):


= σ̇ − E ˙

(2.120)

Further solution of Eq. (2.115) w.r.t. σneq and insertion into Eq. (2.120) leads to:

Ê


1
˙ − (σ − E ) = σ̇ − E ˙
η

(2.121)

Further manipulation leads to the differential equation of 1. order for the three-parameter–
Maxwell model (which can be solved for any stress and strain-controlled loadings, cf. [169]):
σ̇ +

Ê
E Ê
σ = (E + Ê) ˙ −

η
η

(2.122)

For very slowly applied loads the stress and strain rates in differential equation Eq. (2.122)
become negligible compared to the other terms:
σ̇ 

Ê
σ
η

and

(E + Ê) ˙ 

E Ê

η

(2.123)

In this case Eq. (2.122) simplifies to
Ê
E Ê
σ=
,
η
η

(2.124)
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which is the constitutive law for a linear–elastic spring.
σ = E  = σeq

(2.125)

In the stress-strain diagram in Fig. 2.15 the relation Eq. (2.125) is illustrated by the blue line.
The line is called static or equilibrium stiffness characteristic [169] and represents the lower
stiffness limit of viscoelastic material behaviour. The upper limit value of viscoelastic material
behaviour is formed by very fast applied loadings. In this case, the terms in Eq. (2.122), which
contain stress and strain rates, become much larger than the other terms:
σ̇ 

Ê
σ
η

(E + Ê) ˙ 

and

E Ê

η

(2.126)

Thus the differential Eq. (2.122) of the three–parameter–Maxwell–model reduces to
σ̇ = (E + Ê) ˙

(2.127)

Integration w.r.t. time together with the initial conditions σ(0) = 0 and (0) = 0 leads to the

Stress σ

spontaneous stiffness
ε̇
2 ε̇
equilibrium stiffness

creep

relaxation

end of the
creep response

end of the
relaxation response

Strain ε

Figure 2.15: Stiffness limits behaviour of the three–parameter–Maxwell–Model, from
[183]
spontaneous characteristic stiffness, depicted in Fig. 2.15 in red colour.
σ = (E + Ê) 

(2.128)

Considering a relaxation experiment applied to the three-parameter model, it can be noted,
that in contrast to the Maxwell- model, the normalized stress response to a suddenly applied
distortion no longer heads asymptotically towards zero but towards the value E, as shown in
Fig. 2.16. Analogously, the relaxation function R(t) for the three-parameter model can be
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formulated as follows:
t
σ(t)
= E + Ê e− τ = R(t)
0

mit

τ=

η

(2.129)

Ê

The computation of a general stress response σ(t) for any strain history (t) leads again to the
Hereditary integral:
Z t
σ(t) =

E + Ê e

− Ê
(t−s)
η

0



d
ds =
ds

ε

σε

ε

E+E

Z

t

R(t − s)
0

d
ds
ds

(2.130)
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Figure 2.16: Applied Strain and corresponding normalized stress response of the threeparameter–model in a relaxation experiment

2.4.3.4 The Generalized Maxwell Modell
In the previous section, the three-parameter Maxwell model was described, which is usually
not sufficient to map a more complex viscoelastic material behaviour correctly. For this reason,
it is necessary to add further spring/damper combinations and thus extend the Maxwell model
by any number of elements, as shown in Fig. 2.17. The relations specified in Sec. 2.4.3.3 for the
three-parameter model apply analogously to any number of elements.
The strains in each Maxwell- element can be calculated accordingly by summing up the elastic
and inelastic strain components.
 = e,k + i,k
(2.131)
Furthermore equality of stresses in the spring and damper elements of each Maxwell- element
holds. For the linear-elastic springs Eq. (2.116) still applies:
σeq = E

(2.132)

The non-equilibrium contributions to the stress σneq , as introduced in Sec. 2.4.3.3, is computed
from the sum of non-equilibrium stresses of the K Maxwell- elements:
σneq =

K
X

σneq,k

(2.133)

k=1
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Figure 2.17: Generalized Maxwell–Modell

Thus, the total stress within the Generalized Maxwell–Modell amounts to
σ = σeq +

K
X

σneq,k

(2.134)

k=1

If the inelastic strains resulting from the viscous damping components are eliminated, the nonequilibrium components of the stresses are obtained:
K
X
k=1

σ̇neq,k =

K 
X
k=1

1
σneq,k
Êk ˙ −
τk


with

τk =

ηk
Êk

(2.135)

where τk represents the relaxation time of the k th damping element. After rearrangement and
integration w.r.t. time t, the Hereditary integral for the time course of the stress can be written
by using Eq. (2.135) analogously to the procedure already described for the Maxwell- model.
Z t"
σ(t) =

E+
0

K
X

Ê

− η k (t−s)

Êk e

k

k=1

#

d
ds
ds

(2.136)

The relaxation function there has the form:
E(t) = E +

K
X

− τt

Êk e

k

(2.137)

k=1

Eq. (2.137) is also called Prony- series and describes with its 2K + 1 parameters the evolution
of the stiffness over time and is therefore also able to represent complex viscoelastic material
behaviour. In many cases it makes sense to specify the Prony series in dimensionless form, which
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is achieved by dividing Eq. (2.137) by the initial Young’s modulus E0 = E +

K
P

Êk .

k=1

r(t) =

K

K

K

k=1

k=1

k=1


X Êk − t
X
X 
E(t)
E
− t
− t
=
+
e τk = r +
rk e τk = 1 −
rk 1 − e τk
E0
E0
E0

(2.138)

It is worth noticing, that a Maxwell-element has nearly completely relaxed within two decades
of time as depicted in Fig. 2.18. Furthermore, Fig. 2.18 also shows the contribution of different
summands to the Prony series. In a consecutive chapter of this thesis this thoughts are extended
to motivate the method ’GUSTL’ for the fast and reliable construction of stiffness Master Curves
in the time and frequency domain.

Viscous part of stress

Prony–series
1. Summand
2. Summand
3. Summand
4. Summand

100

101

102

103

104

Time log(t)

Figure 2.18: Relaxations behaviour and summation of a Prony series, from [183]

The relaxation function from Eq.(2.136) is also known as kernel function in theory of viscoelasticity due to the fact, that all linear viscoelastic models can be represented by a Volterra equation
of the second kind (i.e. a special type of integral equation, which for the linear case is a conRt
volution equation x(t) = f (t) + t0 K(t − s)x(s)ds with kernel K(t, s)), cf. [178]. Acc. to [133]
any continuous, linear, viscoelastic spectrum can be discretized and thus can be represented
with an approximating Generalized Maxwell Model (GMM) kernel. Furthermore, one usually
needs about 10 Maxwell chains, i.e. 10 Maxwell kernels to obtain an approximation of reasonable accuracy for a continuous spectrum whose frequency range is known or given over 7 10 decades. In order to allow the selection of further viscoelastic memory models, candidate
viscoelastic kernels are summarized in the following. These kernels are among the more popular
relaxation functions that appear in the viscoelastic literature. A popular relaxation function
from the viscoelastic liquids literature is the stretched exponential of Kohlrausch and Williams
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and Watts (KWW), which for a solid is given by
t β

E(t) = e−( τ )

(2.139)

where τ (> 0) and β(0 < β ≤ 1) are the material constants. Quasi-linear viscoelasticity (QLV)
has become the standard for characterizing soft-tissue viscoelasticity in biomechanics literature.
QLV can be written as a generalized relaxation function:
E(t) =

E1 (t/τ2 ) − E1 (t/τ1 )
ln(τ2 /τ1 )

(2.140)

where En (x) is the exponential integral (which needs to be carefully distinguished from the
Mittag-Leffler function Em,n (x), which is used in Sec. 2.5). [133] gives an example of employing
the GMM model with 7 Maxwell kernels (Eq. (2.137)) to represent the QLV kernel (Eq. (2.140))
to approximate the QLV in a commercial finite element code in an efficient manner. The singleintegral finite-strain (SIFS) viscoelasticity employs a relaxation function of the type

E(t) =

δ
δ+t

α
(2.141)

which has a power law behaviour and α(> 0) and δ(> 0) are the material constants.
Further kernel function for fractional viscoelasticity will be introduced in Sec. 2.5, thus the
equations and description of the fractional model is postponed to the latter section.

2.4.3.5 Boltzmann Superposition Principle
Due to the time-dependence of linear viscoelastic material behaviour, the stress level at a given
point in time has to be computed by taking into account the entire strain history and vice versa.
Since the Boltzmann superposition principle holds within the theory of linear viscoelasticity,
two corresponding stress and strain histories can be superimposed [71], as can be concluded
from Eq. (2.142).

σ1 (t) + σ2 (t) → 1 (t) + 2 (t)

for




σ1 (t) → 1 (t)

and


σ (t) →  (t)
2
2

(2.142)

According to this superposition principle, the material response for any load history can be
determined as the sum of the material responses caused by constant load increments, cf. [126],
which is shown in Fig. 2.19.
σ(t) =

K
X
k=1

∆σk (t) =

K
X

R (t − sk ) (s
˙ k )∆s

k=1

For the limit ∆s → 0 the already introduced Hereditary integral is obtained:
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ε t), (t)
Δs
ε(t)
(t)
Δεi = ε(sk)Δs

t-sk

sk

t,s

t

Figure 2.19: Approximation of the loading history by using the Boltzmann Superposition Principle, from [183]

σ(t) = lim

∆s→0

K
X
k=1

Z

t

R(t − s)

∆σk (t) =
0

d
ds
ds

(2.144)

2.4.3.6 Rheological Models of Linear Viscoelasticity in the Frequency Domain
Mechanical properties of viscoelastic materials can be obtained by the Dynamic Mechanical
Analysis (DMA), which in recent years has become a widely used examination method, especially
in the automotive and aerospace industries but also in civil engineering applications. The DMA
method (often also referred to as Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis, DMTA) is used to
determine the time-, frequency- and temperature-dependent material properties, cf. [189]. For
this purpose, the specimen is subjected to a harmonic strain- or stress-controlled excitation
and the corresponding material response is measured in order to receive the stiffness and the
damping behaviour of the material [38, 51, 213]. The aim of the DMA investigation usually is the
determination of material parameters used in the constitutive description as given in Eq. (2.137)
resp. Eq. (2.138) specified by the Prony series. The further description of the functionality and
the measurement principle of the DMTA testing machine is postponed to chapter 6.3.1. The
mathematical relations for the rheological models in the frequency domain are given in this
section in order to support the understanding of the relations of the DMA experiments and the
evaluation of constitutive parameters from experimental data.
Applying a harmonic strain excitation to a viscoelastic body leads to a harmonic stress response
with the same frequency with an additional offset in time by the phase angle δ as shown in
Fig. 2.20a. However, strictly speaking, Fig. 2.20 shows only the time history response, which
only applies, when the effects due to initiation of the process have subsided. The time required
for this is again dependent on the viscoelastic properties of the material under consideration. In
case that the origin of the time axis coincides with the maximum of the strain, Eq. (2.145) can
be written for the strain excitation. Under assumption, that the initiation process has no effect,
the stress response can be computed according to Eq. (2.146).
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Vector of the Strain Excitation ε(t)
Vector of the Stress Response σ(t)

ε(t)/σ(t)

Imaginary Part

Strain Excitation ε(t)
Stress Response σ(t)

δ
δ

ωt

Real Part

Time t
(a) Phase Lag between strain excitation and
stress response

(b) Relation of strain excitation and stress response in the complex plane

Figure 2.20: Phase lag and relation of strain excitation and stress response in the complex
plane, from [183]

(t) = 0 cos(ω t)

(2.145)

σ(t) = σ0 cos(ω t + δ)

(2.146)

A given time-dependent strain excitation can be depicted in complex notation as usual for
vibration processes:
(t) = o (cos(ω t) + i sin(ω t)) .
(2.147)
The relation between strain excitation and stress response in the complex number plane is shown
in Fig. 2.20b. In Eq. (2.147) 0 is the strain amplitude and ω = 2 π f the angular frequency of
excitation. Using the Euler relation for complex numbers
ei ω t = cos(ω t) + i sin(ω t)

(2.148)

the equation at hand can be rewritten as:
(t) = o ei ω t

(2.149)

In the same way, for the stress response it holds
σ(t) = σo ei ω t−δ
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To investigate the material behaviour, whose relaxation behaviour can be described by a Prony
series, the response behaviour of a Maxwell- element is first determined using the differential
equation given in Eq. (2.103) including the relaxation time τ = Eη in the frequency domain.
σ̇ +

1
σ = E ˙
τ

(2.151)

With the expressions for strain excitation and stress response in the complex plane, Eq. (2.151)
becomes
1
iωσo e(i ω t−δ) + σ0 e(i ω t−δ) = E iω ˙0 ei ω t
(2.152)
τ
Using partial fraction decomposition of Eq. (2.152), the following expression for the stress response is obtained:


ω2τ 2
ωτ
+i
e−i (ω t−δ)
(2.153)
σ0 = E  0
1 + ω2τ 2
1 + ω2τ 2
Apparently, the stress response of the Maxwell- model depends essentially on the angular
frequency ω of the excitation and the relaxation time τ of the damper, where


ω2τ 2
ωτ
∗
−i δ
(2.154)
+i
E =E e
1 + ω2τ 2
1 + ω2τ 2

Imaginary Part

is the complex modulus, that describes the response of the Maxwell- element to a harmonic
excitation. The real part contained in Eq. (2.152) is called Storage modulus E 0 and the imaginary
part is called Loss modulus E 00 . In the complex plane, the Storage and Loss moduli describe
the cathets of a rectangular triangle whose hypotenuse is formed by the complex modulus as
shown in Fig. 2.21. The angle marked δ in Fig. 2.21 represents the phase shift of the stress
response with respect to the strain excitation. The Storage modulus E 0 (ω) describes the elastic
contributions of viscoelastic material behaviour whereas the Loss modulus E 00 (ω) characterizes
the material damping behaviour. Applying the previously described method for the MaxwellComplex modulus E ∗ (ω)
Storage modulus E 0 (ω)
Loss modulus E 00 (ω)

δ

Real Part

Figure 2.21: Correspondence of Storage and Loss Modulus, from [183]
element to the Generalized Maxwell Model, which was explained in Sec. 2.4.3.4, the following
relationships for the Storage and Loss modulus are obtained ( [285, 313]) by using the Prony
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series given in Eq. (2.137)
E(ω) = E +

K
X

Êk

k=1

K
X
ω 2 τk 2
ωτk
+
i
Êk
1 + ω 2 τk 2
1 + ω 2 τk 2
k=1

where
0

(2.155)

E =E+

K
X

Êk

k=1

ω 2 τk 2
1 + ω 2 τk 2

(2.156)

is the Storage modulus and
00

E =

K
X

Êk

k=1

ωτk
1 + ω 2 τk 2

(2.157)

is the Loss modulus.
Analogously to the derivations for the Prony series in Eq. (2.137) in the time domain, the moduli
can also be normalized to the spontaneous elastic response in the frequency domain:
K

X
ω 2 τk 2
E0
=r+
rk
E0
1 + ω 2 τk 2

with r =

k=1

E
E0

and rk =

Ek
E0

(2.158)

K

ωτk
E 00 X
=
rk
E0
1 + ω 2 τk 2

(2.159)

k=1

Thus, two different techniques are available for the experimental identification of the parameters
required for the Prony series. In the time domain, the Prony parameters can be determined
by relaxation or creep tests and in the frequency domain by DMA tests. The DMA method is
characterized by a higher efficiency in terms of test duration compared to experimental investigations in the time domain. This will be recaptured and used in Sec. 6 for the experimental
investigations in the interlayer polymers.

2.4.4 Hilbert Transform, Causality and the Kramers–Kronig Relation
In the following, the definitions of the Hilbert transform of a function f (t), the definition of a
causal function f (t) and the Kramers–Kronig relation are described and set into context.

2.4.4.1 Hilbert Transform
The Hilbert transform (abbr. HT) is another integral transform method such as Laplace and
Fourier Transform. The HT of a function f (t) is defined by [148]:
1
H[f (t)] = fe(t) =
π

Z

∞

−∞

f (τ )
dτ
t−τ

(2.160)

To be mathematically correct, the integral has to be interpreted as a Cauchy principal value, cf.
[123]. According to [123], the HT can be interpreted physically as a linear filter, which lefts the
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amplitudes of the spectral components unmodified, but shifts their phases by − π2 . Thus H[f (t)]
1
. The impulse response function of the ideal HT is shown in
is the convolution of f (t) with πt
[123]. A complex signal is called an analytic (or quadrature) signal, if its imaginary part is the
HT of the real part, [123]. At this point, here only the main ideas from [123] are summarized
to give just an idea on the capabilities of detecting non-linear system behaviour by use of the
HT. The HT is a linear operator, thus the frequency response function (FRF) of a linear system
is invariant under the HT. If one plots the FRF and the HT of the FRF, they should lie on
top of each other (under consideration of the deviations due to measurement noise). If this is
not the case, the HT indicates the presence of non-linear system behaviour. The knowledge of
this statement in addition to the following statements of Sec. 2.4.4.2 can be used to check the
validity of the assumption of linearity when having at hand experimental data from the Dynamic
Mechanical Thermal Analysis, cf. Sec. 6.3.1.

2.4.4.2 Causality and the Kramers–Kronig Relation

A causal function f (t) is defined as
f (t) = f (t) · 1(t) =

(
0
f (t)

if t < 0
if t ≥ 0

(2.161)

where 1(t) is the Heaviside step function, cf. [130]. In the physics and engineering context causal
functions are of great interest, as these functions respect the basic physical principle, that the
effect cannot appear before the cause. According to [130], for a causal function f (t) the Fourier
transform reads:


1
1
1
F (ω) =
(2.162)
F (ω) ∗ F (1(t)) =
F (ω) ∗ iω
+ πδ(ω)
2π
2π
Conducting the convolution the results for the real and imaginary part of the Fourier transform
F (ω) read:
Z∞
1
=(v)
<(ω) =
dv
π
ω−v
−∞
(2.163)
Z∞
1
<(v)
=(ω) = −
dv
π
ω−v
−∞

These dependencies between the real and the imaginary part of a causal function f (t) are called
the Kramers–Kronig relations. By inspection of the form of the Eq. (2.163) above, it can be
deduced, that the Kramers–Kronig relations are a special case of the HT. This further means,
that the original (particularly causal) function f (t) is exactly defined through either the real
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part <(ω) or the imaginary part =(ω), cf. [130]:
2
f (t) =
π

Z∞
<(ω)cos(ω)dω
0

f (t) = −

2
π

(2.164)

Z∞
=(ω)sin(ω)dω
0

Since the f (t) ∈ R (real function), the real part <(ω) has to be an even function and the
imaginary part =(ω) has to be an odd function, cf. [130]. For practical considerations, especially
in terms of validating the causality and linearity of the measured data E 0 (ω) and E 00 (ω), the
following approximations of the Kramers-Kronig relations can be utilized:


ω · 2 d[E 00 (u)/u]
0
E (ω) = −
π
d ln u
u=ω
 0

(2.165)
2
dE
(u)
00
E (ω) =
π d ln u u=ω
By these equations the Kramers-Kronig relation can be approximated under certain conditions
in this simple manner. For further details on the conditions and the deduction of these approximations see [45]. Since both Storage and Loss moduli are measured in dynamic experiment
simultaneously, the Kramers-Kronig relations are not frequently used as it is hence not necessary
to determine one dynamic modulus from the data of the other dynamic modulus. However, for
reactive systems such as polymer under curing reaction or phase transition, one of the dynamic
moduli is not precisely measured because the material is under transition from fluid to solid. In
case, that solid-like feature is stronger than fluid-like feature, the Storage modulus is measured
more precisely than the Loss modulus and vice versa. Within the context of this thesis, the
idea of checking the Loss modulus by using the Storage modulus information together with the
Kramers-Kronig relation is used and implemented in the context of the method ’GUSTL’.

2.4.5 Temperature Dependence of Viscoelastic Material Behaviour, Time
Temperature Superposition Principle and the ’Master Curving’ process
This subchapter considers the ’Time Temperature Superposition Principle’ (TTSP) as well as
the ’Master Curving’ process, which are core concepts when it comes to the experimental determination of polymeric interlayer properties via relaxation or creep tests in the time domain or
via the ’Dynamical Mechanical Thermal Analysis’ in the frequency domain, which is introduced
in a later section, cf. 6.3.1, and numerical evaluation via techniques such as ’GUSTL’ , which
will also be introduced in a later section, cf. Sec. 5.4.
Fig. 2.22 presents a general overview on the mechanical behaviour and respective testing of
polymers with time or frequency scale. While the mechanical testings are described in detail in
Sec. 6, the viscoelastic and thus mathematical description is presented within this section.
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Figure 2.22: Mechanical behaviour of polymers with time scale as a reference, after [139]

2.4.5.1 Fundamentals and Phenomenology of the Time Temperature Superposition
Principle
The constitutive relations of viscoelasticity presented so far in this thesis were developed under
the assumption of isothermal conditions. As already described in Sec. 2.4.2, the behaviour of
polymeric materials is strongly temperature-dependent, cf. [189],[279],[182]. An increase in
temperature causes a reduction in stiffness at a constant load speed and vice versa. As the
time- and temperature dependence of viscoelastic behaviour is of great importance for this
work, a more detailed description of the transitions and molecular mechanisms within polymers
is given at this point.
There exist three states of matter of low-molecular-weight compounds, namely crystalline,
liquid and gaseous, which are separated by the first-order transitions melting and boiling,
[298]. By contrast, for polymers five regions of viscoelastic behaviour can be identified:
glassy, transition, rubbery, rubbery flow and liquid flow, cf. [52],[285, 298] and Fig. 2.23. The
transition which separates the glassy state from the viscous state is known as the glass-rubber
transition and attains the properties of a second-order transition at very slow rates of heating
or cooling, [298, 284]. It has to be pointed out, that linear polymers exhibit all five regions
while the thermoset polymers usually just show the first three regions. Fig. 2.23 shows typical
curves that represents the variation of a relaxation modulus E versus temperature. For the
glassy and rubbery regimes, the modulus is almost insensitive to temperature changes while
in the glass transition regime it is strongly dependent on temperature (which induces the
significant drop in stiffness). In anticipation of Sec. 3.2.2 thermomechanical characteristics of
polymers are introduced already here to motivate the mathematical description of temperature
dependent characteristics. From Fig. 2.23 it can be seen, that the modulus of a polymer varies
significantly with temperature. A polymer is said to be glass-like below the glass transition
temperature Tg whereas in the transition zone around Tg the polymer acts leathery. At higher
temperatures above Tg the polymer behaves like rubber in the rubbery region. The glass
transition temperature Tg is a key thermorheological property ([284],[52]) and depends on the
chemistry of the underlying polymer. In Fig. 2.23 a qualitative comparison of an epoxid with
Tg = 120◦ C and a polyurethane with a Tg = −30◦ C is given [52]. It is worth noting, that
the mechanical property response versus temperature is very similar under the condition, that
the two materials are compared at the same point relative to their respective glass-transition
temperatures.
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Figure 2.23: Five regions of viscoelastic behaviour of a polymer. Curves are generic in form,
but glassy and rubbery data given are for epoxy and urethane, from [52]

In the glassy state, molecular motions are largely restricted to vibrations and short-range
rotational motions. The glass transition region can be interpreted as the onset of long-range,
coordinated molecular motion. Acc. to [298] only one to four chain atoms are involved
in motions below the glass transition temperature while some 10 to 50 chain atoms attain
sufficient thermal energy to move in a coordinated manner in the glass transition region.
Polymers exhibit long-range rubber elasticity in the rubbery plateau region, i.e. the elastomer
can be stretched and snaps back to substantially its original length on being released. For
the rubbery region three cases have to be distinguished: the polymer is linear, cross-linked or
crystalline. For the linear polymer, the modulus drops off slowly where the width of the plateau
is governed primarily by the molecular weight of the polymer. If the polymer is cross-linked,
rubber elasticity is observed, which means, that the rapid, coordinated molecular motion in this
region is governed by the principles of repartition and diffusion. So far amorphous polymers
were described, but there exist also semi crystalline polymers. The height of the plateau is
dependent on the degree of crystallinity as crystalline regions tend to behave as a filler phase
and also behave as a type of physical cross link, tying the chains together. Linear amorphous
polymers possess both rubber elasticity and flow properties, depending on the time scale of the
experiment, in the rubbery flow region. At still higher temperatures, the liquid flow region is
reached.
In essence of the above, the temperature change mainly influences the relaxation behaviour
([284, 215]), which has the consequence, that the relaxation times τ change. As the temperature
rises, relaxation times decrease and vice versa. This is due to the fact, that the free volume
(cf. Sec. 2.4.5.5) between the molecules is reduced at low temperatures and thus restricting
or slowing down their movement. At high temperatures however, the free volume is larger
and the molecules can move more easily, [284, 215, 60]. The spontaneous elastic response and
the elastic behaviour for t → ∞ are usually not affected by a temperature change (except
when analysing elastomers, which stiffen with increasing temperature due to entropy [284]).
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The Time–Temperature–Superposition is an empirical principle, which claims, that long-time
relaxation at lower temperature is equivalent to short-time relaxation at higher temperature
([60]). This principle has proven to be valid for many polymers in the linear viscoelastic regime
as well as in the non-linear regime, cf. [60, 284].
In practice, this principle allows to predict viscoelastic phenomena at very long as well
as very short time regimes by measuring the viscoelastic response at various temperatures as
already depicted in Fig. 2.22. A relaxation experiment may take a long measurement time
in order to capture the stiffness behaviour over time in a good fashion. To obtain similar
curves for other temperatures would require a large number of tests and would be thus a
very time consuming procedure. Additionally every measurement device has a finite range of
measurement capabilities in terms of reliable resolution of measured data or may lack from
artificial measurement results due to resonances for a given test set-up etc.
The historical development of the Time–Temperature–Superposition has been highlighted
by a number of authors, however a detailed elaboration was done by [207]. According to [207]
the first thoughts on the Time–Temperature–Superposition have been proposed as early as
1893 by Wiechert, cf. [327], in the context of a discussion of F. Kohlrausch’s experiments on
stress relaxation in glass in 1876 without proposing a formal or mathematical strict way of the
in cooperation of time and temperature into the relaxation behaviour. According to [207] the
first explicit reference to the Time–Temperature–Superposition idea was done by [193] based
on observations, that the creep compliance vs. log(time) curves for different temperatures for
various materials possess the same shape but increasing temperature causes a contracted time
scale. [193] did not further process the individual curves to form a ’Master Curve’, the first
authors to superpose the individual curves into a single reference curve were [311]. Since then
considerable use has been made of the Time–Temperature–Superposition-Principle (TTSP).
As there has been published a huge amount of papers with applying the TTSP to amorphous
polymers as well as blends and composites by different authors. In the context of this thesis
reference is given to just some recent publications in the civil engineering context, cf. [189],
[132], [279], [187] and [182].
The graphical illustration of the TTSP is given in Fig. 2.24, which depicts the experimentally obtained stress relaxation modulus R(t) as a function of logarithmic time. In a
logarithmic scale, the shape of the curves remains the same for a greater interval of temperatures, thus the idea of choosing a relaxation curve at one specific temperature (called Master
Curve at the reference temperature Tref ) and shifting it to another temperature of interest
becomes evident. This means, that the relaxation modulus R(t, T ) at any temperature T can
be obtained from the relaxation modulus R(t, Tref ) at the reference temperature Tref by a
horizontal shift with factor aT = aT (T |T0 ) = log(tT0 ) − log(tT ) = log(ωT0 ) − log(ωT ), where tT
is the time at temperature T and tT0 is the time at temperature T0 resp. is ωT the frequency
at temperature T and ωT0 the frequency at temperature T0 . Acc. to [284] each molecular
transition is associated with a relaxation mechanism. While some polymers exhibit only one
dominant molecular transition others show more transitions. Those polymers showing only one
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significant transition are called thermorheologically simple while all other polymers are called
thermorheologically complex, [284, 65, 52]. If a pure shift of the characteristic functions in the
logarithmic time or frequency-axis occurs without a change of their shape, the corresponding
dispersion process is considered to be thermorheologically simple (TRS).
In order to support the understanding of the TTSP consider the following test:
If a relaxation test is carried out on the same polymer at different temperatures it can be observed
that the individual curves for different temperatures are separated by horizontal displacements
(shifts), as shown in Figure 2.24. It can be seen that the continuous relaxation curve is composed
of individual curves measured at different temperatures (cf. Fig. 2.24: T1 < Tref < T3 < T4 )
in the same time domain. The curves are shifted horizontally by the so-called shift factor aT
on the time axis. A prerequisite for the applicability of this principle is that the material under
examination is thermorheological simple. According to [175] this is the case if the Loss modulus
plotted over the Storage modulus (explained in Sec. 6.3.1) forms a continuous curve. However,
the TTSP principle can also be applied to thermorheologically complex materials. For this
however it is necessary to apply also a vertical shift and possibly a rotation of the individual
curves in addition to the horizontal shifting [209].
The TTSP can be used in testing by carrying out relaxation tests at different temperatures in
a limited test time and shifting the relaxation curves thus obtained horizontally on the time
scale in the form so that the individual curves reflect the complete relaxation behaviour for
the selected reference temperature. The curve constructed in this way is also called Master
Curve.
In chapter 2.4.3.4 it was already explained that the relaxation behaviour of viscoelastic materials
for a certain temperature with the relaxation times τj changing depending on the temperature
can be modelled using the Prony series given in Eq. (2.137). Assuming that all relaxation
times τj at temperature T relative to the relaxation times τj,T ref at a reference temperature
can be scaled in the same way, the temperature dependence of the relaxation mechanism can be
formulated in general as
E(tr , T ) = bT (T, Tref )E(t/aT , Tref )
0

E (ωr , Tref ) = bT (T, Tref )E 0 (aT ω, Tref )

(2.166)

E 00 (ωr , Tref ) = bT (T, Tref )E 00 (aT ω, Tref )
where aT (T, Tref ) and bT (T, Tref ) are the horizontal and vertical shift factors, which themselves
are functions of the temperature difference T − Tref . Acc. to [284, 60] for many polymers
bT (T, Tref ) ≈ 1 can be assumed. The vertical shift factor is related to thermal expansion effects
and thus changes in the polymer density w.r.t. temperature (bT = ρref Tref /(ρT )), while the
horizontal shift factors describe the temperature dependence of the relaxation time.
Under the assumption of bT ≡ 1, the relaxation time τk (T ) is modified by temperature in the
way
τk (T ) = τk,T ref · aT (T )
(2.167)
which can be inserted into Eq. (2.137) in order to lead to the following result for the Prony
series, where ξ = aT t(T ) represents the so-called reduced time.
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Figure 2.24: Time–Temperature–Superposition–Principle (TTSP) [183]
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k=1

The plotting of relaxation curves for a temperature T over the respective reduced time ξ thus
always leads to the same curve. As explained earlier in this section, by horizontally shifting the
measured curves over a logarithmic time or frequency scale, the Master Curve is obtained. For
the reduced time ξ it then applies
 
t
log10 (ξ) = log10
= log10 (t) − log10 (aT )
(2.169)
aT
For the case of transient temperature conditions (temperature varies with time: T = T (t)) [208]
gives the following equation for the reduced time:
Z

t

ξ(t) =
0

1
dθ
aT (T (θ))

(2.170)

where θ is an arbitrary real variable in the interval [0, t]. Under the assumption of thermorheological simplicity, the TTSP can also be applied in the frequency domain, analogously to the
considerations in the time domain. With Eq. (2.167), the following relationship can be specified
for Storage and Loss moduli, taking into account the temperature dependent behaviour:
E(ω) = E +

K
X
k=1

Êk

aT (T )2 ω 2 τk,T ref 2
2

1 + aT (T )

ω 2 τk,T ref 2

+i

K
X
k=1

Êk

aT (T ) ω τk,T ref
1 + aT (T )2 ω 2 τk,T ref 2

(2.171)
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Introducing the so-called reduced frequency ζ = ω · aT (T ), Eq. (2.171) can be written as:
E(ω) = E +

K
X
k=1

Êk

K
X
ζ 2 (τk,T ref )2
ζ τk,T ref
+
i
Êk
1 + ζ 2 (τk,T ref )2
1 + ζ 2 (τk,T ref )2

(2.172)

k=1

Plotting Storage and Loss modulus for a temperature T against the reduced frequency, the
resulting curves coincide (as it was observed for the time domain). By horizontally shifting
measured Storage or Loss modulus curves over a logarithmic frequency scale, again the Master
Curve in the frequency domain is obtained (analogously to the explanations in the prior section).
For the reduced frequency it then holds:
log10 (ζ) = log10 (ω aT (T )) = log10 (ω) + log10 (aT (T )).

(2.173)

For the mathematical description of the shift- factor aT or log10 (aT ) different functional forms
are given in the literature, [285, 60, 65, 52]. A selection of time-temperature-shift-relations is
given in a following subsection.

2.4.5.2 Molecular Explanation of the Time Temperature Superposition Principle
[60, 285] give short introductions into the molecular explanation of the TTSP, which are summarized here.
Considering the stress relaxation test from the viewpoint of molecular motion, the relief in stress
can be explained on a molecular level. In metallic materials atoms move ceaselessly (in vibration) in the range equal to or less than the order of an atomic size. When averaging out fast
vibrations, atoms in metals seem to be fixed in their sites in a crystalline lattice and thus, stress
relaxation in metal is hardly observed. For polymers, the dimension of movement of chains is
strongly dependent on temperature but may range in the dimension of order of the segment size.
Accumulation of individual segmental motion leads to great changes in the chain conformation.
Since stress depends largely on chain conformation in a polymer, stress relaxation is observed
thus. In summary this means, that stress relaxation takes into account the total effect of motions of individual segments, where the speed of stress relaxation therefore depends on how fast
segment motion take place.
As already mentioned in the context of the introduction of the TTSP in the previous section of
this thesis, molecular motions become faster as temperature increases. For molecular motion the
relaxation times are the time-scale, where the higher the temperature, the shorter the relaxation
time is. Especially, this means, that relaxation time is a decreasing function of temperature and
thus TTSP implies, that viscoelastic quantities measured at higher temperature at a short time
(or high frequency) correspond to those measured at a lower temperature at longer time (or low
frequency). The molecular theory of relaxation modulus can be expressed formally as follows:
G(t) =



∞
ρRT X
t
h
exp
−
k
M∗
λk
k=1
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where ρ is density, R is the gas constant,M ∗ is a characteristic molar mass of the polymeric fluid,
hk is a dimensionless number. Since every relaxation time λk possesses identical temperature
dependence, it directly follows, that Eq. (2.174) obeys the TTSP.

2.4.5.3 Validity of the Time Temperature Superposition Principle
Although TTSP is valid for most polymers, [60] gives some representative examples of polymers
for which the TTSP does not hold. The breakdown of the TTS is reported for some miscible
polymer blends and block copolymers. [60] furthermore points out, that if a set of data includes
the temperature of phase transition or degradation, a failure of TTSP is highly likely to be
observed. Thus it is vital to check the validity of TTSP for the given data before seeking shift
factors and time-temperature-shift-relations.
Acc. to [60, 228] there are two graphical ways of assessing the applicability of the TTSP:
• Black diagram or van-Gurp-Palmen-plot: plot of phase angle δ versus amplitude of the
complex modulus |E∗ |
• (modified) Cole-Cole diagram: plot of Storage modulus E 0 versus Loss modulus E 00
Both diagrams allow to check the validity of TTSP for experimental data without the explicit
determination of a horizontal shift factor aT whenever bT ≡ 1, otherwise other methods have to
be applied.

2.4.5.3.1 Van-Gurp - Palmen - Diagram For the van-Gurp-Palmen-diagram, different shapes
of relaxation spectra are reflected by different curves of δ(|E∗ |). In the case of a thermorheologically simple polymer, the shape of the relaxation strength as a function of the logarithm of
the relaxation time does not change with temperature as all relaxation times τk are multiplied
by the same factor aT (T, Tref ). Thus the curves for δ(|E∗ |) for different temperatures overlay
perfectly. [228] clarifies, that from the graph of δ(|E∗ |) the shift factors aT cannot be determined
but the plot is a rather quick and easy assessment of the thermorheological behaviour of the
polymer under investigation.
Fig. 2.25 shows the capabilities of the van-Gurp-Palmen-plot for various polyethylenes, [228]. For
the mLLDPE all the data measured at temperatures between 130 and 210◦ C come to lie on one
curve, which means that this metallocene-catalysed short-chain branched polyethylene is thermorheologically simple. For all of the long-chain branched polyethylenes, the curves measured at
different temperatures, deviate from each other, with the tendency of δ(|E∗ |) becoming slightly
higher with increasing temperature. This thermorheological complexity may be explained by
the assumption of an inhomogeneous composition of the branched samples. Molecules with different levels of branching may be present. They possess different activation energies (cf. [60]).
In the case of the long-chain branched metallocene-catalysed polyethylene (LCB-mLLDPE) for
example it may be possible that linear and branched molecules exist together in one sample
whose shift factors are different.
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Figure 2.25: Phase angle δ as a function of the magnitude of the complex shear modulus
|G∗ | at various temperatures for a linear low-density polyethylene (mLLDPE L61), two long chain branched LLDPE (LCB-mLLDPE 1 and LCB-mLLDPE 2),
and a classic high-pressure long chain branched polyethylene (LDPE 1), where
’m’designates the polymerization of the samples by metallocene catalysts. For a
clearer presentation, the curves were shifted along the |G∗ | axis by the arrows
and factors indicated, from [228]

Acc. to [216], the shape of the curve gives information on molar mass distribution (MMD)
and especially the degree of branching of the macromolecules. Linear polymers show on both
flanks a continuously decrease or increase of the curve, long-chain branched macromolecules
show discontinuities or sometimes steps in the sloping part of the curve.
Within the context of this thesis, the thermorheological simplicity will be examined within Sec. 6
for different polymeric interlayers for laminated glasses.

2.4.5.3.2 (Modified) Cole - Cole - Diagram For the modified Cole-Cole diagram it is not
difficult to show, that Storage modulus is a monotonic increasing function of frequency, cf.
Eq. (2.156). By inverting frequency as a function of Storage modulus and subsequent substitution into the Loss modulus delivers a relation between Storage and Loss modulus, [228, 60].
Other representations of the Cole-Cole-Diagram plot the real and imaginary parts of the of the
complex viscosity η ∗ against each other. In general, the Cole-Cole plot of a polymer consists of
one complete ’arc’, multiple ’arcs’ indicate phase transitions, cf. [60, 229].
In Fig. 2.26 a Cole-Cole plot from [228] is given as an example. The plots were constructed for
a blend of polystyrene and polyvinylmethylether to determine the phase transition temperature
of the blend. Fig. 2.26 shows two arcs, where the first one is completed at a temperature of
130◦ C. The temperature point, at which the second ’arc’ starts to appear can be interpreted as
the phase transition.
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Figure 2.26: Imaginary part η 00 of the complex viscosity as a function of the real part η 0 (ColeCole plot) for a polystyrene/polyvinylmethylether 80/20 blend at four temperatures
Inspection of the features of Fig. 2.26, a phase transition temperature of circa 140◦ C can be
assessed as a second ’arc’ becomes visible at this temperature point. The Cole-Cole plot is a
suitable presentation of dynamic-mechanical experiments when the temperature dependence of
a polymer is investigated.
Another example for a modified Cole-Cole plot of a mono disperse polystyrene melt and a poly
disperse polystyrene melt is taken from [60]: Since homopolymers show bT ≈ 1, the modified

(a) Modified Cole-Cole plots of mono dispersed
and polydispersed polystyrene melts (mPS6,
M = 3,000 kg/mol; pPS, M = 350 kg/mol.)

(b) Modified Cole-Cole plot of mono disperse
polystyrene melts.
PS1:
M = 39 kg/mol,
PS2: M = 70 kg/mol, PS3: M = 128 kg/mol, PS4:
M = 275 kg/mol, PS5: M = 770 kg/mol, PS6:
M = 3,000 kg/mol.

Figure 2.27: Modified Cole-Cole plots of mono dispersed and poly dispersed polystyrene melts,
from [60].
Cole-Cole plots of different temperatures align on a single curve. The terminal regime is the
low G0 region where the curve approaches a straight linecrystalline polymers with the slope of
1/2. Since mono disperse polymers show a local minimum in the plot of log G00 as a function of
log ω, the modified Cole-Cole plot of mono disperse polystyrene of high molecular weight shows
a sharp valley at G0 (ω) = 2 · 105 P a. On the other hand, that of poly disperse polystyrene does
not show sharp valley because molecular weight distribution screens the local minimum.
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The vertical shift factor bT is determined by some authors from the plateau in the Storage or
from the maximum Loss modulus. Since the plateaus may not possess zero slope, the values
associated with the maximum may provide a more reliable basis for bT . Finally, another way of
determining the vertical shift factor is to find the horizontal shift of loss angle data required to
obtain superposition in a vanGurp-Palmen-plot. The latter method is independent of frequency.
As mentioned before, within the context of this thesis, the thermorheological simplicity will be
examined within Sec. 6 for different polymeric interlayers for laminated glasses.
2.4.5.4 Thermo-Rheologically Complex Materials
Polymeric materials may present different molecular transitions which correspond to distinct
characteristic temperature dependencies. In case, that a polymer possesses a single molecular
process, it behaves thermorheologically simple, cf. Sec. 2.4.5 and [208, 60]. However, if a polymer
shows two or more active molecular processes, where each is associated with an individual
shifting, thermorheologically complex material behaviour is implied.
Acc. to [60, 208, 228] in this case, the superposition of viscoelastic functions at different temperatures may require horizontal and vertical shifting and eventually rotations. [208] describes a
procedure to describe the thermorheologically complex behaviour of linear viscoelastic polymers
by separating the contributions corresponding to the different molecular transitions within a
Generalized Maxwell Model, cf. Fig. 2.28. Within this model two distinct molecular transitions
are associated with α and β, possessing K resp. M Maxwell elements. The Prony series for
such a model is given by:




K 
M 
X
X
t
t
Gk,α exp −
G(t) = G∞,α +
+ G∞,β +
Gm,β exp −
τk,α
τm,β
k=1

(2.175)

m=1

with relaxation times τk,α , τm,β .

Figure 2.28: Generalized Maxwell model for a thermorheologically complex material
A more detailed theoretical consideration of the molecular background of thermorheological simple and complex material behaviour of polymers is given in [60, 52], which is summarized in
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short in the following:
Within the frame work of the free volume theory (cf. Sec. 2.4.5.5) the molecular mobility at any
temperature is assumed to depend mainly on the remaining free volume. It is generally further
assumed, that molecular mobility determines the temperature dependence of the shift factors of
all different kinds of molecular motions involving various length scales in the polymer, i.e. the
free volume approach claims the temperature shift factors of different viscoelastic mechanisms
to be the same. This appears to be true for closely related mechanisms (those within a group
contributing to a single-loss tangent maximum). However mechanisms which contribute to different loss peaks inevitably have different temperature dependencies. Despite the circumstance
of often obtaining a single loss peak, a lot of literature shows, that the temperature dependence
of the viscosity over a greater temperature range, especially when crossing the Glass transition
temperature Tg , is different from that of the glass-to-rubber-softening dispersion. Further details
on this specific aspect of the TTSP can be found in [60, 52].
Summarizing different statements in [208, 60, 38, 52], the following characteristics of the hypothesis of thermo-rheological simplicity are obtained:
• the validity of the TTSP has to be checked after receiving measured data prior to applying
any time-temperature-shifting procedure, cf. Sec. 2.4.5.3.
• the time shifting modifies solely retardation or relaxation times τk (T ) = aT (T, Tref ) ·
τk (Tref ), but not the value of the final deformations (i.e. stiffnesses Ek (T ) = Ek ).
• for polymeric materials with more than one retardation or relaxation time, all depend
identically on aT (T, Tref ) (i.e. all depend identically on temperature).
• the thermorheologically simple condition implies, that the material temperaturedependence is governed only by the single temperature function aT (T, Tref ) (cf. first
point in this list).
• thermorheological complexity gives a hint to molecular processes that possess different
temperature dependencies and thus need more detailed modelling.
Thermorheological complex material behaviour is especially encountered for semi crystalline
polymers such as Etylen-Vinyl-Acetate (EVA), which is treated in the latter of this thesis. The
details for time-temperature-superposition for EVA are highlighted in Sec. 6.

2.4.5.5 Physical and Chemical Ageing
Physical and chemical ageing phenomena are not a main part of the research within this thesis,
thus here just a brief overview and introduction to physical and chemical ageing is given. Some
practical aspects for modelling and testing of physical ageing are reconsidered for the interlayer
polymers in Sec. 6.
When experimenting with polymers, even in the situation, that no stress is applied to the material under investigation, mechanical properties may change with time due to changes occurring
in the molecular structure. The variations in the behaviour due to changes in molecular struc-
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ture are called physical ageing and changes due to modification of the inter- and intra-molecular
bonding are referred to as chemical ageing, [60, 285, 228, 168]. Especially, physical ageing effects
are thermoreversible while chemical ageing effects are not, which makes a significant difference
in the thermomechanical modelling of those phenomena.
When cooling polymers below their glass transition temperature Tg they are not in a thermodynamic equilibrium as they posses an excess of free volume, cf. [60, 273] and Fig. 2.29. In general,
as the temperature is decreased, molecular motions decrease and the molecular structure becomes more tightly packed as indicated by the amount of free volume in Fig. 2.29. Above Tg the
molecular reconfigurations to attain an equilibrium volume are accomplished in the experimental
time scale of the temperature change while below Tg a decreased chain mobility and the small
amount of free volume result in a non-equilibrium thermodynamic state. The polymer chains
are not able to rearrange in their equilibrium volume during the time-scale of the temperature
change and thus there is continuously slow rearrangement of molecules a long time (in the order
of days, weeks and months, cf. [291]) after the temperature change in order to reach thermodynamic equilibrium. As the material tries to change to a state of equilibrium, the ’frozen’ free

Figure 2.29: Specific or relative volume vs. temperature for an amorphous polymer from [52].
volume is reduced and the mobility of the macromolecules decreases continuously, cf. Fig. 2.29.
This long-lasting process is called ’physical ageing’ and affects all amorphous materials at temperatures below Tg , especially in the glass production this is known as ’structural relaxation’
(cf. Sec. 3.1.3). Physical ageing leads to a stiffening of the polymer under investigation with
increasing ageing time [60, 273] and is thus similar to a continual decrease of temperature. The
closer the starting temperature of the cooling process is to the glass transition temperature Tg ,
the less the influence of physical ageing is pronounced. Physical ageing is explained through
an understanding of the molecular packing changes that take place during cooling. As shown
in Fig. 2.29, in literature it is assumed, that the specific or relative volume decreases linearly
with temperature until the glass transition temperature is reached, [60, 52]. At Tg , the rate of
change of the specific volume decreases, where the exact location of Tg depends on the cooling
rate. If the rate of cooling is very slow for example, Tg will be decreased otherwise it will be
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increased, cf. Fig. 2.29. Physical ageing is completely thermoreversible by heating the material
to temperatures above Tg and the heating process can be repeated as often as wanted without affecting the mechanical properties of the polymer. The Wiliams-Landel-Ferry TTSP will
use the concept of physical ageing, which is explained in detail in Sec. 2.4.6.1 During ’physical
ageing’ to the equilibrium volume and structure, the mechanical (and other) properties of the
polymer change with time, where in general the modulus increases and thus the material becomes more brittle, [60, 273, 52, 215]. [291] names different authors, who showed that physical
ageing leads to an ageing time factor, which is be multiplied with the external time analogous
to the time-temperature-superposition. Thus the account for physical ageing is called TimeTemperature-Age-Superposition-Principle (TTASP) for thermorheologically simple solids in the
context of linear viscoelasticity theory, [144]. A short mathematical description of the TTASP
will be give in Sec. 2.4.6.6.

2.4.6 Selected Temperature Shift Factor Models
In literature different functional forms for the dependency of the horizontal shift factors aT on
temperature T exist. In this subsection, different selected TTSPs such as the Arrhenius law,
the Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation, linearised forms of both aforementioned equations,
polynomial TTSPs, the Arc-tangens and exponential function or the Narayanaswamy- Tool
function, are highlighted. Further details on thermodynamical derivations and details of
the TTSPs can be found in [60, 52, 187, 189]. Especially [218] investigates in detail the
correspondences between different TTSPs and was able to show, that many TTSPs can be
expressed in terms of other TTSPs. The basic principle of the shifting procedure is given in
Fig. 2.30, where the Master Curve is obtained by superpositioning two consecutive curves such,
that they overlap to an ideal extent (i.e. to obtain a Master Curve as smooth as possible).
The mathematical treatment of the Master Curving raises several questions, which will be
handled within this thesis in Sec. 5. So far a common method for obtaining shifting factors is
to choose the ’optimum’shift factor which gives the best superposition of the shifted curves, cf.
Fig. 2.30. In the past, this procedure has been done by eye inspection and manually shifting.
This however gives different shift factor results depending on the inspectors. For the purpose of
an objective and repeatable TTS few authors derived and implemented numerical procedures
and algorithms. The numerical treatment of the Master Curving (i.e. shifting) as well as the
deduction of associated Prony series is postponed to Sec. 5.4. Acc. to [60, 284] the change in
density is usually very small and much less than the change in temperature, thus the density
changes are neglected and the TTSP considers solely horizontal shifts. In the remainder of this
section, TTSPs for just horizontal shifts are considered.

2.4.6.1 The Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) Equation
In the region of the glass transition Tg and the entropy elastic area, molecular movements
extend from small side-chain movements to full rotations and position changes, cf. [284, 60].
In this temperature region, commonly the empirically derived Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF)
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Figure 2.30: Example for shifting relaxation modulus data E(t) for T0 < T . (Vertical shift
exaggerated for clarity. Here T0 = Tref ). From [52]

time-temperature-relation is used as functional form for the shift factors, [329].
[329] adopted the viscosity model of Doolittle [107], which itself is a phenomenological model for
the description of viscosity. In the basic description of the Doolittle model it is assumed, that
the logarithm of the viscosity of glassy material is reciprocally proportional to the free volume
fraction f , [107], where the free volume Vf is the difference between the whole volume occupied
by molecules V and the core volume of molecules Vc . With that, it then holds:
f=

V − Vc
V

(2.176)

and the viscosity is given by:

η = A exp

B
f


(2.177)

[107] further assumed the free volume fraction f to be linearly dependent on temperature:
f = fg + αf (T − Tg )

for

T > Tg

(2.178)

where fg is the free volume fraction at the glass transition temperature Tg and αf is the thermal
expansion coefficient. Applying Eq. (2.178) to Eq. (2.177), the following shift factor aT is
obtained:
B
B
−
(2.179)
log aT =
fg + αf (T − Tg ) fg + αf (Tref − Tg )
and by setting C1 = fg +αf (TBref −Tg ) and C2 = fg /αf + Tref − Tg , the WLF equation in the
commonly known version is obtained:
log aT =

−C1 (T − Tref )
C2 + T − Tref

(2.180)

The two material parameters C1 and C2 have to be determined experimentally, where T is
the considered temperature and Tref is the reference temperature in [◦ C], where the param-
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eters C1 and C2 in value strongly dependent on the choice of Tref . Furthermore, despite
the WLF equation is originally recommended for materials operating above the glass transition temperature Tg , a lot of authors used this TTSP without such restrictions in their work,
[60, 189, 313, 187]. In [329], for a lot of polymers it was shown, that the WLF-parameter can
be fixed to C1 = 8.86, C2 = 101.6 when letting Tref = Tg + 50◦ C. [228] gives the hint, that for a
quantitative description of the thermorheological behaviour of a material using the WLF equation for amorphous (such as Poly-vinyl-butyral (PVB)) and the Arrhenius equation (which will
be introduced in the next section) for semi crystalline polymers (such as Ethylene-vinyl-acetate
(EVA)) is suitable.

2.4.6.2 The Arrhenius Equation
[120] derived a TTSP model for the viscosity, which is known as the Arrhenius equation from
the notion of the absolute reaction rate.


EA
η(T ) = A exp
(2.181)
RT
where A is a factor, EA is the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant and T is the
absolute temperature, [120, 60]. Based on Eq. (2.181) the horizontal shift factor is given by:


E 1
1
log aT (T, Tref ) = −
−
(2.182)
R T
Tref
The Arrhenius equation (Eq. (2.181)) is derived from the activation energy that is necessary to
initiate side chain movements with a certain velocity, thus EA has to be determined experimentally. Note, that the temperatures here are absolute and furthermore, based on the underlying
assumptions of the derivation in [120], the area of application of the Arrhenius equation is limited to the energy elastic region, [52]. The melts of most semi crystalline polymeric materials
follow Eq. (2.181), because their processing temperatures are far away from Tg , cf. [228, 60].

2.4.6.3 Polynomial Equations
A third possibility of modelling time- temperature dependency is given by assuming a polynomial
temperature-dependency of the relaxation times, cf. Eq. (2.183), [186]. Depending on the degree
N of the polynomial, N + 1 material parameters Pi = 0, ..., N have to be determined from
experimental data.
N
X
log aT (T, Tref ) = P0 +
(Pi · T i )
(2.183)
i=1

Here, the values of the parameters Pi significantly dependent on the choice of Tref also.
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At this point, a theoretical justification of a polynomial TTSP is given. Remembering the
Taylor-polynom approximation of a k−times differentiable function:
Pk (x, x0 ) =

k
X
f (n) (x0 )
n=0

n!

(x − x0 )n

(2.184)

with x0 being the point of expansion. Evaluating a cubic series expansion of the Arrhenius
Equation (Eq. (2.181)), it is obtained:
log aT (T, Tref ) = −


E · (T − Tref ) E · (T − Tref )2 E · (T − Tref )3
4
+
−
+O
(T
−
T
)
(2.185)
ref
2
3
4
R · Tref
R · Tref
R · Tref

where O (...) denotes the error for skipping of higher order terms. Eq. (2.185) can be transformed
to log aT (T, Tref ) = P1 · T + P2 · T 2 + P3 · T 3 which converges, if |1 − T /Tref | < 1. Similarly, the
Taylor-approximation for the WLF and all other TTSPs can be found.
As already stated by the author of this thesis in [186, 283], care of the applicability range of
a polynomial ansatz has to be taken, as polynomials of order three and higher may change
monotony and thus lead to artificial and unphysical TTSPs. To give an example, consider
the TTSP given in [335], there convexity changes at T = −10◦ C as well as at T = 70◦ C, cf.
Fig. 2.31. The temperatures, where curvature changes are both within the temperature range
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Figure 2.31: Example of a non strictly convex TTSP (given in [335])

of interest for the design of facades. However, the shifting of the master curve acc. to that
TTSP in regions T < −10◦ C and T > 70◦ C leads to wrong time scales, where for the region
T < −10◦ C the interlayer shear modulus is underestimated (as the time axis is shifted such as
higher temperatures would act) and for the region T > 70◦ C the interlayer shear modulus is
overestimated (as the time axis is shifted such as lower temperatures would act). At this point,
the author strongly recommends the (graphical) checking of any given TTSP before using it to
obtain interlayer shear moduli for certain design cases as convexity condition may not have been
considered.
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2.4.6.4 Equations for Crystalline Polymers
The kinetics of polymer crystallization is very complex and still an active area of research.
Different approaches for modelling the effect of crystallinity on the TTSP exist ([231, 290, 122,
305, 59, 198]). All models account for crystallinity and thus induce thermorheological complexity.
In Sec. 3.2.2.2 crystalline polymers are introduced and it is shown, that for this kind of materials
a phase transformation (melting or freezing at a certain temperature) occurs. Thermorheological
complexity is then a consequence of different phases, where each possesses different temperature
dependencies of their viscoelastic behaviour, [191]. Within the scope of this thesis, just the
results from [231] are presented in the following. The horizontal aT and vertical shift factor bT
depend on crystallinity as follows:

log10 Gr = log10 G + log10

T0
T




− log10

Λ
1−Λ




+ log10

Λ0
1 − Λ0


(2.186)

where Gr is the reduced modulus, Λ is the degree of crystallinity, Λ0 is the degree of crystallinity
at this reference temperature, T is the temperature of measurement in [K] and T0 is the reference
temperature used for reduction in [K]. The degree of crystallinity Λ has to be determined
experimentally e.g. by the flotation method or nuclear magnetic resonance measurement, cf.
[38]. Dealing with crystallinity is necessary within this thesis, as ethylene-vinyl-acetate (EVA)
or ionomers (e. g. SentryGlas SG) are semi-crystalline polymers.

2.4.6.5 Equations considering Physical Ageing
As already introduced in Sec. 2.4.5.5, the physical ageing phenomenon can be modelled via an
ageing-time dependent shift factor by multiplying all relaxation times λi on the polymer under consideration by a constant time shift factor aL , cf. [302]. Under isothermal conditions,
the shifting factor aL solely depends on the ageing time te , which is the elapsed time between
quenching of the polymer and the start of the load. For thermorheologically simple polymers,
this results in a time shift of the creep compliance J(t) analogously to the TTSP explained in
Sec. 2.4.5.1 and depicted in Fig. 2.32. As can be seen from Fig. 2.32, the shape of the momentary
Master Curve would predict the creep to occur much faster than in reality. Acc. to [273, 291],
the momentary Master Curve does not include the effect of further ageing as it is obtained from
momentary curves. All of those were tested at the same age te , with each of them experiencing
negligible ageing during testing. In summary, this means, that the momentary master curve
cannot be used to precisely predict long term creep (and thus also relaxation) behaviour without further treatment.
[302] differentiates two situations. For very short loading times t << te physical ageing has
practically no influence on relaxation or creep and Boltzmann superposition law can be applied
without restrictions. For long-term creep (i.e. load durations t ≥ te ), the influence of physical ageing on creep / relaxation may be taken into account by replacing the load duration
time t within an equation of creep or relaxation response of a rheological model (such as e.g.
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Figure 2.32: Momentary creep compliance master curves at different temperatures and a constant age te = 1hr, compared to long term data at those same temperatures and
ages, after [291]
Eq. (2.137)) by the reduced load duration time t∗ , [302, 291, 273]:


aL t
∗
t = b0 · ln 1 +
b0 + te

(2.187)

In case of linear viscoelastic material behaviour, computations of the creep and relaxation processes according to Eq. (2.187) always lead to an overestimation of the creep deformation when
neglecting physical ageing. This leads to greater stresses and deformations within the computational analysis and design of glass structures, which is on the safe side for glass laminates in
bending action but may be on the unsafe side, if higher shear transfer leads to higher utilizations
such as in insulated glass units. Furthermore, if the influence of chemical ageing on the creep
and relaxation behaviour of polymers below the glass transition temperature Tg is investigated,
a comparable physical ageing state is essential (i.e. the chemically aged as well as the unaged
test specimens should obtain the same time span between the cooling below Tg and the start
of the characterising experiment). Within the context of this thesis, some experiments on the
physical ageing behaviour of commonly used polymeric interlayers for laminated glasses were
carried out, the details are postponed to Sec. 6.

2.4.6.6 Further Equations
Besides the aforementioned TTSPs, further mathematical relations for the shift- factortemperature relation exist, [285, 60, 211]. In the engineering context the Arc-tangens ([175]),
the exponential ([136]) or the Narayanaswamy- Tool function [15] have to be mentioned. As
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in [211] a good summary of the main theoretical backgrounds for different TTSPs is given, at
this point a repetition is omitted. Despite not going into further detail here, it is worth noting,
that within the provided code in Sec. 8, many of the TTSPs from [211] are implemented in the
method ’GUSTL’ (cf. chapter 5.4) by the author of this thesis.

2.4.7 Determination of Model Parameters for TTSP and Prony-Series
Determining the parameters for TTSP and the Prony series could be done either simultaneously
or sequentially. For the latter case at first the Master Curving according to the TTSP has to
be conducted. Time-temperature-Superposition was done in the past mostly by eye inspection.
This however may give non-reproducible and person-depending results, which is not favourable
and a reliable numerical method is thus needed. Within the context of this thesis, a few algorithms are addressed. The problem of obtaining Master Curves under the use of the TTSP
numerically has been addressed by certain authors in the past. The most important procedures
are Procedure X, the collocation method by Schapery, the multi data method by Cost and Becker,
the windowing method by Emri and Tschoegl, the arclength method by Cho and two non-linear
least squares fitting procedures by Honerkamp and Weese as well as Göhler or Kuntsche. The
arclength method is described in [60], the non-linear least squares regression approaches are
given in detail in [155, 189, 136] and all other methods are discussed in [313, 52, 60]. The mathematics behind the material parameter identification in treated in Sec. 4, where the details on
the different methods are highlighted. For fitting of the Prony series, a numerical software such
as MATLAB is useful, on the other hand commercial finite elements software such as ABAQUS
and ANSYS are able themselves to fit Prony series from given experimental data. In Sec. 5.4,
a further numerical method for the determination of the TTSP as well as the Prony series parameters is introduced, where the specifics of the existing methods are compared to the new
method.

2.4.8 Three–Dimensional Thermoviscoelasticity
A short introduction into three–dimensional thermoviscoelasticity is given at this point, the
numerical and modelling issues are postponed to Sec. 2.7 and Sec. 2.8. The results presented so
far can be generalized into a three-dimensional form, which is suitable for arbitrary deformation
histories and an implementation into a finite element analysis software. The most common way
of representing three - dimensional thermoviscoelasticity is to separate stress and strain into
deviatoric and volumetric parts, as it was already introduced in Sec. 2.1.3.1. For an isotropic
material, hydrostatic and deviatoric parts of the stress tensor then read [208, 38]:
Z

t

Z
2G(t − τ )˙ dev dτ +

σ(t) =
0

t

K(t − τ )˙ vol dτ

(2.188)

0

where σ(t) is the Cauchy stress tensor, G(t − τ ) is the stress relaxation shear modulus, ˙ dev
the time derivative of the applied deviatoric strain tensor, K(t − τ ) the stress relaxational bulk
modulus, and ˙ vol the time derivative of the applied volumetric strains. In Eq. (2.188) just two
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relaxation moduli have to be obtained experimentally in order to predict any arbitrary deformation: the shear and bulk relaxation moduli. Acc. to [38], for most polymeric materials, the
volumetric relaxation is typically much smaller and less influential than the deviatoric relaxation, hence the volumetric flow response is therefore neglected.
However, the glass transition also shows up in the time- and temperature dependent progressions
of the two material parameters. In [179] the temperature-dependent progressions of the real and
imaginary part of the shear and bulk modulus of polystyrene is investigated. The results are
schematically given in Fig. 2.33. The graphs show the viscoelastic behaviour of shear and bulk
modulus in the frequency domain under isothermal conditions and for the Poisson’s ratio under
isobaric conditions, [191, 218, 179, 200]

Figure 2.33: Schematic representation of the temperature dependency of the Poisson’s ratio ν
in the time and frequency domain, after [218].

It is especially worth noting, that the definition given in Eq. (2.188) contains a separate relaxation spectrum for shear and bulk modulus, which has been used intensively for the thermoviscoelastic modelling of the glass forming and thermal pre stressing process in the past.
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The experimental determination of the bulk viscoelasticity is difficult, and thus it is common to
model the material as elastic in bulk, with K being a constant coefficient determined from the
Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio, [208]. In shear, however, the material is considered
as viscoelastic, but usually the creep or relaxation tests are performed not in shear but in
axial tension or compression, thus either a numerical or a Laplace-transform approach for the
transform of the tensile stiffness data into shear stiffness data has to be applied. Specifics for
that are given in detail with examples in [208, 285]. The interconversion of elastic material
constants for polymeric interlayers for laminated glass was done in the past by simplifications
(linear temperature dependence of the Poisson’s ration in a range of 10◦ C, [189]), this however
is not fully correct as indicated by the considerations before. Unfortunately, bulk modulus
relaxation test were not possible within the scope of this thesis, thus further research in this
specific question for the polymeric interlayers is necessary.

2.4.9 Summary
Although the principle of time–temperature–superposition seems to be rather simple, performing
it on actual measurement data in a numerical framework is a difficult task because measurement
errors or non-overlapping stiffness curves potentially influence the shift process. Within this
thesis, a numerical procedure called ’GUSTL’ is elaborated to provide a fast numerical software
tool to perform the Master Curving process with a high level of user interaction. This method
will be explained in detail in Chapter 5 in the latter of this thesis.

2.5 Fractional Viscoelasticity
This subsection is used to introduce to the concepts of fractional viscoelasticity, which recently
is gaining increasing interest among scientists from different fields. Fractional calculus is an
old mathematical topic, but its application in physics and engineering is more recent. For
instance, in viscoelasticity and hereditary solid mechanics [26], electromagnetic systems [117],
and diffusion phenomena in inhomogeneous media [16], fractional order derivatives have been
used to describe the system behaviour.
Within the context of this thesis, fractional viscoelasticity is under investigation from two motivations: on the on hand side, the number of parameters to estimate from experimental data
is significantly lower and on the other hand, some viscoelastic materials show power-law-like
behaviour in dynamic moduli, which has not been examined for laminated glass interlayers before. A large number of elements of spring and dash pot are necessary to fit such viscoelastic
behaviour by conventional viscoelastic models based on ordinary springs and dash pots (such as
the Generalized Maxwell Model), cf. [60], [182].
From a mathematical perspective, fractional derivatives are an extension of ordinary derivatives,
and possess mathematical definitions and properties that stem from ordinary derivatives. Some
definitions of fractional derivatives can be found in [253] and [176]. The Riemann-Liouville
definition is the simplest one, according to this definition, the α-th order fractional derivative of
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a function f (t) with respect to t is:
dα
dm
1
D f (t) = α f (t) =
dt
Γ(m − α) dtm
α

t

Z
a

f (τ )
dτ,
(t − τ )α+1−m

m−1≤α≤m

(2.189)

where Γ(x) Euler Gamma function, m is the first integer greater than α and a is the lower limit
related to the operation of fractional differentiation. Another definition of a fractional derivative
is given by Caputo:
dα
1
D f (t) = α f (t) =
dt
Γ(m − α)
α

Z

t

0

f (m) (τ )
dτ,
(t − τ )α+1−m

m−1≤α≤m

(2.190)

m

where f (m) (τ ) = ∂∂τ mf . A unique expression of the Fourier transform of the fractional derivative
operator of order α satisfies:
F[Dα f (t)] = (iω)α F[f (t)]
(2.191)
where (iω)α corresponds to exp(iαπ/2)ω α for ω > 0. Analogously to [277], using Caputo’s
fractional derivative, the well-known Hookean spring relation, σ(t) = E · (t), and Newtonian
dash pot relation, σ(t) = η · d(t)
dt (t), can be generalized to
σ(t) = Eτ α

dα (t)
= Eτ α Dα (t)
dtα

(2.192)

In Eq. (2.192), the parameter τ with units of time is employed to non-dimenisonalize the fractional derivative of , which helps to obtain a meaningful physical relationship between stress
and strains. Since 0 < α < 1, Eq. (2.190) reduces to:
1
D f (t) =
Γ(1 − α)
α

Z
0

t

f ( 1)(τ )
dτ,
(t − τ )α

0≤α≤1

(2.193)

Relative to discrete (i.e. integer) derivatives, therefore, fractional derivatives offer a wide

Figure 2.34: Illustration of integer and fractional models
range for modelling the rate of change of the time-dependent behaviour of viscoelastic materials
in a continuous fashion. Fig. 2.35 displays two simple functions along with some fractional
derivatives, showing that fractional derivatives are usually located in-between the closest lower
and upper integer derivatives, which allows the monitoring of changes in a much smoother and
compact fashion than offered by integer derivatives. While spring and dash pot models can
be recognized by only one material property parameter (E and η), introducing a fractional
element requires three parameters (α, τ, E). A fractional element with only three parameters is
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Figure 2.35: Fractional derivatives of the functions f1 and f2 of orders 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1

mathematically and physically equivalent to an infinite number of simple springs and dash pots
connected through a certain hierarchical arrangement [276]. Thus, capturing the continuous
rate of change in time by means of integer-type models requires generally many higher integerorder derivative terms to achieve a similar accuracy. Considering the Maxwell and Kelvin-Voigt
models and the Generalized Maxwell Model (as introduced in Sec. 2.4.3), the general form of the
constitutive equation for viscoelasticity containing time derivatives of stresses σ(t) and strains
(t) can be expressed in a unified manner as:
σ(t) +

n
X

m

(τk )k

X
dk (t)
dk σ(t)
= E1 (t) +
Ek (λk )k
k
dt
dtk

(2.194)

k=1

k=1

where E1 , ..., Em , τ1 , ..., τn and λ1 , ..., λn are material constants (spring stiffnesses, relaxation
and retardation times) and t is time. In this model, all derivatives are of integer order. The
restriction to integer-type time derivatives for the description of ’real’ stress relaxation and / or
creep behaviour of polymers has been recognized as a drawback for material characterization, cf.
[272]. Different authors such as [196] or [261] have suggested to describe rheological behaviour of
viscoelastic materials by the use of fractional derivative models. Furthermore [196] investigated
in detail the thermodynamical constraints for the constitutive models for viscoelastic materials
with fractional derivative operators. The fractional counterparts of the models are obtained by
the replacement of the ordinary time derivatives by fractional ones of order α ∈ [0; 1]. The
fractional generalisation of Eq. (2.194) acc. to [60] reads:
σ(t) +

n
X

(τ̄k )αk Dαk σ(t) = Ē1 (t) +

k=1

m
X

Ēk (λ̄k )αk Dαk (t)

(2.195)

k=1

where αk = α + k − 1; 0 < α < 1. From 2.195, the relaxation modulus can be calculated as:
G(t) = G∞ +

m
X
k=1

 −α
  α 
t
GN
t
+
Gk Eα −
τk
Γ(1 − α) τk

(2.196)
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where Eα (x) is the Mittag-Leffler function. In the remainder of this section, two models of fractional viscoelasticity are introduced, the fractional Zener Model and the Fractional Generalized
Maxwell Model. On the one hand, these models will be used in the context of an enhancement
of the method ’GUSTL’ to fractional viscoelastic models and on the other hand, both model will
be fitted to experimental data for polymeric interlayers of laminated glasses in the experimental
section of this thesis.

2.5.1 Fractional Standard Solid / Zener Model
The standard linear solid (SLS) model, which is also known as the ZENER MODEL, is used
for modelling the behaviour of a viscoelastic materials using a linear combination of springs and
dash pots to represent elastic and viscous components respectively. In particular, the Zener
model is the parallel connection of Hookean spring and the Maxwell model. The mathematical
description for the SLS system is given by the differential equation
σ(t) + τ σ̇(t) = EH (t) + (EH + EM )τ (t)
˙

(2.197)

where τ is the relaxation time and EH and EM are the spring stiffnesses. This model is able to
describe retardation as well as relaxation phenomena, but only in an exponential manner.
The application of different fractional derivatives can now lead to different fractional Zener
models. One could assume, that both, stress and strain, possess the same fractional derivative
order α, which would result in a four-parameter (E0 , E∞ , α, τ ) fractional Zener model:
σ(t) + τ α Dα σ(t) = E0 (t) + E∞ τ α Dα (t)

(2.198)

Another fractional Zener model is obtained, if the fractional derivative order for stress and strain
is released to be different, which results in a five-parameter (E0 , E∞ , α, β, τ ) fractional Zener
model, given by the differential equation
σ(t) + τ β Dβ σ(t) = E0 (t) + E0 τ β Dβ (t) + (E∞ − E0 )τ α Dα (t)

(2.199)

with τ being the generalized relaxation time, and E0 (t −→ ∞ ⇐⇒ ω −→ 0) and E∞ (t −→ 0 ⇐⇒
ω −→ ∞) is the static and instantaneous modulus respectively, the parameters α and β are
responsible for a now possible asymmetrical loss factor peak. This model becomes the standard
Zener model for α = β = 1. The fractional Zener model has to be dismissed for not satisfying
the causality condition α > β, as the number of time derivatives of stress must not be larger
than that of strain to satisfy the thermodynamic constraints, [261]. Acc. to [230], for polymers
in mechanical engineering typically α − β < 0.06 applies. It is furthermore supposed, that the
generalized relaxation time τ is the only temperature-dependent parameter stemming from the
TTSP, usually admitted for a large range of temperatures. With the fractional Zener model,
the retardation and relaxation processes are no longer restricted to exponential behaviour, but
can be described as being in between a hyperbolic and an exponential one through the MittagLeffler function. Thus this model is able to represent a wide variety class of linear viscoelastic
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materials, cf. [261]. In the following considerations only the 5-parameter-model is considered
as the 4-parameter-model is a special (degenerate) case of it (if α ≡ β). The computer algebra
software MAPLE ([324]) was used to obtain the real E 0 (ω) and imaginary part E 00 (ω) as well
as the magnitude E∗ (iω) and loss factor tan(δ) of the complex modulus.
By applying the fractional Fourier transform to Eq. (2.199), the complex modulus E∗ (iω) of the
five-parameter fractional Zener model in the frequency domain is obtained:
E∗ (iω) = E0 + E0 · (d − 1)

(iωτ )α
1 + (iωτ )β

(2.200)

where d = E∞ /E0 . However, this model is restricted to a polymer category presenting an
undefined value for the instantaneous modulus E∞ .
[104] further suggests an improved version of the five parameter fractional Zener model, which
does not face these limiting features (which are discussed in detail in [104]) as the one, given by
the Eq. (2.200):
σ(t) + τ α Dα σ(t) + τ β Dβ σ(t) = E0 (t) + E0 τ β Dβ (t) + E∞ τ α Dα (t)

(2.201)

whose Fourier transform reads:
E∗ (iω) =

E0 + E0 (iωτ )β + E∞ (iωτ )α
1 + (iωτ )α + (iωτ )β

(2.202)

The Storage Modulus is obtained via MAPLE as:
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(2.203)

and the Loss Modulus reads:
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Acc. to [104] the parameter α appears as the slope of the curve ln(tan δ) versus ln(ωτ ). A
qualitative physical interpretation of the parameter α is, that single relaxation time behaviour
is observed in liquids for which only pairs of molecules contribute to the relaxation. As manybody interactions become more significant, the relaxation broadens. Thus, α is a measure of the
strength of coupling among the different modes of vibration in the polymer. This version of the
FZM is used in the remaining parts of this thesis and is implemented in the method ’GUSTL’
as well. Fig. 2.36 represents the results of a parameter study on the influence of the order of the
derivatives α, β on the Storage and Loss modulus of the FZM.
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Figure 2.36: Sensitivity of the Storage and Loss modulus of the Five-parameter Fractional
Zener Model with parameters (E∞ , E0 , τ, α, β) = (0.01, 100, 1, α, β)

At this point, a short interpretation of the results of Fig. 2.36 is given. In Fig. 2.36a the
most obvious observation is, that the inflexion point of the Storage modulus E 0 (ω) seems to be
insensitive to the derivative orders of α and β whereas the monotonicity and curvature behaviour
does however depend strongly on the derivative orders. It can be observed, that for decreasing
order of derivatives, the curves become more flat and less curved, i.e. the viscoelastic behaviour
is observed over a wider frequency range compared to higher order derivatives.
In Fig. 2.36b a shifting of the maximum of the Loss modulus E 00 (ω) to higher frequencies is
obtained in dependence of the pairing of α and β. Furthermore, the peak slightly increases with
augmenting difference of α − β. For close derivative orders (i.e. α − β → 0) the Loss modulus
remains almost constant for higher frequencies (cf. the line for the pair α = 0.5; β = 0.45) until
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interestingly for the cases of α = β the behaviour of a Maxwell-element is recaptured (cf. the
line for the pair α = 0.8; β = 0.8).
It is worth noting, that the functionals in Eq. (2.201) describing the stress and the strain are
assumed to involve different memory strengths (α and β) for stress and strain. This improved
five-parameter model provides the instantaneous modulus E∞ for the high-frequency regime
when the condition β < α is imposed and the relaxed modulus E0 is retrieved at low frequencies.
The constitutive parameters for the model described in Eq. (2.200) or Eq. (2.202) to be inferred
are: E0 , E∞ , α, β compared to a number of 2 · K + 1 model parameters for the Generalized
Maxwell Model. This means, that besides information on the single relaxation time behaviour
through the order of α, significantly less numerical effort is needed to calibrate such a model
to experimental data. In addition, from an optimization perspective, a better and more robust
global optimum of the parameter values of such a model could be expected a priori. Within the
context of ’GUSTL’, the fitting of a fractional five-parameter Zener model will be discussed as
an numerically favourable method of determining simultaneously the parameters of the TTSP
and the constitutive model, cf. Sec. 5.

2.5.2 Fractional Generalized Maxwell Model
Within this subsection of this thesis, the fractional enhancement of the Generalized Maxwell
Model is introduced. By applying fractional order derivatives, one obtains the FRACTIONAL
GENERALIZED MAXWELL MODEL (FGMM), cf. [64]. The motivation for investigating
the FGMM is, that recent works (cf. [64], [277]) have shown fractional order models to be
a very good approximation to the generalized ’classic’ viscoelastic models when their number
of elements tend to infinity. As a consequence one can conclude, that generalized fractional
viscoelastic models are characterized by a more accurate fits compared to the ’classic’ generalized
viscoelastic models while employing less model parameters.
As introduced in Sec. 2.4.3.4, the GMM consists of a Hookean spring in parallel with K Maxwell
elements whereas here, the FGMM now consists of a Hookean spring in parallel with K fractional
Maxwell elements (or multiple fractional spring pot elements). Following [64], the Prony-Series
of the FGMM reads:
K
X
(τk iω)αk
E∗ (iω) = E∞ +
Ek
(2.205)
1 + (τk iω)αk
k=1

which is similar to the complex modulus given by the GMM (cf. 2.4.3.4, Eq. (2.155) ). The
Storage modulus and Loss modulus of the FGMM is obtained by taking the real or resp. the
imaginary part of the complex modulus (Eq. (2.205)):
E 0 (ω) = E∞ +

K
X
k=1

E 00 (ω) =

K
X
k=1

Ek

Ek

(ωτk )2αk + (ωτk )αk cos(παk /2)
1 + (ωτk )2αk + 2(ωτk )αk cos(παk /2)

(ωτk )αk sin(παk /2)
1 + (ωτk )2αk + 2(ωτk )αk cos(παk /2)

(2.206)

(2.207)
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The parameters of the complex modulus E∗ (iω) calculated from the GMM or FGMM are found
by fitting the corresponding functions to the experimental data. For the GMM complex modulus
E∗ (iω) there are 2 · K + 1 parameters to be estimated (the relaxation times τ = (τ1 , ..., τK ) and
the moduli E = (E1 , ..., EK )), whereas for the GFMM complex modulus E∗ (iω) an additional
set of parameters (the order of the fractional derivatives α = (α1, ..., αK )) needs to be estimated.
However, based on the findings of [64], [133] and [277], the model complexity K for a FGMM
is assumed to be significantly less than for a GMM at the same level of accuracy of the fit.
Especially in [133] it is worked out, that for a Voigt fractional order viscoelastic relaxation
spectrum with fractional order of the derivative of 0.67, the fitting of a GMM takes 10000
Maxwell Elements to be in 1% error and about 100 Maxwell elements to be in the range of
about 5% error.
Fig. 2.37 represents the results of a parameter study on the influence of the order of the derivatives α, β on the Storage and Loss modulus.
At this point, again a short interpretation of the results of Fig. 2.37 is given. In Fig. 2.37a
the most obvious observation is, that if the derivative order α1 = α2 = 1, the behaviour of
2 Maxwell-Elements is recovered. Lowering the order of the fractional derivative towards 0
leads to a fewer steep increase in the Storage Modulus with higher frequency and thus to a
correspondingly lower maximum in the Loss modulus (cf. lines for α1 , α2 = 0.8 to α1 , α2 = 0.1).
Graphically, this means, that the Storage modulus inflection point as well as the maximum peak
of the Loss modulus of Fractional Maxwell element 2 is less pronounced with decreasing fractional
derivative order α2 . Overall, the monotonicity and curvature behaviour does however depend
strongly on the derivative orders. It can be observed, that for decreasing order of derivatives,
the curves become more flat and less curved, i.e. the viscoelastic behaviour is observed over a
wider frequency range compared to higher order derivatives. In Fig. 2.37b the maximum of the
Loss moduli of the Fractional Maxwell models E 00 (ω) seem not to be shifting on the frequency
axis (in contrast to the observations for the Fractional 5-parameter Zener Model, cf. Sec. 2.5.1).
Furthermore, the peaks decrease with decreasing order of the fractional derivatives α1 , α2 .
As in fractional viscoelasticity the number of parameters to fit is significantly lower compared
to the linear viscoelasticity with Generalized Maxwell Element case, a quicker and more robust
estimation of the parameters of the constitutive law is expected. This point is investigated for
polymeric interlayers in glass laminates in an Bayesian setting in chapter 5 and 6 of this thesis
in detail. Despite its more complicated and uncommon nature, fractional viscoelasticity can not
be handled within state-of-the-art FEA software and is thus more of theoretical interest. At
least, fractional viscoelasticity can be used as an alternative method to genetic approaches for
generating appropriate estimates of initial values for the (non-linear) least-squares fitting of a
Prony series to data.

2.6 Limitations of Viscoelasticity and Non-linear Viscoelasticity
Non-linearities in viscoelastic material behaviour can either result from the elastic or the viscous
part or from both, cf. Fig. 2.8. In terms of rheology, this would mean that the elastic springs
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Figure 2.37: Sensitivity of the Storage and Loss modulus of the Fractional Generalized Maxwell
Model with parameters (E∞ , E1 , E2 , τ1 , τ2 , α1 , α2 ) = (0.01, 1, 1, 1, 100, α1 , α2 )

do not follow Hooke’s law but have instead a non-linear stress-strain behaviour, for example
a hyperelastic one. A non-linear viscosity means a non-Newtonian behaviour of the dash pot
elements.
Correspondingly, the modelling of the polymer viscosity η could be strain as well as strain rate
dependent,[208, 273, 285]. From an experimental point of view, non-linear viscoelasticity is
characterized by the deviation from linear creep isochrones, which is depicted in Fig. 2.38. In
addition, at higher strains the geometrical non-linearity becomes apparent, which additionally
contribute to a non-linear behaviour, but are not part of material non-linearities. Geometrical
non-linearities are included in the choice of non-linear strain tensors, which can also be observed
in linear viscoelastic models at higher strains (which is given in Eq. (2.208)).
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Figure 2.38: Stress σ versus strain  at constant time (isochronals) for linear and non-linear
materials. In linear materials (a), the isochronals are straight lines, and in nonlinear materials (b), the isochronals are curved. After [191]

For finite strain viscoelasticity, a time domain generalization of the hyperelastic strain energy
function is commonly implemented. For the combination of hyperelasticity with viscoelasticity,
the linear spring element of the Generalized Maxwell Model is replaced by a nonlinear one
(which is governed by a hyperelastic strain-energy density). A formulation for the obtained
stress delivers:
Z

t

σ(t) = σhyper ((t)) −

ṙ(t − τ )σhyper ((τ )) d τ

(2.208)

0

The parameters of the Prony series may be determined from creep, stress relaxation or dynamic
test data while the hyperelastic parameters are inferred through uniaxial or biaxial tensile or
pure shear tests, [191, 38, 208].
So far, different hyperelastic as well as linear viscoelastic models were introduced an described
for the use in the context of modelling the behaviour of the polymeric interlayer of laminated
glass or the fractured laminated glass itself. Hyperelastic and linear viscoelastic material models in the past have proven to be quite useful for predicting the behaviour of polymers, cf.
[189],[250],[187],[182] etc. As a summary, the main strengths of hyperelastic and linear viscoelastic models are:
• experimentally simple to use and calibrate
• available in many major commercial Finite Element Analysis codes
• computationally efficient
However, at this point also the main limitations of the presented theory have to be named:
• accurate just for monotonic loading
• no capturing of rate-effects or viscoelasticity when just hyperelastic material models are
used.
• no capturing of hysteresis during cyclic loading when just hyperelastic material models are
used
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• no capturing of damage, stiffening or softening beyond certain loading points or due to
strain-induced crystallisation
The theory and experimental investigation on non-linear viscoelasticity is still subject to current investigations. Usually user-defined materials have to be implemented into commercial
FE-solvers to capture this material behaviour. Furthermore due to the complex parameter identification and model structure those models are scarcely applied in engineering practice. For the
description of further phenomena (non-reversible, plastic behaviour, viscoplasticity, non-linear
viscosity) it is refereed to [52, 208, 285, 154].

2.7 Finite Element Analysis in a Polymer Modelling Context
Within this section, a short abstract on the numerical treatment of time- and temperaturedependent mechanical problems is given in order to provide a basis for the understanding of the
simulations performed with the Finite Element Method (FEM) in the latter of this thesis. This
section relies on [154, 38].
The finite element method can be described as a numerical tool for solving ordinary and partial
differential equations over non-trivial geometric domains. Finite element analysis (FEA) tools
have nowadays reached a high level of maturity and are widely used in both academia and
industry as there is easy access to commercial codes. The computational modelling approach
however presents challenges, as an improper use of FEA software may deliver inaccurate and
misleading results. To perform an FEA simulation, three different types of inputs are needed:
geometry, load and boundary conditions and the material behaviour. Mathematically, the fundamental problem of polymer mechanics can be written as a boundary value problem (BVP)
with governing equations for compatibility, constitutive response and equilibrium. FEA can be
divided into two different categories: implicit and explicit simulations. The difference lies in the
consideration of mass inertia and damping terms. If those effects play no or only a minor role
for the time-dependent problem at hand (such as for creep or relaxation processes), an implicit
analysis is sufficient. For the simulation of dynamic processes however (such as shock waves or
pendulum impact), explicit calculations must be carried out.
One of the key steps in a FEA is the specification of the material model, where a material model
is defined as a constitutive equation and a corresponding set of material parameters. Usually,
FEA software contains libraries of different constitutive equations but material parameters are
typically not provided. Fig. 2.39 shows a schematic representation of an experimental test
program and how it connects to finite element (FE).
This thesis deals a lot with experiments and methods for model calibration with an emphasis
on the incorporation of Bayesian Machine Learning techniques. The mathematical foundations
therefore are given in Sec. 4. Most polymer mechanics problems handle one of the two main
categories: predictions of deformation behaviour and predictions of failure events, where it is
common to start with a deformation analysis to determine the magnitudes and distributions of
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Figure 2.39: Material model calibration and Finite Element Analysis, after [38]

stress and strain and then use this information as part of a predictive failure analysis. Within the
scope of this thesis only the first category is of interest, failure analysis is not treated numerically.
The equilibrium Boundary Value Problem (BVP) of an elastic system with viscoelastic stresses
reads:

∇·σ+f =0


1
H + HT + HHT
E=
2
Z t
Z t
σ(t) =
2G(t − τ )˙dev dτ +
K(t − τ )˙vol dτ
0

(2.209)
(2.210)
(2.211)

0

t = n̂ · σ = t̂ on ∂Γσ
u = û
on ∂Γu

(2.212)

where f is the body force vector (measured per unit volume), ∂Γσ and ∂Γu are the disjoint
portions (except for a point) of the boundary ∂Γ whose union is equal to the total boundary
∂Γ. Only one element of the pair (ti , ui ), for any i = 1, 2, 3, may be specified at a point on the
boundary. The boundary conditions (b.c. are called essential on ∂Γu or natural ∂Γσ ).
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This equilibrium BVP, Eq. (2.212), can also be formulated in a weak (variational) sense, which
has the physical interpretation of minimizing the potential energy, which reads:
Z
Z
Z
T
W(F)dB =
u f dB +
uT td∂Γ
(2.213)
B0

B0

∂Γσ

This formulation is basis for the deduction of finite elements. Details on the further steps of
deriving finite elements form Eq. (2.213) can be found in [154].

2.8 Frequently Encountered Assumptions in Viscoelastic Stress
Analysis
When solving viscoelastic stress analysis problems by the help of FEA, assumptions on the material properties are often essential. Gathering accurate time dependent data for viscoelastic
properties is difficult and time consuming and often only properties for shear modulus G(t)
or Young’s modulus E(t), but not both, are available. Yet for even the simplest assumption
of a homogeneous, isotropic viscoelastic material, two independent material properties are required for the solution of two or three dimensional stress analysis problems, which was already
encountered in Sec. 2.4.8. Consequently, three assumptions relative to material properties are
frequently encountered in viscoelastic stress analysis, [52]: incompressibility, elastic behaviour
in dilatation and synchronous shear and bulk moduli. Each of the common assumptions defines
a particular value for either the bulk modulus or Poisson’s ratio as follows.
1. Incompressibility: Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.5 and bulk modulus K(t) = ∞
2. Elastic in dilatation: bulk modulus K(t) = K0 (constant)
3. Synchronous shear and bulk moduli K(t) = C1 · G(t) with C1 = const.
The assumption of incompressibility is most reasonable if the polymer under consideration is at
temperatures within the rubbery regime (above the glass transition Tg ). For the assumption of
elasticity in dilatation, the Poisson’s ratio retains time dependence (cf. Sec. 2.4.8). Acc. to [52]
this assumption is good in cases where only characterization data for one viscoelastic property
is given. The assumption of synchronous shear and bulk moduli leads to a constant Poisson’s
ratio but should be carefully assessed in dependence of the temperature and time ranges of the
problem at hand, cf. Sec. 2.4.8.

2.9 Loads and Actions on Glass Laminates with Polymeric Interlayers
The mechanical behaviour of intact and fractured laminated (safety) glass is time and temperature dependent due to the thermomechanical polymeric interlayer characteristics. Furthermore
the ultimate strength of float glass is also dependent on the temporal history of the loading.
Based on that, the temporal and thermal actions on a glass structure are of great importance
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Table 2.3: Actions on structural glass members, after [189]
Load Action
Load Duration Regulation Standard
Detonation
1 ms to 40 ms
DIN EN 13541
Pendulum Impact
40 ms to 80 ms
DIN 18008-4
Wind Load
2 s to 10 min
DIN EN 1991-1-4
Horizontal Handrail Load
1h
DIN EN 1991-1-1
Climatic Loads
DIN 18008-1
Snow Loads
30 d
DIN EN 1991-1-3
Permanent Loads
DIN EN 1991-1-1
25 a to 50 a
(Dead Load, etc.)
DIN 18008-1

for determining the resistance in a time- and temperature window of practical interest. Different
load durations are summarized in Fig. 2.40.

Figure 2.40: Load durations for selected load cases, after [189]
In Tab. 2.3 different loading situations with associated temperatures are summarized, relevant
standards and codes are highlighted as well.
In DIN EN 1991-1-5 ([89]) temperature ranges for design situations in Germany are given,
especially air temperatures ranging from −24◦ C to 37◦ C are given there. Due to absorption of
sun light significantly higher temperature can be reached within a building component.
[189] gives a temperature range of −20◦ C to 80◦ C of realistic component temperatures, despite
data on this specific topic are rare. German building authorities state a maximum temperature
of +50◦ C for laminated (safety) glasses (without printing or colouring). Glassing inside buildings can be assumed to have a temperature of +23◦ C for design states. In accordance with [189]
further research is required in the field of realistic load collectives for time-temperature-load
models as currently a lot of (restrictive) assumptions have to be considered to process a glass
design on the safe side. Investigations on the correlation of wind load durations and temperature are recorded in [325]. There however, no further statistical modelling or stochastic model
deduction for further Eurocode conform evaluation of the load duration - temperature - relation
is given. The knowledge of realistic load durations with respective temperatures is important
for two reasons. On the on hand, standards for conducting tests to infer a ’realistic’ interlayer
stiffness for a certain design resp. load case should account for that load duration - temperature
- scenario. On the other hand, numerical investigations (especially for transient simulations) on
the load bearing behaviour of glass laminates for the intact and fractured state require correct
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and realistic load-temperature-scenarios in order to deliver reliable and useful predictions for
the thermomechanical behaviour of the system under investigation. This is seen as a further
key point in the wider sense of the numerical-methodical simulation approach, to which the
contributions of this thesis are dedicated.
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The basic definitions and material properties of glass, interlayer polymers and laminated glass
are summarized in this chapter. Beginning with a brief review of the history of the material
glass itself, the main mechanical properties are given. Then an overview on the main interlayer
polymers and their constitutive properties follows. The following subchapter introduces to the
most common lamination techniques for the production of laminated glass in short. Finally, a
brief overview on the current legal status with respect to the design of glass and products made
from glass in the intact and fractured state is given.
As the most information here is available in a variety of text books on the topics, only the main
literature sources for this chapter are mentioned at this point: [295], [125],[279], [294] and [192].
Further details on the topics covered in this chapter are available in the cited literature.

3.1 Glass
Glasses occur in nature around volcanoes, which lead to first applications of glass already back
in the stone age. Natural obsidian pieces were processed manually into hard and sharp tools,
cf. [56]. The first self-produced glass objects stem from ancestors around 3,500 B.C. In the
first century B.C. glass-blowing was the first shaping process for molten glass in human history.
Earliest flat glass was produced in the first millennium A.D. from whirling around an opened
glass build. In civil and structural engineering flat glass is used since centuries, especially in
window applications. The oldest glass panes in Germany can be found in the Tegernsee abbey
(10th century) and in Augsburg cathedral (11th century), cf. [294],[279]. The production of raw
material as well as the processing of the glass panes were responsible for glass being a luxury
good. This dramatically changed with the evolution of the glass manufacturing processes - from
glass-blowing over different drawing techniques to the currently used Float Process. Back in 1904
the Fourcault-process made it possible to pull large glass plates out of a molten glass bath, [294].
During the following next 50 years this process was gradually refined until Pilkington developed
float glass process in the ending 1950s. This production method pours the melted glass mass
on a tin bath in order to reach an extremely smooth glass surface, cf. [294]. This process is
in principle still used to produce the majority of flat glass, where nowadays soda-lime silicate
glass is by far the most commonly used type of glass in structural applications. For practical
reasons the continuous glass sheet coming from the float process is cut into standardised glass
plate formats ([3.210; 4.500; 5.100; 6.000] mm). These basic panes are then further cut, coated,
treated, laminated etc. into all kinds of currently used glass products for the building industry.
From a chemical resp. thermodynamical point of view, glass is an inorganic amorphous solid,
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i.e. glass is an inorganic melting product which solidifies without crystallisation, [70] (here, first
similarities to polymers as given in Sec. 2.4.5.5 can be recognized). The amorphous structure is
obtained by melt quenching, which is the rapid cooling of the liquid material in order to prevent
crystallisation during solidifying. The latter specific phase transition can also occur naturally
in e.g. volcanoes. In literature also organic glasses can be found, which include e.g. acrylates
(vulgo ’Plexiglas’). As their chemical composition is in contradiction to the definition of [70],
these products solely share the nomenclature of glass and are not part of the scope of this thesis.

3.1.1 Chemical Composition and Physical Properties
The chemical composition has an important influence on the physical and thus mechanical
properties of the resulting glass material. For structural civil engineering applications mainly
soda lime silica glass and borosilicate glass is used, where the significantly larger share is occupied
by soda lime silica glass, cf. [125] [279].
The main ingredients for soda-lime silica glass as well as borosilicate glass are given in tab. 3.1.
Table 3.1: Raw material composition for standard soda-lime-silica glass production, after [279]
and [192]
Chemical Component
Soda Lime Silica Glass Borosilicate Glass
Silica (Sand)
SiO2
69...74%
70...87%
Boric Oxide
B2 O3
7...15%
Calcium Oxide (Lime) CaO
5...12%
Sodium Oxide (Soda) N a2 O
12...16%
0...8%
Potassium Oxide
K2 O
0...8%
Aluminium Oxide
Al2 O3
0...3%
0...8%
Magnesium Oxide
M gO
0...6%
Others
negligible
0...8%
In the solid state, glass behaves nearly ideal isotropic linear-elastic until fracture, thus the
two constitutive parameters Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν are sufficient for the
mechanical treatment, cf. Fig. 3.1. The temperature dependency of the stiffness E is negligible
in the temperature range of civil engineering glass applications, cf. [189]. The main material
parameters are summarized in Tab. 3.2.
Table 3.2: Material Properties of Structural Engineering Glasses at Room Temperature, [189]
Soda Lime Silica Glass Borosilicate Glass
Material Property
(DIN EN 572-1)
(DIN EN 1748-1-1)
−3
Density ρ
kgm
2500
2200 - 2500
Young’s modulus E
MPa
70 000
60 000 - 70 000
Poisson’s ratio ν
0.2
0.2
Bending Strength fk
MPa
45
45
−6
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion αT
1/K
9.0 · 10
(3.1 − 6.0) · 10−6
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Figure 3.1: Idealised stress-strain-diagrams of glass (a), in comparison to steel of grade S235
(b) and concrete of grade C45/55 (c) in an uniaxial tensile / compression test, from
[279]

3.1.2 Strength of Glass and Fracture Mechanics
Design of glass and glass structures employs the principal stress hypothesis (Rankine criterion,
c. f. [266]) as failure criterion, cf. [279] or [295]. In this concept, the principal stresses due to the
design loads are compared against resistance strengths, which can be found in design standards
([103], [90] or [78]) or are determined experimentally ([81]). This approach is very common in
engineering practice, while actually the failure is caused by surface flaws.
The strength of a glass specimen is handled ambiguously as it is not an actual material property but rather depends on microscopic and macroscopic surface defects. On the one hand a
theoretical strength could be derived from a molecular level, on the other hand an actual resp.
practical strength can be determined experimentally. Research dealt with this topic intensively
over the last decades, cf. [46], [32], [240] [294], [150], [315] or [195] and many more. For the
brittle material glass the theory of linear-elastic fracture mechanics is appropriate. The basic
concepts are introduced in the following and will be used later in this thesis to motivate tessellations over stochastic point processes for the description of fracture patterns of thermally
pre-stressed glass. The following introduction to fracture mechanics is restricted to the concept
of stress intensity factors (K concept), which describes the ’intensity’ of a stress singularity at
a crack tip, cf. [142], [110], [279]. In case of the linear elastic fracture mechanics, the K concept
is equivalent to the concept of energy release rate (G concept) or the J integral.
Linear elastic fracture mechanics delivers a suitable model to quantitatively describe the stress
concentration at a crack tip. In reality, the stress field around a crack may be complicated
in description, however it may be possible to describe this stress field by the superposition of
three distinct crack modi, cf. Fig. (3.2). For example, when loading a glass plate in bending,
a crack (resp. flaw) at the lower opposite surface is loaded in Mode I solely, as this surface is
under tension. For brittle materials, modus I is the only fracture mode considered in the crack
analysis.
In Fig. 3.3 a schematic representation of a crack loaded in Modus I is given. It thereby is assumed,
that the crack depth a is significantly smaller compared to the component size, furthermore
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Figure 3.2: Fracture modes: Modus I symmetrical separation orthogonal to the crack surfaces due to tension; Modus II asymmetric separation in plane of the crack due
to longitudinal shear; Modus III asymmetric separation in the crack plane due to
transversal shear, from [143]

the material is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic and linear elastic-brittle. The stress
components around a loaded crack tip are computed by using the Airy stress function method
(when idealising the material as behaving linear), despite a sharp crack tip presents a singularity.
Stress calculation are possible due to the stress intensity factors / stress concentration factors
KI , KII and KIII for mode I to III, which were introduced by [164].

Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of a general crack topology
With reference to Fig. 3.3, KI is defined as the limit value of the 22-component of the crack tip
stress:
√
KI = limr→0 ( 2πrσ22 |θ=0 )
(3.1)
The asymptotic stresses around the crack tip can then be described as a function of KI , where
Eq. (3.1). gives the stress field for a crack under plane strain loading conditions. The description
of the stress field under plane stress conditions or for 3D cracks in Mode I, II and III can be
found in [142].
During the production of flat glass sheets surface flaws are unavoidable, which further increase
during the processing, transportation, installation, cleaning etc. Surface flaws act as stress
concentrators in case of tensile stresses at the glass surface. Tensile stresses at the glass surface
are typically occurring at the opposite side of loading in a bended glass plate or in a glass
member under tension. At the tip of the crack, local stresses may reach very high values, which
then can cause brittle fracture of the glass element if a certain value is exceeded. In contrast to
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that, compressive loads squeeze together the micro-cracks and thus avoiding high tension peaks.
Hence, the actual tensile strength of glass is less than the compressive strength.
As stated before, in most practically relevant loading situations the surface flaws are under
tension, hence the consideration of mode I (cf. Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.3 resp. Fig. 3.4) is sufficient at
this point. For a crack with depth a, the stress intensity KI at the crack tip can be computed
from the constant stress σ:
√
KI = σY πa
(3.2)
A correction factor Y takes into account the geometry of the surface flaw. Acc. to [279], [189]
and [142] all crack geometries relevant in the structural engineering context are within the limits
of a straight surface crack (cf. Fig. 3.4 (a), Y = 1.1215) and a Half - Penny - crack (cf. Fig. 3.4
(b), Y = 0.7216)

Figure 3.4: (a) Straight surface crack with depth a in semi-infinite body under constant tension
σ in mode I, (b) Half - Penny - crack

Within this modelling approach an important assumption is the crack depth a being significantly
smaller than the dimensions of the structure under consideration. Acc. to [279], in most practical
structural glass engineering situations this is true and typical crack depths lie in the range of
0.02 µm to 150 µm.
Based on the previous considerations, a failure criterion for reaching a critical stress intensity
(material toughness KIc ) can be postulated:
KI = KIc

(3.3)

This failure criterion is also known under the name ’Irwin failure criterion’ and states, that just
stress intensities with magnitude beyond the material toughness lead to unstable crack growth
and thus glass fracture. Despite that, in literature it is well documented, that for the case of
stress intensities below of material toughness in glass so called ’stable crack growth’ (’static
fatigue’ / ’sub critical crack growth’) is observed [189]. It is worth noting, that even external
conditions such as humidity influence the crack growth behaviour. In literature, material tough-
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Figure 3.5: Short-time strength of float glass in dependence of the effective crack length c (from
[279])

ness values for soda lime silica glass as well as for borosilicate glass range in the magnitude of
0.72M P am1/2 ≤ KIc ≤ 0.82M P am1/2 , cf. [189].
Fig. 3.5 shows the short-time strength of glass in dependence of the effective crack length.
Using the principles provided by fracture mechanics, the reduction in strength through single
surface defects can be quantitatively described. Besides that, the size of tensioned surface has
an influence on the residual glass strength as with increased surface area the probability of
obtaining a relevant surface notch at a high utilized point increases. The main problem with
the fracture mechanics concept, that for civil engineering applications, the depth, form and
frequency of occurrence of surface damages cannot be quantified satisfactorily. In addition to
that, in most practically relevant situations, the loading does not take place in a chemically
inert surrounding but under unsteady climatic conditions. Furthermore, in presence of corrosive
media, especially in presence of water, the crack propagation is still continuing even below the
critical fracture toughness KIc , called sub critical crack growth. Due to the sub critical crack
growth and the notch-sensitive surface the bending strength cannot be seen as a material strength
but as a quality feature for brand-new glasses. Typically the mechanical strength values, which
are examined in short-time tests, have to be massively reduced when accounting for long-term
operation in the structural design calculation process.
The material bending strength of glasses are determined via 4-point bending tests ([83]) or
coaxial double ring test ([82]) and have to be seen as the short-time strength of glass. The
experimentally determined bending strength values are obtained on components which do not
possess residual / pre-stress. If the strength of a pre-stressed glass specimen is determined
experimentally, this results in a ’test bending strength’ σtest,bend , which has to be corrected for
the residual stress σres (cf. Sec. 3.1.4) as σbend = σtest,bend + σres . The evaluation of experiments
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for determining the glass strength is usually done under assumption of a two-parametric Weibull
distribution [[76]]. For commonly used glass products, the characteristic values of the bending
tensile strength (5% fractiles at 95% confidence level) are given in the following table:
Table 3.3: Characteristic Values of Bending Tensile Strength, from [203]
Product
Standard
Bending Tensile Strength [MPa]
(DIN 1249-10)
Float Glass
45
DIN EN 572-2
Heat Strengthened Glass
DIN EN 1863-1
70
DIN 1249-12
Thermally Toughened Glass
120
DIN EN 12150-1
Except for glass fins and columns the load bearing is not in-plane compressive, thus the compressive strength does not play such an important role in structural glass design. The theoretical
compressive glass strength lies in the range of 700 - 900 MPa, [203] and delivers the tensile
strength of circa 140 MPa under assumption of a Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.23.
Further information on and a way more detailed introduction to the fracture mechanics of glasses
is given in [279, 295, 125]. Further considerations on the glass strength at edges and in hole
areas are not given within this thesis, it is referred to [203], [295], [279] and other.

3.1.3 Thermodynamics of Glass Forming
Acc. to [279], the thermodynamics of glasses is still today not completely explored as some
processes from the transition of the glass melt to solid glass cannot be explained. Despite that,
the principle processes of glass forming can be explained and will be shown in the following. Here,
similarities to the thermorheological behaviour of polymers as already introduced in Sec. 2.4.5
will be recognized.
In the liquid (melt) state, glass acts as an ideal Newtonian fluid in which the viscous stresses τ ,
arising from its flow, are linearly proportional to the local strain rate γ̇:

τ (T ) = η(T ) · γ̇

(3.4)

η(T ) = G(T ) · τi

(3.5)

where η is the viscosity and acts as a material constant characterizing the resistance of the
fluid against flow (cf. Sec. 2.4 for the theory of viscoelasticity). The viscosity η can further be
expressed in terms of a relaxation time τi and an associated shear modulus G as given in Eq. (3.5).
Note, that the the viscosity as well as the shear modulus show temperature-dependence. The
viscosity can be interpreted as a macroscopic material property which characterizes the molecular
mobility.
If a liquid melt is cooled below its melting temperature Tm usually crystallisation takes place, as
the crystalline configuration is energetically favourable over the liquid state. For the forming of
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crystalline structures certain time is needed as the molecules have to arrange in an energetically
optimal configuration. If a melt is cooled very fast, crystallisation is at least harmed and this
configuration is called a supercooled liquid.
From the given definition of glass in Sec. 3.1 and the thermodynamic considerations before it is
clear, that crystallisation does not take place while cooling the glass within the floating process,
instead when undergoing the melting temperature Tm it remains in an atomic structured but
molecularly unordered configuration, cf. Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Thermal volumetric expansion behaviour of soda-lime glass, from [279]
Acc. to [125],[192] and [279] the reason for that is the significant increase in viscosity, which
harms the ordering of the molecules into an crystal lattice within the available time slot. The
increase in viscosity is due to the proceeding cross linking of the molecular building blocks,
cf. Fig. 3.7. Furthermore due to the non-existence of a crystallisation process, the significant
drop in volume can not be observed beyond Tm (a crystallisation process would follow path C
in Fig. 3.6). The temperature range below Tm is called ’metastable region of the supercooled
liquid state’, were further cooling of the melt results in an elastic solid, cf. Fig. 3.6. The
temperature range between the supercooled liquid with viscous properties and the elastic solid
is named transformation / glass transition region, which is characterised by the glass transition
temperature Tg , cf. Fig. 3.6. The phase transition from melt to the glassy state is smooth, which
is in contrast to the crystallisation (path C in Fig. 3.6) and is thus named phase transition of
second order. For the glass transition region often a single temperature Tg is given for reasons
of simplicity, where always Tm > Tg . The slope in Fig. 3.6 can be interpreted as coefficient of
thermal expansion αT . The intersection point of the two lines, describing on the one hand the
ideal linear-elastic glassy material behaviour and on the other hand the ideal liquid state, is
called glass transition temperature Tg .
In literature different values for Tg for several kinds of glasses can be found, a certain number
for Tg can hardly be given, as this point is amongst other things dependent on the cooling
rate. For the production of glass ’viscosity fixed points’ are defined, those are dependent on the
temperature and the chemical composition of the glass, values are tabulated in Tab. 3.4.
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Figure 3.7: Structure of a hypothetical A2 O3 : (a) Crystalline SiO2 - network (silica) with
existing short- and long-range order (b) silica glass (non crystalline SiO2 - network)
with existing short-range order (but non existing long-range order), from [279]

Table 3.4: Viscosities and associated temperatures for different glasses, from
Temperature [◦ C]
Soda Lime Borosilicate
Viscosity [dPas]
Nomenclature
Silica Glass
Glass
104
Working Temperature TW
1030
1260
7.6
10
Softening Temperature Tso
725
825
1013
Annealing Temperature Ta
550
560
1013.3
Transformation Temperature Tg
530
525
14.5
10
Strain Temperature Tst
506
518

[279]
Silica
Glass
2100
1730
1180
1140
1075

The glassy state can be reached by all kinds of matter (metallic, inorganic, polymeric), cf.
[162, 279]) and is characterised by the transformation from an equilibrium liquid state to a non
equilibrium glassy state. This transform is commonly achieved by cooling at a sufficiently large
rate for inhibiting crystallization. For metals the glassy state would require cooling rates of
the order of millions of degrees per second whereas for polymers this state can be achieved with
cooling rates of a few degrees per second, cf. Sec. 2.4.5 and [162]. Besides cooling the application
of high pressure can lead to the glassy state.
The obtained glass material properties depend on the cooling rate in the glass transition region.
Slow cooling enables the molecules to move to preferred position, hence the solidified glass
possesses an higher degree of order and the transformation region shifts to lower temperatures
(cf. Fig. 3.6, Line A and 3.7). A rapid cooling results in a less ordered state as the fastly
increasing viscosity led to quicker solidification, thus the transformation region shifts to higher
temperatures (cf. Fig. 3.6, Line B and 3.7). This phenomenon is extensively used in thermal
strengthening of basic glasses and will be handled in Sec. 3.1.4, where it is named structural
relaxation. This non-linear and temperature-history depended phenomenon can be described
mathematically by equations of linear viscoelasticity, [279, 278, 295]. At this point it is repeated,
that similar observations were already introduced for polymers in Sec. 2.4.5.5.
Fig. 3.8b shows the log η - reciprocal temperature relation for different glasses. For ’strong
glasses’ ([192]) linear variations are obtained over the entire range of temperatures and over
reduced ranges for fragile glasses. The linear variation of viscosity is representative of thermally
activated phenomenons which follow an Arrhenius behaviour (as observed for many transport
properties), which was already introduced in Sec. 2.4.6.2 for polymers. Acc. to [192] strong
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(a) Viscosity variations with temperature and composition (SLS: soda-lime-silica glass; ALS: aluminosilicate glass)

(b) Variation of the logarithm of viscosity as a function of reciprocal temperature for strong and
fragile liquids

Figure 3.8: Variation of the viscosity with temperature for different glass compositions, from
[192]

glass shows Arrhenius temperature dependence over the majority of the melt-forming region
while fragile glasses instead show pronounced ’curvature’, cf. 3.8b.
The thermodynamics of polymers has a lot in common with the thermorheological behaviour
of glass, thus different effects such as the structural relaxation, the glass transition etc. are
obtained when investigating polymers, cf. Sec. 2.4.5 and Sec. 3.2.2, despite the nomenclature is
somewhat different.

3.1.4 Pre-Stressing of Glass
Glasses for civil engineering applications can be distinguished into four base material types,
where all of them differ in their bending stress capacity. These types are (in an ascending order
of strength):
• annealed (or basic annealed glass)
• heat-strengthened (or semi-tempered)
• toughened (or heat toughened, fully toughened or fully tempered)
• chemically toughened (or chemically tempered)
Pre stressed glass is used as a term to cover both heat-strengthened and toughened glass when
appropriate. The following sections explains the process of creation or the glass types.
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3.1.4.1 Annealed Glass
As already outlined in Sec. 3.1 basic or annealed glass is today mainly made by the float process.
The chemical ingredients (silica sand, soda ash, limestone, salt cake etc.) are blended with cullet
(i.e. recycled broken glass) and heated in a furnace to about 1500◦ C to form molten glass, which
is then fed onto the top of a molten tin bath. While the glass melt is on the tin bath, a controlled
heating permits the glass to flow while forming a flat ribbon of uniform thickness, cf. 3.9.

Figure 3.9: The float glass process, from [246]
The glass is slowly cooled at the end of the tin bath, afterwards it is fed off the molten tin into
the annealing lehr (or oven) for further controlled gradual cooling. By changing the speed at
which the glass ribbon moves into the annealing lehr the thickness of flat glass can be varied.
Finally, the glass edges are trimmed to give a constant width to the emerging sheet, which is
then cut into jumbo sheets that are commonly 3.21 m x 6 m in size.

3.1.4.2 Pre-Stressed Glass
The mechanical strength of glass as well as the resistance to alternating temperatures is improved
considerably by strengthening of glass, which can be achieved by two methods: thermal and
chemical strengthening, where in both cases internal pre-stresses are introduced, cf. Fig. 3.10

Figure 3.10: Residual stress distribution of a thermally (σV = −2σ0 ) and chemically prestressed glass (schematic)
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The thermal pre-stressing leads to an approximately parabolic residual stress situation σ(z),
which compresses surface flaws and thus results in an increased bending strength, cf. Eq. (3.6).
The height of the compression zone is about 20% of the total thickness, cf. Fig. 3.10.
σ(z) = σ0 · (1 − 3 · ζ 2 )
where
ζ=

2·z
,
d

σ0 = −

σV
2

(3.6)

(3.7)

In the thermal pre-stressing process, the glass is heated until 100◦ C above the glass transition
temperature Tg , cf. Fig. 3.6, and then a subsequent rapid cooling down takes place, cf. [279],
[295]. At temperatures T > Tg , glass is in a viscoelastic configuration, hence the initial tensile
stresses at the glass surfaces due to the rapid cooling can relax within a few seconds, cf. Fig. 3.11.
While the glass surface is cooling further below Tg and thus the viscosity is steadily increasing,
a temperature gradient still exists between the surface and the core of the flat glass. The cooler
(outer) surface hinders the contract of the warmer (inner) glass which results in an residual
stress state. Note, that if the glass would be elastic in this stage, the residual stress state could
not be achieved, thus the glass has to be heated significantly above Tg to activate the viscosity
change.
For the computation of residual stresses within the thermal pre-stressing process, rheological
models are used to investigate the effects of stress relaxation due to viscoelasticity and the
effects of structural relaxation (i.e. physical ageing, cf. 2.4.5.5; and thus considering the cooling
speed of the glass). In [279] it is reported, that the proportion of the thermal stresses caused
by structural relaxation is in the range of 20% to 35%. The basic methods and models for the
description of this phenomenon were developed in the 1970s by [232]. The principle of time temperature - shift for thermorheologically simple materials, cf. 2.4.5, were used for glass and
are extended to capture structural relaxation.

Figure 3.11: Temporal evolution of the pre-stress in thermally strengthened glass, from [279]
As already mentioned, the quenching ’freezes’ a bulged structure in the surface layer, which
thus leads to a compressive pre-stress in the surface layer and a tensile pre-stress in the core, cf.
Fig. 3.10. A compressive pre-stress on the glass surface thus increases the resistance capacity
effectively, as locations for initial failure such as micro and macro cracks, notches, etc. become
compressed, thus crack propagation is possible just in case of tensile surface stresses. After
pre-stressing, glasses can hardly be processed further due to the residual stress state, thus all
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glass finishing working steps such as drilling and edge processing have to be done before the
strengthening.
Depending on the magnitude of the press tress, the resulting glass products are called heat
strengthened glass (Teilvorgespanntes Glas / TVG) with a pre-stress magnitude of ca. 30 MPa
and thermally toughened safety glass (Einscheibensicherheitsglas / ESG) with a pre-stress magnitude of 75 MPa. Specific minimum required values for the magnitude of the pre-stress are
regulated in [11]. The fragment size and amount of particles are determined in a standardised
fracture test according to [11]. Based on the results of that test it is determined whether the
glass meets the requirements of thermally toughened soda lime silicate safety glass.
Thermally toughened glass is regulated according to [69] and [78]. Compared to annealed glass
thermally toughened glass has a considerably higher resistance against mechanical and thermal
stress. Thermally tempered glass will fragment completely into many pieces, if the equilibrated
residual stress state within the glass plate is disturbed sufficiently and if the elastic strain energy
in the glass is large enough, cf. Fig. 3.12. The fragmentation is the direct consequence of the
elastic strain energy that is stored inside the material due to the residual stress state. The
fragment size depends on the amount of the stored energy. Small fragments are caused by a
high stored strain energy due to the high residual stress state originating from the extremely
rapid cooling. And lower residual stress states result in larger fragments due to lower stored
strain energy (see Fig. 3.12). Thus, not only the stress but also the thickness of the glass plate
plays a role in determining the strain energy. The small fragments often stick together in from
of blocks (’Schollen’).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.12: Fragmentation of glass plates with the same thickness of 12 mm for (a) low stored
strain energy (U = 78.1 J/m2 ), (b) high stored strain energy (U = 354.7 J/m2 ),
from [192]. Mean fracture diameter of a fully tempered glass in dependence of
the pre-stress magnitude and glass pane thickness, after [286]
According to [286], the mean fracture piece diameter of a fully tempered glass is approximately
proportional to 1/σv4 for the case, that the destruction of the glass was initiated with low
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energy through the surface, cf. Fig. 3.12c. If the fracture is initiated by introduction of greater
amounts of energy (such as in case of bending), the corresponding strain energy has to be taken
into account in the energy balance. For this case, the fracture pattern becomes more dense (as
already stated before) for fully tempered glass and for heat strengthened glass the forming of
blocks (’Inselbildung’) increases.
In the latter of this thesis a method for the fast and statistically accurate prediction of glass
fracture patterns for a given level of pre-stress and glass thickness will be deduced and investigated, cf. Sec. 7. The incorporation of fracture indication through mechanically disturbing the
glass surface will also be investigated within this framework.
Heat strengthened glass is regulated in [87], the physical properties of the heat strengthened glass
are comparable with those of thermally toughened glass. In contrast to thermally toughened
glass, the thermal pre-stress on the surface is smaller. Thus heat strengthened glass breaks into
larger fragments than thermally toughened glass. The fracture pattern is comparable with that
from annealed glass.

Figure 3.13: Fracture pattern of heath-strengthened laminated glass after ball drop test impact.
A compressive surface pre-stress in glass can alternatively be achieved by ion exchange in a
silicate glass that contains Li2 O or N a2 O, this is called chemical pre-stress. The Li+ or the
N a+ ions are replaced by larger K + ions below the transformation temperature and the network structure of the layer with ion exchange is bulged. The compressive pre-stress that can be
achieved by ion exchange in a surface layer of 30 to 300 µm thickness is about 300 to 500 MPa,
[279]. However, compared to thermal toughened glass, chemical pre-stressed glass is more sensitive for surface damages because the compressive stress layer is much thinner across glass
thickness. Chemically strengthened glass is regulated in [79]. The fracture pattern of chemically
strengthened glass corresponds to that of annealed glass. This thesis focuses on glasses with
thermal pre-stress only since these glasses are most commonly used in building-relevant areas.
When a strengthened glass pane is exposed to structural loads, the applied stresses can be
superimposed to the pre-stresses. So, higher structural bending stresses can be taken until the
element breaks. For a glass pane in bending action, cf. Fig. 3.14, the strength-reduction due
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to surface flaws is overcome by the surface compressive pre-stress Hence the strength of prestressed glasses is at least increased by the magnitude of the surface pre-stress. In addition,
healing effects during the thermal pre-stressing process further increase the strength.

Figure 3.14: Stress distribution in thermally strengthened glass in bending action
The pre-stressing process and its technical details are well documented in literature and will not
be repeated within this thesis. Further information on the whole topic can be found e.g. in [279]
or [295].
As already mentioned before, an important consequence of the glass strengthening is the high
amount of energy released at fracture, which results in a changing fracture pattern. When the
pre-stress level is increased, the size of glass fragments reduces. This is of major importance to
predict the post-fracture behaviour. Fig. 3.15 depicts the different types of glass and compares
their characteristic strength and fracture particle size after failing.

Figure 3.15: Glass types comparing bending strength and fracture particle size, from [246]

3.1.5 Glass and Glass Products
Glass products can be categorized into basic glasses and finishing products. Basic glasses are
standardized in the DIN EN 572-series and comprise float glass, cast glass, armoured glass and
profiled glass. Usually float glass is produced within the Float Process (cf. Sec. 3.1.4.1), where
the molten glass ’floats’ on a liquid tin bath. The float process results in a very reproducible
and qualitatively high surface quality. Basic glasses are finished after processing (cutting and
grinding of the edges, drilling holes, etc.) by different methods. A toughening process may
follow the finishing to obtain thermally or chemically tempered glasses, cf. Sec. 3.1.4.2.
There exists a whole bundle of further products made of glass. Mostly known are photovoltaicglasses, insulation glass units as well as fire safety glazing. All those products are not of interest
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in this thesis and will thus not be introduced in depth. Further information can be found in
[295] or [279].

3.2 Laminated (Safety) Glass and Interlayer Polymers
Today laminated safety glass has become an indispensable component in building construction,
automotive and solar industry. It consists of at least two glass panes or glazing materials made
of plastic, that are laminated together with a polymeric interlayer. The most known advantages
of such compounds are the restraint of glass fragments by the polymer film and the ensuring
of a certain residual load-bearing after glass fracture, which both reduce the risk of injury.
Mechanically speaking, the polymeric interlayer enables a shear transfer between the two glass
panes in the intact and post-fractured state. The definition, composition, production as well as
testing of laminated glass is covered in this section. Based on the previously described brittle
material behaviour of glass, concepts for increasing ultimate load bearing capacity of glasses
while keeping safety aspects in mind will be highlighted. As the literature on laminated (safety)
glass (LG / LSG) is rich, this section acts as a short summary of main entities of LG/LSG,
further information on the topic can be found in [295, 279, 189, 55, 118, 273, 281, 325].
Laminated glass (LG) is defined in [94] as ’an assembly consisting of one sheet of glass with
one or more sheets of glass and/or plastic glazing sheet material joined together with one or
more interlayers’. Commonly the term ’laminated glass’ is used for the composition of two glass
panes with one interlayer, as given in Fig. 3.16. Further quality requirements for the resistance
of laminated glass are specified in [96]. There, tests at high temperatures (storage for 16 hours at
100◦ C in an oven or for two hours in boiling water), in a humid environment (two-week storage
at 50◦ C and 100%r.H.) and under irradiation (2,000 hours exposure to simulated solar radiation
at 45◦ C). The test methods are described in [97].

Figure 3.16: Standard composition of laminated glass
Laminated safety glass (LSG) is specified in [94] as ’laminated glass where in the case of breakage, the interlayer serves to retain the glass fragments, limits the size of opening, offers residual
resistance and reduces the risk of cutting or piercing injuries’. Thus for LSG additional requirements have to be met compared to LG. For this purpose, [95] requires a classification 3(B)3 in
the pendulum impact test according to [80]. LSG is required in the case of fall-protection glazing, walk-on or step-on glazing and for overhead glazing. Today, in Germany laminated safety
glass with polyvinyl butyral (PVB) interlayer solely is allowed for the use as a building product.
The formerly applicable Building Rules List A - Part 1, [68], specified further requirements for
laminated safety glass in this respect:
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• PVB interlayer with a tensile strength σb > 20M P a and strain (elongation) at yield
b > 250% according to [99],
• Laminated safety glass made of 2 x 3mm float glass and 0.38mm PVB as well as successful
ball drop test with 4 m drop height according to [74].
Laminating is a process in which two or more pieces of glass are bonded by means of a viscoelastic
interlayer,[279, 295, 94]. Commonly used polymeric interlayer materials are:
• polyvinyl butyral (PVB)
• ethylene-vinyl-acetate (EVA)
• ionoplast
• thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
• polyester (PET)
• acrylic resins
Details on the specifics of certain of the aforementioned polymeric interlayers are given in
Sec. 3.2.2. If glass shall be classified as laminated safety glass in case of using other interlayers
than PVB, until 2018 a general technical approval (abZ) from the Centre of Competence for
Construction (Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik (DIBt)) could be obtained in that case. Due to
legal restrictions on an European level, abZs can no longer be established for every case. Other
possibilities to allow other than PVB interlayers for LSG are the obtaining of an approval in
individual cases (Zustimmung im Einzelfall (ZiE)), the approval of design (Bauartgenehmigung)
or an European technical approval (ETA).
A laminate can in general incorporate any thicknesses and/or combinations of glass - interlayer
types, thus a range of products can be assembled which meet the required range of mechanical
and optical properties, [246, 279]. The processes of lamination is described in Sec. 3.2.1.

3.2.1 Lamination Process
In principle, lamination can be distinguished in sheet laminating (by the use of heat and pressure) and resin laminating (by the use of heat,light/UV/addition of catalysts), [246]. The sheet
laminating process can be subdivided in the two groups autoclave lamination and vacuum lamination.
As resin lamination is not of interest within this work, details are not mentioned in the following,
instead the reader is referred to [246, 295, 279].
Sheet laminating is the most widespread type of lamination, as the most common interlayer
material PVB is laminated this way. Other types of polymeric interlayers such as polyurethane,
PET, EVA or ionoplasts can also be laminated with this methods.
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Autoclave Lamination
In autoclave lamination first the standard glass sheets are cut to size and further finishing such
as drilling of holes or cut-outs has to be performed, then the desired pre-stress of the glass has
to be implemented through thermal or chemical pre-stressing, cf. Sec. 3.1.4. Before applying
the polymeric interlayer, the glasses are washed in order to guarantee a good surface adhesion of
interlayer material to glass surface. Within a conditioned room, the different layers are stacked
onto each other. Then the actual lamination process starts with the pre-compound. Here, two
different production techniques are available: a nip roller process and a vacuum-bag process,
[279, 295, 189, 55]. Both processes are intended to remove remaining air between the layers
and fix the laminate for the final lamination in the autoclave. The final adhesion of interlayer
and glass over their entire surface is processed in the autoclave. This process takes about 2
to 3 hours, where the elements are heated to 130◦ C to 150◦ C under simultaneously acting
pressure of ca. 13 bar. It is common, to produce 300 mm by 300 mm plates for quality testing,
where pummel, boiling, haze and/or compressive shear tests are executed to check the lamination
quality. Further specifics on the autoclave lamination process can be found in [279, 295, 2, 1, 189]
Vacuum Lamination
For EVA usually the vacuum lamination process is used to establish the adhesion to glass sheets,
[55]. The EVA sheets there are adhered to the glass surface in a vacuum atmosphere at temperatures between 140◦ C and 155◦ C. In contrast to the autoclave lamination technique, within the
vacuum lamination process high external atmospheric pressures are no longer required, which
can significantly reduce the production costs. Another advantage of the vacuum lamination
process over the autoclave process is, that the vacuum lamination method can also be applied
for many other interlayer materials such as PVB and SG and especially for applications with
limited dimensions (as for the autoclave lamination process certain minimum size requirements
exist, [55]).

3.2.2 Structural Engineering Interlayer Polymers
Within this section, basic theory of polymers and especially the commonly used and commercially available structural engineering interlayer polymers for laminated glass is reviewed in order
to allow an understanding of the thermomechanical behaviour for engineering purposes. In a civil
engineering context, the most common interlayer materials used for the production of laminated
glass are: PVB, SGP (SentryGlasPlus), EVA and TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane). All of
the mentioned materials have been classified as (semi crystalline) thermoplastics or thermoplastic elastomers and possess viscoelastic behaviour, [189, 279, 273, 295]. As already introduced in
Sec. 2.4.5, temperature as well as loading rate and duration are hence important parameters,
which massively influence the mechanical interlayer properties and stiffness behaviour. The
terms ’polymer’ and ’plastic’ are often used synonymously in everyday language, this however
needs further specification in order to allow a scientific assessment.
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3.2.2.1 General Properties and Basic Mechanical Behaviour of Polymers
Polymers are found among organic materials, either natural materials such as lignin (wood)
or synthetic materials, including all modifications from natural raw materials, [252]. A polymer consists of macromolecules, which themselves are made from many similar basic building
blocks (the so-called monomers). Polymers are thus raw materials for a plastic (technical material), containing also other substances (additives) in addition to the macromolecules of the
polymer,[138]. The term macromolecule or high-molecular substance is used if a molecule possesses at least 1,000 atoms, [172]. In contrast to metals or ceramics, polymers have a linear
or branched structure and are characterized by covalent bonds (electron pair bonds) between
the atoms, cf. Fig. 3.17. This chemical bond is temperatur-insensitive and stable in its binding

Figure 3.17: The polymer micro structure contains of different length scales. At the most
local level, atoms are arranged into monomers (a), at the next level, monomers
are linked into chain molecules (b) and at a macroscopic level, the chain molecules
form a macromolecular network (c), from [38]
energy up to the decay temperature Tz . The different macromolecules (also called chains) can be
arranged into a network structure by cross links or entanglements. Between the different chains
of macromolecules, weaker physical bonds (i.e. hydrogen bonds, Van-der-Waals-forces) or an
ionic bond is present. These types of bonds affects the mobility of the chain molecules and thus
the mechanical properties, furthermore these bondings are significantly temperature-dependent,
[271]. Macromolecules usually contain 103 to 105 monomers and are a few micrometers long.
The average number of monomers in a macromolecule is called degree of polymerization, [271].
Compared to ’classical’ civil engineering materials such as steel, concrete, wood and glass, polymeric materials show a more complex mechanical behaviour in the building practice temperatureand time range. The material temperature as well as the time course of the mechanical load
have a major impact on stiffness and strength. In addition, the stress-strain behaviour is usually
non-linear with larger deformations where also irreversible deformations may occur. The term
’mechanical behaviour’ refers to the reaction of a material under mechanical loading within this
thesis.
Fig. 3.18 illustrates typical stress-strain curves from uniaxial tensile tests up to large deformations at different temperatures or strain rates (which corresponds to the loading speed).
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Interestingly, a reduction of the loading speed results (which corresponds to the reduction of

Figure 3.18: Idealized diagram of the stress-strain behaviour of different polymers under uniaxial tension, after [138]
strain rate )
˙ has a similar effect to the polymer response as an increase of temperature T . In
Fig. 3.18, a high modulus and thus almost linear increase in load is obtained for low temperatures or high strain rates (blue line (1)). With increasing temperature or lower strain rate, the
polymer material response changes from ductile (red and green lines (2) and (3)) to rubbery
(orange line (4)). As already outlined in Sec. 2.4.5, a significant change in the mechanical behaviour of amorphous polymers occurs at the glass transition temperature Tg , which separates
the energy-elastic area (glass condition) from the entropy elastic area (rubber-elastic area). If the
Time-Temperature-Superposition-Principle (TTSP, cf. Sec. 2.4.5) can be applied, the polymer
is said to be a thermorheologically simple material. In the other case, the material behaviour is
called thermorheologically complex.

Figure 3.19: General form of viscoelastic behaviour of a polymer with specification of molecular
motions for amorphous and crystalline polymers
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Due to the strong effect of the physical bonds between the macromolecules a stiff material
behaviour is obtained in the energy-elastic range below the glass transition temperature, cf.
Fig. 3.19. The microbrownian movement (i.e. thermal movement of macromolecules without
a change of location) is ’frozen’, [147]. In this region, the Poisson’s ratio lies in the range of
0.3 ≤ ν ≤ 0.35. An increase in temperature here leads to a subtle drop in stiffness.
At Tg the stiffness is significantly reduced as the thermal energy now is sufficiently large to allow
rearrangements of the macromolecules without external stress effects and thus the microbrownian
movement can take place, [284, 147]. This transition does not occur suddenly but rather extends
over a temperature range, which is called the glass transition region (or alternatively primary
dispersion phenomenon or α-relaxation), cf. Fig. 3.19.
In the entropy-elastic region, leathery or rubbery material behaviour is obtained, cf. Fig. 3.19.
The stiffness is mainly formed by the arrangement of the macromolecules in a state of highest
disorder (which is also called state of high entropy). Poisson’s ratio here is in the region of
ν ≈ 0.5, thus the polymer material behaves almost incompressible, [284, 147, 138].
Further distinctive drops in stiffness can be caused by so-called secondary dispersion phenomena, marked with greek symbols β, ..., which can be attributed to movement of side chains,
local movements in the main chain or the melting of crystalline phases, cf. [284, 138, 147]. A
detailed description of the mechanical behaviour of polymers in general is given in Sec. 3.2.2.2,
the specifics for commonly used laminated glass interlayer polymers is given in Sec. 3.2.2.3. In
summary, due to the possible thermodynamic states of a polymer, for assessing the deformation
and thus stiffness behaviour of polymers, the test conditions such as the testing speed, temperature or ambient conditions are important. The dependence of the polymer material behaviour
on the strain rate as well as relaxation and creep effects can be described by the theory of viscoelasticity (Sec. 2.4.2). The mechanical description of non-linearity for large deformations are
treated within this context by using the theory of hyperelasticity as presented in Sec. 2.3.2. For
the description of further phenomena such as non-reversible plastic behaviour, viscoplasticity,
non-linear viscosity etc. it is referred to Sec. 2.6 and [52, 284, 271, 147, 38].

3.2.2.2 Classification of Polymers
As there exists a wide variety of polymers and polymer behaviours, it is useful to categorize
polymers into different groups. The classification of polymers can be made according to the
following criteria, [189, 38, 138, 284]:
• network structure: linear, branched or network
• chemical reaction: chain polymerization, poly condensation and poly addition
• composition of monomers: homopolymers and copolymers
• state of order: amorphous and semi-crystalline
• chemical composition: polyolefins, fluoropolymers, chlorine polymers etc
• polymer structure and mechanical behaviour: thermoplastics, elastomers and thermosets
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For the engineering context, the classification w.r.t. mechanical behaviour is of relevance. Here,
the categorization of polymers distinguishes between thermoplastics, elastomers and thermosets.
A thermoplastic is a polymer, which is not permanently cross linked. Furthermore it softens and
can be reshaped (plastically) with increased temperature. In general, thermoplastics can be exposed to repeated temperature cycles without significant degradation, [138, 284, 38, 206]. Thermoplast exist in amorphous or partially crystalline configuration, which significantly changes
the typical stiffness behaviour, cf. Fig 3.23. At service temperatures, thermoplasts are predominantly in the energy-elastic region and clearly show irreversible deformations if the yield
strength is exceeded, [77]. For amorphous thermoplastics, the chain molecules are ’frozen’ at
low temperatures, thus the polymer is in the energy-elastic range and the mechanical behaviour
is stiff, elastic and brittle. It exists a pronounced glass transition region with significant stiffness
drop in the order of two to three magnitudes, [284, 38, 138, 147, 206].

Figure 3.20: Schematic diagram of the stiffness as a function of temperature for amorphous
and semi-crystalline thermoplastics, after [77]

Figure 3.21: Schematic diagram of the stiffness as a function of temperature for elastomers
and thermoplastic elastomers, after [77]
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Figure 3.22: Schematic diagram of the stiffness as a function of temperature for thermosets,
after [77]

Figure 3.23: Temperature dependent behaviour of polymeric interlayers, after [279]

At temperatures above Tg , amorphous thermoplastics behave entropy-elastic until the flow region
begins, cf. Fig. 3.19. The flow region is entered as the entanglements of the macromolecules are
dissolved and the polymer melts at the melting temperature Ts . For semi-crystalline thermoplastics, the reduction in stiffness at Tg is significantly lower and a second stiffness loss is resulting
from the melting of the crystals at the crystallite melting temperature Tm , [284, 38, 138, 206],
cf. Fig. 3.20.
A thermoset is cross linked (cured ) through the addition of energy (typically in form of heat or
radiation), where the macromolecules are cross linked and permanently included in a molecular
network structure during the curing process. Therefore thermoset are amorphous, non-meltable
and in general stiffer compared to thermoplastics, [138, 284, 38], cf. Fig. 3.22. The decomposition
temperature Tz is typically in the range of the glass transition temperature or even below. Almost
all thermosets show a stiff, elastic and brittle behaviour in the energy-elastic area (Fig. 3.22).
In addition to the two mentioned groups, there exist elastomers and thermoplastic elastomers,
[38, 138]. Elastomers are chemically cross linked polymers and therefore amorphous. A melting
of elastomers is not possible due to the cross-linking, instead at high temperatures around Tz ,
the polymer decomposes. The glass transition temperature Tg typically lies at temperatures
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well below 0◦ C. At ambient temperature ranges, the elastomers hence behave entropy-elastic
and show almost no irreversible deformations. Interestingly, an increase in stiffness can be
detected for increasing temperatures due to the higher entropy (cf. Fig. 3.22). In thermoplastic
elastomers, the macromolecules are physically cross linked but consist of at least two monomer
types. For that reason, they are copolymers, whereby at service temperatures one is in the glass
state and the other is in the rubber-elastic state. The glass transition temperature is typically
below 0◦ C and the physical cross linking causes an overall entropy-elastic behaviour at service
temperature. At higher temperatures, the physical cross linking is eliminated and the polymers
behave such as thermoplastics and melt (cf. Fig. 3.21), [284, 38, 138, 206].
The distinguishing of polymers in amorphous and semi crystalline is interesting in the context
of this work, as PVB is typically amorph and EVA (as a copolymer) is semi crystalline, which is
shown in the experimental section 6. In an amorphous polymer, the molecules form an entangled
network, which is characterized by randomness and lack of long-range structure. For a semi crystalline polymer, parts of the molecular structure are crystalline and other parts are amorphous.
The crystalline structure is assumed to consist of layered lamellar crystals (cf. Fig. 3.24). One
a larger scale, the amorphous and crystalline phases often aggregate to form supra molecular
spherulites. Because of the polymolecularity of macromolecular materials, a 100 % degree of
crystallization cannot be achieved. Hence, these polymers are referred to as semi-crystalline. At
the temperatures, when crystallization occurs in the absence of flow or mechanical deformation,
spherulites is the most common form of the crystal structure, [284, 38, 138, 206]. The kinetics
of polymer crystallization is very complex and still an active area of research. Amorphous and
semi crystalline polymers exhibit different mechanical behaviour as semi crystalline polymers
have a true melting temperature Tm , at which the crystalline domains break up and become
disordered. In contrast to that, amorphous polymers do not posses a melting temperature but
soften significantly at temperatures above the glass transition temperature Tg , cf. Fig. 3.19.
Crystalline polymers are generally not thermorheologically simple, so that a Master Curve cannot be obtained solely from tests at different temperatures, [191]. A major effect of crystallinity
in polymers is the broadening the glass-transition region and the reduction of the maximum loss
tangens, [191, 38]. Especially, the crystallinity of a sample does not only depend on its molecular
structure but also on the conditions under which the crystallization process took place and the
thermal treatments applied to the sample after crystallization. This fact is important for the
Master Curving process, handled within this thesis in Sec. 5.4 and Sec. 6. The physical and
mechanical properties of polymeric materials depends significantly on the degree of crystallinity
as well as on the crystalline structure and morphology, [268, 38]. The dependence of the viscosity
is given schematically in Fig. 3.25 for amorphous and crystalline polymers, where at this point
it is worth noting the similarity to Fig. 3.8 for the temperature dependency of the viscosity of
glass. Experimental investigations on that will be executed and interpreted in Sec. 6.
Further details on the classification and chemistry of polymers can be found in the rich literature
on these topics such as [138, 284, 38, 206, 214, 54, 17].
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Figure 3.24: (a) Crystallizing polymers from layered structures called lamellae; (b) spherulites
are supra molecular structures containing both lamellae and amorphous tie regions. From [38]

Figure 3.25: Temperature dependency of the polymer viscosity (schematic), from [138].

3.2.2.3 Commercially Available Polymeric Interlayers for Laminated Glass
After an introduction on the general classes of polymers, within this section, a brief overview
and specification of the properties of commercially available polymeric interlayers for laminated
glass is given. Main sources for this section are [55, 189, 273, 295, 279].
From a historical point of view, the first successful patent for safety glass was obtained in 1909 by
Edouard Benedictus, a chemist who accidentally discovered the advantages of the combination
of glass with plastic materials in the post-fracture scenario. While dropping a glass bottle
containing cellulose nitrate, Benedictus realized, that instead of shattering into pieces, the bottle
remained relatively intact as the cellulose nitrate liquid formed a thin plastic film and thus
keeping the glass fragments together. During World War I, the patent led to the first wide-scale
applications of glass-polymer-elements in gas masks, [55, 2]. Since then, various succeeding glasspolymer-combinations were invented, which differ in stiffness while keeping the basic chemistry
(e.g. the use of plasticisers to obtain acoustic interlayers in the PVB case) or even changing the
basic chemistry (e.g. Ionoplasts, EVA, etc.).
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Figure 3.26: Chemical composition of PVB, from [2]

Polyvinyl Butyral - PVB
Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB) was developed around 1930 as the interlayer material for larger laminated glass sheets for reasons of improved post-fracture behaviour of the car wind shields,
[55, 2]. It was soon realized, that the PVB has great capabilities of preventing the driver from
flying through the broken wind shield in case of an accident while at the same time being soft
enough to absorb energy at a head impact. Research was done in the direction of combining
the PVB basic constituent, which is a rather hard copolymer resin, with plasticizers to meet the
necessary damping and lower stiffness requirements. In civil engineering for the last 40 years,
the laminated glass market with an share of ca. 90% was dominated by the PVB composition
with an basically almost unchanged chemical composition, [55, 189, 2]. More recent variants of
PVB were in addition redesigned to meet new application-specific requirements such as acoustic
insulation, coloured interlayers, etc. Today, the PVB interlayers are produced on rolls with
different widths and thicknesses, which are usually multiples of 0.38 mm (15 milli-inch). Today, the main producers of commercially available PVB products are Kuraray division Trosifol,
Eastman (Solutia) and Sekisui. Within this thesis, BG R20 from Kuraray was investigated. The
nomenclature reads as follows: ’Building Grade’ (BG) marks the standard product for the civil
engineering sector, in addition ’R10’, ’R15’ or ’R20’ specify the level of adhesion in rising order.
Further PVB variants are SC (Sound Control) for acoustic applications, ES (Extra Strong) for
applications with higher stiffness requirements than compared to BG. Eastman produces similar
PVB variants, which are known as QS (acoustic interlayer), RB (standard interlayer) and DG
(stiff interlayer).
PVB-based interlayers consist of three main components: PVB resin (70 − 75% by weight
for standard PVB in construction), plasticizers (25-30% by mass) and additives (functional
additives, less than 1 % by weight).), [2, 189]. Acc. to [2], PVB is produced in a three stage
process via polyvinyl alcohol, starting with acetylene and acetic acid for the production of
monomeric vinyl acetate. As monomeric vinyl alcohol is unstable as a free compound and not
available for polymerisation, polyvinyl acetate is converted by saponification in the presence of
methanol into polyvinyl in the second step. In the third step, PVB is obtained by acetalisation
of the polyvinyl alcohol with butyraldehyde in an acidic medium. Acc. to [2], the PVB resin
can be varied by modifying the molecular weight of the initial polyvinyl acetate, the degree of
hydrolysis into polyvinyl alcohol and the amount of butyraldehyde used for acetalisation. Thus
PVB can also be regarded as a terpolymer of vinyl acetate (x < 2 M-%), vinyl alcohol (y ≈
18-21 M-%) and vinyl butyral (z ≈ 77-81 M-%), cf. Fig. 3.26.
Acc. to [2] suitable plasticisers for PVB include esters of polyethylene glycol and adipic acid,
where the type and quantity determines the properties of the resulting PVB film. Adhesion to
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Figure 3.27: Schematic model for the adhesion of the PVB interlayer to the glass surface, from
[2]

the glass can be directly manipulated through the plasticiser type and amount. Incorporation
of further additives allow further trimming of different properties such as interlayer colour, UV
transmission etc. Due to the minor amount in mass, the additives are assumed to not influence
mechanical properties significantly, [2]. Glass adhesion is achieved by the formation of hydrogen
bridges between the water-compatible groups of the glass surface and those of the polymer, cf.
Fig. 3.27 [2]. The adhesion can inhibited by non-demineralized water or organic residues such
as cutting oils or greases.
The production of PVB starts with the metering of PVB resin, plasticiser and additives into an
extruder. There all components are thoroughly mixed and plasticised, whereby the homogenisation is very important as inhomogeneity can have negative influences on the mechanical and
optical properties of the product. Afterwards, extrusion is performed through a broad nozzle
under special care taking of a constant and precise thickness over the entire width (which is
typically 3,210 mm and thickness range from 0.38 mm to 2.28 mm). Since totally smooth PVB
films would be strongly adhesive, a surface roughening is applied. Further important issues in
the interlayer production are the correct moisture content as well as minimizing residual stresses
caused by production. The PVB moisture content is in general a significant influencing parameter of the mechanical behaviour, thus the interlayer moisture content should be at 0.45 M − %
in order to guarantee an optimal adhesion to the glass. For interlayer only as well as laminate
specimen testing it is thus of great importance to keep a humidity controlled environment for
storage/conditioning/production and testing. The PVB interlayer itself can be stored in an
air-conditioned room at 18 − 20◦ C and 25 − 30 r.H. without change in the previously set film
moisture content.
It is interesting to investigate the chemical composition in that detail, as in the latter of this
thesis, infrared spectrometry experiments will investigate the chemical homogeneity of the interlayer for different small scale test specimen. Typical spectral bands will be connected to
different functional groups of the PVB molecule, cf. Sec. 6.2.4.
PVB itself is an amorphous thermoplastics, PVB interlayers are meltable and thus also thermoplastics. PVB interlayers are chemically present as a homopolymer. The glass transition
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Table 3.5: Manufacturer information on the PVB interlayers, from [2]
Property
Regulation Standard Unit
BG
SC
−3
Density ρ
DIN 53479
gm
1.065
1.058
Coefficient of Thermal
K −1
2.2 ·10−4 4.14 ·10−4
Expansion α
Tensile Strength σb
DIN EN ISO 527-1
MPa
>23
>14
Strain at Breakage b
DIN EN ISO 527-1
%
>280
>300

ES
1.081
≈ 35
≈ 200

temperature Tg of BG / RB PVB is around around 20◦ C, for acoustic (softer) PVBs (SC/QS)
with more plasticiser content the Tg is lowered to about 10◦ C whereas for stiffer PVBs (ES / DG)
the glass transition is around 35◦ C. Under mechanical loads, PVB reacts linearly viscoelastic,
in the large deformation case, hyperelasticity can be used to model the non-linear stress-strain
behaviour, [189]. These kind of investigations are considered in Sec. 6.3.3. After the precompound has been produced using the roller or vacuum process, the remaining air is bound in the
PVB-based interlayer in an autoclave at a pressure of approx. 12-14 bar and a temperature of
+140◦ C. Then the final, permanent bond between glass and interlayer is produced. The main
mechanical properties are given in Fig. 3.5
Ethylene Vinyl Acetate - EVA
Ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA or EVAC) is particularly used in form of laminated films in the solar
industry for encapsulating solar cells in glass-glass or glass-foil modules. The current market
share of EVA films in the solar sector is over 95 %. While the application in the construction
industry has increased in recent years, the market share lies at 5%. EVA interlayers are produced
on rolls with different widths and a thickness between 0.2 and 1.14 mm, other thicknesses are
produced on request [9]. Today, the main producers of commercially available EVA products
are Folienwerke Wolfen GmbH, Eastman (Solutia), Bridgestone and Saint-Gobain. Within this
thesis the product ’evguard’ from Folienwerke Wolfen GmbH was investigated.
As described in the preceding section, in PVB interlayers the external plasticization is used to
modify the properties of plain PVB. External plasticization is a solvation (i.e. swelling) process,
where low-molecular plasticisers are bonded to the polymer in which the low-molecular plasticiser is bound by the polymer through side valence forces, [252]. Despite the strong dipole forces,
solvation is not a chemical reaction. Internal plasticization has some advantages over external
plasticization while the migration of the plasticizer is prevented at the same time, [127, 252].
Internal plasticization is achieved by copolymerizing two compatible monomers whose glass transition temperatures are well separated by some temperature range, [252]. This is the case for
the copolymer ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA), which is produced by chain polymerization of the
two monomers ethylene and vinyl acetate (VAC) (cf. Fig. 3.28, [106, 127]). VAC thereby interferes with the chain structure of polyethylene. Properties such as the crystallinity, hardness,
stiffness, glass transition and melting temperature can be adjusted by the VAC content. The
aforementioned properties decrease with increasing VAC content, whereas transparency, density, elongation at break, adhesion, weathering stability, crosslinkability and gas permeability
increase. For this reason, EVA products are characterized w.r.t. their VAC content. The special
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Figure 3.28: Schematically process of the production of ethylene-vinyl-acetate, according to
[147]

feature of EVA films is the three-dimensional cross-linking of the molecular chains during the
lamination process. As a result, EVA films have a high resistance to heat and ageing as well as
a certain minimum stiffness even at high temperatures or long loading periods, [106, 252, 189].
The properties are mainly determined by the percentage composition of the individual components [189, 106]. EVA interlayers for the solar market possess a VAC content of about 33 M-%,
[189]. EVA interlayers for structural engineering applications have lower VAC content in the
range of 25 M-%. The EVA under investigation in this thesis possesses a VAC of 25-35 M-%
according to information of the manufacturer. In addition to the EVA resin, additives such as
UV stabilizers, crosslinkers, adhesion promoters (which allow a chemical covalent bond to the
glass) and others are also found in the composite. EVA-based interlayers are usually assigned
to elastomers, [284, 279], the glass transition Tg of EVA situates around −25◦ C to −15◦ C. The
wide-meshed, three-dimensional cross-linking of the molecular chains only takes place during the
lamination process. This is especially important for experiments on EVA interlayer specimen
only. Greatest care has to be taken, if the material under investigation was pre-cross-linked
before conducting any tests, otherwise the characterisation of virgin EVA material instead of
that within LG is performed, cf. Tab. 3.29. Usually, the vacuum process or a lamination in a
pre-laminated roll with subsequent autoclaving process is used for this purpose. The lamination
process is carried out in two process steps: In the first step, the interlayer is heated up to a
temperature of approx. 80 − 90◦ so that a bond can be formed. In the second step, the temperature is further increased to the cross-linking temperature (approx. 120 − 160◦ ) and maintained
until a certain degree of cross-linking is reached. The adhesion to the glass is reached by adding
bonding agents, which are typically silanes (organosilicon compounds), [189]. These bonding
agents enable a covalent bond to the glass and thus for EVA a stronger adhesion compared
to PVB can be assumed. A major advantage of EVA compared to PVB is the reduced complexity of the lamination technique and the high flexibility and clarity, which are very useful
to some industries such as e.g. the solar industry, [55]. For interlayer only as well as laminate
specimen testing it is thus of great importance to keep a humidity controlled environment for
storage/conditioning and testing. The EVA interlayer itself can be stored for up to 12 months
in an air-conditioned room at maximum 30◦ C and 50 r.H. without change in the previously set
moisture content. Opened rolls have to be protected against direct sunlight and dust, [9].
As stated before, it is worth going into detail with the chemical composition of EVA, as in
the experimental section of this thesis, Infrared spectrometry experiments will investigate the
chemical homogeneity of the interlayer for different small scale test specimen. Typical spectral
bands will be connected to different functional groups of the EVA molecule in Sec. 6.2.4.
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Figure 3.29: Manufacturer information on the EVA interlayer evguard (information from
Folienwerke Wolfen GmbH, [9])

Further Polymeric Interlayers for Laminated Glass
There exist a variety of further polymeric interlayer products, which are not handled within the
context of this thesis. The most important products are:
• Ionoplasts - SentryGlas R (SG)
• thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
• polyester (PET)
• acrylic resins
SentryGlas R (SG) is characterised as an ionoplast, which the company DuPont specifically
developed in the 1990’s for the improvement of the hurricane resistance of façades in the USA,
[55], or bomb blast resistant interlayer materials (especially after 9/11) and is nowadays marketed
as a structural interlayer with enhanced edge stability, [55, 189, 1]. Over the years, some
changes have been implemented to the material to face some delamination problems at low
temperatures, this is reflected in the evolving nomenclature of the product from SentryGlas R
through SentryGlas R Plus (SGP), SentryGlas R Plus 2000 (SGP2000), SentryGlas R Plus 5000
(SGP5000) and lately back to SentryGlas R (SG) in 2008. From a chemist point of view, SG
comprises of ethylene / methacrylic acid copolymers and contains small amounts of metal (mostly
zinc or sodium hydroxides) salts. Adhesion to the glass is enabled on the one hand by means
of hydrogen bridge bonding via the polar -OH groups analogously to the PVB and in addition,
ion bonds to the tin ions on the tin bath side of the float glasses are set up. SG is further
categorized as a semi-crystalline thermoplastics with a Young’s modulus greater than 100 MPa
at temperatures up to 50◦ C. The glass transition of SG is around 55◦ C. A qualitative stiffness
comparison is given in Fig. 3.30 between a PVB and a SG interlayer at ambient temperature.
Further information on the mechanical properties and the correct storage and preparation of
SG can be found in [1, 189, 55, 106].
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Figure 3.30: Qualitative stiffness comparison at room temperature of PVB and SG with equal
thickness, from [55].

Further polymeric interlayer materials occasionally used in civil engineering applications are:
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), polyester (PET), casting resins, acrylic resins etc. As these
interlayers are of minor importance to engineering practice as well as this thesis, the details on
the chemistry, thermomechanical behaviour as well as the lamination process are omitted for
reasons of brevity, details can be found in [189, 106].
Main Material Properties
As a short summary of this section on commercially available polymer interlayers for LG /
LSG, the main mechanical properties are presented here in an comparative manner. All the
three LG interlayer materials mentioned above are polymeric materials, which can be characterised by their specific temperature dependent mechanical behaviour. Generally speaking, a
polymer can behave elastic, viscoelastic or viscous, depending on the operating temperature. At
usual temperature ranges for building applications (from −20◦ C up to +80◦ C), most interlayer
materials behave viscoelastic, [189, 273, 281]. Due to the complex constitutive behaviour, all
experimentally determined material properties have to be evaluated with proper attention as
polymers can be in different thermodynamical states through the great variety of glass transition
temperatures Tg amongst the different interlayers. An overview on the main properties of the
interlayer materials EVA, PVB and SG at ambient temperature is given in Tab. 3.6.

Table 3.6: Main properties of the interlayer materials EVA,
ature, after [55].
Property
Standard - PVB
Density
1070
Tensile Strength
>20
Maximum Elongation
>250
Glass Transition Temperature Tg
20

PVB and SG at ambient temperEVA
930
10 - 25
>500
-20

SG
950
34.5
100 - 150
55

Unit
kg/mˆ3
MPa
%
◦ C

The given material properties have to be seen as number to grasp the order of magnitude rather
than specific material parameters.
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3.2.3 Intact State Load Bearing Behaviour

As already mentioned in Sec. 1.1, for the intact state, the structural behaviour of LG depends
on the type of glass and the properties of the interlayer. As polymeric interlayers show distinct
time and temperature dependence, the resistance of the LG differs for short-term compared to
long-term out-of-plane loads. The loading activates a certain shear transfer between the glass
panes of the laminate, which is varying over time due to creep or relaxation in the interlayer,
cf. Fig. 3.32a. Besides the loss of stiffness over time, an increase in temperature also causes
reduced stiffness, which can be modelled by the theory of Time-Temperature-Superposition as
given in Sec. 2.4.5. The level of shear transfer depends on:
• the interlayer shear modulus G(t, T )
• the thickness of the interlayer relative to the thickness of the glass sheets
• the span length of the panel
Numerous different models exist for the computational of the reaction of laminated glass beams
in bending and torsional action. The most relevant theories are:
• solution of the differential equation of the sandwich beam [158, 299].
• approximation method of [330], which is based on the assumption of a constant equivalent
bending stiffness in a statically determined supported composite beam [221].
• determination of effective bending and torsional stiffnesses of [146] and [174], based on the
extended bending and twisting theory taking into account shear deformations according
to [270].
• design method by [188], which was developed for multi-layer wooden construction elements.
For more complex systems such as statically overdetermined systems or general geometries, the
finite element method (FEM) is commonly used for structural analysis, cf. [44, 294, 109, 190].
Within the FEM framework, incorporation of geometrically as well as physically non-linear
effects, as those might occur for large deflections or in the post-fracture state, is easily possible.
Some investigations of this thesis concentrate on the influence of the shear modulus G of the
interlayer on the load-bearing behaviour of intact laminated glass elements with two equally
thick glass layers (symmetrical sheet structure). Further research questions in the direction of
stability, fracture behaviour and residual load-bearing capacity are not further considered in
this thesis. In Sec. 6.3.2, different laminate theories as well as an own-deduced meta-model
for the evaluation of bending as well as torsional tests on laminated glass beams are used to
inversely estimate the shear modulus of the polymeric interlayer at various temperatures and
load duration times.
In order to give a impression of the influence of the shear coupling of the glass panes through
the interlayer, a introductory example is given. A common approach for computing stresses
and deformation of a glass laminate with statically determined boundary conditions is given by
[330]. There a shear transfer coefficient Γ is introduced, where a value of Γ = 1 represents full
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shear coupling and a value of Γ = 0 represents no shear coupling, cf. Fig. 3.31a. This concept
is adopted by the ASTM and European standard ([22, 85]). The relationship between the shear
transfer coefficient, the interlayer shear modulus and the span length of the panel is illustrated
in Fig. 3.31b. Each curve represents a simply supported beam of different lengths (1 m, 2 m,
5 m and 10 m, from right to left). The shear modulus of the interlayer for each of these beams
varies. The resulting variation in composite action is plotted in Fig. 3.31b.

(a) Influence of the shear coupling on the resulting bending stress distributions

(b) Relationship between shear transfer Γ and interlayer shear modulus G, from [246]

Figure 3.31: Relationship between shear transfer Γ and interlayer shear modulus G
From Fig. 3.31b it can be deduced, that a softer interlayer in a longer element can provide the
same level of composite action as a stiffer interlayer in a shorter element. By this means, an
’effective thickness for stress’ and an ’effective thickness for deflection’ can be computed. The
effective thickness of a laminate is the thickness of an equivalent monolithic sheet. With these
equivalent thicknesses, all necessary design equations can be completed in order to conduct the
structural analysis of the system under investigation. Besides the handy and simple use of the
presented method, a major drawback is the restriction to statically determined systems as well
as the assumption of small deflections. Further aspects on the incorporation of different computational theories in the inverse estimation of the interlayer shear modulus from experimental
data, obtained by large scale bending and torsional tests, are handled in Sec. 6.3.2.

3.2.4 Post-fracture Load Bearing Behaviour of Laminated (Safety) Glass
As already mentioned in Sec. 1.1, for the post-fracture state, LG/LSG has an important advantage over mono glass in terms of post-failure or post-fracture behaviour. Due to the adhesive
bond of the interlayer to the glass, in case of glass fracture, the fractured glass fragments remain
in place. By the residual load bearing capacity of a system, the capability of carrying dead load
as well as optional live loads in the post-fracture state. This entity is requested by a lot of
design standards in order to ensure the glass pane to not fall from its fixings within a certain
time span. The main intention for the fractured elements is, that design should prevent the
glass panes to either fall with an acceptable risk or should remain in place until replacement can
be undertaken safely. For sure, this requirement affects the design of both, the glass type and
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(a) Mechanical behaviour of laminated glass in the intact state

(b) Mechanical behaviour of laminated glass in the post-fracture state

Figure 3.32: Mechanical behaviour of laminated glass in the intact and post-fracture state
(schematic), after [189]

supporting structure. For LG/LSG, redundancy in case of failure is available and can actively
be steered by the hyperelastic and viscoelastic properties of the interlayer. In the post-fracture
state, the interlayer acts usually in tension while bonding the glass fragments (for the case, that
all glass panes have failed). The residual load bearing behaviour is ruled by two mechanisms:
the stiffness, adhesion and yield strength of the interlayer and the residual stress state of the
glass. The residual stiffness can be significantly influenced by choosing either fully tempered
glass (which leads to small fragments and thus great deflections for the load bearing) or to use
either basic annealed or heat-strengthened glass panes (which posses coarser fracture patterns
with more rigidity). On the other hand, the use of stiffer polymeric interlayers such as structural PVB, EVA or ionoplasts also improves the post-failure performance. The mentioned points
motivated the tasks for the research conducted in this thesis.
The different load bearing mechanisms of the intact and post-fracture behaviour are shown in
Fig. 3.32b (where at this stage, the repetition of the more concrete nomenclature from Sec. 1.1
is omitted). After fracture of the lower glass plate (Fig. 3.32b-subfigure a), in the area of the
crack mainly the upper intact glass plate is carrying loads, the interlayer gives only a small
contribution. At this point, the upper glass plate is subjected to much greater stress compared
to the areas where the lower glass plate does not show any fracture and is therefore not affected
by the load transfer. Therefore in this area a progression of the crack into the upper glass plate
is probable. The occurrence of a coincident crack at the top and bottom (Fig. 3.32b-subfigure
b) is also less favourable than an offset crack pattern. The fractured glass can only transfer
compressive forces while the interlayer solely carries tensile forces in this configuration.
In the case of larger deformations, the load-bearing behaviour changes from bending to membrane action behaviour. The mechanical behaviour of laminated glass in a completely fractured
state (Fig. 3.32b-subfigure c) is influenced by the following parameters:
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• boundary and support conditions
• level of thermal pre-stress and thickness of glass
• thermomechanical behaviour of the interlayer
• delamination behaviour of the interlayer
Further information on the post-fracture behaviour can be found in [189, 279, 295, 132].

3.2.5 Design and Structural Analysis of Glass and Laminated Glass
Design and construction of glass structures in Germany is covered by the parts of DIN 18008,
which in 2013 replaced ’TRLV’, ’TRAV’ and ’TRPV’. On an European level, glass design is at
the moment ruled in EN 13474 resp. EN 16612. Besides that, the design and construction of
glass components will in the near future be ruled by the release of Eurocode 11 (structural glass,
CEN-TC 250,[258]).
While the ’old’ standards such as ’TRLV’, ’TRAV’ and ’TRPV’ were based on the concept of
a global safety factor, the new design codes are based on a partial safety factor concept. The
resistance verification of glass as described in [103] requires the verification of the maximum
principle tensile stress at the glass surface Ed to not exceed the design value of the resistance
Rd : Ed ≤ Rd . The resistance design value for thermally pre-stressed glass is simply Rd = fk /γM
with fk being the characteristic bending strength and γM is the material partial safety factor. For
glass without thermal pre-stress the resistance is computed as Rd = (kmod ·fk )/γM with kmod is a
coefficient considering the dependence of the load duration on the glass strength. The mentioned
formulas for the determination of the glass resistance Rd are further modified for actual design
computation via coefficients, which take into account the planned application conditions and
member properties, the specifics can be found in [103] and related design standards.
At present, only polyvinyl butyral (PVB) can be used in Germany as LSG interlayer without
general building authority approval or approval in individual cases. However, the use of other
interlayers such as ethylene-vinyl-acetate (EVA) or ionomers (e. g. SentryGlas SG) has recently
increased significantly. The interlayer causes a shear coupling of the two glass panes in the
intact state, which depends on the interlayer stiffness. The shear transfer shows a temperature
and time dependent behaviour and thus current standards (at least in Germany) do not allow
to take into account the shear coupling as no specification for LG/LSG requires the production
to guarantee a minimum shear transfer through the interlayer properties. Recently different
interlayer manufacturers obtained technical approvals in order to be allowed to use the shear
coupling through the interlayer for design purposes, [332] [333] [334] [335] etc. In the Netherlands
([235]) as well as in the United States ([22]) the shear coupling can be considered explicitly. On
an European level, in [85] the direct use of the shear coupling in the design calculation process will
also be allowed (a general Prony series approach and the ’effective thickness method’, which is a
simplified design computation method for all-side supported structures under constant surface
loads). Eurocode 11 ([258, 259, 260], CEN-TC 250) will also allow the incorporation of the shear
interaction between the individual glass plies. When dealing with combinations of loads having
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different durations, the interlayer shear modulus G may be chosen as the value pertinent to the
load having the appropriate duration. Unfortunately [258, 259, 260] do not provide guidance
for proper load durations or temperatures for the design cases. In [85] for many load scenarios,
temperature ranges as well as load durations are listed. There also, the list is not complete for
all possible load scenarios. [259] further gives five levels of consideration of the shear interaction
for the component calculation. The different levels successively allow incorporation of time and
temperature dependent shear modulus as well as geometrically non-linear computations. For
insulation glasses, hints on limiting cases are also covered.
It is interesting, that [258] claims the use of a value of Ginterlayer just for the case, that it is
fulfilling the requirements of EN 1990 on reliability. To the best knowledge of the author of
this thesis, until now, just [273, 326] gave hints on the uncertainty within the experimental
determination of Ginterlayer , where [273] assumed probability distributions for the interlayer
stiffness and [326] considered the correlation of temperature and load duration while neglecting
a distribution for the interlayer stiffness. This thesis presents evaluations w.r.t. the probability
distributions for the interlayer stiffness from experimental investigations. A combination with
probabilistic models for the loading is not included within the context of this thesis. Based on
the findings in Sec. 6.4.1.2, the combination can be assessed in further research works.
Currently no design standard handles the numerical treatment of fractured glass laminates as
neither reliable methods for generating representative fracture patterns for glass with different
levels of pre-stress nor reliable models for capturing the adhesion of the interlayer to the glass
are available. Future revisions of current design standards could advise to use the method
’BREAK’, which is introduced in Sec. 7, for that purpose. However, the realistic modelling of
the delamination keeps being a question of current research.
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4 Model Parameter Identification in the
Context of Machine Learning Approaches
Within this section basic concepts of Machine Learning and their mathematical formulation
is given. A quick and intuitive introduction into the Machine Learning topic is provided by
[10, 7, 6, 5, 4], for a scientifically well-founded elaboration of the topic it is referred to [42, 248].
Machine Learning (ML) is a subform of Artificial Intelligence (AI), that enables systems to learn
from given data rather than through explicit programming. The disciplines of statistics, data
mining and machine learning play a role in understanding the data, describing the characteristics of a data set and finding relationships and patterns in that data to set-up and train a
model. Care has to be taken with nomenclature when reading about AI, as many terms such as
’machine learning’, ’artificial inteligence’, ’big data’ or ’deep learning’ are often erroneously used
as synonyms, especially in popular science articles of the daily press. Scientifically, AI comprises
of all systems that perceive their environment and take actions that maximize the chance of
successfully achieving their goals. Thus, term AI reflects the situation, that a machine mimics
’cognitive’ functions, which humans associate with other human minds (such as learning and
problem solving). As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, there are four main subsets of AI, where within
this thesis the focus is on ML solely. ML techniques are typically used to improve the accuracy

Figure 4.1: Artificial Intelligence and its subsets, from [7].
of predictive models. For ML, among two different main types of tasks can be distinguished,
which are briefly introduced here and graphically given in Fig. 4.2. Supervised learning typically
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Figure 4.2: Machine Learning Techniques, from [7]
begins with an established set of N data D = {(xn ; tn )}N
n=1 , where xn represents a covariate
(explanatory variable) and tn is the corresponding label (response). Supervised learning is intended to find patterns in the given data in order to apply those to an analytics process, where
the data has labelled features defining the meaning of the data. More illustratively, the goal of
supervised learning is the prediction of the value of the label t for an input x, which is not in
the training set. In general it is distinguished between classification and regression problems.
In the first case, the label t is discrete whereas t is continuous in the second case. An example
for the regression task is the fitting of a function (e.g. parabola) to measured data, whereas
an example for the classification task is the detection of spam mails (classes ’spam’ and ’not
spam’). An effective and thus widespread way of learning a predictor is the identification of
a predictive distribution P(t|x) from a set of parametrized distributions given training data
D = {(xn ; tn )}N
n=1 . Elements of the supervised learning task will intensively be used within the
context of this thesis in a Bayesian setting and are presented in the remainder of this section
resp. the following chapters of this thesis.
Unsupervised learning refers to the task of learning properties of the mechanism which generated
the given data set D = {xn }N
n=1 . More specific tasks include clustering (grouping similar data),
dimensionality reduction, feature extraction, and representation learning. For more details cf.
[248].
ML algorithms are rooted in statistical analysis, thus in the remainder of this chapter a summary
of the most important concepts of needed statistical tools is given. Before going into the details
of the underlying statistical theory it shall be emphasized at this point, that regardless of the
combination of ML methods for predicting outcomes, having no understanding of the underlying
problem (its physics, causality,...) one cannot expect receiving good results by focusing on the
statistics (i.e. employing ML) alone.

4.1 Machine Learning Perspective and Work flow
Within this short section, a basic introduction to the ML work flow is given, where the connections to the material parameter identification task is highlighted.
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In Fig. 4.3, the ML work flow is shown as a flowchart. When using ML techniques, the following

Figure 4.3: Machine Learning Work flow, from [7].
steps have to be performed:
1. explore the data
2. preprocess the data and extract features
3. develop predictive models based on derived / selected features and preprocessed data
4. build and train the model
5. optimize the model
6. deploy the model to its application
In detail, the steps involved in ML need some further explanation, this is given in form of short
statements on the given steps:

Step 1: Exploring the Data The first step in ML is understanding the kind of data under
investigation, where common ways of exploring the data include: inspection of examples, creating visualizations and graphs and applying more sophisticated techniques (such as e.g. signal
processing or clustering) to identify patterns within another ’mathematical space’ or ’coordinate
system’. This makes sense, as coordinate transforms are known in mathematics to possibly ease
a problem, e.g. working with polar coordinates instead of carthesian.

Step 2: Preprocessing the Data Data preprocessing itself consists of several steps. At first,
a search for outliers (data points, which lie outside the rest of the data) is conducted, where
afterwards a judgement on excluding those data points from the further steps or not has to be
made. Care must be taken in this step, as a phenomenon may be misinterpreted as outlier as
it may only occur scarcely. Secondly, the data set is checked for missing values. Missing values
can be caused by e.g. a lost connection to the data source while the conduction of a test etc. On
the one hand, missing data could simply be ignored with the price of a reduced size of the data
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set. Alternatively, approximations could be substituted for the missing values by interpolating
or using comparable data from another sample.

Step 3: Extracting Features Feature extraction is an important part of ML as it turns raw
data into information, which can be used by a ML algorithm. The number of features that could
be derived is unlimited, however some techniques are commonly used for different types of data.
In order to give an example on feature extraction, sensor data are considered. The feature selection task is to extract signal properties from raw sensor data to create higher-level information.
Feature extraction techniques within this context are the detection of peaks, extraction of frequency content by Fourier transform, identification of signal trends by summary statistics (mean
and standard deviation at different experimental times), etc. Within this thesis, for the method
’BREAK’, the parameters of the spatial point processes are selected as features for generating
fracture patterns of thermally pre-stressed glass. For the method ’GUSTL’, the parameters of
constitutive models for linear as well as fractional viscoelasticity are used as features.

Step 4: Build and Train the Model The result of running a ML algorithm can be expressed
as a function f (x), which takes the input x and generates an output y, encoded in the same way
as the target vectors. The precise form of the function f (x) is determined during the training
/ learning phase on the basis of the training data. Model building and training is intensively
used with this thesis. The mathematics and especially Bayesian statistics, underlying this ML
approach, is presented in the latter of this section. All steps described so far are graphically
illustrated in Fig. 4.4:

Figure 4.4: Training Step: Iteration-Loop until a satisfactory performance is achieved, from
[7].

Step 5: Optimize the Model Once the model is trained, it can then be used to be evaluated
against a data test set (i.e. a data set, which was observed but not used during the learning
phase of the model). The ability of the model to predict data of the test set within acceptable
limits is known as generalization. It is worth noting, that improving a model can possibly take
two different directions: make the model simpler or add complexity. In general, according to
[42], a good model includes only the features with the most predictive power. A simple model
that generalizes well is better than a complex model that may not generalize or train well to
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new data. This idea is also known as Occam’s razor and will be discussed in the latter of this
section in the context of model selection.

Step 6: Model Application Most obviously, after training of the model, it is used intensively
in predicting outputs given new inputs based on the trained model. The whole ML setting
is summarized in Fig. 4.5. All the aforementioned steps are quite common in an engineering

Figure 4.5: Prediction Step: Use of trained models for making predictions, from [7].
context, especially when conduction either numerical or physical experiments. However, ML is
originated in information and computer sciences, thus a standardisation of the work flow for
any kind of data and model under investigation makes sense. In the latter of this section, the
underlying Bayesian setting for the supervised ML task is introduced with a strong focus on the
engineering application of the concepts.

4.2 Bayesian Model Calibration and Incorporation of Machine
Learning Approaches
Within this section, an introduction to elements of uncertainty modelling of physical systems
and the Bayesian model calibration framework is given. Afterwards, ideas of probabilistic ML
techniques are picked and connected to the Bayesian model calibration setting.

4.2.1 Basic Elements from Probability Theory and Statistics
It is assumed, that the reader is familiar with basic definitions of probability and statistics and
this theory can be skipped at this stage. Instead a short review on the most important terms
and concepts is given in the following. For further details it is referred to [42, 121, 210, 296] for
a basic introduction.

4.2.1.1 Random Variables
A random variable is a variable whose possible values are outcomes of a random phenomenon.
It is distinguished between discrete (specified finite or countable list of values) and continuous
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(taking any numerical value in an interval or union of intervals) random variables (RV).

4.2.1.1.1 Discrete Random Variables For discrete RVs, the following definitions hold:
Probability Mass Function (PMF) The PMF gives the probability that a discrete random variable takes on the value x.
pX (x) = P (X = x)
The PMF satisfies
pX (x) ≥ 0 and

X

pX (x) = 1

x

Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) A CDF gives the probability that a random variable
is less than or equal to x.
FX (x) = P (X ≤ x)

1.0

1.0

An example for the graphical illustration of a PMF and CDF of a Binomial distribution
is given in the following figure: The CDF is an increasing, right-continuous function with
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(a) Probability Mass Function (PMF)

(b) Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)

Figure 4.6: Probability Mass Function and Cumulative Distribution Function for a Binomial
distribution

FX (x) → 0 as x → −∞ and FX (x) → 1 as x → ∞
Independence Intuitively, two random variables are independent if knowing the value of one
gives no information about the other. Discrete r.v.s X and Y are independent if for all
values of x and y
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P (X = x, Y = y) = P (X = x)P (Y = y)
Expected Value (a.k.a. mean, expectation, or average) is a weighted average of the possible
outcomes of our random variable. Mathematically, if x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . are all of the distinct
possible values that X can take, the expected value of X is
P
E(X) = xi P (X = xi )
i

4.2.1.1.2 Continuous Random Variables
ing definitions hold:

For continuous random variables (CRV), the follow-

Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) The CDF F gives the probability that a random
variable X falls in the interval [a, b]:
P (a ≤ X ≤ b) = P (X ≤ b) − P (X ≤ a) = FX (b) − FX (a)
For X ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ), this becomes

P (a ≤ X ≤ b) = Φ

b−µ
σ




−Φ

a−µ
σ



Probability Density Function (PDF) The PDF f is the derivative of the CDF F .
F 0 (x) = f (x)
A PDF is non-negative and integrates to 1. By the fundamental theorem of calculus, to
get from PDF back to CDF we can integrate:
Z x
F (x) =
f (t)dt
−∞

0.6
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In the following figure an example for the graphical illustration of a PDF and CDF of a
Normal / Gaussian distribution is given:
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To find the probability that a CRV takes on a value in an interval, integrate the PDF over
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that interval.
Z
F (b) − F (a) =

b

f (x)dx
a

Expected values of a continous RV For continuous RVs, expected values are obtained by integration of g(x) times the PDF.
Z ∞
E(g(X)) =
g(x)f (x)dx
−∞

The mean is obtained for g(x) = x for example.

4.2.1.2 Moments and Mode
There exist several ways of expressing important information about a RV with a single number.
Within this thesis, moments, the mode and the median is introduced:

4.2.1.2.1 Moments Moments describe the shape of a distribution. Let X have mean µ and
standard deviation σ, and Z = (X − µ)/σ be the standardized version of X. The k th moment of
X is µk = E(X k ) and the k th standardized moment of X is mk = E(Z k ). The mean, variance,
skewness, and kurtosis are important summaries of the shape of a distribution.
Mean E(X) = µ1
Variance Var(X) = µ2 − µ21
Skewness Skew(X) = m3
Kurtosis Kurt(X) = m4 − 3
4.2.1.2.2 Mode The mode of a continuous probability distribution is the point at which the
probability density function attains its maximum value.
Fig. 4.7 gives a graphical illustration of the three mentioned numbers.

Figure 4.7: Visualisation of the mode, median and mean of a symmetric and a skewed distribution of a RV, from [42].
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4.2.1.3 Joint PDFs and CDFs
The joint CDF of X and Y is
F (x, y) = P (X ≤ x, Y ≤ y)
In the discrete case, X and Y have a joint PMF
pX,Y (x, y) = P (X = x, Y = y).
In the continuous case, they have a joint PDF
fX,Y (x, y) =

∂2
FX,Y (x, y).
∂x∂y

The joint PMF/PDF must be non-negative and sum/integrate to 1.

Conditioning and Bayes’ rule for discrete RVs
P (Y = y|X = x) =

P (X = x, Y = y)
P (X = x|Y = y)P (Y = y)
=
P (X = x)
P (X = x)

Conditioning and Bayes’ rule for continuous RVs
fY |X (y|x) =

fX|Y (x|y)fY (y)
fX,Y (x, y)
=
fX (x)
fX (x)

Hybrid Bayes’ rule
fX (x|A) =

P (A|X = x)fX (x)
P (A)

To find the distribution of one (or more) random variables from a joint PMF/PDF, sum/integrate
over the unwanted random variables.

Marginal PMF from joint PMF
P (X = x) =

X

P (X = x, Y = y)

y
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Marginal PDF from joint PDF
Z

∞

fX (x) =

fX,Y (x, y)dy
−∞

Covariance is the analogue of variance for two random variables.
Cov(X, Y ) = E ((X − E(X))(Y − E(Y ))) = E(XY ) − E(X)E(Y )
Note that
Cov(X, X) = E(X 2 ) − (E(X))2 = Var(X)
Correlation is a standardized version of covariance that is always between −1 and 1.
Corr(X, Y ) = p

Cov(X, Y )
Var(X)Var(Y )

4.2.1.4 Important Distributions
4.2.1.4.1 Uniform Distribution
Uniform Distribution The RV U is distributed Unif(a, b) if the probability of a draw from any
interval within the support is proportional to the length of the interval.
PDF and CDF (top: Unif(0, 1), bottom: Unif(a, b))
(
Unif(0, 1)

f (x) =

(
Unif(a, b)

f (x) =

1 x ∈ [0, 1]
0 x∈
/ [0, 1]

1
b−a

0

x ∈ [a, b]
x∈
/ [a, b]



x<0
 0
F (x) =
x x ∈ [0, 1]

 1
x>1


x<a
 0
x−a
F (x) =
b−a x ∈ [a, b]

 1
x>b

4.2.1.4.2 Normal / Gaussian Distribution
Normal Distribution If the RV X is distributed N (µ, σ 2 ), it is called Gaussian or Normal distributed:
"

 #
1
1 x−µ 2
2
N (µ, σ ) = √
exp −
(4.1)
2
σ
2πσ 2

4.2.1.4.3 Multivariate Uniform Distribution For the 2D uniform distribution over some region, the probability is proportional to the area. Every point in the support has equal density,
of value area of1 region . For the 3D Uniform, probability is proportional to volume.
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~ = (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xk ) is multi4.2.1.4.4 Multivariate Normal (MVN) Distribution A vector X
variate normal if every linear combination is Normally distributed, i.e., t1 X1 + t2 X2 + · · · + tk Xk
is normal for any constants t1 , t2 , . . . , tk . The parameters of the Multivariate Normal are the
mean vector µ = (µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk ) and the covariance matrix Σ where the (i, j) entry is
Cov(Xi , Xj ).

MVN(µ, Σ) = det(2πΣ)

−1/2



1
exp − (x − µ)sT Σ−1 (x − µ)
2


(4.2)

Properties The Multivariate Normal has the following properties.
• Any subvector is also MVN.
• If any two elements within an MVN are uncorrelated, then they are independent.
• The joint PDF of a Bivariate Normal (X, Y ) with N (0, 1) marginal distributions and
correlation ρ ∈ (−1, 1) is


1
1
2
2
exp − 2 (x + y − 2ρxy) ,
fX,Y (x, y) =
2πτ
2τ
with τ =

p
1 − ρ2 .

4.2.2 Bayesian Problem Setting and Bayesian Inverse Problem Modelling
Approach
In this subsection the mathematical formulation of the inverse problem for obtaining parameters
of a system under investigation is introduced and discussed in short. This thesis deals with
model–based inverse problems, as there are physical laws (algebraic as well as differential and
integral equations) behind the considerations, other types of inverse problems are not handled.
According to [306], the scientific procedure for studying a physical system can be divided into
three main steps:
• parametrization of the system: select a (minimal) set of model parameters θ, which completely characterize the system
• forward modeling: using physical laws to make predictions on the results of measurements
on the observable parameters
• inverse modeling: using actual measurement results ỹ to infer actual values of the model
parameters
In the context of this thesis, all three steps are performed for identification of material parameters
for hyper- and viscoelastic constitutive laws for polymeric interlayers as well as stochastic point
processes for the modelling of fracture of thermally pre-stressed glasses. Fig. 4.8 provides a
schematic overview of the main and most important sources of uncertainty, which influence our
ability to describe the observed system behaviour as closely and consistently as possible. All of
the sources of uncertainty have been discussed extensively in scientific literature while some work
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has focused on the characterization of parameter, model output and state variable uncertainty,
[317]. Well established knowledge of each individual error source would provide a strategic
guidance for the concentration on improving data collection and/or model capabilities. However,
investigations on the model structural error (epistemic error) have hardly been conducted despite
it is a key property to learning, [317]. Bayesian methods provide a formal way of accounting

Figure 4.8: Schematic illustration of the most important sources of uncertainty in environmental systems modelling, including (1) parameter, (2) input data (al so called forcing
or boundary conditions), (3), initial state, (4) structural model, (5) output, and
(6) calibration data uncertainty, from [317]
for parameter, state variable, and model output (simulation) uncertainty through the use of
probability and the probability calculus. Eventually some level of calibration of the physical
model is required to ensure, that simulated state variables and output variables match the
observed system behaviour as closely and consistently as possible. Let Ỹ = {ỹ1 , ..., ỹN } signify
a discrete vector of measurements at times t = {1, ..., N }, which summarizes the response of a
system J under some forcing variables U = {u1 , ..., uN }. The observations or data are linked to
the physical system by:
Ỹ = J(θ) + e
(4.3)
where θ = {θ1 , ..., θd } are the unknown parameters, and e = {e1 , ..., en } is a n- vector of measurement errors. If a hypothesis or simulator (the forward model ) Y ← F(θ, ũ, ψ̃0 ) of the physical
process is available, then the data D can be modelled using
Ỹ ← F(θ, Ũ, ψ̃0 ) + E

(4.4)

where ψ̃0 ∈ Ψ ∈ Rτ signify the τ initial states, and E = {e1 , ..., en } includes observation error
(forcing and output data) as well as error due to the fact that the simulator F may be systematically different from reality J for the parameters θ. The latter can arise from numerical errors (i.e.
inadequate solver and discretization) and improper model formulation and/or parametrizationBy using the Bayesian formalism, the posterior distribution of the parameters of the model
can be derived by conditioning the model behaviour on measurements of the observed system
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response:


P Ỹ|θ P (θ)
 
P θ|Ỹ =
(4.5)
P Ỹ


where P (θ) is called prior and P θ|Ỹ signifies the posterior parameter distribution.




 
L θ|Ỹ ≡ P Ỹ|θ is called the Likelihood function. The evidence P Ỹ acts as a normalization constant (i.e. it is a scalar value) in order to ensure the posterior distribution to
integrate to unity over the parameter space (i.e. to ensure, the posterior is a proper probability
density). For the evidence it holds:
Z
  Z




(4.6)
P Ỹ = P Ỹ|θ P (θ) dθ = P θ, Ỹ dθ




θ

θ

For practical
of the posterior, the evidence is not required, as all statistical inferences
 simulation

about P θ|Ỹ can be made from the unnormalized density




P θ|Ỹ ∝ P Ỹ|θ P (θ)

(4.7)

For model comparison however, the evidence gives useful guidance, as the scalar value is fixed as
soon as data D is obtained and a model M is assumed. The evidence in turn is the probability
of the model given the data (which could be interpreted as plausibility). Thus, the evidences for
different models varies on the same dataset. Within this thesis the evidence (or in case, some
approximations of the evidence) will be used to judge different constitutive models.
Under the assumption of a proper prior distribution, then the main difficulty lies in the definition
of a likelihood function to measure the distance between model simulation and corresponding
data / observations. If the error residuals are assumed to be uncorrelated and normally distributed (i.e. et (θ)D N (0, σ̂t2 )), then the likelihood of the n-vector of error residuals can be
written as:
"

 #
n
 Y

1
1 ỹt − yt (θ) 2
2
p
L θ|Ỹ, σ̂ =
exp −
(4.8)
2
σ̂t
2πσ̂t2
t=1

where σ̂ = {σ̂1 , ..., σ̂n } is a n-vector with standard deviations of the measurement error of the
observations. This formulation allows for homoscedastic (constant variance) and heteroscedastic
measurement errors (variance dependent on magnitude of data). Further Likelihood formulations
are known in literature but are not of interest within this thesis, thus it is referred to [42, 317,
296] for further details. For reasons of numerical stability and algebraic simplicity it is often
convenient to work with the log-likelihood


L θ|Ỹ, σ̂

2



n

n

t=1

t=1

X
n
1X
= log(2π) −
log(σ̂t ) −
2
2



ỹt − yt (θ)
σ̂t

2
(4.9)

Minimizing the likelihood L is equivalent to minimize L = −2lnL (cf. Eq. (4.9)). It is of great
interest at this point, that the log-likelihood comprises the well known least squares objective
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function (LSQ)
J=


n 
X
ỹt − yt (θ) 2
t=1

σ̂t

=


n 
X
SS 2
t=1

σ̂t

= (ỹt − yt (θ))T C−1
yy (ỹt − yt (θ))

(4.10)

Pn
2
where C−
yy 1 is the covariance matrix of the measurements and SS =
t=1 (ỹt − yt (θ)) is the
sum of squares error (SSE or equivalently SSQ). LSQ corresponds to the maximum likelihood
approach under a (conditional) Gaussian distribution. It is worth noting at this point, that
the maximum a posterior (MAP, i.e. mode of the posterior parameter distribution) estimator
is exactly the solution of the deterministic inverse problem via SSE. Furthermore, one could
now realize, that the Bayesian solution contains more information than its deterministic counterpart as instead of having a point estimate from LSQ (the MAP point), a complete posterior
distribution (or at least an approximation of it, e.g. via the Laplace approximation) is available.

4.2.2.1 Bayesian Resolution of the Inverse Problem and Incorporation of Machine
Learning Methods
Once the prior distribution and likelihood function have been defined, the Bayesian solution
of the inverse problem is required to obtain the parameter posterior distribution. This can
be done for special cases by exact analytical means (Gaussian errors and linear parameter and
model space, [306, 42]), by approximative analytical means through conjugate Bayesian inference
or Variational Bayesian methods and in general numerically by Monte Carlo (MC) methods.
Within the context of this thesis, the Variational Bayesian method is implemented as well as
the DREAM MATLAB toolbox ([317]) is used for the inference of the posterior parameter (and
state) distribution, conditioned on measurements of observed system behaviour. While DREAM
provides the basic computational and numerical framework for conducting Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) simulation using the DiffeRential Evolution Adaptive Metropolis (DREAM) algorithm, the author of this thesis wrote all specific software code for the investigations of the
next chapter of this thesis, which is provided online as described in Sec. 8.2.

4.2.2.1.1 Variational Inference for Regression The following considerations and deductions
are based on the relevance vector machine (RVM), which is a Bayesian sparse kernel ML
technique for regression and classification, [42, 310]. There an interesting ML component,
the automatic relevance determination (ARD) was introduced to the regression problem by
assuming a hyper-prior on the regression coefficients θ. By adapting the hyper-prior parameters
to a data set using maximum likelihood, it becomes possible to detect input variables, which
have little contribution on the predictive distribution. This is useful in practice since it
allows to discard irrelevant inputs. Within this thesis, a variational version of the RVM in
combination with the ARD is implemented in the method ’GUSTL’ for obtaining Master
Curves for polymeric interlayers from DMTA data in order to obtain a sparse Prony-series (i.e.
Prony-series with as few as possible terms supported by the data), cf. Sec. 5.4. Considering
the scope of this thesis, only a brief introduction to the concepts is given, detailed derivations
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of the presented formulas can be found in [42, 310, 43, 234, 31].

Basic Theory on Variational Inference Acc. to [42, 234, 31] variational Bayesian (VB)
methods are a family of techniques for approximating intractable integrals arising in Bayesian
inference and machine learning. Three main purposes can be identified:
• Provide an analytical approximation to the posterior probability of unobserved variables
to do statistical inference
• Derive a lower bound for the marginal likelihood / evidence of the observed data (cf.
Sec. 4.2.2.2 for the model comparison by the Bayes factors)
• Provide an alternative to Monte Carlo sampling methods
In short, VB approximates the posterior P (θ|D) using a simpler distribution q (θ). VB is more
general than a Laplace approximation but computationally much more effective than Monte
Carlo methods,[131]. VB performs an approximate inference by solving an optimization problem
over a family of appropriately selected probability densities with the objective of minimizing the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence with the exact posterior. On can construct a variational lower
bound F(q(θ)) to the log-evidence:
Z
ln P(D) = log

Z
P(θ, D) dθ = log

P(θ, D)
q(θ)
dθ ≥
q(θ)

Z
q(θ) log

P(θ, D)
dθ =
q(θ)

P(θ, D)
=< log
>q(θ) = F(q(θ))
q(θ)

(4.11)

The lower bound F(q(θ)) has close connection to the KL divergence (between approximated
posterior and the exact posterior) and the log-evidence:
KL(θ||P(θ|D)) = log P(D) − F(q(θ))

(4.12)

Convergence to a local maximum of F is guaranteed due to the fact that the KL divergence
is convex and F is consequently concave, [131]. A further common and simplifying restriction
Q
is to partition q(θ) in disjoint factorial groups q(θ) = N
i=1 qi (θi ), which is called mean field
approximation. Further details can be found in [131, 42].

Variational Lower Bound for ARD Regression [108, 310, 42] give detailed deduction of
the VB lower bound of the regression problem with ARD prior. Within this section, just the
main steps are given. In a first setting, it is assumed a model with linear relation between
d-dimensional inputs x and outputs y and constant-variance Gaussian noise, such that the data
likelihood is given by
P(y|x, w, τ ) = N (y|wT x, τ −1 ) =

 τ 1/2
 τ

exp − (y − wT x)2
2π
2

(4.13)
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Given all data D = {X, Y} with X = {x1 , ..., xN } and Y = {y1 , ..., yN }, the data likelihood is
P(Y|X, w, τ ) = Πn P(yn |xn , w, τ )

(4.14)

The ARD prior on w and τ is conjugate normal inverse-gamma:
 τ

|A|1/2 ba00 D/2+a0 −1
P(w, τ |α) = N (w|0, (τ A)−1 ) Gam(τ |a0 , b0 ) = √
τ
exp − (wT Aw + 2b0 )
2
2π Γ(a0 )
(4.15)
T
where the vector α = (α1 , ..., αD ) forms the diagonal of A. As all of the α’s are independent,
the hyper-prior is given by:
P(α) =

Y

Gam(αi |c0 , d0 ) =

i

Y
i

1
dc0 αc0 −1 exp(−d0 α)
Γ(c0 ) 0 i

(4.16)

Due to the hyper-prior, there is no analytic solution to the posteriors, thus variational Bayesian
inference is applied. The variational posteriors are found by maximizing the variational bound
L(Q) =

y

Q(w, τ, α) ln

P(Y|X, w, τ ) · P(w, τ |α) · P(α)
d w d τ d α ≤ ln P(D) (4.17)
Q(w, τ, α)

where P(D) is the model evidence. To maximize this bound, it is assumed, that the variational distribution Q(w, τ, α) is an approximation of the posterior P(w, τ, α|D) and factors into
Q(w, τ |α) · Q(α). The variational posterior for w, τ that maximizes the variational bound L(Q)
while holding Q(α) fixed is acc. to [108] given by:
Q∗ (w, τ ) = P(Y|X, w, τ ) + Eα [P(w, τ |α)] + const. = N (w|wN , τ −1 VN ) Gam(τ |aN , bN ) (4.18)

Q∗ (α) =

Y

Gam(αi |cN , dN i )

(4.19)

i

with parameters:
−1
VN

P
= Eα (A) n xn xTn
P
= VN n xn yn

(4.20)
(4.22)

bN

= a0 + N/2

P 2
T
= b0 + 1/2
n yn − wn VN wn

(4.23)

cN

= c0 + 1/2

(4.24)

dN i

= d0 + 1/2Ew,τ (τ wi2 )

(4.25)

wN
aN
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2 a /b + (V ) and E (A) = A is a diagonal matrix with
with expectations Ew,τ (τ wi2 ) = wN
α
N ii
N
i N N
elements Eα (αi ) = cN /dN i . The variational bound itself consists of

1X
N
L(Q) = − ln(2π) −
2
2 n



aN
T
(yn − wN
xn )2 + xTn VN xn
bN

− ln Γ(a0 ) + a0 ln b0 − b0

+

X


+

1
D
ln |VN | +
2
2

aN
+ ln Γ(aN ) − aN ln bN + aN
bN

(− ln Γ(c0 ) + c0 ln d0 + ln Γ(cN ) − cN ln dN ) (4.26)

i

This bound is maximized by iterating over the updates for VN , wN , aN , bN , cN and dN until
L(Q) reaches a plateau. The above given equations as well as the VB lower bound L(Q) is
implemented in MATLAB as an extension of GUSTL, which will in more detail be handled in
Sec. 5.4.2.2. It is worth noting, that a VB ansatz delivers an analytic predictive density of the
Student-t-type, [108]:

Z Z
P(y|x, D) =

P(y|x, w, τ )P(w, τ |D) dw dτ

Z Z
≈

Z Z
=

P(y|x, w, τ )Q(w, τ ) dw dτ

N (y|wT x, τ −1 )N (w|wN , τ −1 VN ) Gam(τ |aN , bN ) dw dτ =

Z

T
N (y|wN
x, τ −1 (1 + xT VN x)) Gam(τ |aN , bN ) dτ



T
−1
T
−1 aN
= St y|wN x, τ (1 + x VN x)
, 2aN
bN
(4.27)
T x, 2a degrees of freedom and predictive variance (1 + xT V x)b /(a − 1).
with mean wN
N
N
N
N

4.2.2.1.2 Markov Chain Monte Carlo When the corresponding posterior distributions may
not be obtained in an analytical way, a simulation-based method is needed. Several sampling
strategies are proposed in the literature, including the Monte Carlo method via Markov Chain
(MCMC)[42, 202], which is widely employed and is briefly introduced in this chapter.
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Monte Carlo (MC) methods are numerical integration methods which offer a general approach
to approximate integrals. For example, MC is employed for inference, model validation or
prediction, which is often of primary interest. To approximate the integral
Z
I = g (θ) P (θ) dθ
(4.28)
by a Monte Carlo method, a (pseudo-) random number generator is required. The Monte Carlo
algorithm using M number of samples is:
• sample m = 1 : M samples θ(m) from P (θ)
• an unbiased estimate of the integral (Eq. (4.28)) is given by:
1 PM
(m) )
I ' IM C = M
m=1 g(θ
which by the Strong Law of Large Numbers for M → ∞ converges to: IM C → I. For MC
methods, it suffices to be able to draw samples from P (θ|D) (unnormalized density) and to
evaluate g(θ), where an increasing amount of samples increases the accuracy and in the limiting case, M → ∞, one obtains the exact value of the integral. MC methods however may
become computationally very expensive as g(θ) needs to be evaluated many times. Within this
thesis, the DREAM MC method is used, as there is available the DREAM MATLAB toolbox
([317]), where own functions can easily be implemented and integrated. The DREAM toolbox is used for the inference of the material model posterior parameter distributions. DREAM
relies on the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation method using the DiffeRential
Evolution Adaptive Metropolis (DREAM) algorithm, which is described in short in the following, further details on this specific MCMC method can be found in [317, 202]. DREAM is
a multi-chain (multiple MC simulations are runed and evaluated parallel) MCMC simulation
algorithm, which automatically tunes the scale and orientation of the proposal distribution en
route to the target distribution and exhibits excellent sampling efficiencies on complex, high
dimensional, and multi-modal target distributions. DREAM is an adaptation of the Shuffled
Complex Evolution Metropolis algorithm and has the advantage of maintaining detailed balance
and ergodicity. Benchmark experiments by [317] have shown that DREAM is superior to other
adaptive MCMC sampling approaches, and in high-dimensional search/variable spaces even provides better solutions than commonly used optimization algorithms. As it is expected, that the
posterior parameter distribution of the material law may potentially be multi-modal and complex to explore (as the correlations of different material parameters are not known a-priori), this
special MCMC algorithm is chosen within this thesis. As there is way more theory behind MC
methods and a huge variety of methods, which are favourable in different situations, is known
in literature, further explanation on the general theory on MC methods is skipped at this point
whereby it is referred to [42, 24, 306, 202].

4.2.2.2 Model Selection and Comparison
Besides finding appropriate values for the parameters within a given model, one may wish to
consider a range of different types of model in order to find the best one for the particular
application and dataset. This was already addressed in Sec. 4.2.2 when the model evidence
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(ln P(D) probability of the data set given the current model) was defined in the Bayesian setting.
As the maximum likelihood approach is subject to over fitting (a statistical model that contains
more parameters than can be justified by the data), the performance on the training set is
not a good indicator of predictive performance, [42]. Different strategies for coping with over
fitting exist. If there is enough data, one approach is to split the available data into two sets:
a training set and a validation set. After parameter identification with the training data set, a
comparison of the model output against the validation data is conducted. Furthermore, there
exist the cross-validation and the leave-one-out technique, which use proportions of the available
data for training while all data are used for model validation. Both methods may suffer from
being computational expensive. Further details on these kind of techniques can be found in
[42, 202, 306].
Besides that, various information criteria have been proposed in order to attempt to correct
for the bias of maximum likelihood by the addition of a penalty term to compensate for the
over-fitting of more complex models. In the context of this thesis, two information criteria are
used. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) chooses the model for which the quantity
ln P(D) ' −2 ln P(D|θM L ) + 2M

(4.29)

is lowest, where ln P(D|θM L) is the best-fit log likelihood (log likelihood of maximum likelihood
parameter set) and M is the number of adjustable parameters of the model. A variant of this
quantity is the Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
ln P(D) ' −2 ln P(D|θM AP ) + M ln N

(4.30)

where in addition N is the number of data points within the data set D. Here again, the
model with lowest BIC is selected. Model complexity measures such as AIC and BIC are easy to
evaluate but can also give misleading results, as the assumption of e.g. full rank of the parameter
Hessian matrix may not be valid. Finally, another option for model comparison is introduced in
this section: the Bayes factor. Traditional Bayesian comparison of models M0 and M1 is based
on hypothesis tests using the Bayes factor B01 , which is the ratio of model evidences:
B01 =

P(D|M0 )
P(D|M1 )

(4.31)

The Bayes factor B01 thus quantifies the weight of evidence in favour of the null hypothesis
H0 : ’M0 is true’. If both models (hypotheses) are equally likely a priori, then their relative
prior odds is 1 and B01 is the posterior odds in favour of model M0 , c.f [42]. The objective with
the Bayes factors is the identification of the ’true’ model given the observed data. A table relating
the size of the Bayes factor to the ’strength of evidence’ is shown in Tab. 4.9. It is worth noting,
that Bayes factors require informative prior distributions under each model. Acc. to [202], under
weak prior information, the BIC is connected to the Bayes factor by BIC0 − BIC1 = −1 log B01 .
Finally, one has to point out, that inference of the model evidence P(D|Mi ) may only be
possible numerically by any MCMC method (cf. Sec. 4.2.2.1.2) or may only be available as an
approximation through the variational lower bound as given in Sec. 4.2.2.1.1.
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Figure 4.9: Calibration of Bayes factors provided by Jeffreys, from [202]
The model selection task could alternatively be handled within the framework of hypothesis
tests, cf. [41, 210, 121]. The goodness of fit of a statistical model describes the discrepancy of
a model to a set of data / observations. These measures can then be used within statistical
hypothesis testing to judge whether two samples are drawn from identical distributions (e.g.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S), Cramer - von Mises (CvM), Anderson-Darling (A-D) or χ2 test) or
whether the outcome frequencies follow a specified distribution (e.g. Pearson’s χ2 test). Within
this thesis, the aforementioned distribution test are used in addition to the AIC and BIC to
assess the probability distribution for certain datasets.
All distribution test within the goodness of fit methodology follow the same principle of comparing the empirical CDF of the data set against the theoretical CDF of an assumed distribution.
The comparison however is conducted with different discrepancy / loss functions (the distance
of empirical CDF to theoretical CDF at a given data point), which is specific for each test.
After computing the discrepancies between data and theoretical CDF (i.e. computation of the
value of the so called test variable) it is possible to formulate and test at a significance level
the null-hypothesis H0 , that the postulated distribution function is in accordance with the observed data. The choice of the significance level influences the critical value, which must not
be exceeded by the test variable to accept H0 (otherwise H0 is neglected and the data do not
follow the assumed distribution at the chosen significance level). For the χ2 test for example,
the discrepancy measure is the sum of squared errors (SQE). Further details on the specific
discrepancy measures (i.e. test variables) can be found e.g. in [41, 121, 210].
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5 Generalized Collocation Method Using
Stiffness Matrices in the Context of the
Theory of Linear Viscoelasticity (’GUSTL’)
5.1 Introduction
Based on the general theory and results in chapter 2.4 for viscoelastic materials in the context of
this chapter a numerical method for the construction of Master Curves out of DMTA data and
the subsequent determination of the parameters of a Prony series is introduced. This method
was originally published by the author in [182] and is named ’GUSTL’ (Generalized collocation
method using Stiffness matrices in the context of the Theory of Linear viscoelasticity), which is
a physically motivated collocation method for parameter identification in the context of linear
viscoelasticity. In addition to the deductions and findings presented in [182] for ’GUSTL’, this
chapter enhances the method for purposes of:
• fractional viscoelasticity
• uncertainty quantification
• simultaneous identification of the TTSP and the Prony series parameter
by incorporation of Machine Learning Techniques as introduced in Sec. 4.

5.2 Time Temperature Superposition and the ’Master
Curving’ process - Revisited
The notation for the complex stiffness E ∗ (ω) was already introduced in Sec. 2.4.3.6. At this
point it is worth noting, that the Storage and Loss modulus can be formulated as an inner
product. For the Storage and Loss modulus this reads:
T
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where the Êk are the coordinates (summarized in the coordinate vector G) and the b0 k = 1+ω2 τk 2
k
ω τk
(summarized in the Storage basis vector B0 ) respectively b00 k = 1+ω
2 τ 2 (summarized in the Loss
k
basis vector B00 ) are the basis functions. This inner product representation will be used in Sec. 5.4
to define a regression problem. A special focus shall now be laid on the ’influence lengths’ of the
basis functions of the storage and loss moduli as this is the core for the later deduction of the
’stiffness’ matrix of the ’GUSTL’ methodology. The influence length describes the numbers of
frequency decades over which a single Maxwell element influences the behaviour of storage and
loss modulus. Without loss of generality lets consider the following 5 Maxwell elements with
parameters θ = [E; Ê1 ; τ1 ] = [0; k; 10−5−k ] with k ∈ {1, ..., 5}. The storage and loss moduli for
each of these 5 Maxwell elements are given in the following two figures:

E 0 (ω) [M P a]

6

4

b01
b02
b03
b04
b05

2

0
1e+03 1e+04 1e+05 1e+06 1e+07 1e+08 1e+09 1e+10 1e+11 1e+12 1e+13 1e+14
ω [Hz]

Figure 5.1: Influence length of the basis functions of the Storage modulus b0 k
It is important to note the following things with respect to the real and imaginary part of a
complex modulus:
• the Storage modulus E 0 (ω) is a non–decreasing function of the frequency over the whole
ω domain,
• if the frequency ω reaches

1
τk ,

the contribution of the k−th Maxwell element to the Storage

and Loss modulus is 0.5 · Êk .
The first statement can be shown by taking the first derivative of E 0 w.r.t. ω and evaluating it
over the whole ω domain. The second statement for the Storage modulus E 0 can be proven by
evaluating E 0 (ω = τ1k ) as well as the loss modulus E 00 (ω = τ1k ). At this point only a qualitative
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E 00 (ω) [M P a]
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Figure 5.2: Influence length of the basis functions of the Loss modulus b00 k
study of the interdependence of the single Maxwell elements between each other and on the
whole Prony–series is done by using Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2. A further quantification is done in
Sec. 5.4. For the Storage modulus the main behaviour of a single Maxwell element happens
within two decades. The contribution of a single Maxwell element is zero until one decade
before its characteristic relaxation frequency ω
ek = τ1k and constantly Êk one decade after its
characteristic relaxation frequency ω
ek (the single Maxwell element is therefore band limited in
Êk over the whole ω domain), cf. Fig. 5.1. This will later explain the lower–triangular structure
of the ’stiffness’ matrix resulting from the Storage modulus. For the Loss modulus the main
behaviour of a single Maxwell element happens within four decades, when a numerical precision
of 0,2·10−2 is considered. The contribution of a single Maxwell element is almost zero (in terms of
numerical precision) until two decades before and two decades after its characteristic relaxation
frequency ω
ek , cf. Fig. 5.2. The single Maxwell element is therefore (numerically) band limited
in ω. This later explains the band–structure of the ’stiffness’ matrix resulting from the Loss
modulus. Based on this knowledge, in section 5.4 the ’stiffness’ matrices for the Storage modulus
as well as the Loss modulus are deduced and combined with the measurement data to form a
system of linear equations, which is solved using a non–negative least–squares approach.

5.2.1 Time Temperature Superposition Principle and the ’Master
Curving’ process - The Incremental Case
As already explained in Sec. 2.4.5, viscoelastic material properties of polymers strongly depend
on the temperature. Through the use of the principle of Time–Temperature–Superposition
a Master Curve can be constructed from subsequently obtained DMTA data within significantly shorter experimental time compared to relaxation or creep tests. Although the Time–
Temperature–Superposition–Principle (TTSP) seems to be rather simple, performing it on actual
measurement data in a numerical framework is a difficult task because of measurement errors
influencing the shift process. Within the original work ([182]) a MATLAB code was developed
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in which the Storage modulus curves for each measured temperature in the frequency domain
are fitted with a cubic spline function. The curve–fit has the constrains that it runs through the
first and the last data point. In the next step the overlapping on the Storage modulus axes of
0 (f ) is determined, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. The upper
two consecutive curves Ei0 (f ) and Ei+1
and lower boundaries of the overlapping are given by:
0
Eu0 = max(min(Ei0 (f )), min(Ei+1
(f )))

(5.3)

0
Eo0 = min(max(Ei0 (f )), max(Ei+1
(f )))

(5.4)

and

Using a spline–fit for the Storage modulus curves makes it possible to evaluate the inverse
function in order to receive the frequency co–domain of two consecutive curves within their
overlapping area:
fi = (Ei0 (f ))−1
(5.5)
and
0
fi+1 = (Ei+1
(f ))−1

(5.6)

0
Overlapping of Ei0 and Ei+1

0
Eo

Ei0

E 0 (f )

0
Ei+1

log(∂aT ,i )

0
Eu

f1

f2

f3

f4

f5

f6

f

Figure 5.3: Overlapping of two consecutive Storage modulus curves in the frequency domain

0
In order to shift a curve Ei+1
onto the i−th reference curve Ei0 the root–mean-square of the
horizontal distance between the two curves (which are sampled at N intermediate points) is
determined, which leads to an incremental shift factor:
v
u
N
u1 X
∂ log(aT i ) = t
(fi+1 − fi )2
(5.7)
N
i=1
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After this the vector of the total shift factor for each curve related to the curve of the reference
temperature ET ref needed to develop the master curve is governed by summing the incremental
shift factors as follows:
log(aT ) = −

nX
T −1
i=iT ref

iT ref −1

∂ log(aT (Ti , Ti+1 |Tref )) +

X

∂ log(aT (Ti , Ti+1 |Tref ))

(5.8)

i=1

where nT is the number of all measured temperatures T = [T1 , ...TiT ref , ..., TnT ] (in ascending
order) and iT ref is the index of the reference temperature. If the temperature regime of the
DMTA tests is conducted from high to low temperatures, the right-hand-side of Eq. 5.8 has
to be multiplied by −1. It should be noted that the extrapolation of the measured frequency
domain by developing Master Curves is only done by shifting the Storage modulus and the
governed shift factors are applied also on the Loss modulus. This can be done because Storage
and Loss modulus are real and imaginary part of a complex quantity and they are forming a
physical system for which causality is valid. Therefore, it is possible to express Storage and Loss
modulus through each other by a Hilbert transform (introduced in Sec. 2.4.4). The procedure
as described before is the incremental shifting procedure version of ’GUSTL’. It will be shown
in the remainder of this chapter, that the incremental shifting procedure can be replaced or
cancelled by the idea of a combined fit of the TTSP and the Prony series. The simultaneous fit
of TTSP and Prony series was up to now a great numerical effort, as many parameters have to
be fit to a data set through a highly nonlinear system of equations, which suffered from being
ill-conditioned, multimodal (i.e. many local minima) and sensitive to initial parameter values.
The basic methodology of ’GUSTL’ is deduced in the next sections and serves as a numerically
cheap method for the simultaneous fit of TTSP and Prony parameters.

5.3 Existing Methods from Literature and Delimitation of the own
Methodology
In literature different methods can be found regarding the estimation of the parameters of a
Prony–series representation of viscoelastic material behaviour. For fitting experimental data in
the frequency domain many researchers have proposed different methods, mainly upon least
squares approaches. The methods proposed so far can be categorized into methods with
Tikhonov regularization techniques ([114, 157]), maximum entropy methods ([113]), linear regression with regularization and additional constraints ([212]), nonlinear optimization methods
([30, 189]) and windowing methods ([312, 115, 116]). [245] compared some of the mentioned
methods. The difficulties of these methods lie in the ill-posed nature of the problem, which has
been discussed in detail by [156]. For reasons of brevity, solely two different methodologies are
discussed as role models for the unmentioned approaches. A collocation method was described
by [313] and the unregularized least squares approach was given by [189] (who was the first
applying it in the field of structural engineering).
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5.3.1 Method by Tschoegel
Tschoegel [313] suggests the basic methodology upon which the basic version of ’GUSTL’ was
built. The main difference between the method of [313] and the method proposed here is, that
in [313] the ’stiffness matrices’ for the Storage and Loss moduli are introduced separately and
without a physical interpretation of the influence length, as it is done in section 5.4.1. The main
ideas of the method are summarized in the following:
• Storage and Loss modulus are treated separately in a ’stiffness matrix’ for each part,
• the ’stiffness matrices’ for Storage and Loss modulus are square and therefore invertible
but the solution does not take into account measurement uncertainties through the right
hand side (vector of collected data),
• the solution of the system of linear equations is done without restrictions, thus negative
Ek are possible but do violate physical meanings,
• the fit is either in the Storage or the Loss modulus but not combined,
• there is no guidance for the complexity (number of elements) of the Prony–series coming
from the data at hand,
• the model complexity K is assumed to be an even number,
• the fit in the Storage modulus respects the scaling property
fit in the Loss modulus does not.

PK

b = E0 − E but the

k=1 Ek

5.3.2 Method by Kuntsche
Kuntsche [189] introduces a two–step procedure in which an initial set of parameters of the
Prony series is first estimated by a genetic algorithm. These parameters are then used as a start
vector in a global optimization in the second step. According to [189], the highly non–linear
optimization problem with several constraints can be simplified by fixing the relaxation times
which leads to a linear optimization problem. This can be done by choosing one single Maxwell
element for each decade in the frequency domain. Therefore, the unknown model parameters
can be reduced from 2 n + 1 to n + 1, where n is the number of frequency decades. The essential
steps within the procedure developed by [189] are summarized in the following:
• reducing the number of unknown parameters by choosing the number of Maxwell–Elements
(one element for each frequency decade to be described) and therefore fixing the relaxation
times,
• guess of an initial set of parameters by using a genetic algorithm (random),
• starting a global optimization by minimizing the objective function
f =

m
P

e 0 (ωj )))2 + 10 · (log(E 00 (ωj )) − log(E
e 00 (ωj )))2 ],
[(log(E 0 (ωj )) − log(E

j=1

which is the error sum of squares between model and experimental data.
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5.3.3 Method ’GUSTL’
Here a brief statement on the commons and differences of the basic version of the method
’GUSTL’ in comparison to the existing methods is given:
• Storage and Loss modulus are treated simultaneously by combining the ’stiffness matrices’ for each part in a ’global stiffness matrices’ (thus the information of the Storage and
the Loss part are both considered),
• in contrast to [313] the ’global stiffness matrix’ considers both, the Storage and the
Loss modulus and is thus not square anymore, hence a nonnegative least–squares solution
algorithm is used to enforce physical meaningfulness of the obtained results,
• at this stage ’GUSTL’ does not take into account measurement uncertainties through the
right hand side (vector of collected data) but will do in Sec. 5.4.2,
• at this stage ’GUSTL’ does also not present a guidance for the complexity (number of
elements) for the complexity K of the Prony series coming from the data at hand but will
do in Sec. 5.4.2,
• the model complexity K can be chosen arbitrarily even or odd,
• the fit of the Prony series by ’GUSTL’ respects the scaling property
in both, the Storage and the Loss modulus,

PK

b = E0 − E

k=1 Ek

• in contrast to [189] ’GUSTL’ is way faster (in terms of wall-clock time) than the two stage
procedure. ’GUSTL’ needs only seconds while the method by Kuntsche [189] needs several
hours. Furthermore the estimation of the Prony–series by ’GUSTL’ can be used as a good
initial guess for the second step (global search optimization) avoiding the time-consuming
use of a genetic algorithm (which moreover treats the problem as a random one without
taking into account the physical meanings).

5.4 Deduction of the method ’GUSTL’
This section presents a fast and accurate method of either determining the Prony–series in one
step or to provide a good initial point for further (non–linear) Least–Squares solver (as in the
case of the simultaneous fit of TTSP and Prony-parameters). According to [156] the (non–linear)
Least-Squares problem suffers from:
• being ill–conditioned,
• solution may be a local minimum,
• huge numerical effort to obtain the global minimum (is in general not guaranteed to be
found).
In order to cope with the problems mentioned before, it has to be pointed out, that in the case
of fitting a Prony series to the data, this is not a problem of ’pure regression’ as there is some
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physics behind the data, which restrict the solution space of the problem. In Sec. 5.4.1 therefore
some considerations on the influence lengths of a single Maxwell element in the Storage and
Loss modulus were made. At this point, it is strongly emphasized, that the proposed method
’GUSTL’ is a collocation method, which uses a numerical method considering the physically
sensible restrictions of the problem structure. The main properties are:
• derivation of ’stiffness matrices’ for the Storage and Loss modulus, which take into account
the mutual influence of the Maxwell elements,
• combining the collocations for the Storage and Loss modulus parts into one ’global stiffness
matrix’ Kglobal of the whole fitting process,
• solving the resulting system of linear equations numerically by a non–negative Least–
Squares routine.

5.4.1 Basic Assumptions and Systematology
The deduction for ’GUSTL’ is in general applicable to all response functions and is in principle
a collocation method such as those suggested by [313]. Hence, it is stuck to the nomenclature
introduced and adapted by [313] as this was the basis for the following. With ’GUSTL’ a system
of linear equations is derived, which possesses the following form:


 0
K Store
Ẽ (ω)
− − −−



 h i − − −−
h i h i



 00
Kglobal · G = Ẽ ⇔  K Loss  · G =  Ẽ (ω) 




− − −−
− − −−


1

(5.9)

Ẽ0 − Ẽ

The last line in Eq. (5.9) is introduced in the ’global stiffness matrix’ to enforce the satisfaction
P
b
of the scaling K
k=1 Ek = E0 − E.
It is supposed in this basic version of ’GUSTL’, that the raw experimental observations have
been shifted to a suitably smooth Master Curve in the Storage modulus and are made at steps
logarithmic equally spaced frequency scale. The task now is to obtain a generalized Maxwell
model of complexity K. The data thus are gathered at
ωj = 10m+j ,

j=

ωf in − ωstart
K

(5.10)

The beginning of the ω–axis is at ωstart = 10m where the first observation is made and it ends
at ωf in = 10m+K . The index notation of Eq. (5.9) reads:


 0

Ẽ (ωj )
KStore,jk


 − − −− 
 h i − − −−

 b
 00


 KLoss,jk  · Ek =  Ẽ (ωj ) 




− − −−
 − − −− 
1
Ẽ0 − Ẽ
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[313] cites Schapery which has introduced a relation of the relaxation times τk , to the frequencies
ωk through the equation:
ωk =

1
1
=
,
a · τk
a · 10m+k

k=

ωf in − ωstart
K

(5.12)

[313] mentions, that a is a proportionality constant, which has to be chosen in a ’suitable way’ but
leaves the choice open and gives the hint, that for different values of a different sets of G’s are
obtained, so that the choice is somehow ’arbitrary’. [313] sets a = 1 in his considerations.
At this point it should be mentioned, that the authors understanding of the parameter a is,
that a is not arbitrary but can be interpreted as the horizontal shift factor aT (T ) when dealing
with the raw data, which are collected at the same test frequencies for different temperatures. A
method of incorporating the shift–procedure in ’GUSTL’ based on this interpretation is deduced
in Sec. 5.4.2 of this thesis. For the method ’GUSTL’ as presented in the original paper considers
a = 1, as the Master Curve is already constructed according to Sec. 5.2.1.

5.4.1.1 Derivation of the ’Stiffness Matrix’ for the Storage Modulus: KStore
The ’stiffness matrix’ for the Storage modulus KStore can be directly obtained by evaluating the
basis functions of the Storage modulus b0 k . It possesses the form:
KStore,jk =

1
1+

ωk2
ωj2

=

1
1 + a2 100k−j

(5.13)

An alternative way of construction in case of one Maxwell element per decade can be achieved
directly from the considerations in 5.4.1 about the influence lengths using a lower triangular
matrix, cf. Fig 5.4. Here the MATLAB code is provided for this (including the scaling condition):
K s t o r e= t r i l ( o n e s (N,N) , −2)+ d i a g ( o n e s (N, 1 ) ) . ∗ 0 . 5 ;

P
b
The scaling condition K
k=1 Ek = E0 − E introduces an extra line with ones into KStore , this
line is shifted to the very last line in the ’global stiffness matrix’ Kglobal . For K = 6 the ’stiffness
matrix’ for the Storage modulus KStore becomes:













0.500
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.000
0.500
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.000
0.000
0.500
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.500
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.500
1.000
1.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.500
1.000














(5.14)

The structure of the ’stiffness matrix’ for the Storage modulus KStore is visualized in the following
figure for K = 20:
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Figure 5.4: Principal matrix structure for KStore

5.4.1.2 Derivation of the ’Stiffness Matrix’ for the Loss Modulus KLoss
The ’stiffness matrix’ for the Loss modulus KLoss can also be directly obtained by evaluating
the basis functions of the Loss modulus b00 k . It possesses the form:
KLoss,jk =

ωk
ωj

1
+

ωj
ωk

=

a10k−j

1
+ a1 10j−k

(5.15)

An alternative way of construction in case of one Maxwell element per decade can be achieved
directly from the considerations in Sec. 5.4.1 about the influence lengths using a pentadiagonal
or heptdiagonal matrix, cf. Fig 5.5. Here we present the MATLAB code for the heptdiagonal
case (when choosing the numerical precision to be 1/1000):
K l o s s=z e r o s (N,N ) ;
K l o s s=d i a g ( o n e s (N, 1 ) ) . ∗ 0 . 5 + . . .
d i a g ( o n e s (N−1 ,1) , −1).∗1/10 + d i a g ( o n e s (N− 1 , 1 ) , + 1 ) . ∗ 1 / 1 0 + . . .
d i a g ( o n e s (N−2 ,1) , −2).∗1/100 + d i a g ( o n e s (N− 2 , 1 ) , + 2 ) . ∗ 1 / 1 0 0 + . . .
d i a g ( o n e s (N−3 ,1) , −3).∗1/1000 + d i a g ( o n e s (N− 3 , 1 ) , + 3 ) . ∗ 1 / 1 0 0 0 ;

For K = 6 the ’stiffness matrix’ for the Loss modulus KLoss becomes:

0.500
0.100

0.010


0.001

0.000
0.000

0.100
0.500
0.100
0.010
0.001
0.000

0.010
0.100
0.500
0.100
0.010
0.001

0.001
0.010
0.100
0.500
0.100
0.010

0.000
0.001
0.010
0.100
0.500
0.100


0.000
0.000

0.001


0.010

0.100
0.500

(5.16)

The structure of the ’stiffness matrix’ for the Loss modulus KLoss is visualized for K = 20 in
the following figure:
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Figure 5.5: Principal matrix structure for KLoss

5.4.1.3 Construction of the ’Global Stiffness Matrix’Kglobal
The assembling of the ’global stiffness matrix’ Kglobal is straight forward out of the two parts
KStore and KLoss :


K Store
− − −−




Kglobal =  K Loss 
(5.17)


− − −−
1
For K = 6 the ’global stiffness matrix’ Kglobal becomes:

0.500
1.000


1.000

1.000

1.000

 1.000


 0.500

0.100

0.010


0.001

0.000

 0.000
h

0.000
0.500
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.100
0.500
0.100
0.010
0.001
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.500
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.010
0.100
0.500
0.100
0.010
0.001

0.000
0.000
0.100
0.500
1.000
1.000
0.001
0.010
0.100
0.500
0.100
0.010

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.500
1.000
0.000
0.001
0.010
0.100
0.500
0.100


0.000

0.000


0.000


0.000

0.000

0.500 


0.000 

0.000


0.001



0.010

0.100

0.500i 


(5.18)

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

5.4.1.4 Derivation of the ’Right Hand Side’: Ẽ
The ’right hand side’ is mainly the vector of the measured data in the Storage and Loss Modulus
P
b
at the frequencies ωj and in the last line the incorporation of the constraint K
k=1 Ek = E0 − E.
This scaling constraint indeed can be solely be derived from the Storage modulus as there exist
(theoretically) limits in the absolute values of the Storage Modulus, namely limω→0 E 0 (ω) = E
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and limω→∞ E 0 (ω) = E0 . Thus the ’right hand side’ reads:

Ẽ 0 (ωj )
− − −−


 00

Ẽ
(ω
)

j 


− − −−
Ẽ0 − Ẽ


(5.19)

Alternatively one migth use the normalized version of Eq. (5.19):

 0
Ẽ (ωj )

 Ẽ0 −Ẽ 
− − −−


 Ẽ 00 (ωj ) 


 Ẽ0 −Ẽ 


− − −−
1

(5.20)

In the general case it is only possible to guess Ẽ0 and Ẽ from the Master Curve of the Storage
modulus. The solution for the coefficient vector G can highly be affected by this guess as it may
be contaminated by measurement noise.

5.4.1.5 The non–negative Least Squares Algorithm

Due to the physical meaning of the entries of the coefficient vector G a non–negativity constraint
has to be introduced in the solution process of the system of linear equations (cf. Eq. (5.9)). In
mathematical optimization, this problem is known as the ’non–negative least squares (NNLS)’,
which is a constrained version of the (ordinary) least squares problem. Here the entries of the
coefficient vector G are not allowed to become negative. Formally, it is intended to find a
solution of the problem:
argmin Kglobal · G − Ẽ
(5.21)
2

G

subject to
G≥0

(5.22)

In the context of the examples in the latter the MATLAB built–in solver ’lsqnonneg’ is used,
which uses the algorithm described in [308]. According to [308], the algorithm consists of a main
loop and an inner loop. The algorithm starts with a set of possible basis vectors (positive entries)
and computes the associated dual vector λ. It then selects the basis vector corresponding to the
maximum value in lambda to swap it out of the basis in exchange for another possible candidate.
This continues until λ ≤ 0. This problem always has a solution but it is non-unique if the rank
of Kglobal is less than complexity K. According to [308] it can be proved that this algorithm
converges in a finite number of iterations.
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5.4.1.6 Solution Algorithm
The solution procedure is explained in principle by the following algorithm flowchart
Algorithm 1 GUSTL algorithm
1: K ← complexity of the Generalized Maxwell Model
2: Building of KStore :
1
1
= 1+a2 100
3: KStore,jk =
k−j
ω2
1+a2

k
ω2
j

Building of KLoss :
5: KLoss,jk = ωk 1 1 ωj =
4:

aω +a ω
j

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

k

1
a10k−j + a1 10j−k

Assembling of Kglobal :
Kglobal = [[KStore ; KLoss ]; ones(1, K)];
Assembling of Right Hand Side:
dataE = [dataE,Store ; dataE,Loss ; (E0 − E)]/(E0 − E);
Solution:
G ← Kglobal · G = dataE
solved by non–negative least squares, cf. ([308]);

5.4.2 Extensions of ’GUSTL’
Within this section, different extensions of the originally published version of ’GUSTL’ are presented. A general overview on the current level of development of the ’GUSTL’ framework
is given in Fig. 5.6, where the connections to other functionalities and applications are highlighted. Note, that the symbol ∨ represents the logical operation exclusive or, the directions
of the arrows indicate the direction of information flow and the abbreviations have meaning:
GMM = Generalized Maxwell Model, FGMM = Fractional Generalized Maxwell Model, UQ =
uncertainty quantification, ARD = automated relevance detection, SQE = squared error function, TTSP = Time Temperature Superposition Principle. To one end, the incorporation of
the fractional Generalized Maxwell Model, which also allows an inner product representation,
is the first enhancement. Furthermore, the Bayesian reformulation of ’GUSTL’ is introduced
and combined with the ARD method from ML in order to obtain a as sparse as possible Prony
series under consideration of the information captured by the data. The Bayesian reformulation
further allows consistent uncertainty quantification. All the aforementioned functionalities can
be applied to a a-priori generated Master Curve (symbolized by the green rectangle with mark
1).
For a ’monolithic’ Master Curving Process, in a wider context, either ’GUSTL’ alone or the
whole functionality given by 1 in Fig. 5.6 can be connected to a SQE-function to allow a simultaneous estimation of the TTSP as well as the Prony series parameters. It then is necessary to
couple the SQE function with a TTSP function as shown in Fig. 5.6. ’GUSTL’ is highly useful
for this simultaneous calibration as (in comparison to other / former non-linear optimization
approaches), the numerical stability is good as well as the wall-clock time is very low in the
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order of seconds. Within this section, the theoretical deductions are given, the application to
DMTA data is shown in Sec. 6.

Figure 5.6: General overview on the developed ’GUSTL’ framework

5.4.2.1 Fractional Viscoelasticity Extension of ’GUSTL’
In Sec. 2.5.2, the Fractional Generalized Maxwell Model (FGMM) was introduced. At first
it should be noted, that in analogy to Sec. 5.2, for the FGMM it is possible, to reformulate
Eq. (2.207) and Eq. (2.206) as an inner product:

 T 
1
E

(ωτ1 )2α1 +(ωτ1 )α1 cos(πα1 /2)
  

 Ê1  
1+(ωτ1 )2α1 +2(ωτ1 )α1 cos(πα1 /2) 

0


E (ω) =  .  · 
(5.23)
 =< G, B0 >
..
.


.
 .  

(ωτK )2αK +(ωτK )αK cos(παK /2)
ÊK
2αK
αK
1+(ωτK )

T
E
 
 Ê1 
00

E (ω) = 
 .. 
 . 


ÊK




·



+2(ωτK )

cos(παK /2)

0
(ωτ1 )α1 sin(πα1 /2)
1+(ωτ1 )2α1 +2(ωτ1 )α1 cos(πα1 /2)

..
.

(ωτK )αK sin(παK /2)
1+(ωτK )2αK +2(ωτK )αK cos(παK /2)




 =< G, B00 >



(5.24)

where the Êk are the coordinates (summarized in the coordinate vector G) and the b0 k =
(ωτk )2αk +(ωτk )αk cos(παk /2)
(summarized in the Storage basis vector B0 ) respectively b00 k =
1+(ωτ )2αk +2(ωτ )αk cos(πα /2)
k

k

k

(ωτk )αk sin(παk /2)
1+(ωτk )2αk +2(ωτk )αk cos(παk /2)

(summarized in the Loss basis vector B00 ) are the basis functions.
Thus the aforementioned procedure of ’GUSTL’ can be used without change except for now
using different base vectors b0 k and b00 k .
The ’influence lengths’ of the basis functions of the Storage and Loss moduli of the FGMM
are now investigated analogously to Sec. 5.2. Without loss of generality this time one
fractional Maxwell element with parameters θ = [E; Ê1 ; τ1 ; α1 ] = [0; 1; 1; k] with k ∈
{1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.2, 0} is considered. The Storage and Loss moduli for each fractional differential order is given in Fig. 5.7:
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1

E 0 (ω) [M P a]
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(a) Influence length of the basis functions of the Storage modulus b0 k
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(b) Influence length of the basis functions of the Loss modulus b00 k

Figure 5.7: Influence length of the basis functions of the Storage (a) and Loss (b) modulus of
a fractional Maxwell element for different orders of the fractional derivative α

Interestingly, the following observations coincide with the findings of a Generalized Maxwell
Model (GMM) with respect to the real and imaginary part of a complex modulus:
• the storage modulus E 0 (ω) is a non–decreasing function of the frequency over the whole ω
domain,
• if the frequency ω reaches

1
τk ,

the contribution of the k−th Maxwell element to the Storage

modulus is 0.5 · Êk .
The first statement can be shown by taking the first derivative of E 0 w.r.t. ω and evaluating it
over the whole ω domain. The second statement for the Storage modulus E 0 can be proven by
evaluating E 0 (ω = τ1k ) as well as the Loss modulus E 00 (ω = τ1k ). In contrast to the behaviour
of the Loss modulus of a GMM (where the contribution of the k−th Maxwell element to the
Loss modulus is 0.5 · Êk ), the Loss modulus reaches a peak when the frequency ω reaches τ1k ,
but the contribution is no longer 0.5 · Êk . Considering the influence lengths, for a FGMM it
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can be obtained, that the lower the fractional derivative order, the broader the influence length
(i.e. the more decades are contributed with non-zero values of Storage and Loss modulus), cf.
Fig. 5.7b. In contrast to that, for the Storage modulus of a GMM, the main behaviour of a
single Maxwell element happens within two decades. For the FGMM Loss modulus, the main
behaviour of a single Maxwell element happens within four to ten decades in dependence on
the fractional order of the derivative, cf. Fig. 5.7b. The single Fractional Maxwell element is
therefore also (numerically) band limited in ω. The principle structures of the stiffness matrices
as described in Sec. 5.4.1.1 are thus also valid for the fractional case.

5.4.2.2 Bayesian Problem Reformulation
In order to be able to quantify uncertainties in the processes of the material model building
a Bayesian reformulation (cf. Sec. 4.2.2) of the ’GUSTL’ process is incorporated, parts of the
following deductions were prepublished by the author in [185]. The ’prior’ of the model parameters p(θ) includes all information about the model parameters before seeing data, whereas the
’posterior’ of the model parameters (θ|D) ’updated’ this prior belief over the model parameters
based on the information coming from the data. The Likelihood function L is the mathematical model M used to describe, where the data D come from when having at hand the model
parameters θ. In case of ’GUSTL’, the model parameters are the coordinates: θ = G. A prior
probability has to be introduced for the coordinates G. A special choice of the prior (cf. [42])
is given by a Gaussian distribution of the form:
p(G) = N (G|m0 , S0 )

(5.25)

having mean m0 and covariance S0 . The choice of a Gaussian form for the prior is motivated
from obtaining an analytically tractable posterior as the Likelihood is assumed to be also of
Gaussian form (SQE assumption, cf. Sec. 4.2.2). The posterior distribution over G then reads:

where:

p(G|D) = N (G|mN , SN )

(5.26)

m0 + βΦT d
mN = SN S−1
0

(5.27)

S−1
=
N

S−1
+ βΦT Φ
0

There can be also used another ML inspired ARD prior of the form:
p(G|α) = N (G|0, α−1 I)

(5.28)

which is a zero–mean, isotropic Gaussian, governed by a single precision parameter α, cf.
Sec. 4.2.2.1.1. This prior can introduce sparseness in the coefficient vector G if data do not
support single entries and thus controls the model complexity K. The posterior distribution
over G under consideration of Eq. (5.28) then reads:
p(G|D) = N (G|mN , SN )
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where:
mN =

βSN ΦT d

(5.30)

S−1
= α−1 I + βΦT Φ
N

which is a regularized version of the ’classical’ SSE function (as was used by [189]). The regularization term is λ = α/β. Note, that in these equations Φ was used as the representation of a
general basis vector. In the case under investigation,Φ can be specified to the basis vectors b0 k
or b00 k respectively.
Finally, a true ARD prior as specified in Sec. 4.2.2.1.1 could be defined by the form:

 τ
|A|1/2 ba00 D/2+a0 −1
P(G, τ |α) = N (G|0, (τ A) ) Gam(τ |a0 , b0 ) = √
τ
exp − (GT A G + 2b0 )
2
2π Γ(a0 )
(5.31)
as introduced in Sec. 4.2.2.1.1. This prior introduces sparseness by ’switching on and off’ basis
vectors in dependence of data support (in fact, in each iteration, the precisions (τ A)−1 are
updated according to the data). This also controls model complexity K. The posterior distribution over G under consideration of Eq. (5.31) cannot be given in analytically exact manner as
stated in Sec. 4.2.2.1.1. Either a MCMC method could be applied or the variational approach
as presented in Sec. 4.2.2.1.1 can be used. Within this thesis, the variational as well as MCMC
approach is implemented in MATLAB for reasons of tractability. For the variational case the
formulas for the posterior were already deduced in Eqs. (4.18) - (4.20). The application of the
aforementioned methods to experimental data will be shown in Sec. 6.
−1

5.4.2.3 Simultaneous Estimation of Prony-Series and TTSP Parameters
Within this section, the considerations and the deductions for the simultaneous estimation of
Prony series and TTSP parameters are explained as this is the basis for the MATLAB implementation as shown in Fig. 5.6. The connection of ’GUSTL’ with the TTSP function is given via
the basis vectors b0 k and respectively b00 k and the temperature shift factor aT (ω, T ) as given by
Eq. (2.173). For reasons of clarity, Eq. (2.173) is reformulated at this point for the Prony series
for the shear modulus (with residual stiffness at infinite time of G∞ and hence parameters of
θProny = (G∞ , G1 , ..., GK , τ1 , ..., τK )) and the temperature-shift-factor aT (T ) acc. to a specific
TTSP with parameters θTTSP :

G(ω) = G∞ +

K
X
k=1
0

Ĝk

aT (T )2 ω 2 τk,T ref 2
2

1 + aT (T ) ω 2 τk,T ref 2

+i

K
X
k=1

Ĝk

aT (T ) ω τk,T ref
1 + aT (T )2 ω 2 τk,T ref 2

(5.32)

00

=< G, B (T) > + < G, B (T) >
This means, that changing the temperature leads to a tuning of the basis vectors through the
TTSP. For the simultaneous fitting, the question w.r.t. the choice of a proper loss function
(i.e. the mathematical measure of the distance between data and model prediction) arises. This
will be discussed in short within the next subsection. Finally, some important details of the
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conceptual procedure as well as the MATLAB implementation are highlighted in the remainder
of this section.

5.4.2.3.1 Parameter Transform and Choice of Loss Function In Sec. 4.2.2, a specific form
of a mathematical loss function for measuring the distance between model prediction and data
was given in Eq. (4.8). Acc. to [38], a general mathematical minimization problem can be
formulated:
N
X
L=
f (M i (θ) − E i )
(5.33)
i=1

where θ is the vector of material parameters to optimize, N is the number of experimental
data sets, f (·) is a function to calculate the distance of model prediction and data (i.e. the
loss function or ’error’), M i (θ) is the model prediction of an experimental data set i, E i is the
experimental data set i. This formulation is also called a nonlinear programming problem, which
needs to be solved once for each material. In order to solve this non-linear optimization problem,
three tasks have to be addressed:
1. determining good initial material parameters
2. select an appropriate error measure, i.e. (loss) function f (·)
3. use an appropriate non-linear optimization solver
There exist two most common approaches in literature for finding a good initial guess for the
parameter vector θ. On the one hand, Monte Carlo methods (as described in Sec. 4.2.2.1.2) could
be used and on the other hand, having prior knowledge of the material parameters of similar
materials is typically the best way to construct a good set of initial material parameters, [38].
Note, that these two raised points coincide perfectly with the Bayesian approach and were in the
past implicitly applied by different authors without explicitly seeing the connection. When the
material model has been used to simulate an experimental test, in the next step the evaluation
of the distance of the ’error’ of the model predictions to the test data has to be carried out.
In [38, 60, 189] different functional forms for the loss function f (·) (cf. Eq. (5.33)) in a solid
polymer context are discussed:
• Normalized Root-Mean
Square Difference:
p
p
pred
exp
f (y
, y ) = < (ypred − yexp )2 >/ < (yexp )2 >
• Normalized Mean Absolute Difference:
f (ypred , yexp ) =< |ypred − yexp | > / < |yexp | >
• Coefficient of Determination R2 :
P
P
f (ypred , yexp ) = 1 − ni=1 (yipred − yiexp )2 / ni=1 (yiexp − < yexp >)|
where < · > is the expectation operator defined in Sec. 4.2.1.1.2 (here it is the arithmetic
mean). In the context of modelling DMTA data and the Prony series, ypred as well as yexp
consist of predictions and respectively data of Storage and Loss moduli as well. It is important
to note, that all of the mentioned equations are normalized in order to give equal weights to
experimental data with different magnitudes. In contrast to that, the likelihood function given
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in Eq. (4.10) in Sec. 4.2.2 does not account apriori for normalisation as the squared difference
of model prediction and data is investigated. Furthermore, the loss function used by [189] in
the context of fitting DMTA data to the Prony series was not normalized. [60] presents an
interesting loss function with a geometric interpretation:
From mathematics it is known, that any parametrized curve can be reparametrized by its arc
length. If now two measurable quantities are dependent on two independent variables (here time
and temperature t, T ) and they obey a superposition, then for data of dynamic moduli it can
be written:
s
s
2





Z log G0
N
−1
00
X
G0a+1 2
G00a+1 2
∂ log G
0
l − lmin =
log
1+
d(log
G
)
≈
+
log
(5.34)
∂ log G0
G0a
G00a
log G0min
a=1

where dynamic moduli at different frequencies and temperatures are sorted in the order of
ascending Storage modulus because Storage modulus is an increasing function of frequency.
The arc-length idea is graphically given in Fig. 5.8, where the case of a bad choice of shift
factor leads to a non-smooth Master Curve (cf. Fig. 5.8a) while good shift factors lead to
a smooth Master Curve (cf. Fig. 5.8b). Interestingly, this suggestion for a loss function is

(a) Arc-Length and shift for unacceptable guess of shift
factors

(b) Arc-Length and shift for acceptable guess of shift
factors

Figure 5.8: Arc-Length method for the shift, from [60].
on the one hand normalized in both, Storage and Loss modulus and thus gives equal weight
to each data - prediction pair and on the other hand it works with the log-transform of the

data, i.e. numerical magnitudes of the data do no longer vary in the scale 10−3 : 103 [M P a]
but in (−3 : 3) [log M P a]. [155] suggested a non-linear regression problem for TTSP with the
same logarithmic parameter transform. Besides similar numerical order of magnitude, working
with the log-data scale prevents the occurrence of negative values and thus guarantees physical
meaningfulness of the material parameters θ. The incorporation of the log-transformed dynamic
moduli data within the Bayesian context in Eq. (4.10) is simple as one can use ỹt0 = log G0t
with yt0 (θ) = log G0pred and respectively ỹt00 = log G00t with yt00 (θ) = log G00pred . In the context
of this thesis, all mentioned loss functions are implemented in the MATLAB function SQE (as
graphically given in Fig. 5.6) for the combined estimation of Prony series and TTSP parameters.
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5 Generalized Collocation Method Using Stiffness Matrices in the Context of the Theory of
Linear Viscoelasticity (’GUSTL’)
In Sec. 6, the influence of different loss function on the master curve under the same data set is
investigated.

5.4.2.3.2 Solution Algorithm While the interconnections of the different functions involved in
the simultaneous estimation of the TTSP and Prony series parameters were already graphically
given in Fig. 5.6, this short subsection explains in principle the solution procedure by the following algorithm flowchart A sequential optimization is set up for the simultaneous estimation

(a) Schematic Flowchart

(b) Schematic Update Behaviour

Figure 5.9: Schematic flowchart (a) and update behaviour (b) of the ’monolithic’ Master Curving via ’GUSTL’
of the Prony series and TTSP parameters. The flowchart given in Fig. 5.9a together with the
overview on the ’GUSTL’ framework as shown in Fig. 5.6 allows a ’monolitic’ Master Curving
process as it enables a simultaneous estimation of the TTSP and Prony series parameters for
the dataset under investigation. As the parameter spaces for the TTSP model as well as the
Prony series are greater than three, it is not possible to actually give a picture of the update
behaviour of GUSTL, instead a schematic view is depicted in Fig. 5.9b.

5.5 Summary
In this section, it was deduced a fast and accurate collocation method called ’GUSTL’ in order to
estimate the coefficients G of the Prony series for a generalized Maxwell model of complexity K
when having at hand data coming from DMA tests or to provide at least a sensible starting point
to further least–squares algorithms for determining final coefficients of the Prony series. This
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deduction was originally published in [182]. It was investigated the structure of the ’stiffness
matrices’ of the Storage and Loss modulus and motivated this by inspection of the ’influence
lengths’ of a single Maxwell element. The main advantages such as numerical efficiency etc.
over existing methods have been highlighted. The applicability of the method against examples
from state–of–the–art research in structural glass engineering will be highlighted in Sec. 6.
Furthermore, within this thesis several enhancements of the basic methodology were derived: the
incorporation of fractional viscoelasticity, the Bayesian reformulation with automated relevance
detection in order to provide data-induced sparsity and finally the simultaneous estimation of
the TTSP as well as the Prony series parameters.
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6 Bayesian Framework for the Parameter
Identification of Hyper-Viscoelastic Material
Models for Polymeric Interlayers of
Laminated Glass
A lot of research did take place in the past years within the characterisation of the load bearing
behaviour of laminated glasses in the intact and post-fractured state and especially the polymeric interlayers due to their strong time- and temperature dependent mechanical behaviour.
Most of the research was concerned with obtaining experimental results, the main literature
sources were already mentioned in Sec. 1.3. Despite this rich experimental data base uncertainty quantification issues and respectively suggestions for partial safety factors for considering
the variation of the shear transfer in laminated glasses were hardly investigated. Only [273, 325]
denote one small section to this topic. Both deductions of the interlayer stiffnesses were not
embedded in a probabilistic setting but were rather computed under negligence of uncertain
parameters or available statistics from the test specimen themselves (e.g. statistics on the mechanical and geometrical properties). Thus based on the ideas of the Bayesian approach of
uncertainty quantification within this chapter a synopsis of experimental and theoretical considerations for estimating interlayer material properties is presented. This chapter thus serves
for providing a Machine Learning inspired Bayesian framework for the parameter identification
of hyper-viscoelastic material models for polymeric laminated glass interlayers. In order to not
exaggerate the breadth of this thesis just two interlayer polymers are highlighted: a standard
polyvinyl butyral (PVB) and a ethylene-vinyl-acetate copolymer (EVA). The framework itself
is not restricted to these two materials but can rather be applied to any polymer, where special
emphasis shall be given to the methodical incorporation of as many sources of information as
possible (which in the authors belief is in the utmost accordance with Bayesian thinking).

6.1 Methodology of the Framework
In the middle of Fig. 6.1, the material model (Generalized Maxwell Model with hyperelastic
spring G∞ ) to infer within this section is depicted, where the red background marks the quasistatic stiffness (G∞ ) and the blue background marks the time- and temperature dependent
stiffness contribution. Small-scale specimen are given on the left and large-scale specimen on
the right hand sides of Fig. 6.1 together with the naming of the dimensions. These specimen will
in the latter of this section be used to infer the parameters of both hyperelastic and viscoelastic
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Figure 6.1: Setup of the Material Parameter Identification and Uncertainty Quantification
Problem polymeric interlayers of glass laminates.

constitutive models, which are needed to characterise the thermomechanical interlayer behaviour
for the intact and post-fracture state of a glass laminate component.
As already introduced in Sec. 2.6, for finite strain viscoelasticity a time domain generalization
of the hyperelastic strain energy function is commonly implemented and the Prony series term
acts similarly as a dimensionless scaling factor. This section contributes to infer the parameters
of Eq. (6.1).
Z
σ(t) = σhyper ((t)) −

t

ṙ(t − τ )σhyper ((τ )) d τ

(6.1)

0

The experimental investigation of different types of interlayers is vital for the mechanical model
building under the purpose of numerically computing and designing laminated glass. On the one
hand, the results point towards a certain theory in favour of hyperelasticity or viscoelasticity or
on the other hand settle and/or improve the understanding of basic physical mechanisms such
as the crystallisation of EVA at about 40◦ C. This chapter introduces to and summarizes the
conducted experimental work by the author in the context of this thesis and synthesises the
experimental data with constitutive models in a Bayesian manner as depicted in Fig. 6.2.
By considering the material parameter identification problem in a Bayesian setting, the deduction of Fig. 6.2 arises naturally. When interpreting the task of inferring the parameters of a
material model in the sense as introduced in Sec. 4.2.2, three parts have to be processed: gathering of as much as possible prior information, settlement of the likelihood in terms of defining
a loss function under consideration of the constitutive law and the collection of observations
(i.e. experimental data). For the specific task of inferring material parameters for polymeric
interlayers of laminated glass, the prior further can be specified as:
P(θ) = P(θgeometry )·P(θconditioning )·P(θthermalanalysis )·P(θinf rared )·P(θliterature )·P(θexistingdata )
(6.2)
Note, that by defining the prior this way no correlation of the different sources of prior information is assumed. If in a more general setting, this cannot be presumed, the introduction
of correlation is easily possible through definition of joint distributions of the correlated prior
information.
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Figure 6.2: Bayesian Framework for Material Parameter Inference for Polymeric Interlayers of
Laminated Glasses

Under the assumption, that the measured data (yhyperelastic , yviscoelastic ) are corrupted for
each observation with an additive independent and normally distributed error with variances
2
2
), the likelihood for N observed data D is specified as:
, σviscoelastic
(σhyperelastic
#!
"
1
1 SSEhyperelastic (θ) SSEviscoelastic (θ)
L(θ) =
+
exp −
(6.3)
2
2
(σhyperelastic · σviscoelastic )N
2
σhyperelastic
σviscoelastic
where SSEhyperelastic and SSEviscoelastic are the sum of square errors of the hyperelastic and
viscoelastic constitutive law. It is worth mentioning at this point, that this mathematical form
for the likelihood assumes two separate experimental data sources, i.e. data for the hyperelastic
material law are coming from another experiment than the data for the viscoelastic material
law. This is the case for obtaining experimental hyperelastic data from uni- and biaxial tensile
tests or shear tests while obtaining experimental viscoelastic data from DMTA or creep or
relaxation experiments. This is the way, the data were obtained within the context of this
thesis. On the other hand, one could imagine the conduction of experiments for hyperelasticity
at different temperatures and strain rates to obtain both data from the same test. In that case,
the observation noise would be the same for both datasets and the likelihood function Eq. (6.3)
has to be adapted for that case. The vector θ contains the material parameters of both, the
hyperelastic and viscoelastic constitutive law. For the SQE functions, all thoughts given in
Sec. 5.4.2.3 apply, especially the consideration of logarithmic data instead of the original data
for SSEviscoelastic .
In the following all three parts of the modelling framework are addressed, where the results are
presented and discussed.
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6.2 Collection of Prior Information

For the given task of inferring material parameters of a hyper-viscoelastic material law for polymeric laminated glass interlayers, the collection of prior information has to take into account the
different natures of prior information sources, which are data from (self-conducted) prior experiments, data reported in literature and expert knowledge. Incorporation of expert knowledge may
be hard to handle in a formal way, thus within this thesis data from prior experiments and data
reported in literature are considered. In Fig. 6.2 this is reflected by the nodes ’Specimen Geometry’, ’Hygrothermal Conditioning’, ’Thermal Analysis’, ’Infrared Spectroscopy’ and ’Existing
Experimental Data’, which are counted among the case of (self-conducted) prior experiments,
and the node ’Literature Review’, which obviously falls into the category of reported data in
literature, where the node ’Existing Experimental Data’ could also be seen in this category.
Compiling information from literature for the purposes of prior formulation is rather straightforward, when the parameters of interest are commonly available. After substantial assessment
and judging of the literature information the published parameters can be used, depending on
the type of parameter. If literature provides a point estimate, it can be treated as an estimator
for the mode of a hypothetical posterior distribution for that parameter. For the standard deviation of the estimate care should be taken to understand the meaning of the reported values and
if the values differ between the sources. If literature on the other hand provides the posterior
distribution of the parameters from an appropriate Bayesian analysis, these information can
be used directly. As most of the research of the past twenty years within the context of the
mechanical modelling of polymeric interlayers was mainly concerned with the description of the
shear transfer of PVB ([314, 294, 118, 174, 281, 273, 189]) more recent research also considered
EVA and further polymers ([180, 189]). To the best knowledge of the author just [180] published investigations other than mechanical properties on polymeric interlayers for laminated
glass prior to this thesis and its prepublications. With this, a significant and huge amount of
information on the properties of the interlayer polymer and potential sources of uncertainty is
disregarded as will be highlighted in the latter of this section.
Most of the existing literature on polymeric laminated glass interlayer characterisation can be
concerned as belonging to ’observations’ and the ’likelihood’ as test methods and results are
reported and some data fitting procedure was applied to a constitutive law of hyperelasticity or
viscoelasticity or both. At this point it should be noted, that existing experimental results can
also be interpreted as prior information on the current Bayesian material parameter inference
task as these data could be judged under certain criteria towards their usefulness and plausibility. From the literature review given in Sec. 1.3, generally three categories of experiments
can be distinguished: small / material scale tests (small interlayer-only specimen), small scale /
intermediate laminates tests (small laminate specimen) and large scale laminates tests (building
component size laminate specimen). In this thesis, small scale as well as large scale tests were
performed. Experiments on small scale specimen are based on standardised tests for plastics,
such as ISO 527, ISO 899 and ISO 6721 [98, 102, 100] or their US ASTM counterparts ASTM
D638, D2990, D4065 [20, 18, 66]. Experiments on large scale specimen are based on standardised
tests for plastics such as [86].
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Following the Bayesian framework for the material parameter inference for polymeric interlayers
of laminated glasses as presented in Fig. 6.2 in the remainder of this subsection six sources of prior
information on material behaviour of polymeric interlayers of laminated glasses are adressed.
Within the context of this thesis, one PVB-based interlayer (Trosifol BG, Kuraray) as well as
one EVA-based, cross linked interlayer (evguard, Folienwerk Wolfen GmbH) is investigated.

6.2.1 Prior Information on the Specimen Geometry
The evaluation of stiffness moduli as well as stress-strain-relations from experimental data is
vitally dependent on the exact determination and measurement of the specimen geometry before
conduction of the tests. A statistical treatment and evaluation of test specimen geometries for
polymeric interlayers as well as for laminated glass specimen has not yet been published. In order
to provide data and statistical models for further analyses, in the following two subsections, the
statistics of the interlayer only geometry as well as the laminated glass geometry for the typical
test specimen acc. to [86] are presented.

6.2.1.1 Prior Information on the Large Scale Specimen Geometry
In [86] the width and length of the large scale test specimen for the bending test are fixed to
b x L = 360 x 1100 mm2 , whereas the thickness of the glass plies as well as the interlayer
thickness is not prescribed. Typically, 6 mm glass plies are used together with interlayers of
thickness 0.76 mm or 1.52 mm. During the conduction of the tests for this thesis and beyond, the
geometry of a total of N = 114 float glass laminate test specimen with different PVB interlayers
was recorded, where 38 float glass laminates possessed the BG PVB interlayer. For the EVA
interlayer it was not possible to test large scale test specimen, thus this evaluation can just
be conducted for the PVB interlayer thickness, whereas the assessment for the float glass ply
thickness is seen to be valid in general.
A total amount of N = 228 individual float glass plies with nominal thickness of 6 mm were
evaluated w.r.t. their true thickness at four to six points per ply at 20 ◦C and 50% r.H.. All
specimen were conditioned for 24 hours. Afterwards, the thickness of the float glass plies were
measured with a ultrasonic thickness gauge by Sauter. For the float glass ply thickness t, the
obtained statistics is given in Tab. 6.1.
Inspecting the CDF F (t) in Fig. 6.3a allows several conclusions. On the one hand, the distribution of the glass thickness for the float glass is narrowed to the band from 5.8 to 5.9 mm.
Furthermore the CDF allows the extraction of the 5% quantile at t = 5.8 mm and the 95%
quantile at t = 5.9 mm. Computation of the coefficient of variation (CoV = st.dev./mean)
for the glass thickness data in Tab. 6.1 leads to CoV = 0.5%. This low CoV value indicates
a systematic thinning of the glass plies towards the allowed lower tolerance limit by the glass
producers. Interestingly, the 5% quantile at t = 5.8 mm meets the lowest acceptable glass ply
thickness acc. to DIN EN 572-2 [3].
The Burr Type XII, Normal, Logistic and t-Location-Scale distribution were chosen as candidate
probability distributions for modelling the glass thickness. The results of the evaluation of the
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Sample Statistics
tmin [mm]
5.78
tmax [mm]
5.98
tmean [mm]
5.84
st. dev. σt
0.03
skewness of t
1.66
kurtosis of t
7.74
0.089
0.461
Critical Value
2.494
0.35/0.71
Tolerance1
t1upper

Distribution
Parameter 1
Parameter 2
Parameter 3
AIC
BIC
LogLikelihood
K-S statistics
CvM statistics
A-D statistics
χ2 statistics2
6.20

Burr
5.823
595.1
0.4106
1005
1015
-500
0.14
0.67
3.50
43.4
t1nom

Normal
5.842
0.0316
933
940
-465
0.20
1.59
8.61
79.1
6.00

Logistic
5.839
0.0155
975
982
-486
0.16
0.82
4.78
38.1
t1lower

t-Location-Scale
5.837
0.0170
2.260
-1000
-1010
-497
0.15
0.71
4.15
23.9
5.80

Table 6.1: Statistical evaluation of the glass thickness for large-scale laminated float glass specimen
1

acc. to DIN EN 572-2

2

0.71 for the Normal distribution and 0.35 for all other distributions
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(a) Probability Density f (t) and Cumulative Distribution Function F (t) for the Glass Thickness t
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(b) Model evidence for different statistical distributions for the glass thickness t

Figure 6.3: Statistical evaluation of the glass thickness for large scale laminated glass specimen
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statistics of the data set as well as the fitting of different types of probability distributions leads
to the results in Tab. 6.1 as well as to the AIC and BIC factors given in Fig. 6.3b. The critical
value of the test statistics for the distribution tests (K-S, A-D, CvM and χ2 , cf. Sec. 4.2.2.2)
were obtained at a 5% α-significance level.
The results for the model evidence in terms of the AIC and BIC are in favour of the Normal
distribution, which is in accordance with the Loglikelihood, as the lowest loglikelihood values
indicate the highest probability of the data given a distribution. On the other hand, all test
statistics except χ2 support the Burr distribution, as their respective test variable is lowest there.
It should be noted at this point, that all test statistics however reject all distributions at a 5%
α-significance level. This means, that none of the suggested distribution is supported by the
goodness of fit methods. Further investigations on the influence of increasing the α-significance
level on the test statistics and the subsequent acceptance of either distribution is not conducted.
Based on the preceding considerations and findings, the modelling of the uncertainty in float
glass ply thickness can be modelled either as Burr or Normal distribution (as simplification in
the Laplace approximation sense). The Normal distribution has the disadvantage of infinite
support (possibly leading to negative float glass thicknesses during sampling from this distribution) whereas the Burr distribution has only positive support, which would ensure physical
meaningfulness during sampling from the distribution within an uncertainty quantification task.
Based on the considerations before, the following probabilistic model for quantifying variability
in the glass thickness for a nominal thickness of 6 mm is given:
P (t|θt ) = P (t|a, c, k) =

594.1

=

c−1

( at )
c k+1 =
(1+( at ) )
kc
a

t
41.96( 5.823
)


595.1 1.4106
t
1+( 5.823
)

0.4106·595.1

(

t

)

595.1−1

5.823

 5.823
595.1 0.4106+1
t
1+( 5.823
)

(6.4)

which is the probability density function of a Burr Type XII distribution with three parameters
θt = {a, c, k}. If it is not possible to sample from this distribution in an uncertainty quantification
task, alternatively the following Normal distribution can be used (as justified in the sense of a
Laplace approximation):

P (t|θt ) = N t|5.842, 0.03162
(6.5)
A total amount of N = 38 glass laminates with BG PVB interlayer of nominal thickness of
0.76 mm were evaluated w.r.t. their true thickness at four to six points per laminate. The
thickness of the interlayer was computed from the total laminate thickness reduced by the
measured thicknesses of the two glass plies at a measurement point. For the BG PVB interlayer
the obtained statistics is given in Tab. 6.2.
In Fig. 6.4a it is curious, that some probability (ca. 10%, cf. CDF in Fig. 6.4a) concentrates
around 0.5 mm measured interlayer thickness. This is interpreted as unintended outliners in
the interlayer thickness due to production mistakes. This thesis is supported by the data of
interlayer only specimen, which are discussed in Sec. 6.2.1.2. However, within this evaluation,
none of the measured data are excluded from the further statistical evaluation. The Normal,
Logistic and t-Location-Scale distribution were chosen as candidate probability distributions for
modelling the BG interlayer thickness. A fitting of the Burr distribution to this dataset led to
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Sample Statistics
tmin [mm]
0.47
tmax [mm]
0.80
tmean [mm]
0.71
st. dev. σt
0.08
skewness of t
-1.74
kurtosis of t
5.38
0.221
0.459
Critical Value
2.497
0.103

Distribution
Parameter 1
Parameter 2
Parameter 3
AIC
BIC
Loglikelihood
K-S statistics
CvM statistics
A-D statistics
χ2 statistics

Normal
0.693
0.08
84.6
87.8
-40.3
0.27
0.52
3.15
16.7

Logistic
0.707
0.037
91.9
95.1
-44.0
0.16
0.17
1.91
13.3

t-Location-Scale
0.715
0.034
1.762
104
108.7
-49.0
0.13
0.11
0.99
6.55

Table 6.2: Statistical Evaluation of the BG PVB Interlayer Thickness for Large Scale Laminated Glass Specimen

infinite parameters, the distribution was thus excluded in the further modelling process. The
results of the evaluation of the statistics of the data set as well as the fitting of different types of
probability distributions leads to the results in Tab. 6.2 as well as to the AIC and BIC factors
given in Fig. 6.4b. The critical value of the test statistics for the distribution tests (K-S, A-D,
CvM and χ2 ) were obtained at a 5% α-significance level.
For the BG PVB interlayer thickness, the model evidence results in terms of the AIC and
BIC as given in Tab. 6.2 are in favour of the Normal distribution, which is in accordance
with the Loglikelihood. Here again it can be observed, that the test statistics rather support
the t-Location-Scale distribution, as their respective test variable is lowest there. Based on the
preceding considerations and findings, the modelling of the uncertainty in glass ply thickness can
be modelled either as t-Location-Scale or Normal distribution (as simplification in the Laplace
approximation sense). The disadvantages of using a Normal distribution were already discussed
in the context of modelling the float glass ply thickness and is thus not repeated at this point.
The following probabilistic model for quantifying variability in the BG PVB interlayer thickness
for a nominal thickness of 0.76 mm is given by:
P (h|θh ) = P (h|µ, σ, ν) =
=

Γ( ν+1 )
√ 2 ν
σ πνΓ( 2 )

)
Γ( 1.762+1
2
√
)
0.034 π1.762Γ( 1.762
2


= 10.24 ·





2

ν+( h−µ
σ )
ν

2

1.762+( h−0.715
0.034 )
1.762
2

1.762+( h−0.715
0.034 )
1.762

− ν+1
2

− 1.762+1
2

(6.6)

− 2.762
2

which is the probability density function of a t-Location-Scale distribution with three parameters θh = {µ, σ, ν}. If it is not possible to sample from this distribution in an uncertainty
quantification task, alternatively the following Normal distribution can be used (as justified in
the sense of a Laplace approximation):
P (h|θh ) = N h|0.693, 0.082
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(a) Probability Density f (h) and Cumulative Distribution Function F (h) for the Interlayer Thickness h
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(b) Model evidence for different statistical distributions for the interlayer thickness h

Figure 6.4: Statistical evaluation of the PVB Interlayer thickness for large-scale laminated
glass specimen

A concluding remark is given w.r.t. having at hand this results for the question on how to
evaluate large scale tests. In contrast to structural design computations, where glass laminate
thicknesses are assumed with their nominal thickness vales, in the evaluation of tests in the latter
of this section, the true measured values are used for the inverse estimation of the interlayer
shear moduli. The usage of the true values delivers the true interlayer shear modulus from the
experiments as described in Sec. 6.3.2.

6.2.1.2 Prior Information on the Small Scale Specimen Geometry
For small scale testing, the specimen are typically cut out of polymer sheets of DIN-A4 size.
The test specimens have to be hygrothermally conditioned prior to the conduction of any tests,
this is handled in more detail in Sec. 6.2.2. The evaluation of the thickness distribution of
the BG PVB small scale specimen is based on N = 40 pieces of interlayer, for EVA N = 17
pieces were available. The thickness of each specimen was recorded at 20 ◦C and 50% r.H.
after hygrothermal conditioning acc. to Sec. 6.2.2 at three locations by an electronic calliper.
Hygrothermal conditioning is essential in the interlayer only case as it is known in literature,
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Sample Statistics
No. of samples N
tmin [mm]
tmax [mm]
tmedian [mm]
tmean [mm]
st. dev. σt
skewness of t
kurtosis of t
CoV [−]

BG PVB
40
0.750
0.800
0.770
0.767
0.009
0.749
3.849
0.012

EVA
17
1.44
1.96
1.70
1.69
0.15
-0.014
1.69
0.09

Table 6.3: Statistical Evaluation of the BG PVB and EVA Interlayer Thickness for Small Scale
Specimen

that humidity as well as chemical ageing may have influence on the experimentally determined
mechanical properties, cf. [215, 284, 247, 138, 321].
The obtained statistics for the BG PVB and EVA interlayer small scale specimen are summarized
in Tab. 6.3. As the variation within the obtained data is very low for the BG PVB (the
CoV in Tab. 6.3 is about 1%), the advanced statistical analysis as conducted in Sec. 6.2.1.1
is omitted at this point. In the previous section, normal distributions were the most likely
w.r.t. AIC/BIC, thus the uncertainty in interlayer thickness for PVB and EVA are now directly
modelled as Normal distributions with respective means and standard deviations. For the BG
PVB the mean values for the interlayer small scale specimen are at comparable magnitudes as
for the interlayer thickness within the laminate. For the BG PVB especially the supposition of
erroneous deviations of the measured interlayer thicknesses in the laminate as given in Fig. 6.4a
is confirmed. From personal correspondence with leading rheologists of the manufacturer of BG,
the author of this thesis came to the knowledge, that production processes for this polymeric
interlayer are designed such as to guarantee the nominal thickness to great extent. The following
probabilistic model for quantifying variability in the BG PVB interlayer thickness for a nominal
thickness of 0.76 mm from Eq. (6.6) is thus updated via the convolution of Eq. (6.6) with
the supposed Gaussian for tBG,smallScaleSpecimen with mean µ = 0.767 and standard deviation
µ = 0.009 to:

P (hBGP V B |θhBGP V B ) = N hBGP V B |0.76, 0.012
(6.8)
Interestingly, the variation within interlayer only thicknesses for the BG R20 PVB is smaller
than compared to the interlayer thickness in the laminate case. As a conclusion, when taking
into account the CoVs for the investigated polymeric interlayer thickness, the assignment of a
an uninformative prior for P(θInterlayerGeometry,BGP V B ) = 1 is justified as the variations are of
negligible magnitude.
For the EVA, the probabilistic model for the interlayer thickness for a nominal thickness of
1.52 mm is given as:

P (hEV A |θhEV A ) = N hEV A |1.69, 0.152
(6.9)
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From the investigations, a notable deviation of the mean thickness of the EVA small scale
test specimen to the nominal thickness of about 0.17 mm can be derived. As a conclusion,

the assignment of an informative prior for P(θinterlayerGeometry,EV A ) = N hEV A |1.69, 0.152 is
justified by the findings of this section.

6.2.2 Prior Information on Hygrothermal Conditioning of the Samples
The correct conditioning of the test specimen and samples is essential for a correct and reproducible experimental examination of the thermomechanical and caloric behaviour of the polymeric interlayers under investigation. Several key aspects for the conditioning are important: is
the polymer already cured and cross linked (as it may not be the case for EVA interlayer only
specimen) and is the magnitude of the polymer moisture content at the intended level.
A personal correspondence with leading scientists of polymeric interlayer producers gave insight
into the preconditioning of interlayer only test specimen. For PVB it was advised to heat the
specimen to at least 110 ◦C and keep this temperature for 5 minutes to simulate the autoclave
process (such as the interlayer would be exposed to, cf. Sec. 3.2.1). For EVA it is important to
check, whether the cross linking of the EVA has already been conducted by the manufacturer,
otherwise the specimen have to be heated to at least 135 ◦C but not more than 160 ◦C and keep
this temperature for 60 minutes to simulate the lamination process and activate the cross linking
(lower temperatures in combination with longer cure time are also possible, cf. [8]). After this
thermal conditioning process, change in specimen dimensions and the mechanical behaviour
was observed. This is due to the polymer shrinkage, [2]. For glass laminates, this thermal
preconditioning is not necessary, as the autoclave process already did take place and thus the
polymer physical processes at elevated temperatures and pressures (which are far beyond typical
building exposures) are already finished.
However, for both, the conditioned interlayer only specimen as well as the laminate specimen,
the correct hygrothermal storage before and while testing is important in order to not influence
thermomechanical behaviour due to changing interlayer moisture content. The following list
summarizes the suggestions of the manufacturers on the storage of the specimen in order to
keep the intended moisture content within the polymer:
• PVB normal: 20 ◦C and 25 − 30% r.H. ([2])
• PVB stiff: 10 ◦C and 23% r.H. ([2])
• EVA: < 30 ◦C and ≈ 50% r.H. ([9])
• SGP: 23 ◦C and ≤ 10% r.H. ([1])
The points towards the correct preparation and storage of the test specimen will be given as an
essential recommendation for further standards in Sec. 8.
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6.2.3 Prior Information from Thermal Analysis
As already stated in Sec. 3.2.2, thermal properties of polymers are largely determined by their
macromolecular structure and the resulting bonding relations. A great variety of polymer properties, especially the mechanical properties, are connected to the ability of molecules and/or
molecule components to move (cf. TTSP in Sec. 2.4.5). Due to this, the determination of
thermal properties of polymers has special significance and will thus be highlighted within this
chapter.
In contemporary literature ([138, 38, 60, 215]) on polymer testing, thermal analysis methods
summarize the methods for determining thermal properties of plastics. Using these methods
allows to measure physical and/or chemical properties as functions of temperature and time.
Thermal analysis methods subject the specimens to a defined temperature program in special
ovens under defined gas atmospheres (e.g. inert gases). While the conduction of the experiments, the corresponding heating or cooling curves are recorded. From the heating or cooling
curves materials specific dependencies can be derived, such as the glass transition temperature,
melting temperature, melting enthalpies, the temperature ranges of secondary relaxation regions, thermal degradation and degree of crystallinity. By thermal analysis methods one can
demonstrate ([138])
• structural changes (glass transition, melting/crystallization, cross linking, phase transitions (solid - liquid))
• mechanical properties (elastic behaviour, damping),
• thermal properties (expansion/shrinkage, specific heat capacity, melting/crystallization
temperature, coefficient of expansion)
• chemical reactions (decomposition and thermal stability, chemical reactions in solutions
or liquid phase)
Acc. to [138], the most important thermal analysis methods include:
DSC - Differential Scanning Calorimetry
for obtaining characteristic temperatures such as the melting temperature Tm and glass transition
temperature Tg . Furthermore, caloric quantities such as specific heat capacity cp or morphological quantities such as crystallinity χ as well as annealing and curing can be detected.
TMA - Thermomechanical Analysis for determining dimensional changes, glass transition temperature Tg and the linear coefficient of thermal expansion α.
DMTA - Dynamic-Mechanical-Thermal Analysis a form of dynamic-mechanical analysis for
determining dynamic moduli and loss factor tan(δ) as functions of test temperature and for
establishing transition temperatures.
The aforementioned methods are used within the context of this thesis to infer prior information
on the specifics of the interlayer polymers under investigation. Further methods to mention
are the TOA (Thermooptical Analysis) for determining changes in crystalline supermolecular
structure and TGA (Thermogravimetric Analysis) for determining oxidative stability, inorganic
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filler content, gas emission and the proof of decomposition. TGA measures the change in mass
as a function of temperature and/or time. These two methods were not used for analysis in this
thesis, thus further information on the specifics is skipped for reasons of brevity, instead it is
referenced to [138, 38] etc.

6.2.3.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
Within this subsection, the Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) method is described in
brief, afterwards polymeric interlayer specific results from experiments are presented. DSC analyses are used in the context of this thesis to infer information on the number of transitions (and
thus infer prior information on thermorheologically complex material behaviour, cf. Sec. 2.4.5.3)
and the type of transition. Further information on the physical ageing (cf. Sec. 2.4.5.5) can
qualitatively be extracted from the curves, however it was not possible to conduct this kind of
analysis within this thesis.
There exists a great number of exhaustive books on the fundamental principles of DSC, covering
the topic both, from the polymer physics and the polymer engineering viewpoint: [153, 53, 151,
331, 134, 321, 138].
Basis and Principle of the Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Calorimetry signifies the measurement of heat quantities and deals with the energy amounts,
which are converted as heat Q into a sample. During chemical or physical transformations
of a substance, such as in the case of melting and crystallization processes, energy ∆H is
absorbed (endothermic process) or released (exothermic process). The associated heat flows Q̇
are measured as a function of temperature T or time t, [134, 321]. If a substance is heated at
constant pressure p, it expands. The applied heat dQp leads to an increase of the inner energy
dU and causes a volume work dW = p · V by expansion. The sum of inner energy U and volume
work W is called enthalpy H, the equation applies:
dQp = dU + dQ = dU + p · dV = dH

(6.10)

Enthalpy changes are caused by endothermic or exothermic reactions, where heat is either
supplied or released. The amount of heat supplied is calculated according to:
Z
Qp = ∆H = m ·

T

cp (T ) d T

(6.11)

For computation of the specific heat capacity cp at constant pressure p, the following equation
holds:
q˙p
1 d Qp
1 dH
dh
1 d Qp d t
1 Q̇p
cp =
·
=
·
=
=
·
·
=
·
=
(6.12)
m dT
m dT
dT
m dt dT
m Ṫ
Ṫ
where Q̇p , q˙p are called the heat flow and specific heat flow and Ṫ is the heating rate. It is
worth noting, that for constant heat rates (as they appear within DSC tests), the specific heat
capacity cp is proportional to the specific heat flow q˙p , cf. Eq. (6.12). The specific heat capacity
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(a) DSC samples (PVB) before (left)
and after (right) measurement

(b) Netzsch Type 204 F1 Phoenix DSC machine

Figure 6.5: DSC samples (left) and the Netzsch Type 204 F1 Phoenix DSC machine (right)

Figure 6.6: Principle of the DSC-measuring device and typical DSC thermogram, from [283]

cp at constant pressure signifies the rise in magnitude of enthalpy dH within a system, when it
is heated by dT = 1K. Commonly, the specific enthalpy h = H/m is used for DSC, where m is
the mass of the test specimen.
For DSC devices two basic measuring principles exist: heat-flux calorimetry and power compensation calorimetry, [138, 264]. Within this thesis the machine Type 204 F1 Phoenix of the
manufacterer Netzsch with heat-flux calorimetry is used. According to [91], DSC is used for
recording physical transformations (glass transition transition, melting and crystallization) or
chemical reactions (polymerization, cross-linking and vulcanization) in polymers. In a DSC run,
two bean-size crucibles (trays, dishes) hold a sample and an inert reference (which is silver for
the experiments of this thesis) are heated simultaneously according to a selected temperature
programme in the same heater (Fig. 6.6, left). Due to the unequal heat capacities of the two
materials, a temperature difference arises from which the difference between the heat flow (unit
transferred heat quantity per time: dQ/dt, equals the rate of specific enthalpy: dh/dt under
assumption of isobaric conditions, cf. Eq. (6.12)) of the crucible with sample and the reference
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Table 6.4: Typical settings for performing DSC tests, after [134, 321]
Effect within the Polymer Sample Mass m [mg] Heating Rate β [K/min]
Glass Transition
20
20
Melting / Crystallisation
5 ... 10
10
Chemical Reaction
10 ... 20
1
Specific Heat cp
20 ... 40
10

crucible is derived in dependence on the temperature (or time). Fig. 6.6 (right) schematically
shows a typical DSC curve (thermogram). A step in the heat flow-temperature graph is for
example caused by a second order transition (here: the glass transition). The glass transition
temperature Tg becomes visible as a step within the heat flow curve over temperature and can
be determined by different methods. In addition to the half-step method, there is also the
turning-point and equal-surface method defined in [92, 73, 321], cf. Fig. 6.6. A peak in the heat
flow temperature curve indicates a by a first order transition (chemical reaction or crystalline
phase transformation). At an endothermic peak (maximum) the heat flow in the test specimen
crucible is greater than that in the reference crucible (a conversion process, in which heat is
absorbed). At an exothermic peak, on the other hand, the heat flow in the test specimens
crucible is lower than in the reference crucible (a conversion process, where heat is released and
is thus characterized by a minimum in the heat flow temperature curve), cf. Fig. 6.6. Further
information can be found in [93, 321]. Besides the estimation of the glass transition as well as
melting and crystallisation temperatures, the specific heat cp is a further material property that
can be measured using DSC, [138, 321, 247].
The interpretation of DSC measurement curves is often facilitated by measuring a cooling curve
of the sample immediately after the first heating run. The first heating run equalizes the
thermomechanical history within the sample, [134, 321]. After the cooling run, the sample
is exposed to a second heating run. In order to fully capture and observe the melting or
crystallization process of a semi-crystalline polymer, [134] suggests the sample to be heated
at least 20◦ C above the expected effect, whereby a too high final temperature can lead to an
unwanted decomposition of the sample. The start temperature should be at least 50◦ C below
the first expected effect. As amorphous samples do neither melt nor crystallize, it is sufficient
to heat the sample ca. 50◦ C above its glass transition temperature. The sample is then cooled
to about 50◦ C below its glass transition temperature in a defined manner and then heated a
second time above the glass transition temperature. Table 6.4 summarizes literature hints on
the conduction of DSC investigations.
Generic thermograms for amorphous and semi-crystalline polymers are shown in Fig. 6.7. As in
the latter of this section, the thermograms of PVB as well as EVA will be interpreted, a short
general introduction on the interpretation of DSC thermograms is given at this point. Further
information on this topic can be found in [321, 134]. Care has to be taken, when reading DSC
literature on the meaning of thermograms, as there exist different graphical representations
w.r.t. the sign of the enthalpy. Within this section, the notation of [134] is adopted, which plots
the exothermic heat flows in negative y-axis direction (which is in contrast to the graphs in [321]
etc.). Fig. 6.7a depicts the thermogram of an amorphous thermoplastic. The first heating shows
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(a) DSC thermogram of an amorphous polymer

(b) DSC thermogram of a semi-crystalline polymer

Figure 6.7: Characteristic temperatures in a DSC thermogram, after [321, 134]

a glass transition with superimposed relaxation at A1. As the temperature increases, the sample
changes to the molten state. In the cooling curve as well as in the DSC curve of the second
heating, only the glass transition stage (point A2) without enthalpy relaxation is obtained. If
the sample is heated above its decomposition temperature, the sample degrades at point A3.
Figure 6.7b shows the thermogram of a crystalline thermoplastic. After exceeding the glass
transition temperature in the temperature range T1, the sample shows an exothermic postcrystallisation in the softened solid state in the first heating at T2, but the sample shape is
retained up to the crystalline melting temperature. When the temperature range T3 is reached,
the crystal lamellae of the at least semi-crystalline sample begin to melt endothermically. When
the crystalline melting temperature range is exceeded, the sample is completely melted. Cooling
the sample from that temperature leads to a super-cooled state, the exothermic solidification
of the polymer does not take place until the temperature range T4. Acc. to [134] T4 is always
smaller than T3 and usually the sample crystallizes completely due to the relatively slow cooling
rates in the DSC experiment. As a result, only the glass transition stage, no recrystallization in
the solid state and the crystal melting temperature range are found in the second heating DSC
curve. If the sample is heated up to the decomposition temperature, the sample may degrade.
T5 shows exothermic degradation under oxidative conditions.
Finally, at this point, some remarks on the heating rate β are summarized from [321, 134]. The
heating rate describes rate of upheating of a sample during the DSC analysis and the cooling
rate the rate at which the sample solidifies. The heating and cooling rates can be selected
differently within an experiment, but usually they are chosen constant, [134]. The heating and
cooling rate is directly proportional to the heat flow, cf. Eq. 6.12, therefore higher heating
and cooling rates lead to a higher enthalpy signal. This effect is mainly used to make small
effects more visible in the thermogram. With higher heating rates, the melting of minimal
crystallinity can be emphasized more clearly or the glass transition can be made better visible.
As the heating rate increases, the measured melting temperature Tm and melting heat Qm
decrease, while the peak-width increases due to the increasing thermal inertia of the polymer
sample. The disadvantage of a low heating rate is that it supports recrystallization processes in
a semi-crystalline polymer, leading to an artificial degree of crystallinity compared to the actual
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Figure 6.8: DSC thermogram for BG PVB

crystallinity of the polymer. In contrast, an excessively high heating or cooling rate leads to
a poorer separation of closely spaced caloric effects, which worsens the resolution of the DSC
measurement. Hints on the heating and cooling rates are given in Table 6.4. The degree of
crystallinity χ is the content of the crystalline phase in a semi-crystalline material that melts in
the temperature range evaluated. The degree of crystallinity χ (weight fraction crystallinity) is
calculated via:
∆HSC
χ=
(6.13)
∆HC
where ∆HSC is the heat of fusion of a polymer sample and ∆HC the enthalpy of fusion of a
100% crystalline sample. However, χ100% is not easily determined, special equipment has to be
used to obtain this value, thus literature values are used normally, [138, 321, 215].
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Table 6.5: Settings for the DSC experiments on PVB and EVA
Interlayer Material
BG PVB
EVA
Sample mass m [mg]
9.79
12.6
Test equipment
Netzsch Type 204 F1 Phoenix
Temperature program T [◦ C] -60 : +100
-80 : +100
+10 (heating)
Heating rates β [K/min]
-20, -10, -5 (cooling)

Experimental Setup and Results
The sample material for this thesis was sent by the manufacturers directly to the test laboratory.
The samples were then taken to an air-conditioned room at room temperature and a humidity of
50%r.H. Both polymeric samples have been stored light protected and vacuum packed at 15◦ C
as recommended by the manufacturers. Table 6.5 summarized the DSC test settings.
The temperature programme is given for BG PVB in Fig. 6.8a and for EVA in Fig. 6.9a.
As recommended in [91], the specimen were heated in a first controlled manner before the actual
measurement and then cooled down again, so that the subsequent DSC measurement is no longer
influenced by the thermal history of the sample (as it was described earlier in this subsection).
At this point, it is emphasized, that the glass transition temperature Tg is dependent on the
applied heating rate β of the DSC investigation as already described. This means, that under
consideration of the normative recommendations according to [91, 92], the results are evaluated
in the sense, that the the glass transition is a region rather than a point in the temperature
scale.
The results for the PVB-based interlayer are shown in Fig. 6.8b. The DSC thermogram shows
one turning point in the heating and cooling enthalpy rate curves. Acc. to [92], the heating curve
is used to determine Tg at about +25◦ C. In the cooling curves, the glass transition temperature
is about Tg = +18◦ C. The corresponding glass transition temperatures Tg are given in Table
6.6.
For the EVA interlayer, the results are shown in Fig. 6.9b. Here again the heating curve is used
to determine Tg at about −33◦ C. In the cooling curves, the glass transition temperature is
about Tg = −38◦ C. The EVA interlayer shows another characteristic additionally to the glass
transition area in the DSC thermogram, which can be identifyed as melting / crystallisation
transitions. The melting temperature is at about Tm = 63◦ C for the heating curve. The
crystallisation temperature is in the range of Tc = [33 − 42]◦ C in dependence of the heating
rate for the cooling curve. For a heating rate of β = −10K/min : Tc = 38◦ C. The characteristic
temperatures Tg , Tc and Tm are given in Table 6.6. The values have been determined with a
Matlab script, which evaluates the slope and curvature of the thermograms. Together with the
statements from Sec. 2.4.5.3, it can be concluded at this point, that EVA in contrast to PVB
is thermorheologically complex, as EVA shows crystalline phases, which massively influence the
viscosity-temperature behaviour.
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Figure 6.9: DSC thermogram for EVA

Table 6.6: Results of the DSC experiments on PVB and EVA
Interlayer Material
BG PVB
EVA
DSC
heating
+
25
- 28
Glass Transition Temperature Tg [◦ C]
DSC cooling
+ 18
- 33
◦
Melting Temperature Tm [ C]
DSC heating
+ 63
Crystallisation Temperature Tc [◦ C]
DSC cooling
+ 33 ... 42
The glass transition area of BG PVB stretches over a temperature range of [20; 30]◦ C, while
the glass transition of EVA already occurs at temperatures much lower. For the EVA a glass
temperature range of [−40; −20]◦ C could be determined. The melting resp. crystallization phase
has been determined to lie in the temperature range of [30; 65]◦ C.
To conclude, this subsection investigated the caloric behaviour of the BG PVB and EVA via the
DSC method. The reasons for the investigation apriori to the conduction of DMTA experiments
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are twofold. On the on hand, DSC experiments give hints on the thermodynamical states of
the polymer, i.e. characteristic temperatures such as the glass transition Tg , the melting and
crystallisation temperature Tm ; Tc mark the second and first order transition. The transitions
however can be associated to specific TTSPs (as discussed in Sec. 2.4.5, e.g. WLF or Arrhenius,
etc.). Thus the DSC thermograms on the other hand lead to the conclusion, that BG PVB can be
regarded as thermorheologically simple, as ’just’ a glass transition is recognized, whereas the EVA
can be assumed to behave thermorheologically complex, as besides the glass transition further
crystallisation is found in the thermogram. This results are very valuable prior information
for the conduction of the DMTA tests (as presented in Sec. 6.3.1). Besides conclusion on the
temperature program (lower and upper temperature limits as well as heating rates), the expected
number of effects (i.e. thermodynamic states) are now known apriori. At this point it is worth
to think about the process of Master Curving from DMTA data and how the DSC results affect
this process. In Sec. 5.2.1, the process of construction of a Master Curve is introduced and
explained, while in Sec. 2.4.5 polymer physical theories on the temperature-dependency of the
viscosity of the polymer were associated with the Master Curve via the TTSP. The DSC now
delivers apriori information on the choice of TTSP as it can be concluded if the inferred effect
is a first or second order transition. The DSC is in principle usable for conducting physical
ageing experiments, within this thesis however it was not possible to use the machine for further
tests in that direction. As this analysis is later used for validation purposes, at this point an
uninformative prior for P(θDSC ) = 1 is chosen.

6.2.3.2 Thermomechanical Analysis (TMA)
Within this subsection, the Thermomechanical Analysis (TMA) method is described in brief,
afterwards polymeric interlayer specific results from experiements on EVA and BG PVB are
presented. TMA analyses are used in the context of this thesis to serve as investigations w.r.t.
the physical ageing behaviour (cf. Sec. 6.3.1). Further results from the TMA experiments
such as the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient can be derived from the data as well. To
the authors best knowledge, TMA experiments have not yet been conducted and published for
polymeric interlayers, thus the data given in the following are compared to DSC and DMTA
results for validation purposes.
Principle of the Thermomechanical Analysis
Thermomechanical analysis (TMA) is a technique for determining dimensional changes in solids
or liquids as a function of temperature and/or time under a defined mechanical force, [321].
Specific standards for TMA are: DIN 51005, ASTM E 831, ASTM D696, ASTM D3386, ISO
11359-2 [72, 23, 21, 19, 165]. For the experiments presented in the following, the thermomechanical measuring device TMA 841e by Mettler Toledo as shown in Fig. 6.10 is used. The operating
principle is also given in Fig. 6.10.
The measured change in thickness ∆L is used to compute the linear volume expansion v (T )
according to [218]:
L(T ) − L(Tref )
v (T ) = 3 ·
(6.14)
L(Tref )
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(a) Operation Principle of a TMA machine

(b) TMA 841e by Mettler Toledo

Figure 6.10: Operation Principle (left) and the TMA 841e by Mettler Toledo (right)

Based on this definition, the volume expansion at the reference temperature Tref equals zero,
while during the subsequent cooling process, the volume expansion decreases with negative
values. Since the coefficient of thermal expansion is temperature-dependent, a non-linear dependency on temperature is to be expected. The non-linearity is a consequence of the local
motion of small groups of molecules taking place with increasing temperature (secondary relaxation, cf. Sec. 2.4.5.2) and subsequent cooperative motion of entire molecule segments (primary
relaxations). The coefficients of thermal expansion change dramatically in the transition regions,
[138].
For a TMA analysis an approx. 1-3 mm thick and preferably plane-parallel polymer sample
lies on a flat support of quartz glass, where a thermocouple is embedded within. On top of the
test specimen, a sapphire disk is placed, which causes a small contact force Fk (in the order
of (0.1...5) · 10−3 kg) to the sample. The whole setup is located within a temperature chamber,
where an electric resistance wire delivers heat or cryogenic gaseous nitrogen can be used for
cooling, cf. Fig 6.10. The change in thickness ∆L of the sample induced by heat is measured
at the lower end of the sensor. Irrespective of the type of deformation (i.e. expansion or
compression), every length change in the sample is communicated to a highly sensitive inductive
displacement transducer (LVDT) via a pushrod and transformed into a digital signal. At this
point, strong emphasis is given to the basic assumption of Eq. (6.14) on the validity of isotropic
thermal expansion behaviour of the sample. A systematic error is introduced above the glass
transition temperature Tg as the polymers suffer from a rapid decrease in dimensional stiffness.
Above Tg , the TMA is to be seen rather a uniaxial compression test than a dilatational test as a
minimum contact force of the pushrod on the polymer sample is necessary to guarantee contact
during the measurement. The contact force causes creep, which is in the order of the thermal
expansion. Hence, within this thesis a correction for creep as suggested in [218] is applied to the
measured TMA expansion values. Alternatively to the TMA test as described and conducted
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within this thesis, [137] used a mercury capillary method to measure the volumetric expansion
directly. Nowadays, mercury capillary method cannot be conducted as mercury is hazardous.
Experimental Setup and Results
The TMA measurements for this thesis were conducted on rectangular specimen, cut directly
from interlayer sheets. The measurement setup and parameters are summarized in Tab. 6.7.
Table 6.7: Parameters of TMA experiments
Polymer Type
BG PVB
EVA
Diameter D [mm]
Thickness L [mm]

3.0
0.80

3.0
1.74

Temperature range [◦ C]
Heating rate β [K/min]

-100 : 110
-10, -5, -2

-100 : 110
-10, -5, -2

The TMA results were obtained at specimen of the size as for the DSC measurements, cf.
Fig. 6.5a. The results for the TMA experiments on BG PVB are given in Fig. 6.11. Fig. 6.11b
shows the temperature program with the different heating rates, while in Fig. 6.11c the resulting
course of the measured change in thickness L is shown. Due to the findings from the ageing
shift principle (cf. Sec. 2.4.5.5), it can a priori be assumed, that the effects increase linearly with
the logarithm of the heating rate. Inspection of Fig. 6.11b turns out, that the control of the
sample temperature is a little delayed to the target temperature (red line) of the TMA program.
The numbers next to the red lines name the current segment of the TMA test program. In the
introduction to this section, the influence of creep due to the uniaxial compression behaviour of
this TMA test setup has been mentioned. This process of the systematic error can be seen clearly
by eye-inspection for the first two temperature cycles (2,6), while for the subsequent temperature
cycles this effect is almost no longer visible. The volume expansion v (T ) is computed via
Eq. (6.14) and graphically given for the temperature cycles in Fig. 6.11a. The influence of
physical ageing on the stiffness behaviour can be recognized well. As prognosed by theory, the
faster the quenching beyond the glass transition Tg , the softer the polymeric material behaviour.
In Fig. 6.11a, the corresponding Tg from DMTA measurements (cf. Sec. 6.3.1) is depicted. The
glass transition at a temperature of about 25◦ C is visible in Fig. 6.11a, as the different heating
rates branch at this temperature. The physical ageing influences the increase in viscosity at the
glass transition in logarithmic manner (cf. WLF equation etc. in Sec. 2.4.6), thus the covering
of one logarithmic decade for the heating rates is essential. In the experiment, heating rates of
β = −2K/min : (log10 (2) = 0.3) to β = −10K/min : (log10 (10) = 1) were achieved, thus the
experiments cover almost a span of 1 decade. Acc. to [241], physical ageing leads to a shifting
of Tg to higher temperatures. This can be seen in Fig. 6.11a as the beginning of the increase in
curvature shifts to the left with increasing heating rate (cf. the green line for β = −10K/min
and the brown line β = −2K/min).
The results for the TMA experiments on EVA are given in Fig. 6.12. Fig. 6.12b shows the
temperature program for EVA with the different heating rates, while in Fig. 6.12c the resulting
course of the measured change in thickness L is shown. Inspection of Fig. 6.12b again turns out,
that the control of the sample temperature is a little delayed to the target temperature (red line)
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(a) Linear volume expansion v of BG PVB over temperature T for different heating rates β
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(b) Temperature T of BG PVB over time t for the TMA experiment
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(c) Sample Length L of BG PVB over time t

Figure 6.11: Thermal expansion behaviour and physical ageing of PVB

of the TMA program. The influence of creep due to the uniaxial compression behaviour of this
TMA test setup can also be seen clearly by eye-inspection for the first two temperature cycles
(2,6), while for the subsequent temperature cycles this effect is almost no longer visible. The
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(b) Temperature T of EVA over time t for the TMA experiment
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(c) Sample Length L of EVA over time t

Figure 6.12: Thermal expansion behaviour and physical ageing of EVA

volume expansion v (T ) is computed via Eq. (6.14) and graphically given for the temperature
cycles in Fig. 6.12a. In contrast to the findings for the BG PVB, for the EVA under investigation
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two characteristic phase transition ranges can be recognized: the glass transition at about −25◦ C
(marked with the blue line, the glass transition temperature from DMTA data is given as well,
cf. Sec. 6.3.1) and the melting region at about 45◦ C (marked with the orange line where the
melting temperature from DMTA data is given as well). The influence of physical ageing on
the stiffness behaviour can be recognized here as well. As prognosed by theory, the faster the
quenching beyond the glass transition Tg , the softer the polymeric material behaviour. All
statements w.r.t. physical ageing for the PVB case do also apply here for EVA and a repetition
is thus skipped. Acc. to [241], physical ageing leads to a shifting of Tg to higher temperatures,
this is not clearly visible within Fig. 6.12a. An explanation for that might lie in the crystalline
nature of EVA. Starting at high temperatures and thus from the melted (amorphous) state,
for different cooling rates, different degrees of crystallinity are achieved within the EVA below
Tm . It is known in literature, that the degree of crystallinity interacts with the physical ageing
behaviour within the context of glassy polymers, [204]. Unfortunately, the number of available
TMA tests for this thesis was limited and hence, no further investigations in that direction were
possible.
This subsection investigated the influence of cooling rates on the linear thermal expansion coefficient v (T ) via the TMA method on the BG PVB and EVA. As mentioned earlier in this section,
from the TMA data as presented above, quantitative deductions are hardly possible, as more
systematic investigations on the topic of physical ageing (and thus the influence of the cooling
rate) of interlayer polymers was not possible within the context of this thesis. On a qualitative
level, it was possible to show, that heating rates have influence on the linear thermal expansion
coefficient v (T ) and thus the stiffness of the interlayer polymers. This has far-reaching consequences, as for DMTA tests, a high cooling rate between the isothermal measurement of Storage
and Loss moduli at temperatures below the glass transition Tg . In addition, the Master Curving
process may severely underestimate the stiffness at corresponding frequencies or times. As a
conclusion of this section, low heating rates of −1... − 2 K/min or small steps in the temperature programme (as well for DMTA tests) and the testing from high to low temperatures are
advisable. The lower testing temperature should be at least 30◦ C lower than the temperature
range of interest, [138, 321], where the upper end testing temperature must not be too high in
order to prevent the specimen from significant deformations (and to reduce the influence of the
systematic error due to the uniaxial compression). As this analysis is qualitative, at this point
an uninformative prior of P(θT M A ) = 1 is chosen.

6.2.4 Prior Information from Infrared Spectroscopy (IR)
Within this subsection, the Infrared Spectroscopy (IR) method is described in brief, afterwards
polymeric interlayer specific results from experiments are presented for EVA and BG PVB. This
investigation mainly intends to answer the question whether the chemistry (and thus mechanical
properties) of the interlayer varies over the interlayer sheet area with significant magnitude and
thus would require the probabilistic modelling of the varying mechanical properties by means of
e.g. random fields.
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(a) Points for taking IR measurements

(b) NICOLET iS10 spectrometer

Figure 6.13: Points for taking IR measurements (left) and the NICOLET iS10 spectrometer
(right), after [61]

Principle of the Infrared Spectroscopy
The main area of application for infrared spectroscopy (IR spectroscopy) is in the identification
of polymers by their chemical structure, [139]. IR spectroscopy is an absorption-spectroscopic
method which operates at wavelengths from about 780 nm to 1 mm. The most important
spectral range for analysing polymers is that of the mid-range infrared wavelengths from 2.5 to
25 µm, which correspond to the reciprocal wavelengths (or wave numbers n) of approximately
4,000 to 400 cm−1 . In the IR spectra absorption bands occur, which can be associated with the
oscillation of particular valences within polymer molecules or entire groups of atoms (i.e. functional groups). The qualitative and quantitative analysis is based on the wavelength-dependent
interaction between the IR rays and molecules or groups of molecules, where this interaction
leads to absorption spectra with characteristic bands. The bands are usually identified using
IR spectrum databases. However, IR spectroscopes in practice are classified w.r.t. to their
principle of wavelength selection, where today the most frequently used are Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopes (FTIR). For FTIR, test specimens can be measured in transmission, reflection and attenuated total reflection (ATR) mode. When conducting ATR measurement, an
IR neutral, optically highly refractive and crystalline material (diamond) is pressed lightly into
the surface (as it is the case within this work). Further details on IR and FTIR can be found in
[139, 215, 247].
Experimental Setup and Results
Within the context of this thesis, the IR is used in order to assess the variability in chemical
structure over a a certain range of a polymer sheet before cutting out test specimen for consecutive thermal and / or mechanical tests. The FTIR spectra were recorded with a NICOLET
iS10 spectrometer by the company ThermoFisher SCIENTIFIC and were obtained by [61]. The
measurement method was ATR with a diamond. Before measuring the transmission, a light
background calibration was conducted with the spectrometer. In total three sheets were investigated for each polymer, where per polymer sheet 4 points were evaluated with the FTIR. The
measurement points as well as the FTIR machine are shown in Fig. 6.13
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(a) FT-IR spectrum of BG PVB with characteristic bands
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(b) FT-IR spectra of all BG PVB specimen - overlayed

Figure 6.14: Evaluation of the IR measurements for BG PVB, from [61]

For the BG PVB the results given in Fig. 6.14 were obtained. The FTIR spectrum shows the
characteristic peak at 1130 cm−1 for C-O-C, which is related to butyral ring, cf. Fig. 6.14a.
Further characteristic peaks are recognized at 1732 cm−1 for the -C=O ester group (from the
vinyl-acetate) and at 3454 cm−1 for the -O-H hydroxyl group. Similar FTIR findings were
also obtained by [149] for PVB, there unfortunately it was not further specified, which kind
and producer of PVB was under investigation. Plotting the repeated measurements onto each
other in Fig. 6.14a, a good overlap can be stated. Thus the chemical structure does not vary
significantly over the sheets, which is interpreted as a sign for good homogenisation of the
polymeric interlayer material during production.
For the EVA the results given in Fig. 6.15 were obtained. The FTIR spectrum again shows a
characteristic peak at 1240 cm−1 for the C-O acetyl group, cf. Fig. 6.15a. Further characteristic
peaks are recognized at 1736 cm−1 for the -C=O carbonyl/ester group (from the vinyl-acetate)
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(a) FT-IR spectrum of EVA with characteristic bands
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(b) FT-IR spectra of all EVA specimen - overlayed

Figure 6.15: Evaluation of the IR measurements for EVA, from [61]

and at 720 cm−1 for the −CH2 methylene group in-phase rocking vibration. Similar FTIR
findings were also obtained by [322, 287] without further specification of the EVA type and
producer. Acc. to [275], the vinyl acetate content of EVA can be estimated from the FTIR by
rationing the -C=O carbonyl stretching band at 1736 cm−1 to the methylene bending vibration
at 1463 cm−1 or alternatively by the ratio of the acetate bending band at 610 cm−1 to the
methylene group in-phase rocking vibration at 720 cm−1 . Below 10% VA content, the 610 cm−1
band is to weak to allow quantification. When superimposing the measurements, a good overlap
of the transmission curves is recognized, cf. Fig. 6.15b. As with PVB above, the experimental
findings from FTIR lead to the conclusion, that the chemical structure does not vary significantly
over the sheets. For the EVA a good homogenisation of the polymeric interlayer material during
production can also be stated.
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In summary, this subsection investigated the homogeneity of the chemical structure across different testing sheets and / or specimen as potential source of variability in the mechanical
characterisation of polymeric interlayers. Taking into account the findings of the studies as
presented above, the conclusion of negligible influence of varying chemical structure is drawn
within the context of this thesis. This further allows the statement of the prior probability to
equal P(θinf rared ) = 1. This means, that within this thesis it is not considered necessary to
model the interlayer stiffness by means of random fields due to high variation in the chemical
composition. In general, where variations in the chemistry of the interlayer over larger areas
may occur due to processing reasons, this assumption has to be checked for the specific case and
modelled accordingly.

6.2.5 Prior Information from Literature Review and Existing Data
Despite the state of the art was already presented in Sec. 1.3, this subsection serves to compile
information on already existing knowledge about the hyper-viscoelastic constitutive behaviour
of polymeric interlayers with a special focus on the two materials under investigation within
this thesis: BG PVB and EVA. The data were obtained from the different sources, on the one
hand scientific publications: [297, 109, 281, 174, 118, 273, 27, 159, 282, 189, 132, 292] and on
the other hand information from the manufacturers: [2, 9]. The pre-publications of the author
are not included in this list but serve as well as data source.

6.2.5.1 Time and Temperature Dependent Material Behaviour
At first, the relevant literature was evaluated w.r.t. information on the characteristic temperatures (glass transition, crystallisation, melting). In Tab. 6.8 the findings are summarized.
The main problem with literature data is, that the parameters reported may either have been
obtained by different testing and evaluation methods or may not necessarily be based on the
identical product. With state-of-the-art knowledge it can be stated, that a change in chemistry from the older to newer interlayers causes changes in thermomechanical behaviour with
high probability, as key parameters such as Tg , Tm and Tc are highly dependent on the specific
chemistry of the interlayer. Although the drawback of loosing the direct comparability of former results with those of currently available products, the comparison is interesting from an
engineering point of view as in engineering practice the question on residual load bearing, the
influence of ageing on load carrying behaviour, etc. might arise. Having an overview on the
scatter in mechanical properties of different interlayers, which have been sold under the general
names of PVB or EVA over the past decades, supports the choice of proper safety margins in
a structural analysis (where higher scatter leads to higher safety factors). For the EVA data,
often the ethylen-vinyl-content (which is of most importance for thermomechanical properties
as stated in Sec. 3.2.2.3) is not specified, which in consequence makes the data rather hints on
magnitudes for the parameters. For standard PVB interlayers, [189] in 2015 gave an overview
on existing Prony series and TTSPs. In [189] some of all available findings were not listed, the
literature review is completed in Fig. 6.16, where in Fig. 6.16b only literature sources with an
explicit statement of a TTSP are considered. The list of all available Prony series from literature
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Table 6.8: Literature values for different characteristics of PVB and EVA interlayers
Interlayer
Literature
Tg [◦ C]
Tm [◦ C] Tc [◦ C]
Material
Source
[189]
27
BG PVB
Manufacturer
30
[180]
32
Standard PVB
[274]
28 ... 32
EVA evguard
Manufacturer
[274, 292]
-40 ... -15
70.5
58
EVA in general
[189]
-28 ... -16
75
-

(a) Prony series for the interlayer shear modulus

(b) Time-Temperature-Superposition-Principles (WLF
functions)

Figure 6.16: Comparison of the time- and temperature-dependent behaviour of PVB with literature references (Kuntsche ([189]); van Duser ([109]); Ensslen ([118]); Sackmann
([273]); Barredo ([27]); Hooper ([159]); Schuler ([281]); Sobek ([297]); Kasper
([174]))

is completed within this thesis (as a Prony series and TTSP is derived by the author) and graphically depicted in Fig. 6.87. From Fig. 6.16a, it can be seen in which time ranges the respective
Prony series are acting. Outside their respective spheres of action, the time-dependent shear
modulus is constant. Furthermore, the magnitude range of the shear modulus G(t) is in agreement with the possible range from the underlying experiment. Large scale laminate specimen
behave like low-pass filters for the shear modulus and thus thermomechanical experiments are
limited on the observable shear modulus range (depending on the laminate as well as the test
set-up) in comparison to DMTA data. This finding will be derived and investigated in Sec. 6.3.2.
It is interesting, that all publications use a WLF TTSP, neglecting the thermodynamical considerations for a TTSP as described in Sec. 2.4.5. The WLF coefficients from literature sources
are compiled in Tab. 6.9 for EVA and PVB. Fig. 6.16b illustrates the temperature ranges in
which the respective WLF approaches are applicable.
From the given literature data, the corresponding shear Storage G0 (f ) (cf. Fig. 6.17a) and Loss
moduli G00 (f ) (cf. Fig. 6.17b) are computed for visualizing purposes within this thesis. In the
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(a) Computed interlayer shear storage modulus

(b) Computed interlayer shear loss modulus

Figure 6.17: Comparison of the time- and temperature-dependent behaviour of PVB with literature references (Kuntsche ([189]); van Duser ([109]); Ensslen ([118]); Sackmann
([273]); Barredo ([27]); Hooper ([159]); Schuler ([281]))

Table 6.9: Literature values for the WLF TTSP of PVB and EVA interlayers
Interlayer
Literature
Temperature
Experiment
C1 [−]
C2 [−]
Tref [◦ C]
Material
Source
Range [◦ C]
DMTA
Torsion
1.107 · 106 6.065 · 106
◦
∆T = 5 C
BG PVB
Kuntsche [189]
20
-80 ... 70
DMTA
Torsion
1.069 · 106 6.072 · 106
∆T = 10◦ C
DMTA
Double Shear
12.5
58.4
◦
∆T = 10 C
Hooper [159]
8.87
55.5
20
0 ... 70
Barredo [27]
49.81
328.46
20
PVB
Dynamic
Van Duser [109]
20.7
91.1
20
10 ... 70
general
Tension
Large Scale
Kasper [174]
14
110
22
>22
Torsion
Large Scale
9
51
0 ... 20
Sackmann [273]
20
Bending
23
145
20 ... 40
EVA
Eitner [112]
DMTA
48.44
172.55
-20
-60 ... 100
general
Torsion
graphs, the time ranges where the respective Prony series are acting can also be inspected easily.
A comparison of the findings of this thesis with the existing data will be shown in Sec. 6.5.1.
To the authors best knowledge, for EVA (at least those EVAs used in civil engineering applications) until now no Prony series was published, whereas experimental results are given in [189]
and [180]. While [180] shows the Storage modulus E 0 over temperature T , [189] gives Storage
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modulus G0 as well as Loss modulus G00 over temperature T for different testing methods (tension, torsion, double shear) as well as the magnitude of the complex modulus |G|∗ over frequency
f together with the shift factor log aT for the torsional test on interlayer only specimen. The
results of [180] only allow the deduction of Tg as well as Tm , summarized in Tab. 6.8, a Prony
series cannot be computed from this data. The complex modulus results from [189] could be used
to compute a Prony series under the approximation of |G∗ (f )| ≈ G0 (f ) ≈ G(t) for t = 1/(2πf ),
[285]. The results in form of the three measured stiffness graphs of the EVA film however show
great dispersion. Both the position of the glass transition area and that of the plateaus in the
energy and entropy elastic range vary. The TTSP factors for the Master Curve log aT also show
large deviations. Due to the scatter in the data, [189] does not further investigate the EVA
data w.r.t. to the deduction of a Prony series but rather gives the conclusion on the need of
further inspection of shear modulus data via DMTA with smaller temperature increments. At
this point some comments on the findings of [189] are given: at first, [189] uses an incremental
shift factor estimation approach, comparing three points at the end of each measurement. This
is disadvantageous in the case under investigation, as at some point, the stiffness curves do not
overlap in some ranges and this method of shift factor estimation is no longer able to find a solution. This was overcome by [189] with a manual shift. In contrast to that, this thesis suggests
the use of a combined TTSP - Prony series estimation approach (as described in Sec. 5.4.2.3)
in order to weaken the problem of non-overlapping stiffness curves from DMTA data. A second
point heads in the direction of physical ageing. It is interesting, that the shift factors log aT
overlap, but the 5◦ C step curve is stiffer than the 10◦ C step curve, which would fit to softener
mechanical behaviour of the polymer when quenched quicker below the glass transition. That
physical ageing is present for PVB as well as for EVA was shown in Sec. 6.2.3.2.
The author was provided the results of the EVA interlayer shear modulus for different load
durations and temperatures obtained from bending creep data by the manufacturer. The original data (i.e. continuously recorded deflections of the EVA laminates in order to evaluate
the interlayer shear modulus by the author) were not given, instead tables with the interlayer
shear modulus of the EVA under investigation for different temperatures and load durations, cf.
Fig. 6.18. In Fig. 6.18 in addition to the 1 hour tests a 4 days lasting bending test was conducted
at 30◦ C, which is named ’Bending 4d 30◦ C’ in order to avoid confusion in nomenclature. To
this end, this thesis delivers a Prony series for the EVA for the first time, besides the intention
of this thesis is rather providing methodical procedures for the thermomechanical investigation
of laminated glass interlayer polymers. On the other hand, with the methods presented in
Sec. 5.4 existing literature data could be reassessed as different issues such as the impossibility
of numerical shifting of non-overlapping stiffness curves could now be overcome.

6.2.5.2 Hyperelastic Material Behaviour
In 2015 [189] compiled an overview on available data and parameters for hyperelastic constitutive
laws for different polymeric glass laminate interlayers under quasi-static and dynamic loading.
As this thesis is investigating the quasi-static hyperelastic material behaviour, the graphs for
quasi-static loading are adopted at this point, cf. Fig. 6.19.
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Figure 6.18: Interlayer shear stiffness values for different temperatures and load durations for
the EVA interlayer

(a) Results of quasi-static hyperelasticity experimentals (b) Results of quasi-static (5 mm/min) hyperelasticity
for PVB, after [189]
experimentals for EVA, after [189]

Figure 6.19: Comparison of results of quasi-static hyperelasticity experiments for PVB (left)
with literature references (Kuntsche ([189]); Bennison ([36]); Morison ([225]);
Iwasaki ([166]); Hooper ([160])) and EVA (right)
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Table 6.10: Hyperelastic parameters of PVB and EVA for ˙true = 0.001 s−1 , from [189]
Model
Parameter BG PVB
EVA
C10 [M P a]
-1,236 E0
-6.679 E0
C01 [M P a]
2.742 E0
3.605 E1
Mooney-Rivlin C20 [M P a]
1.907 E-1
7.835 E-1
C11 [M P a]
1.088 E-1
-4.356 E0
C02 [M P a]
2.529 E-1
1.393 E1
C10 [M P a]
1.101 E0
1.691 E0
Yeoh
C20 [M P a]
3.638 E-2
-1.630 E-1
C30 [M P a]
1.482 E-2
1.001 E-2
µ1 [M P a]
1.169 E-1
1.622 E-5
α1 [−]
5.590 E0
1.092 E1
Ogden
µ2 [M P a]
8.808 E3
2.400 E4
α2 [−]
4.675 E-4
3.179 E-4

As can be seen from Fig. 6.19a, quite a number of publications present data for quasi static and
dynamic uniaxial tensile tests on PVB interlayer materials. In agreement with [189], the existing
literature delivers stress-strain data and relationships for ambient temperature. Unpleasantly,
often it is not really clear, if true or engineering stress and strain measures are used or if the
experiments were carried out with constant strain rate or displacement rate. To the authors best
knowledge, up to now only [189] published data for uniaxial tensile tests on EVA interlayers.
The data were provided by courtesy of [189] to the author of this thesis for further evaluation.
In general, deviations of curves from literature can occur due to different specimen geometries
and evaluation methods (constant displacement rate or constant technical/true strain rate),
furthermore as already described for the viscoelastic data, it cannot be assumed that the PVB
and EVA is from the same manufacturer or type In Tab. 6.10, parameters for hyperelastic
constitutive laws are cited from [189].
Evaluation and Conclusion
Compilation of existing literature to extract prior information on material parameters for constitutive models is burdensome and great care has to be taken. It is difficult to use old literature
and data sources, as they often do not specify the interlayer type but rather use generic terms
such as ’PVB’ or ’EVA’. Since the explicit chemistry is not mentioned, the values are therefore
not directly usable from today’s point of view but can serve rather as an indication of the order
of magnitude. In the authors opinion, just [189] is a trustworthy source of prior information on
material parameters, as the different polymeric laminated glass interlayers are specified by name
and the conducted experiments are well described and reported. Based on the aforementioned
considerations, the data and models as presented in this section are used for validation purposes
instead of prior information and will be recapitulated in Sec. 6.5.
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6.3 Observation of Experimental Data
For the given task of inferring material parameters of a hyper-viscoelastic material law for
standard PVB and EVA polymeric laminated glass interlayers the proper conduction and sensible
evaluation of several tests is vital. In this section the experimental observation of data for
models of linear viscoelasticity as well as hyperelasticity is described. Some of the experimental
work was prepublished by the author in [187, 182, 186, 48, 283, 47]. Thus all details on the
experimental set-ups are not repeated in full depth, if necessary, the points for further reading
are marked. As already stated, for inference of data for the calibration of models for linear
viscoelasticity, experiments on different scales ar conducted. Within this section, experiments
on the polymeric interlayers only as well as on large scale glass laminates are shown. For the
inference of constitutive models from hyperelasticity, uni- as well as biaxial test set-ups are
described.

6.3.1 Small Scale Tests - Viscoelasticity
Commonly used methods for the investigation of the time dependent material behaviour of
polymers are relaxation, creep or Dynamic-Mechanical-Thermal-Analysis (DMTA) tests. The
test is conducted isothermal, where in a creep test, the sample is loaded with a constant stress
σ0 and the strain response (t) of the specimen is measured over time. In a relaxation test, a
constant strain 0 is induced and the resulting stress response σ(t) is measured over time. The
DMTA test differs from that classical ways of experimentation as described in the following
subsection. Within this thesis DMTA tests on interlayer only specimen were conducted, creep
and relaxation test were not considered due to some experimental disadvantages in direction of
non-intrusive load application etc.
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis - Equipment, Experiment and Theory
The Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) or Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA)
is a state–of–the–art testing method for viscoelastic materials, in which the material properties can be determined with a steady state oscillation, [101]. This approach is usually
referred to when the material properties are determined and expressed in terms of temperature as well as frequency. At the University of German Armed Forces Munich the DMTA
can be conducted via a machine ’EPLEXOR 2000N’ from the manufacturer GABO, cf. Fig. 6.20.
The principle of DMTA is to apply a sinusoidal stress or strain to the specimen and to measure
the material response (the complex shear modulus (G)∗ and the loss factor tan δ = G00 /G0 ), cf.
Fig. 6.20b. From this data, it is possible to determine the stiffness of the material and also
its viscosity from the phase lag 0◦ ≤ δ ≤ 90◦ between the oscillating stress or strain and the
material response, as illustrated in Fig. 2.20a of Sec. 2.4.3.6. The DMTA–tests are conducted by
application of forced vibrations while sweeping across different frequencies to infer the frequency
dependence of the material response. The measurements are repeated for different constant temperatures in order to investigate the temperature dependency of viscoelastic material behaviour.
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(a) GABO EPLEXOR DMTA machine

(b) Operation Principle of GABO DMTA

Figure 6.20: GABO EPLEXOR 2000N DMTA machine and operation principle

Figure 6.21: Approaches to determine the glass transition temperature, [101]

DMTA investigations thus make extensive use of the TTSP as introduced in Sec. 2.4.5. The
obtained DMTA data are then mastered and used to identify parameters of the Prony series with
the associated TTSP as a model of linear viscoelasticity for the polymer under investigation, cf.
Sec. 2.4.5.
A further aim of DMTA investigations is to determine the glass transition temperature Tg by
means of temperature sweeps or temperature-frequency sweeps. The glass transition temperature Tg can be determined with various approaches, which may deliver significantly different
results. Hence, it makes more sense to specify rather a glass transition range instead of one
specific temperature. Fig. 6.21 depicts standardized evaluation approaches acc. to [101]. Tg can
be determined either as the maximum of the loss modulus G00 or the tan δ, as the turning point
or in the ’onset’ of the Storage modulus G0 . Fig. 6.21 only shows the identification of the glass
transition (α transition), further relaxation processes (β, γ, ... transitions) can be determined
analogously e.g. by further local maxima of the loss factor tan δ etc.
Within this thesis, DMTA temperature-frequency sweeps are conducted on the BG PVB and
EVA material at three specimen each, evaluations are done on the mean of the measured values
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Table 6.11: Parameters of DMTA temperature - frequency sweeps on BG PVB and EVA
Interlayer Material
BG PVB
EVA
Sample geometry [mm]
Rectangle: L × W × T : 10 × 30 × 1.52
Test equipment
Eplexor 2000 N Netzsch Gabo
Test mode
Tension (ν = 0.5)
Temperature program [◦ C] +80 : -80 (cooling) +100 : -90 (cooling)
Temperature steps [K]
2.5
2
Frequency [Hz]
1: 10 (5 steps)
1: 50 (5 steps)
Incitation
0.1% strain
Contact normal force [N ]
0.16
Number of samples [−]
3

of the three specimen except otherwise stated. Both interlayer materials were conditioned acc.
to the manufacturer suppositions, cf. 6.2.2. The test settings are summarized in Tab. 6.11. At
this point it is mentioned, that the DMTA data for both polymers were obtained in tensile mode,
the Young’s modulus results were then transferred to shear modulus data under assumption of
a Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.5. Prior to the start of the temperature-frequency sweeps, amplitude
sweeps were performed at two constant temperatures (in the entropy elastic area: T = −10◦ C
for BG PVB and T = −50◦ C for EVA; in the energy elastic area at T = 50◦ C for BG PVB
and EVA) to ensure staying in the linear viscoelastic range during the experiments. The applied
strain amplitude varied between 0.01 − 0.3%. A temperature sweep at a constant frequency of
f = 1 Hz was conducted prior to the temperature-frequency sweep in order to determine the
glass transition region, the settings were T = [−80; +80]◦ C, heating rate β = −1 [K/min] and
a constant strain amplitude of 0.1%.
The results of the DMTA temperature-frequency sweep tests on EVA are shown in Fig. 6.22.
The EVA raw data look reasonable, do overlap in each y-axis and are thus processed without
further correction or manipulation. The results of the DMTA temperature-frequency sweep tests
on BG PVB are shown in Fig. 6.23. The BG PVB raw data look reasonable, do overlap in each
y-axis and are thus processed without further correction or manipulation. The evaluation of the
DMTA raw data in terms of a Prony series is given in Sec. 6.4.1. Before describing further tests
on hyperelasticity on the interlayers, some experimental findings on physical ageing are given,
as this section deals with DMTA investigations.
Physical ageing test with DMTA
In order to amend the TMA experiments on physical ageing of polymeric interlayers as described
in Sec. 6.2.3.2, DMTA temperature sweep tests with different heating rates were conducted. Two
heating rates β = {−2; −5} [K/min] and three frequencies f = {1; 10; 20} Hz were tested. First
tests were conducted on the EVA interlayer in tensile mode to get impressions on the physical
ageing behaviour of the EVA specimen within a DMTA test setting as well as the ability of the
DMTA machine to conduct these kind of tests. The specimen were heated to +80◦ C, conditioned
for 2 minutes and then cooled with the respective heating rate β to the final temperature of
−80◦ C.
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Figure 6.22: Isothermal Storage and Loss modulus curves for EVA within the tested frequency
range
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Figure 6.24: DMTA experiments on the physical ageing behaviour of EVA

From theory of physical ageing (cf. Sec. 2.4.6.5) with decreasing heating rate β (increasing in
absolute values), the measured stiffness of the polymeric interlayer should be softer at the same
frequency and temperature due to the free volume/physical ageing. The results obtained with
EVA are presented in Fig. 6.24. Within the range of approx. (−40...40)◦ C, the experimental
findings coincide with the expectations from physical ageing theory, i.e. the greater the testing
frequency, the stiffer the material as well as the stiffness curves for β = −5 [K/min] are below the
respective stiffness curves for β = −2 [K/min] (at the same frequency). In the terminal regions
at each end of the temperature range, experimental findings do not fit theoretical expectations.
At this point it is concluded, that this is due to reaching testing capabilities of the machine.
When inspecting Fig. 6.24b, it can be seen, that at the beginning of the experiment approx.
eight minutes are needed to stabilize the heating rate β to the target value. In consequence,
the stiffness values for the temperature region of approx. (+40...80)◦ C should not be taken into
account for evaluation.
From the findings on EVA above, the physical ageing tests are not repeated for BG PVB within
the scope of this thesis. In principle the tests on EVA showed, that the TMA tests on the
physical ageing behaviour could be seen within DMTA testings as well, on the other hand, the
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(a) Experimentation chambers with climate control

(b) View inside

Figure 6.25: Experimentation facility for large scale testing
DMTA machine at hand is too coarse in resolution and regulation for this type of examination.
As a conclusion, the TMA test results on the physical ageing of interlayer polymers could be
reproduced by the DMTA experiments within the available machine setting at least qualitatively.
Further tests for evaluation of the effect of physical ageing on the stiffness behaviour of polymeric
interlayers on a quantitative level require machines with more sensitive control and regulation
capabilities for steering the heating rate and measuring the complex stiffness of the polymer.

6.3.2 Large Scale Tests - Viscoelasticity
Besides the small scale tests on the pure polymeric interlayers, large scale tests can be performed
to investigate the thermomechanical behaviour of the interlayer. The large scale tests are intended to allow insight in the structural behaviour of realistic glass laminate components and to
incorporate the influence of the lamination process as well as the glass plies themselves on the
characteristic properties of the interlayer. The large scale tests are conducted inside an climate
chamber as creep or relaxation tests in bending as well as torsional mode on glass laminate
specimens of the standard test size according to [81], of 1,000 mm x 360 mm (L × w). The test
specimen were glass laminates with a set-up of 6 mm float glass + 0.76 mm PVB + 6 mm float
glass for the bending and torsional test.
Within the climatic chamber, temperatures between −30◦ C to +30◦ C can be adjusted for theoretically any load duration. The room internally measures 5.2 m by 2.5 m and is 2.3 m high,
so it can contain the entire bending and torsion set-up (cf. Fig. 6.26 and Fig. 6.29). A great
advantage of this test set-up is, that for bending up to three specimen and for torsion up to five
specimen can be tested within the same climate in parallel. This reduces reproducibility issues
w.r.t. hygrothermal effects as for the case of serial testing to negligibility (climate homogeneity
measurements are continuously taken during each experimental run at two points within the air
of the climate chamber and at one point on each test specimen). The temperature precision of
the climate chambers is ±1◦ C, whereas the temperature variation on the specimen itself is due
to the thermal inertia of the specimen in the range of 0.1◦ C/h. In general, an experimental run
was conducted at a constant temperature (isothermal conditions) and consisted of four steps:
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1. determination of the individual glass laminate specimen geometry (glass ply as well as
interlayer thickness at min. four points each)
2. hygrothermal conditioning of the unloaded glass laminate test specimen for 24 hours at
the target temperature (under isothermal conditions)
3. loading of the glass laminate specimen, where measurement data for temperature, deflection (and force in case of torsional tests) are recorded continuously at a sampling frequency
of fs = 1 Hz for 24 h
4. unloading of the glass laminate specimen, where measurement data for temperature, deflection (and force in case of torsional tests) are recorded continuously at a sampling frequency
of fs = 1 Hz for 15 minutes
While step one to three are obvious for the inference of the laminated glass interlayer stiffness,
the fourth step was used to assess the viscoelastic recovery. The total thickness of the specimens,
the thickness of the glass plies as well as the interlayer thickness was determined prior to the
testing for each glass laminate with a ultrasonic thickness gauge by Sauter (as described in
Sec. 6.2.1.1). The specific dimensions per test sample were used for the evaluation.
At this point some aspects from the authors experience with the large scale bending and torsional tests are highlighted, these were prepublished in [47]. From [279] it is known, that full
shear transfer for many glass laminates with common thicknesses is reached at approximately
G = 12 M P a, thus the inference of higher interlayer shear values through evaluation of bending
or torsional tests is hardly possible (this ’low-pass filter behaviour’ of large scale test specimen
aspect will be discussed in Sec. 6.5.1). Up to now, no standard considers formulas for the evaluation of results from large scale bending and torsion tests. To this end, FEM based meta-models
were obtained for bending and torsional tests and prepublished in [47]. The details on these
meta-models are given in Sec. 6.5.1). In order to use the developed models correctly, the exact dimensions of each laminate specimen have to be known, thus within this thesis, all glass
laminates were measured in dimension (the obtained statistics on the thicknesses were already
given in Sec. 6.2.1). For the torsional tests, no standards for conduction and evaluation exist,
first results and experiences on these kind of experiments are documented in [174, 55]. However,
[86] gives useful hints on the geometry of the bending laminate specimen and how to determine
the load. [86] suggests to reach a stress level of at least 10 MPa in the glass ply, unfortunately
there is no further specification if this stress level should be reached in the initial state (i.e.
full shear transfer) or at the end of the test (i.e. almost no shear transfer). From the testing
experience for this thesis, it is recommended to determine the load such, that the 10 MPa stress
is reached for no shear transfer resp. the end of the test, as otherwise cracks may occur and
grow (at least in the float glass case), [47]. For the bending test configuration of glass laminates
with thickness of 2 x 6 mm, the total test load F is set to 250 N, reached by using a mass of
25.48 kg. [86] further provides, that prior to actual testing the laminate under the load F , the
laminate deflection due to dead weight has to be negligible. It is therefore recommended to
store the test samples 24 h in the desired test temperature while continuously measuring the
displacement of the laminates under dead weight over this conditioning time, [47]. As soon as
the displacement of the glass laminate does change less than 1%, evaluated over a time span of
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four hours, the actual test of the specimen under load F can be started. According to [86], the
test with loading F consequently has to be performed until the described limit 1% deflection
limit is reached again. For each test series a monolithic glass should be tested from the same
glass charge for the determination of the Young’s modulus of the glass, [47]. Alternatively, the
determination of the Young’s modulus of each glass ply prior to lamination would be preferable,
usually this is omitted for reasons of costs and time.
In case, that further specifics on the conduction of the bending and torsional test are necessary,
those are given in the respective subsection in the following.

6.3.2.1 Large Scale Bending Tests
In this subsection, the conduction and evaluation of the large scale bending tests on BG PVB
glass laminates is described. For EVA the manufacturer did not provide large scale samples for
experimental investigations, instead results of bending tests on EVA laminates were provided to
the author. These data will be shown and evaluated in Sec. 6.5.1.
Bending Test Setup and Results
The four-point-bending tests were configured after [86] under a constant load of F = 250N
(i.e. bending creep tests) and performed on three BG PVB glass laminate beams in parallel
at temperatures of +0◦ C, +10◦ C, +20◦ C, +30◦ C and +40◦ C. The nomenclature for the tests is
associated with the test temperature, where a test specimen is named Kx.y. x indicates the test
temperature (+0◦ C → 1, ..., +40◦ C → 5) and y indicates the test specimen number (ranging
from 1 to 3) in order to associate the individual geometry of each sample. An impression of the
actual conduction of the bending creep experiments is given in Fig. 6.26. The span of the beams
was 1,000 mm (in accordance with [84]). The deflections were measured in the middle (half
span) of the glass laminate and at a third of the length (as control measurement), cf. Fig. 6.26.
As described before, the load F was applied with 3 seconds in the middle of the glass laminate
beam. The deformation was continuously recorded over time as described in the introduction to
this subsection. The bending apparatus consists of two steel traverses, by which the laminated
glass samples are supported vertically.
A sketch of the test set-up is given in Fig. 6.27, depicting dimensions in mm and the loading
construction. For the bending test set-up as described and used within the context of this thesis,
a sensitivity analysis was already conducted by [281, 273]. The main influencing parameters
were identified as the Young’s modulus of the glass plys (were the hint is given, that a Young’s
modulus of 70,000 MPa for glass overestimates the interlayer shear modulus and thus, for each
glass ply, an individual determination of the respective Young’s modulus should be done prior to
lamination) and the midspan deflection (which in consequence should be measured with sensitive
displacement transducers), further details on the sensitivity analysis can be found in the cited
literature. For reasons of brevity, not all results of the bending tests are shown here. As an
example, the results of BG PVB for T = 20◦ C are given in Fig. 6.28. A comparison of the
DMTA data against the results of all bending tests is presented in Sec. 6.5.1. The BG PVB
bending creep raw data look reasonable in range of magnitude and are thus used for validation
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(a) Front orthogonal view of the large scale bending
test setup

(b) Front view of the large scale bending test setup

Figure 6.26: Set-up of the bending tests on large scale glass laminate specimen

Figure 6.27: Test set up of four point bending creep test (mm, schematic), from [47]
purposes of the Prony series, inferred from the DMTA data on the interlayer only specimen.
The results for T = 20◦ C show small variation for the specimen, this can be attributed to the
thickness variations of the individual layers and glass laminates. Fig. 6.28 shows, that there is a
partial shear coupling through the BG PVB interlayer, which decreases continuously over time
due to the viscoelastic behaviour of the interlayer. After unloading, all test specimens showed a
completely reversible deformation behaviour. The evaluation of the bending creep data as well
as the comparison of the Prony series and the bending creep data is presented in Sec. 6.5.1.2.

6.3.2.2 Large Scale Torsional Tests
In this subsection, the conduction and evaluation of the large scale torsional tests on BG PVB
glass laminates is described. For EVA, the manufacturer did neither provide large scale samples
for experimental investigations nor results of torsional tests on EVA laminates, thus in the
following, only results on BG PVB can be presented.
Torsional Test Setup
Within this thesis, a torsional test set-up was developed, constructed and used for obtaining
interlayer shear modulus values. The set-up was originally inspired by the works of [174, 55]
with some improvements over the existing techniques. An impression of the actual conduction
of the torsional relaxation experiments is given in Fig. 6.29. The large scale torsional tests were
conducted on three BG PVB glass laminate beams in parallel at temperatures of +20◦ C, +30◦ C
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(b) Temperature T of specimen and climate chamber over testing time t

Figure 6.28: Test results of the large scale bending creep tests on BG PVB for T = 20◦ C

and +40◦ C as relaxation tests. The nomenclature for the tests is the same as for the bending
tests. The span of the beams was 1,050 mm between the clamps. So far, no standard exists for
the conduction of torsional tests. However, some hints on the conduction of this special kind of
tests are found in [174, 55] as well as [86].
The torsional test is conducted within this thesis as a relaxation test in which a laminated glass
is twisted under isothermal conditions by a defined angle and is hold in this position. By means
of the restoring force of the laminated glass, the torsional moment can be measured over time.
By using a FEM based meta model for the torsional test, the interlayer shear modulus can be
computed from the torsional moment and drilling angle measurement data. If the experiments
are repeated at different temperatures, the interlayer shear moduli can in addition be determined
for the entire construction-relevant temperature range in order to obtain or validate parameters
for the Prony-Series of this specific interlayer. The torsion apparatus consists of two steel
traverses in which a laminated glass sample can be clamped vertically. With this, the influence
of dead weight of the sample on the resulting stresses state within the experiment is reduced to
a minimum, which is a clear advantage of the torsional apparatus of this thesis compared to the
set-up of [174, 55]. One traverse is clamped rigidly and the other traverse is rotatable about the
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(a) Front view of the large scale
torsional test setup

(b) Detail view on the drilling traverses with measurment
equipment of the large scale torsional test setup

Figure 6.29: Set-up of the torsion tests on large scale glass laminate specimen

Figure 6.30: Pictures of the torsion apparatus within the climate camber, showing the whole
clamped and drilled sample (left) and the detail view on the rotated traverse
(right)
x-axis at the centre of the traverse, cf. Fig. 6.31. For the time of hygrothermal conditioning,
the laminate test samples are stored on wooden supports within the clamps, where the clamps
are not in contact with the specimen (i.e. the glass laminate samples are not loaded during
conditioning). After hygrothermal conditioning, the samples are clamped by concentric jaws,
wherein the jaws can be tightened by a counter-rotating thread. Aluminium blocks are fixed
to the jaws and are the contact element to the glass surface. Within the torsional apparatus,
besides the standard glass laminate test size acc. to [84] every type of symmetrically glass and
interlayer thickness can be tested. So far, specimen with a nominal glass layer thickness of 2 x
6 mm and nominal interlayer thickness of 0.76 mm and 1.52 mm were tested, but those tests
are not within the scope of this thesis. The load is applied in form of a rotational deformation
with an angle of 2◦ (target value acc. to [174]) and the mechanical resistance in the form of the
acting torsional moment MT (t, T ) is measured continuously over time. The rotational / drilling
angle is measured by a displacement transducers and the resulting torsional moment with a load
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(a) Test set up of torsional relaxation test (mm, schematic)

(b) FEM model, total view (left) and detail view on the clamping side
(right)

Figure 6.31: FEM model of the torsional test, from [49, 48]

cell and associated lever arm to the drilling point. Due to the rigid contact between glass and
aluminium, the preload force on the screws of the jaws has to be limited to avoid breakage of
the glass specimen, on the other hand, a certain preload force is necessary to avoid slippage
of the sample due to the gravity. The sensitivity of the torsional apparatus w.r.t. numerous
influencing parameter were investigated and prepublished in [49, 48] and will be discussed in
short in the following.
The FEM model of the torsional test was created with the software ANSYS, version 17.2. The
geometric boundary conditions are based on the experimental setup as described before. From
the test set-up in Fig. 6.31 it can be concluded, that there are different influencing parameters on
the results. Assuming that all constructional elements of the torsional apparatus are true to size
and the installation of the samples is accurate there remain three influencing parameter from
the apparatus. Assuming a constant thickness of the glass layers and the interlayer, a parallel
lamination and a length and width according to the specification there are five influencing
parameters left from the samples. In order to conduct a fully automated sensitivity analysis,
geometrical as well as certain material properties are parametrized, cf. Tab. 6.12. Then the
influence of the parameters on the resulting torsional moment and principal stresses in the glass
can be examined by means of a sensitivity analysis by coupling ANSYS with OptiSlang (Version
5.2). OptiSlang is used for the automated generation and computation of the experimental
design. Based on the results of this exhaustive computational study, sensitive parameters of the
system can be classified. The parameters are varied as discrete values as given in Tab. 6.12.
The study was conducted using geometric and contact non-linearities.
The parameter settings in Tab. 6.12 result from a compilation of literature on tolerances in the
glass production (glass and interlayer thickness), specifications (material properties of glass and
interlayer) and assumptions made (coefficient of friction, preload force, angle of rotation). To
receive information on influences for short and long load duration and different temperatures,
the interlayer shear modulus is varied from G = 0.1M P a, corresponding to low shear transfer
or equivalently to a long load duration respectively high temperatures (T > Tg ), G = 10M P a
up to G = 100M P a, corresponding to full shear transfer equivalent to short load duration
respectively low temperature. The main results of the sensitivity analysis are: the torsional
moment increases with increasing screw preload force, thus this preload (i.e. the clamping of
the laminate samples) has to be set to a minimum value in the conduction of the torsional tests.
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Table 6.12: Variation of parameters for the torsional test, from [48]
Parameter
Setting
Thickness glass layer 1/2 [mm]
5.8; 6; 6.2
Interlayer thickness [mm]
0.68 / 0.76 / 0.84
E-Modulus glass [M P a]
67,000 / 70,000 / 73,000
Poisson’s ratio glass ν [−]
0.2 / 0.23 / 0.26
G-Modulus interlayer [M P a]
0.1 / 10 / 100
Poisson’s ratio interlayer ν [−]
0.3 / 0.45 / 0.49
Coefficient of friction [−]
0.05 / 0.16 / 0.25
Preload force [kN ]
1 / 10 / 50
◦
Angle of rotation [ ]
1.9 / 1.95 / 2 / 2.05 / 2.1

Figure 6.32: Maximum principal stress for high preload force (F = 50kN ) and G = 0.1M P a
(left) and glass cracks around the jaws (right), from [49]

Furthermore, in dependence of the shear modulus of the interlayer, the preload force has also
major influence on the maximum stress in the glass. In the area of the jaws, the maximum stress
appears. For a high preload force and a low shear modulus of the interlayer, the maximum stress
appears between the jaws, cf. Fig. 6.32, which due to the stress magnitude may lead to cracking
of the glass during conduction of the test (at least in case of float glass, for other types of glass,
crack might be initiated as well by the high preload force, leading to immediate fracture).
The greatest influence on the torsional moment has the angle of rotation. For a deviation of
0.05◦ , the torsional moment changes by about 3%, thus a good displacement transducer with
low measurement noise has to be used for the testings (deviations from the target value of 2◦
are explicitly accounted for in the evaluation of the interlayer shear modulus from the actual
drilling angle data by the meta model).
Further details on the implementation, conduction, evaluation and interpretation of the results
of the sensitivity study for the torsional relaxation test can be found in [48, 49, 47]. For reasons
of brevity, not all results of the torsional tests are shown here, instead the results of BG PVB
for T = 20◦ C are given in Fig. 6.33. A comparison of the DMTA data against the results of all
torsional tests is presented in Sec. 6.5.1. The BG PVB torsional relaxation raw data in terms
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(b) Temperature T of specimen and climate chamber over testing time t

Figure 6.33: Test results of the large scale torsion relaxation tests on BG PVB for T = 20◦ C

of the torsional moment look reasonable in range of magnitude and are thus used for validation
purposes of the Prony series, inferred from the DMTA data on the interlayer only specimen.
The results for T = 20◦ C show some variation within the specimen at each isothermal testing,
this can be attributed to the thickness variations of the individual layers and glass laminates.
Fig. 6.33 shows, that there is a partial shear coupling at room temperature through the BG
PVB interlayer, which decreases continuously over time due to the viscoelastic behaviour of
the interlayer. For the torsional test, after unloading, all test specimens showed a completely
reversible deformation behaviour. The evaluation of the torsional relaxation data as well as the
comparison of the Prony series and the torsional relaxation data is presented in Sec. 6.5.1.2.
Finally it is pointed out, that the advantage of the torsion test compared to the bending test
is, that local material scatter over a relatively large area is taken into account, whereas the
maximum loading for the bending test is limited to the region of the applied load.
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6.3.3 Small Scale Tests - Hyperelasticity
Test for the hyperelastic material behaviour are valuable for assessing the constitutive properties
of the interlayer in the post-fracture state of the glass laminate. The data for the small scale
tests for hyperelasticity were conducted and published in [189], the original data however were
provided by [189] to the author of this thesis for further processing within this Bayesian material
parameter identification framework. At this point it has to be emphasized, that while data for
BG PVB was available, the EVA data are from a different manufacturer (Bridgestone) but
with the same content of VAC (both about 25 M-%, [9, 189]). It is thus assumed, that the
existing results for the EVA from [189] are thermomechanically representative for the EVA under
investigation so far (as the VAC content is the main influencing parameter on the mechanical
behaviour, cf. Sec. 3.2.2.3). Some of the evaluation results presented here were prepublished in
[187], thus the description of the conduction of the tests will not be repeated in full depth at
this point, further details can be found in the cited literature sources. For all tests, the strains
were determined using video extensometry (Digital Image Correlation, DIC) in order to consider
slip during clamping and to only evaluate the sample-parallel area, [189]. Details on the testing
machine and the DIC can be found in [189]. The primary results of the test series were the forcetime curves and the data from videoextensometry, which were synchronized afterwards. Based
on the measured initial geometry, technical stresses and strains were computed as specified in
the following subsections.

6.3.3.1 Small Scale Uniaxial Tensile Tests
The BG PVB as well as the EVA were tested in an already cured state, which imitated the
autoclave process, the tests were conducted at 23◦ C and 50% relative humidity according to [90].
The following results were obtained under assumption of incompressible material behaviour (as
given by [189] for the original data).
The uniaxial tensile tests (UT) on the BG PVB as well as the EVA specimen were performed
in [189] in imitation of [90] with a non-standardized specimen shape, possessing a relatively
short edge-parallel area, cf. Fig. 6.34b, since the goal of the original tests was to determine
the stress-strain behaviour at different strain rates. The tests were performed with a universal
testing machine (type ’Zwick Z050 ’) until fracture of the specimen at large strains. Fig. 6.34a
shows a specimen in the testing machine and the test set-up. The specimen for EVA as well
as BG PVB had a nominal thickness of 1.52 mm, for BG PVB three samples and for EVA five
samples were tested.
true , Eq. (6.16), was
The true strain true
x , Eq. (6.15), was obtained by DIC, the true stress σx
determined by the force measurement of the universal testing machine and the actual cross
section Atrue , which was computed from the measured strain in transverse direction under
assumption of incompressibility (ν = 0.5).



∆lx 2ν
eng 2ν
true
=
[ln(1
+

)]
=
ln(1
+
)
x
x
l0,x

(6.15)
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(a) Uniaxial tensile test set up, from [187]

(b) Geometry of uniaxial tensile test specimen, dimensions in mm, from [187]

Figure 6.34: Uniaxial tensile test (left) and geometry of the uniaxial tensile test specimen
(right), from [189]
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Figure 6.35: Results of the uniaxial tensile (UT) test for BG PVB (left) and EVA (right)
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x ] · σx
x ]·
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(6.16)

The results for BG PVB as well as for EVA are given in Fig. 6.35.
The obtained stress-strain data as given in Fig. 6.35 are subject to a small variation, the further
processing of the obtained data is conducted in Sec. 6.4.2.

6.3.3.2 Small Scale Biaxial Tensile Tests
The biaxial tensile tests (BT) were performed at the Fraunhaufer EMI with six cross-shaped EVA
samples that have been excised from EVA sheets. For BG PVB unpleasantly no biaxial data were
available until the finishing of this thesis. The specimen provide an area of A = 80 × 80 mm2 ,
where pure biaxial stress and strain conditions can be guaranteed and 60 mm long clamping areas
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(a) Biaxial tensile test set up,
from [187]

(b) Geometry of biaxial tensile test specimen, dimensions in mm, from [187]

Figure 6.36: Biaxial tensile test (left) and geometry of the biaxial tensile test specimen (right),
from [187]

(cf. Fig. 6.36). The average thickness of all specimen was measured to be h = 0.7 mm. During
the biaxial testing, the cross-shaped sample as shown in Fig. 6.36b was pulled simultaneously
in x- and y-direction. The loading was applied by four orthogonally oriented actuators with a
quasi-static speed of v = 25mm/min per axis, which corresponds to vBT = 50mm/min for both
directions x and y until failure. The forces required were measured with a piezoelectric force
sensor and the axial movements with magnetic displacement sensors. The elongation per axis
during test was measured with a grey-value pattern that has been applied prior to the testing
by a water-based black-white varnish to the samples and which was evaluated during the testing
by DIC. The evaluation was carried out with the force-displacement data, wherein the forces in
x-/y-direction were defined as arithmetic mean values of two opposing actuators, as given by
Eq. (6.17).
1
1
Fx = · (F1 + F3 )
Fy = · (F2 + F4 )
(6.17)
2
2
The total local elongations in x- and y-direction were determined with DIC, wherein the outer
points of the grey value pattern of each axis (Fig. 6.37) were tracked by a video camera during
the experiment. The relative elongation can be calculated with Eq. (6.18).
∆lx = u1 + u3

∆ly = u2 + u4

(6.18)

The obtained data was then used to calculate engineering stresses and strains with Eqs. (6.19)
and (6.20).
∆ly
∆lx
eng
=
eng
=
(6.19)
x
y
l0,x
l0,y
σxeng =

Fx
b·t

σyeng =

Fy
b·t

(6.20)
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Figure 6.37: EVA sample during the biaxial tensile test, from [187]
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Figure 6.38: Results of the biaxial tensile (BT) test for EVA
From these the true quantities can be determined as shown in Eqs. (6.21) and (6.22) for the
x-direction.

2ν
2ν
true
= [ln(1 + eng
true
= ln(1 + eng
(6.21)
x
x )]
y
y )
eng
σxtrue = [1 + eng
x ] · σx


 eng
σytrue = 1 + eng
· σy
y

(6.22)

under assumption of incompressibility (ν = 0.5, which is true in very good approximation, as
Tg ≈ −30◦ C << Ttest ). Further evaluations in [187, 189] demonstrated the absence of anisotropy
for EVA BT samples. The stresses and strains are independent of direction, hence σx = σy and
x = y . The results for the EVA BT are given in Fig. 6.38. The obtained stress-strain data as
given in Fig. 6.36 are subject to a small variation, the further processing of the obtained data
is conducted in Sec. 6.4.2.

6.4 Model Parameter Identification
The focus of this chapter is on the calibration of viscoelastic as well as hyperelastic constitutive models under special consideration of the Bayesian paradigm (and using Machine Learning
techniques). Further aspects of the validation of the calibrated models are postponed to the
next section. For the given task of inferring material parameters of a hyper-viscoelastic material
law for polymeric laminated glass interlayers, the collection of prior information has to take into
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account the different natures of prior information sources, which are data from (self-conducted)
prior experiments; data reported in literature and expert knowledge. At first, the constitutive
models for linear viscoelasticity and afterwards the hyperelastic constitutive models are calibrated by the information compiled so far. The different steps involved are presented in detail
in the following.

6.4.1 Linear Viscoelasticity
The constitutive model for linear viscoelasticity is calibrated within the context of this thesis by
DMTA data only, as the large scale bending and torsional tests are used for validation purposes
in Sec. 6.5.1. Within the Bayesian and especially ML context, different approaches are in general
possible, each has some advantages and disadvantages. The different situations are discussed at
this point in more detail.
From a ’greedy’ (in the ML sense: as much data as possible) point of view, all available data
should be used for model training. On the one hand, this will result in a constitutive model,
which is ’best suitable’ for the given range of parameters and test set-ups, that have produced
the data. On the other hand, no data are left to test and validate the calibrated model against.
Furthermore, different sources of uncertainty are implicitly mixed by this approach and detection
of data patterns with more uncertainty is hardly possible a posteriori. To give an illustrative
example, consider the measurement noise. Using DMTA data together with creep and relaxation
data and assuming a homoscedastic error model would suggest, that the DMTA machine has
the same ’noise level’ as the creep and relaxation test instruments, which might not hold true
in general.
On the other hand, a sequential learning process could be utilized, where the constitutive model
is calibrated by a set of available data and afterwards, further data are given to the already
calibrated model to update model parameters in case. This two-stage approach is followed
within this thesis, as it reflects the idea of model calibration and consecutive validation while
keeping different sources of information (and thus uncertainty) separated.
In this section, the constitutive model for linear viscoelasticity as well as the fractional viscoelastic model are calibrated by DMTA data for EVA and BG PVB by different methods, which were
a priori introduced in Sec. 5.4.2.
Linear Viscoelasticity Model Parameter Estimation for BG PVB from DMTA Data
At first, the incremental horizontal shifting procedure is performed by using the method described in Sec. 5.2 to obtain the Master Curve for a reference temperate of Tref = 20◦ C. The
obtained horizontal shift factors aT are given in Fig. 6.39a.
In principle, the obtained incremental shift factors are sufficient to characterise the TimeTemperature-Superposition-Principle (TTSP). As it is common in literature to further fit TTSPs
with analytical formulae, the parameters of the Williams–Landel–Ferry (WLF) and Arrhenius
equation, a linear and a cubic polynomial were fitted to the data of log(aT ) against T . It is
important to constrain the fit of the functional forms for the horizontal shift factors aT to ensure
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Figure 6.39: Logarithmic shift factor aT and Prony series coefficients Gi for BG PVB

log(aT ) = 0 (resp. aT = 1) for T = Tref . From Fig. 6.39a it can be seen, that in principle some
TTSPs with analytical formula are able to represent the incremental shift factors over the whole
tested temperature range except the linear fit. From theory, as given in Sec. 2.4.5, it could
be expected, that from high temperatures until the glass transition temperature Tg the WLF
TTSPs holds and beyond Arrhenius TTSP is present. At this point, the capability of different
analytical models being able to capture the shift-factor-temperature dependence over the whole
test temperature range is seen in the little curvature of the shift-factor-curve as well as BG
PVB being a thermorheologically simple material (as found in Sec. 6.2.5). At this point it is
important to mention the limits of validity of an polynomial TTSP, as global convexity cannot
be presumed for a fit to the incremental shift factors. Thus the polynomial TTSPs with degree
of at least third order may lead to unphysical shift factors outside the temperature range used
for the fitting.
After the Master Curve construction, ’GUSTL’ was used to find an estimation of the Prony series


of the material. The frequency range is chosen to be f ∈ 10−6 , 1012 Hz with a discretisation of
20 elements to ensure one Maxwell-element per decade. Inspection of the terminal regions of the
BG PVB Master Curve as given in Fig. 6.40 shows, that G0 : t → 0 ⇔ f → ∞ is not yet reached,
as G0 (f ) possesses significant slope in this frequency range. From the slope of the G0 (f ) curve
in the terminal region on the low frequency side G∞ : t → ∞ ⇔ f → 0 it can be concluded,
that a low residual stiffness is reached within the tested temperature-frequency-programme. The
resulting Storage and Loss moduli obtained via ’GUSTL’ in comparison to the ordinary least–
squares estimation from the global search method are given in Fig. 6.40 as well as Fig. 6.41.
While the Prony series fit for the storage modulus is of very good quality, the low-frequency
region is not captured well by the inferred Prony series. As for the interlayer shear modulus in
the time domain, G(t), the approximation G(t) ≈ G0 (f ) for ω = 1/t holds (cf. [284]), the small
frequency region of misfit in the loss modulus is judged as negligible however. Both figures allow
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the conclusion of ’GUSTL’ as well as the global search method deliver a comparable result. At
this point it is worth mentioning, that even the accuracy of both methods is equivalent, the
solution for the coefficients when using ’GUSTL’ is within milliseconds whereas the solution
found by the global search may take up to minutes.
The distribution of the coefficients Gi obtained via ’GUSTL’ in comparison to the ordinary
Least–Squares estimation by the Global Search method ([189]) is given in Fig. 6.39b. Here
again, both methods deliver nearly equivalent results.
The modified Cole-Cole-plot as well as the vanGurp-Palmen-plot is given for BG PVB in
Fig. 6.42. As outlined in Sec. 2.4.5.3, the modified Cole-Cole plot allows to check the validity of TTSP for experimental data without the determination of the horizontal shift factor aT
whenever bT = 1. The number of ’arc’ present in the data is a hint on the number of transitions, thus for the BG PVB at hand for glass laminates mechanically relevant interlayer shear
moduli (G0 < 300M P a, end of the arc) one complete arc is present, supporting the assumption
of BG PVB being thermorheologically simple. These findings are also supported by the DSC
measurements (given in Sec. 6.2.3.1, where just one glass transition was detected) as well as
the obtained incremental shift factors given in Fig. 6.39a. For the vanGurp-Palmen plot, in
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Figure 6.42: Modified Cole-Cole-Plot and vanGurp-Palmen-Plot for BG PVB within the tested
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Figure 6.43: Logarithmic shift factor aT and Prony series coefficients Gi for EVA
case of a thermorheologically simple polymer, the curves for δ(|G∗ |) for different temperatures
should overlay perfectly. Inspection of Fig. 6.42b shows, that this is the case for BG PVB in
good approximation, which is also hinting in direction of thermorheologically simple material
behaviour.
Linear Viscoelasticity Model Parameter Estimation for EVA from DMTA Data
In the first calibration step, the incremental horizontal shifting procedure is performed by using
the method described in Sec. 5.2 to obtain the Master Curve for a reference temperate Tref =
−20◦ C. The obtained horizontal shift factors aT are given in Fig. 6.43.
As stated before in the PVB case, in principle, the obtained incremental shift factors are sufficient to characterise the time–temperature–equivalence principle (TTSP). As it is common in
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literature to further fit TTSPs with analytical formulae, the parameters of the Williams–Landel–
Ferry (WLF) equation, a linear and a cubic polynomial were fitted to the data of log(aT ) against
T . It is important to constrain the fit of the functional forms for the horizontal shift factors aT
to ensure log(aT ) = 0 (resp. aT = 1) for T = Tref . From Fig. 6.43a it can be deduced, that
neither TTSP with analytical formula is able to represent the incremental shift factors over the
whole tested temperature range. This is clear from the considerations of Sec. 2.4.5, where it
was motivated, that different TTSPs (such as the WLF or Arrhenius) rely on certain thermal
molecular movements, which are not present over the whole temperature range. All analytical
TTSP models are capable of capturing the shift factors aT in the temperature range between
Tg = −30◦ C and Tc = 30◦ C, below and above those characteristic temperatures, other molecular
arrangements cause different TTSPs, which cannot be modelled by a single analytical formula.
Especially the shift factors above Tc = 30◦ C are substantially different in slope and convexity
than the rest of the aT - T - curve. This region was identified as crystallite melting region by
the DSC measurement given in Sec. 6.2.3.1. The DSC investigations further detected one glass
transition region. At this point it is important to mention the limits of validity of a analytically
available TTSP, as especially for polynomial TTSPs global convexity cannot be presumed for a
fit to the incremental shift factors, thus these polynomial TTSPs may lead to unphysical shift
factors outside the temperature range used for the fitting.
After the Master Curve construction, ’GUSTL’ was used to find an estimation of the Prony

series of the material. The frequency range is chosen to be f ∈ 10−23 , 1019 Hz. The frequency
axis is discretised with 41 elements to ensure one Maxwell-element per decade. Inspection of the
terminal regions of the EVA Master Curve given in Fig. 6.44 shows, that G0 : t → 0 ⇔ f → ∞ is
almost reached, as G0 (f ) possesses a nearly horizontal plateau in this frequency range. From the
slope of the G0 (f ) curve in the terminal region on the low frequency side G∞ : t → ∞ ⇔ f → 0
it can be concluded, that a low residual stiffness is not yet reached or existent within the
tested temperature-frequency-programme. The resulting storage and loss moduli obtained via
’GUSTL’ in comparison to the ordinary least–squares estimation from the global search method
are given in Fig. 6.44 as well as Fig. 6.45. Both figures allow the conclusion of ’GUSTL’ as well
as the global search method deliver a comparable result. At this point it is worth mentioning
again, that even the accuracy of both methods is equivalent, the solution for the coefficients
when using ’GUSTL’ is within milliseconds whereas the solution found by the global search
takes up to minutes.
The distribution of the coefficients Gi obtained via ’GUSTL’ in comparison to the ordinary
Least–Squares estimation by the Global Search method is given in Fig. 6.43b. Here again, both
methods deliver equivalent results.
In a last figure, the modified Cole-Cole-plot as well as the vanGurp-Palmen-plot is given for EVA,
cf. Fig. 6.46. The number of ’arc’ present in the data is a hint on the number of transitions,
thus for the EVA at hand at least two complete arcs and one beginning arc can be inferred. This
findings support the deductions from the obtained incremental shift factors as given in Fig. 6.43a,
that different TTSPs are being present and EVA is thus thermorheologically complex with at
least one TTSP for the melt temperature range and one TTSP for temperatures below Tm .
These findings are supported by the DSC measurements (given in Sec. 6.2.3.1, where besides
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one glass transition a melting phase was detected). For the vanGurp-Palmen plot, in case of
a thermorheologically simple polymer, the curves for δ(|G∗ |) for different temperatures should
overlay perfectly. Inspection of Fig. 6.46b shows, that this is not the case for EVA, hinting also
in direction of thermorheologically complex material behaviour.
The parameter of the Prony series for EVA and BG PVB are given in the appendix C. Further
comparisons of DSC, TMA and DMTA data are conducted and evaluated in Sec. 6.5.1.

6.4.1.1 Uncertainty Quantification, Model Evidence Estimation and Probability
Distribution of the Interlayer Shear Modulus
For the design of monolithic glass panes the variations of the loadings as well as the resistances
are considered usually in form of partial safety factors. Partial safety factors are calibrated to
obtain a certain level of safety and are typically fractiles of the underlying distributions of the
loading or material resistance. The bending strength of float glass depends on environmental
conditions, the load duration, the loaded area content and the surface quality of the basic glass,
hence it is not a time-constant material property but is rather defined via a permitted value
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of fracture probability Pf racture . [88] states, that characteristic material properties are usually
be taken as the 5% fractiles of the underlying statistical distributions while the stiffness of the
material is determined as the 50% fractile. The shear modulus of the interlayer of laminated
glass is however important for the shear transfer and thus the resulting stress distribution within
a glass laminate. Due to this multivalent nature of the interlayer stiffness, in the latter of this
section, computations and considerations within the context of uncertainty quantification are
conducted on basis of [273, 124] and compared to the findings of [273, 326, 124] for the GMM
as well as the FGMM case for EVA and BG PVB.
[273] presents a computational study on the fracture probability of LSG under consideration
of the uncertainty of the interlayer shear modulus for eight LSG set-ups. The LSG set-ups
cover glass pane thicknesses of t = 4, 6 and 12 mm at an interlayer thickness of h = 1.52 mm
and three slendernesses of λ = L/(2t) = (50; 125; 250). The computations show, that fracture
probability of the LSG with symmetrical set-up depends only on the thickness t of the glass
pane and the thickness h of the interlayer. As a tendency it holds, that the thinner the glass
panes and the thicker the interlayer, the higher the probability of glass fracture. However, in
[273], an assumption on the underlying probability distribution of the interlayer shear modulus
had to be made. This is overcome by the contributions of this thesis with the results presented
in the following section. Having at hand these information on the uncertainty in the interlayer
shear modulus, the formally correct computation of the fracture probability of LSG can be
conducted. As the interlayer shear modulus depends on time as well as on temperature, further
considerations based on the work of [325, 326] are required prior to the conduction of the
aforementioned computations, this however is not in the scope of this thesis and will thus not
be carried out in the remainder of this section.
Bayesian Inference of the Parameters of the Generalized Maxwell Modell via GUSTL
In this subsection, the Bayesian inference on the Gi -parameters of a GMM for EVA and BG PVB
is presented, the derivation of the framework was already given in Sec. 5.4.2.2. This investigation
is motivated by providing an a-posteriori distribution for the interlayer shear modulus as well
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as design values from this posterior distribution. The basic (simplifying) assumption of the
derivation (and thus minor limitation) is, that the relaxation times τi are fixed a priori at
specific values, dividing the experimentally obtained frequency axis equally spaced. This kind
of modelling corresponds to a Dirac’s delta prior distribution at the specific relaxation time
τi , i.e. P(θi ) = δ(τ − τi ) in the Bayesian setting. This prior however could be replaced with
further sensible assumptions on the relaxation times τi to reach a more general Bayesian setting,
but this comes at the price of a non-analytically tractable posterior-distribution as well as the
introduction of order and non-negativity (both lead to asymmetry) into the structure of the
prior.
For the commonly used assumption of a homoscedasticity, i.e. the assumption of the standard
deviations of the error terms to be constant and not dependent on the x-value of the fitted
model, the results of the Bayesian estimation of the Prony-parameter with GUSTL as described
in Sec. 5.4.2.2 are given for BG PVB and EVA within this section. The assumption of homoscedasticity ensures the least-squares estimators to be a best linear unbiased estimator of the
respective population parameters by the Gauss-Markov theorem, [210, 42, 306].
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Figure 6.47: Comparison of Prony series coefficients Gi by different methods and uncertainty
quantification for BG PVB and EVA

The 95% confidence intervals for the estimated Prony coefficients are given in Fig. 6.48 for EVA
and BG PVB.

Figure 6.48: Mean and confidence intervals for the estimated Prony series coefficients Gi [MPa]
for EVA and BG PVB.

The derived Bayesian estimation setting allows uncertainty quantification of the Prony series
coefficients Gi . Due to the assumption of the error being Gaussian-normal and homoscedastic,
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Table 6.13: 95%-confidence intervals for WLF and Arrhenius TTSP for BG PVB and EVA
Interlayer
TTSP
Parameter 1
Parameter 2
Mean
WLF
41.84
58.72
254.8 347.7 50.29 301.2
BG PVB
Arrhenius 267,603 280,855
274,229
WLF
159.5
352.6
571.6
1329
256.1 950.6
EVA
Arrhenius 342,868 376,160
359,514

the posterior probability of the Prony series coefficients G is Gaussian through the system of
linear equations set up by GUSTL (cf. Sec. 5 and 5.4.2.2). As can be seen by the results in
Fig. 6.47, the assumption of homoscedasticity has the disadvantage of results being physically
not sensible as the confidence intervals sometimes contain negative values. The 95%-confidence
intervals for the WLF and Arrhenius TTSP for both polymeric interlayers are summarized in
Tab. 6.13.
For BG PVB, the sparsity parameter were found to be α = 1.37e − 09 and β = 4.05e − 09,
which lead to a regularisation parameter λ = α/β ≈ 0.35, whereas for EVA α = 2.09e − 08 and
β = 1.69e − 08 compiling a regularisation parameter λ = α/β ≈ 1.2. This gives evidence, that
the Prony series for BG PVB needed less regularisation and is thus sparse in contrast to the
EVA Prony series, which was regularized more. Keeping in mind the frequency range, which
each of the two Prony series has to span, it is not surprising, that for the initial guess of the
relaxation times for EVA more room for removing bases in frequency regions with low variability
in either Storage or Loss modulus. Inspection of the results of the variational lower bound L(Q)
(cf. Sec. 4.2.2.1.1) confirm the chosen complexities K for the Prony series fo BG PVB and EVA
as it is highest in that region for those K-values, cf. Fig 6.49.

(a) Evidence variational lower bound L(Q) for BG PVB

(b) Evidence variational lower bound L(Q) for EVA

Figure 6.49: Variational lower bound L(Q) of the evidence of the Prony series in dependence
of the model complexity K for BG PVB and EVA

This leads to the conclusion, that Bayesian Machine Learning concepts support the model evidence comparison within a material modelling context.
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Table 6.14: Settings of
Parameter
Initial
G∞
0.3918
G1
2.501
G2
450
G3
600
1/τ1
3.162
1/τ2
5.299 E-4
1/τ3
9.423 E-18
α1
0.1582
α2
0.2947
α3
0.0942

the MCMC parameter inference of the FGMM for EVA
min
max
Prior µ
Prior σ Unit
0.10
1
0.50
0.30
0.10
5
2.50
1.50
[MPa]
300
600
450
60
400
800
600
60
2.00 E+16 2.00 E+18 3.162 E+17
inf
5.00 E-06
0.050
5.299 E-4
inf
[1/s]
5.00 E-20
5.00 E-17
9.422 E-18
inf
0
1
0.20
0.05
0
1
0.30
0.10
[-]
0
1
0.10
0.05

Bayesian Inference of the Parameters of the Fractional Generalized Maxwell Model and
Fractional Zener Model
In this subsection, the Bayesian inference on the parameters of a FGMM (with three FMM in the
context of this thesis) as well as a FZM for EVA and BG PVB is presented. This investigation
is motivated by inferring the tendency of the order of the derivatives of the fractional models,
as they allow a conclusion on a rather stiff or viscous behaviour. Furthermore, uncertainty
quantification issues are also interesting outcomes of the MCMC procedure. For the FGMM,
homoscedasticity is also assumed, but this time, the relaxation times are also random variables.
For all calibrations within this section, the ’Normalized Root-Mean Square Difference’ of the
logarithms of the storage and loss moduli acc. to Sec. 5.4.2.3 was used together with the assumption of a homoscedastic and standard normal distributed measurement error of the DMTA
data, for the evaluation of the predictive uncertainty of the model 3,000 sample points were
evaluated for each model. At this point a hint on a notation inconsistency in some of the graphs
as presented in the following has to be given: unfortunately due to (MATLAB) implementation
reasons, some figures contain Ginf instead of G∞ , however it is in every case referred to G∞ .
For EVA a FGMM model with three FMM is calibrated by MCMC with prior information on
the parameters. The prior on the parameters is modelled as independent Gaussian distributions
(i.e. it is assumed a priori no correlation between the parameters) with a mean derived from
an initial least-squares curve fit of the DMTA data to the functional form of the FGMM. The
standard deviations are chosen such, that within the pre set physical limits, at least 90% of the
MCMC samples are expected to fall within this region (i.e. to assure a ’good’ acceptance rate
for the MCMC). The settings of the simulation study are given in Tab. 6.14.
The simulation study was conducted with two chains with each 500,000 runs. The obtained
parameters and especially the derivative orders for the FMM allow a closer interpretation of the
thermorheological behaviour of EVA. It is interesting, that the derivative orders are rather in the
range of elastic springs than viscous dampers. The chains as well as the posterior distributions
of the inferred parameters for the FGMM for EVA are given in Fig. 6.50, where the dashed
lines are the prior distributions in Fig. 6.50b. Interestingly it is obtained, that in contrast to
the strong assumptions of a Gaussian posterior distribution of the parameters (cf. Sec. 5.4.2.2
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Table 6.15: Mean of the posterior for the parameters of the FGMM for EVA
Parameter
Value
Unit
G∞
0.3386
G1
0.4409
[MPa]
G2
470.5
G3
433.8
1/τ1
8.085e-17
1/τ2
2.068e-4
[1/s]
1/τ3
2.522e-17
α1
0.1864
α2
0.2643
[-]
α3
0.0907

Table 6.16: Settings of the
Parameter Initial
G∞
600
G0
6
τ
4.5e-4
α1
0.2
β
0.3

MCMC
min
400
1e-1
1e-6
0
0

parameter inference of the FZM for EVA
max Prior µ Prior σ Unit
800
600
100
[MPa]
10
6
2
1e2
4.5e-4
1e-2
[s]
1
0.3
0.1
[-]
1
0.2
0.1

here it becomes clearly visible, that the posterior distributions of the model parameters of the
FGMM are non-Gaussian. However a Laplace approximation by a Gaussian is reasonable to a
certain extent when considering the general form of the presented resulting distributions.
Based on the previous findings, finally the predictive limits can be graphically illustrated (cf.


Fig. 6.51). Interestingly, in the frequency range of f ∈ 10−20 , 10−10 the FGMM is not able, to
represent the data well, thus the predictive uncertainty is great and thus the predictive limits are
spread (grey shadings in Fig. 6.51). This is interpreted as if a further FMM would be required in
this region to improve the model capabilities in that place. On the other hand, from Sec. 2.5.1 for
the Fractional Zener model (FZM) the fractional derivative in the nominator and denominator,
α and β, could be chosen differently in order to model asymmetrical loss factor peaks. A closer


inspection of the Loss Modulus G00 (f ) in Fig. 6.51 in the frequency range of f ∈ 10−5 , 1010
tends in that direction. As a next step, it is thus calibrated a FZM to the EVA data (at this
point, it is recaptured, that the meaning of G0 and G∞ for the FZM is different to that of the
FGMM, cf. Sec. 2.5.1). The FZM has only five parameters with a better interpretability, which
makes it more easy to derive sensible prior PDFs as given in Tab. 6.16.
The simulation study was conducted with two chains with each 500,000 runs. The obtained posterior distribution of the parameters are given in Tab. 6.17. It is interesting, that the difference
in derivative order is not that significant and the posterior distribution for the parameters (cf.
Fig. 6.52b) are found to be nearly single peaks, the influence of the prior is negligible as can be
concluded from comparing the from and location of the posterior PDFs for the parameters.
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(a) MCMC chains for the parameters of a FGMM for EVA with DMTA data
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(b) MCMC univariate prior (dashed) and posterior (continuous) PDFs for the parameters of a FGMM
for EVA with DMTA data

Figure 6.50: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of a FGMM for EVA with DMTA data
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Figure 6.51: Predictive uncertainty quantification for the FGMM for EVA with DMTA data

Table 6.17: Mean of the posterior
Parameter
G∞
G0
τ
α1
β

for the parameters of the FZM for EVA
Value
Unit
774.16
[MPa]
8.1805
2.4187e-4
[s]
0.32371
[-]
0.26223

While calibrating the FZM to the DMTA data it was obtained, that the FZM is sensitive to
the frequency range, where the tendency is found to be in favour of shorter frequency ranges,
otherwise the ’mean-filter’ behaviour under the squared loss induces the calibrated FZM to
over- and underestimate the DMTA data in certain intervals (i.e. the mean sense at its most
origin meaning). The results for the choice of the frequency being restricted to the interval


f ∈ 10−6 ; 104 Hz delivers the storage and loss moduli for EVA in Fig. 6.53. Further results of
the MCMC parameter inference for the FGMM and the FZM for EVA are given in the appendix
in Sec. C.3. There the correlation of the parameters of the FZM and FGMM can be inspected.
For BG PVB a FGMM model with three FMM is calibrated by MCMC with prior information
on the parameters. The prior on the parameters is again modelled as independent Gaussian
distributions (i.e. it is assumed a priori no correlation between the parameters) with a mean
derived from an initial least-squares curve fit of the DMTA data to the functional form of the
FGMM. The standard deviations are chosen such, that within the preset physical limits, at
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Figure 6.52: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of a FZM for EVA with DMTA data
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Figure 6.53: Predictive uncertainty quantification for the FZM for EVA with DMTA data

Table 6.18: Settings of the
Parameter Initial
G∞
0.30
G1
1.70
G2
40
G3
160
1/τ1
100
1/τ2
0.33
1/τ3
1e-3
α1
0.17
α2
0.71
α3
0.51

MCMC parameter inference of the FGMM for BG PVB
min
max
Prior µ Prior σ Unit
0.10
1
0.40
0.10
0.10
5
1.70
1.00
[MPa]
0.10
100
50
30
100
200
160
150
1.00 E+1
1 E+4
1 E+2
10
1.00 E-2
1 E+2
1.00
1.00
[1/s]
1.00 E-5 1.00 E-1
1 E-3
1 E-1
0
1
0.20
0.30
0
1
0.70
0.30
[-]
0
1
0.50
0.30

least 90% of the MCMC samples are expected to fall within this region (i.e. to assure a ’good’
acceptance rate for the MCMC). The settings of the simulation study are given in Tab. 6.18.
The simulation study was conducted with two chains with each 500,000 runs. The obtained
parameters and especially the derivative orders for the FMM allow a closer interpretation of
the thermorheological behaviour of BG PVB. It is interesting, that the derivative orders for BG
PVB in contrast to EVA are rather in between an elastic spring and the viscous damper. The
chains as well as the posterior distributions of the inferred parameters for the FGMM for BG
PVB are given in Fig. 6.54, where the dashed lines are the prior distributions in Fig. 6.54b.
Again it can be observed, that the posterior parameter distributions are non-Gaussian and are
multi-modal in some cases.
Based on the previous findings, finally the predictive limits can be graphically illustrated (cf.


Fig. 6.55). Interestingly, in the frequency range of f ∈ 10−3 , 10−1 the FGMM is not close to the
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Figure 6.54: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of a FGMM for BG PVB with DMTA
data
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Table 6.19: Mean of the posterior for
Parameter
G∞
G1
G2
G3
1/τ1
1/τ2
1/τ3
α1
α2
α3

the parameters of the FGMM for BG PVB
Value
Unit
0.26077
0.38438
[MPa]
68.289
149.54
108.88
7.327e-2 [1/s]
3.559e-4
0.3801
0.5600
[-]
0.4313
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Figure 6.55: Predictive uncertainty quantification for the FGMM for BG PVB with DMTA
data
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Table 6.20: Settings of the MCMC parameter inference of the FZM for BG PVB
Parameter Initial min
max Prior µ Prior σ Unit
G0
0.40
0.10
1
0.40
0.10
[MPa]
G∞
152
100
5
152
25
τ1
1 E-0.1 1 E-4 1 E+4 1 E-0.1
10
[s]
α
0.90
0
1
0.50
0.10
[-]
β
0.20
0
1
0.10
0.05

Table 6.21: Mean of the posterior for the parameters of the FZM for BG PVB
Parameter
Value
Unit
G0
0.20474
[MPa]
G∞
196.92
τ
2.1635e-2
[s]
α
0.5199
[-]
β
0.2450

measured DMTA storage modulus data, whereas the DMTA loss modulus data are not captured


well in the frequency range of f ∈ 10−6 , 10−3 by the FGMM. Thus in that frequency region, the
predictive uncertainty is great and the predictive limits are spread (grey shadings in Fig. 6.55).
Introduction of a further FMM in that frequency region did not lead to improved predictive
capabilities of the FGMM. It is concluded, that on the one hand, at least two more FMM have
to be introduced in that region and on the other hand, the same order of derivative in the
nominator as well as the denominator of the FGMM is not able to capture well a relative weakly
increasing storage and loss modulus in the low frequency region, cf. Sec. 2.5.1. Further results
of the MCMC parameter inference are given in the appendix in Sec. C. There the correlation of
the parameters of the FGMM for BG PVB can be inspected.
The fitting of the five-parameter FZM by using Eq. (2.203) and Eq. (2.204) for BG PVB leads
to the following findings. The settings of the simulation study are given in Tab. 6.20. The
simulation study was conducted with two chains with each 500,000 runs. The obtained posterior
parameters of the FZM for BG PVB are given in Tab. 6.21.
The chains as well as the posterior distributions of the inferred parameters for the FZM for BG
PVB are given in Fig. 6.56, where the dashed lines are the prior distributions in Fig. 6.56b. The
obtained posterior distribution of the parameters are given in Tab. 6.21. It is interesting, that
the difference in derivative order is not more significant compared to the EVA results and the
posterior distribution for the parameters (cf. Fig. 6.56b) are found again to be nearly single
peaks, the influence of the prior is negligible as can be concluded from comparing the from and
location of the posterior PDFs for the parameters. Based on the previous findings, finally the
predictive limits can be graphically illustrated (cf. Fig. 6.57). Interestingly, in the frequency


range of f ∈ 10−6 , 10−4 the FZM is in a ’mean squared sense’ close to the measured DMTA
Storage modulus data, whereas the DMTA Loss modulus data are not captured well in that
frequency range by the FZM. Thus in that frequency region, the predictive uncertainty is great
and the predictive limits are spread (grey shadings in Fig. 6.57). A possible way to overcome the
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(a) MCMC chains for the parameters of a FZM for BG PVB with DMTA data
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Figure 6.56: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of a FZM for BG PVB with DMTA
data
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Figure 6.57: Predictive uncertainty quantification for the FZM for BG PVB with DMTA data

misfit in that frequency region, the frequency range could be restricted to frequencies greater or
equal to 10−4 . Further results of the MCMC parameter inference are given in the appendix in
Sec. C. There the correlation of the parameters of the FZM for BG PVB can be inspected. It
is worth mentioning, that for the correlation of the parameters of the FZM for BG PVB little
commons can be obtained to the correlations for EVA, further investigations on the correlation
behaviour of the parameters of the FZM especially for the fractional derivative orders and the
relaxation time might support the combined fitting of the Prony series and the TTSP.
The fitting of a FZM is way faster than the MCMC calibration of the FGMM, due to the
significantly reduced number of parameters. Furthermore, the parameters G0 and G∞ of the
FZM are known apriori to a greater extend than for the FGMM. As a conclusion, with the FZM
a similar accuracy compared to the FGMM can be achieved at reduced computational time, thus
in future research, the FZM looks quite promising for the combined estimation of the Master
Curve together with the TTSP.

6.4.1.2 Combined Fitting of TTSP and Prony-Series Parameters
A last section on inferring the parameters of the viscoelastic constitutive model is concerned
with the simultaneous estimation of the parameters of the TTSP as well as the Prony series
parameters. Therefore, a MATLAB script is set-up, where GUSTL is connected to the TTSP
via a SQE-function comprising of the loss contributions of both model parts in a non-linear
optimization setting. Furthermore the differences of the fit results are obtained for the consideration of only the Storage modulus (labelled as ’G0 ’) or Storage as well as Loss modulus (labelled
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Figure 6.58: Results of the study on the behaviour of the combined fit of TTSP and Prony
series

as ’3d’). The general derivation was already given in Sec. 5.4.2.3, the algorithm is graphically
depicted in Fig. 5.9. Within the context of this thesis, considerations are restricted to the GMM
as well as the WLF and Arrhenius TTSP over the whole temperature range for the arc length
and SSE (sum-of-square-error) loss functions. The restriction to the WLF and Arrhenius TTSP
ensures comparability with literature sources, which provide almost only WLF parameters for
polymeric interlayers, cf. Sec. 6.2.5.1. In principle, incorporation of fractional models as well
as several TTSP models is possible with this script, though care has then to be taken to ensure
certain boundary conditions for thermodynamic admissibility (e.g. the convexity of the TTSPs
over the temperature region of interest).
Combined Fitting of TTSP and Prony-Series Parameter - Linear Viscoelasticity
Within this section, the inputs as well as the results of several numerical studies on the behaviour
of a combined TTSP and GMM calibration are given. The specifics on the inputs as well as the
results are summarized in Fig. 6.58.
The study intends to infer four aspects of the combined Master Curving approach. At first, due
to the coupling of the estimation of the TTSP parameters with the estimation of the Prony series
parameters, the correlation of both processes onto each other should be recognisable. Second,
the influence of the specific (within this thesis assumed as lonely and globally acting) TTSP
on the master curving results is evaluated. Third, the influence of the amount of information
(i.e. data) on the master curving process is assessed, as either only the Storage modulus or
both, Storage and Loss modulus, are taken into account for the master curving process. Fourth,
the loss function may have potential influence on the results of the master curving, hence two
different loss measures, the arc length of the Master Curve as well as the SSE are examined.
The different runs of this study always start from the same initial guess of the TTSP as well as
Prony series parameters in order to ensure, that the results do not in addition depend on the
initial point. The reference temperature as well as the initial values for the TTSPs are given
in Fig. 6.58 in the column ’Parameter0’, the initial values for the Prony series are given in the
appendix C for EVA and BG PVB. Inspection of the results as given in Fig. 6.58 allows to draw
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different conclusions. Before going into detail and interpreting the results, one has to consider,
that a direct comparison of the loss function values over the whole table is not sensible, as the
plain numeric value has different meaning for the different methods. The comparison of the
numbers for a specific method however is of value.
In order to support the understanding of the findings, graphical results for the simultaneous
estimation of the TTSP and Prony series parameters for several intermediate steps are given
in Fig. 6.59, Fig. 6.60 and Fig. 6.61. Each figure is intended to show three things: on the left
hand side a 3d view of the data together with different stages of the Master Curving process
as a 3d plot of the Storage and Loss modulus and frequency is given. Next to it at the upper
side the modified Cole-Cole plot is shown (in order to be able to infer the number of ’arcs’ and
thus transition regions). In the lower part of the figure, the Storage modulus Master Curve is
depicted.
As the 3d graphs are hardly illustrative or interpretable and the different updates cannot be
depicted to the full extent, the author provides videos on the simultaneous estimation of the
TTSP and Prony series parameters on his homepage as indicated in Sec. 8.2.
The inspection and interpretation of the resulting TTSPs as given in Fig. 6.61 is interesting at
this point. A closer discussion of the inferred TTSPs of Fig. 6.61 is given now. In Fig. 6.61a,
the resulting TTSPs for BG PVB are given besides the incrementally obtained shift factors aT
(which is named ’calculated’). A qualitatively close fit is achieved by the runs with the settings
’2’ and ’8’, where ’2’ is closest to the incremental shift factors. The incremental shift factors are
validated in Sec. 6.5.1.2, where it is obtained, that the incremental shift factors aT underestimate
the shifting at temperatures lower than 10◦ C). To this end, model ’7’ would be preferable. It is
interesting, that for the 3d-fit, the Arrhenius function fits the data better than the WLF TTSP,
whereas for the combined shifting procedure for the storage modulus G0 only, the WLF TTSP is
more suitable. In Fig. 6.61b, the resulting TTSPs for EVA are given besides the incrementally
obtained shift factors aT (which is named ’calculated’). A qualitatively close fit for one TTSP in
combination with the Prony series estimation is achieved by no run. Furthermore a comparison
of the resulting Master Curves for BG PVB for the two loss functions given in Fig. 6.59 shows,
that both loss functions cover almost the same frequency range, where the SSE loss function
leads to a shrinkage of the ’occupied’ frequency range. For EVA (Fig. 6.60) the shrinkage of the
’occupied’ frequency range is even more pronounced.
As a conclusion, further research is needed to investigate a proper method for the combined
shifting procedure. One idea could be using the ’Mixture of Experts’ (MoE) approach, which is
the concept of combining locally acting (i.e. a limited range of operation) expert models through
a gating network. The MoE is commonly used within the Machine Learning community for
more complex regression or classification problems, where a dataset cannot be well described by
a single model. For BG PVB, the probabilistic version of the MoE is given in Fig. 6.62 and for
EVA in Fig. 6.63. Mathematically, the Mixture of K experts can be given as an equation:
P (y|x, θM , θg ) =

K
X
i=1
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[P (µi |x, θg )P (y|x, θM , µi )]

(6.23)
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(a) Combined fit using an Arrhenius TTSP and SSE loss function for BG PVB DMTA data

(b) Combined fit using an Arrhenius TTSP and arclength loss function for BG PVB DMTA data

Figure 6.59: Combined fit using of TTSP and Prony series under different loss functions for
BG PVB DMTA data. Each curve represents one iteration step.
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(a) Combined fit using an Arrhenius TTSP and SSE loss function for EVA DMTA data

(b) Combined fit using an WLF TTSP and arclength loss function for EVA DMTA data

Figure 6.60: Combined fit using of TTSP and Prony series under different loss functions for
EVA data. Each curve represents one iteration step.
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Figure 6.61: TTSP shift factors aT for BG PVB and EVA in all settings of the combined fit
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Figure 6.62: Mixture of Experts approach for the combined fit of TTSP and Prony series for
BG PVB

where y is the data to model, θM is the parameters of the expert regression models (i.e. Prony
series in the case at hand), θg is the parameters of the gating network model (TTSP) and x is
the inputs (frequencies and temperatures in this case). In Eq. 6.23 P (µi |x, θg ) is the probability
of the data point to belong to expert i and P (y|x, θM , µi ) is the probability distribution of the
data given, that expert i generates them.
The histograms for EVA and BG PVB allow further conclusions. The most significant observation is the highly different densities in the low modulus region, which at this point is interpreted
as an indicator for thermorheological complexity. This is motivated by the thought, that if a
drop of storage modulus drop over frequency is great, the histogram in that region will account
for more points within a smaller frequency band, which can be seen clearly in Fig. 6.63 compared
to Fig. 6.62. The Mixture of Experts idea is assumed to be valuable, as for the gating networks,
different TTSPs can be assigned while the experts consist of different parts of the Prony series
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Figure 6.63: Mixture of Experts approach for the combined fit of TTSP and Prony series for
EVA
for the polymeric interlayer material. For the cases of BG PVB and EVA, three experts are
assumed in the previous figures, as at least two thermodynamic phases are obtained within the
tested frequency and temperature range.

6.4.2 Hyperelasticity
In this section, the parameters for different models of hyperelasticity are calibrated within a
Bayesian setting for BG PVB and EVA. At this point it is mentioned, that the results presented
for EVA are not obtained for the evguard EVA, as it was not possible to conduct uniaxial or
biaxial tensile tests within the context of this thesis. In a prepublication by the author of this
thesis, [187], the data for another similar EVA (Bridgestone) were assessed, parts of that work
as well as further investigations on the EVA data are discussed in the next sections. For reasons
of brevity it is decided to show the Bayesian Machine Learning material parameter inference
using MCMC for BG PVB and the machine learning evidence approximations within a leastsquares setting for EVA (however, nor method is restricted in application to the specifically
chosen polymer).

6.4.2.1 Hyperelasticity Parameter Estimation - BG PVB
As already outlined in Sec. 6.3.3.1 for BG PVB the UT test data were provided by [189] for
further inspection within the context of this thesis. Now the Bayesian calibration of the hyperelastic material model for BG PVB is conducted for three different strain energy density
functions: Neo-Hooke, Mooney-Rivlin, Extended-Tube (cf. Sec. 2.3.2.5). Prior to the Bayesian
calibration, a least-squares fit of the three constitutive models to the UT data is performed in
order to assess good initial values for the prior distributions. The calibration of the three ma-
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Figure 6.64: Least-squares fitting of different material models to the BG PVB sample data
from the uniaxial tensile test (UT)

Figure 6.65: Summary table containing the obtained material parameters and the sensitivity
of the material model w.r.t. the initial guess of the material parameters for the
UT test mode for BG PVB within a least-squares setting.

terial models to the UT data was conducted via MATLAB. For the ET model, it was necessary
to use a suitable initial guess which leads to a good approximation of the material responses.
As indicated by the difference ∆σtrue in Fig. 6.64 (between the mean true stress value and the
fitted true stress) the Neo-Hooke material models is not able to approximate the curvature of
the measured data in a suitable way whereas the Mooney-Rivlin and the Extended-Tube (ET)
material models are. Interestingly, the ET model is able to represent the initial behaviour better
than the Mooney-Rivlin model. In Tab. 6.65, the least-squares model parameters for the fits are
summarized. For BG PVB the hyperelastic constitutive models in the following are calibrated
by MCMC for uncertainty quantification issues. Prior information on the parameters is obtained
form the previously conducted least-squares fitting. The prior on the parameters is modelled
as independent Gaussian distributions (i.e. it is assumed a priori no correlation between the
parameters) with a mean derived from the initial least-squares curve fit of the uniaxial tensile
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Table 6.22: Settings of the MCMC parameter inference of the hyperelastic
for BG PVB
Constitutive
Parameter Initial min max Prior µ Prior σ
Model
Neo-Hooke
A10
2.371
0
100
3
2
Mooney
C10
2.947
-10
20
2
10
Rivlin
C01
-3.714
0
20
5
10
Gc
1.641
0
10
5.5
2.5
Extended
Ge
-0.270
-10
0
-2.8
1.4
Tube
δ
0.200
0
10
6.7
3.3
β
9.059
0
10
0.44
0.22

constitutive laws
ML

MAP

2.400
1.185
0
6.083
-3.218
0.055
6.721

2.400
1.185
0
6.702
-3.596
0.041
6.535

test data to the functional forms of the Neo-Hooke, Mooney-Rivlin and Extended Tube (ET).
The standard deviations are chosen such, that within the preset physical limits, at least 90% of
the MCMC samples are expected to fall within this region (i.e. to assure a ’good’ acceptance
rate for the MCMC). The settings of the simulation study as well as the posterior MAP and
ML estimates of the parameters are given in Tab. 6.22, the MCMC study also estimates the
measurement error σ. The simulation study was conducted using five chains with each 50,000
runs for each of the three hyperelastic constitutive laws.
The marginal and bivariate PDFs of the parameter as well as the predictive and model uncertainty for the Neo-Hooke model for BG PVB are given in Fig. 6.66. As it was already recognized
for the least-squares fit, the Neo-Hooke model for BG PVB with uniaxial test data is not able
to capture well the curvature, which is present in the measured data. It is hence not surprising,
that the model parameter as well as the predictive uncertainty is large and spread around the
MAP response (red curve in Fig.6.66b). For the Mooney-Rivlin material model, the marginal
and bivariate PDFs of the parameter as well as the predictive and model uncertainty are given
in Fig. 6.67. As it was already recognized for the least-squares fit, the Mooney-Rivlin model
for BG PVB with uniaxial test data is better capturing the overall stress-strain-relation of the
BG PVB in the uniaxial test, despite the fit is very prone to the ’averaging effect’ of the Gaussian error model as can seen by the red data curve is two times cute by the MAP prediction
(black line) and in mean fits the data. The Mooney-Rivlin material is not able to approximate
the measured data values closely and in curvature, hence the model parameter as well as the
predictive uncertainty is large and spread around the MAP response (red curve in Fig.6.67b)
in that region. From thermodynamical stability conditions, it is required that C01 ≥ 0. Interestingly in Fig 6.67a, this boundary ’cuts’ the distributions, which makes the assumption
of normally distributed errors less likely. Further investigations with greater definition interval
for the parameters C10 and C01 are not conducted within this thesis. For the Extended-Tube
material model, the marginal and bivariate PDFs of the parameter as well as the predictive
and model uncertainty are given in Fig. 6.68. The Extended-Tube material model approximates
the measured data values closely and the curvature of the data is far better represented by
the ET model. For small strains (beginning of the stress-strain curves), the curvature as well
as the data are again not really well fitted by the ET model, hence the predictive uncertainty
(grey area) is more spread in this region whereas for greater strains the fit becomes better. In
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(a) Marginal and bivariate PDFs of the parameters of the Neo-Hooke model for BG PVB
with uniaxial test data
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(b) Predictive and model uncertainty for the Neo-Hooke model for BG PVB with uniaxial
test data

Figure 6.66: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of the Neo-Hooke model for BG PVB
with uniaxial test data

Fig. 6.68a the resulting bivariate scatter plots of the parameter posterior distributions shows,
that there are some strong (linear) correlations between Ge and Gc , whereas other correlations
are non-Gaussian such as Gc − δ and Ge − δ.
The Bayesian model selection for BG PVB can be conducted via the computation of the Bayes
factor (cf. Eq.(4.31)) as the data of the MCMC investigations allow the computation of the
model evidences. Acc. to the Bayes factor results in Tab. 6.22 together with the model selection
hints in Fig. 4.9, the ET model should be selected. However, considering the magnitudes of the
Bayes factors, neither model is majorly preferred over the other from a statistical point of view.
At this point it is concluded, that a more polymer specific strain energy density for the BG PVB
has to be elaborated in future research. Further investigations on a weighted calibration with
more influence of the data in the beginning of the curves is not considered within this thesis.
In the next section, the parameter estimation of the constitutive models for hyperelasticity for
EVA is conducted and discussed.
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(a) Marginal and bivariate PDFs of the parameters of the Mooney-Rivlin model for BG
PVB with uniaxial test data
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(b) Predictive and model uncertainty for the Mooney-Rivlin model for BG PVB with
uniaxial test data

Figure 6.67: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of the Mooney-Rivlin model for BG
PVB with uniaxial test data

6.4.2.2 Hyperelasticity Parameter Estimation - EVA
As already outlined in Sec. 6.3.3 for the EVA under investigation so far, no samples could be
tested. Instead, the experimental data of a thermorheologically similar EVA manufacturer was
tested. As for the EVA by Folienwerke Wolfen only an estimate for the hyperelastic model can be
drawn from the existing data of another EVA, the following investigation is restricted to ’plain
least squares fitting’, which is nevertheless a special case of the Bayesian calibration framework
with Dirac prior distributions for the obtained material parameters, cf. Sec. 4.2.2. At this point,
the calibration of a hyperelastic material model for a different EVA is presented, as the different
sources of data do influence the calibration results, as will be shown in the following. Parts of
this investigation were prepublished by the author in [187].
For the EVA material within this section, UT and BT test were conducted, cf. Sec. 6.3.3. Now
the calibration of the material model for EVA is conducted in three variants for three different
strain energy density functions (Neo-Hooke,Mooney-Rivlin,Extended-Tube, cf. Sec. 2.3.2.5):
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(a) Marginal and bivariate PDFs of the parameters of the Extended-Tube model for BG
PVB with uniaxial test data
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(b) Predictive and model uncertainty for the Extended-Tube model for BG PVB with
uniaxial test data

Figure 6.68: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of the Extended-Tube model for BG
PVB with uniaxial test data

1. calibration with only UT data
2. calibration with only BT data
3. calibration with UT and BT data
During the conduction of the calibration via MATLAB it is observed, that the ’simpler’ material
models Neo-Hooke as well as Mooney-Rivlin were independent of the initial material parameter
guess whereas the ET model shows a strong local minima behaviour, the results of the fitting
are presented in Tab. 6.72 and Fig. 6.69 to Fig. 6.71.
The calibration of the three material models to the UT data was conducted via MATLAB in a
least-squares setting. For the ET model, it was necessary to use a suitable initial guess which
leads to a good approximation of the material responses. As indicated by the difference ∆σtrue
in Fig. 6.69 (between the mean true stress value and the fitted true stress) the Neo-Hooke as
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Figure 6.69: Calibrating different material models to the EVA sample data from the uniaxial
tensile test (UT), from [187]

well as the Mooney-Rivlin material models were not able to approximate the curvature of the
measured data in a suitable way whereas the ET material model was.
The fit of the data out of the BT was conducted via MATLAB in a least-squares setting for the
three hyperelastic material model as outlined before. In the BT testing mode the Neo-Hooke
model captured the curvature of the data the least. For the Mooney-Rivlin material model
as well as for the ET material model a balancing (in terms of over- and underestimating the
measured data with the fit) behaviour can be observed, cf. Fig. 27. Again the least deviation
of the fitted model from the measured data can be obtained by the ET material model. Here
also the difference ∆σtrue (between the mean true stress value and the fitted true stress) is used
as a measure for the goodness of the fit against the measured data.
In Tab. 6.72, the most interesting is that the combined fit results are very similar (in magnitude)
to those obtained by a purely fitting UT test data. Also in the combined data fitting process,
a suitable initial guess leads to a good approximation of the material responses for both test
modes by using the ET model. The Neo-Hooke as well as the Mooney-Rivlin material model
were not able to approximate well the curvatures for both test modes. For stretches below
approx. λ < 2.5 nor model captures the curvature for the UT as well as for the BT testing
well, whereas for greater stretches, the ET model is able to approximate the data well. As
already introduced in Sec. 2.3.2.5, the discussed constitutive models capture the dependency of
the Helmholtz free energy on the two invariants of the Cauchy-Green stretch tensor in different
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Figure 6.70: Calibrating different material models to the EVA sample data from the biaxial
tensile test (BT), from [187]
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Figure 6.71: Calibrating different material models to the EVA sample data from the biaxial
tensile test (BT) as well as the uniaxial tensile test (UT), from [187]
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Figure 6.72: Summary table containing the obtained material model parameters and the sensitivity of the material model w.r.t. the initial guess of the material parameters for
the different test modes UT and BT for EVA, from [187] within a least-squares
setting.

ways and are thus more or less able, to reproduce the response due to different testing scenarios
from an energetic point of view.
In the following model comparison setting, the computation of the AIC from the least-squares
error acc. to [227] is utilized:


SSE
AIC = N · ln
+ 2 · (K + 1)
(6.24)
N
where N is the number of data points, K is the number of parameters and SSE is the sum-ofsquares. This formula is as such not applicable to compare models, as the SSE introduces the
unit of the data, for model comparison the following formula, which is based on Eq. (6.24) can
be used:


SSE
∆AIC = AICB − AICA = N · ln
+ 2 · (K + 1)
(6.25)
N
where a simpler model A is compared to a more complex model B in terms of the number of
model parameters. By using Eq. (6.25), the units of the data do not longer matter and model
comparison is possible. In Tab. 6.23, the SSE for the fits as well as the relative AIC ∆AIC are
computed, where for ∆AICET the Extended Tube model is the complex model and the others
are compared to this one and for ∆AICM R , the Mooney-Rivlin material model is compared
to the Neo-Hooke model. The probability of choosing the right model based on Eq. (6.25) is
exp(−0.5∆AIC)
P = 1+exp(−0.5∆AIC)
, which is the chance, that the more complex model is correct.
The results for ∆AIC are all positive, which means, that the AIC is always in favour of the simpler model, which is also reflected by the computed probabilities. Interestingly, the probability
of the ET model being generating the data depends on the mode of experimentation (UT or
BT), as the probabilities vary. The great variation in the probabilities of choosing a hyperelastic
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Table 6.23: SSE, relative AIC and model probabilities for fitting UT and BT data of EVA to
different constitutive models
SSE
Neo-Hooke Mooney-Rivlin Extended Tube
UT
21.48
13.55
1.187
BT
0.5878
0.1216
0.0656
UT + BT
26.06
23.85
1.920
K
1
2
4
∆AICET,U T
1.153e4
5.813e3
∆AICET,BT
1.414e4
1.256e4
∆AICET,U T BT
1.259e4
5.498e3
∆AICM R,U T
5.716e3
∆AICM R,BT
1.577e3
∆AICM R,U T BT
7.098e3
P (ET |U T )
0.17
0.31
P (ET |BT )
0.13
0.16
P (ET |U T BT )
0.16
0.32
P (M R|U T )
0.31
P (M R|BT )
0.44
P (M R|U T BT )
0.28
-

Figure 6.73: Plane of invariants with possible deformation states (dots), which are limited to
the range between UT and BT tension, from [288]

constitutive model reflect the findings of the least-squares fit, as the obtained parameters there
also varied in significant manner, depending on the amount and type of test data provided for
the fit. For the UT and BT test, one obtains the limitations of possible deformation states
between the respective curves, all achievable deformations of the specimen under experimental
investigation are within these limits, cf. Fig. 6.73. With this knowledge it is clear that the calibration of a ’3d’ material model (i.e. strain energy density) using just a single space curve (given
by either UT or BT) may with high probability be insufficient and sensitive to measurement
noise / errors. Furthermore the energy at failure of the test specimen may be different in the
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UT and BT setting (or the possible deformation states in between), which can be assessed from
Fig. 6.71, as less stretch and associated stress is needed for failure in the BT mode compared to
the UT mode.
The influence of information on the deformation behaviour in different regions of the strain
energy in the plane of invariants on the resulting material parameters of three constitutive
models was quantified within this section. In summary, the investigations do not lead to identical
results for the material parameters. Due to the considerations on the amount of information of
standard testing methods such as the UT or BT before, it is concluded, that in the best case,
UT and BT experiments are both used to calibrate the strain energy density in order to assure
suitable representation of the calibrated constitutive model over the whole plane of invariants.
It is furthermore concluded, that a more polymer specific strain energy density for the EVA
polymer has to be elaborated in future research.

6.5 Validation
After having obtained the parameters of the linear viscoelastic as well as hyperelastic constitutive
models, validation of the results will finalize the considerations of this section.

6.5.1 Validation of the Viscoelastic Material Model
The validation of the Prony series for the polymeric interlayers BG PVB and EVA is threefold.
On the one hand, the DMTA data are compared to DSC data in order to compare the characteristic temperatures Tg for both interlayers and Tm , Tc for EVA. Furthermore, the Prony series
along with its associated TTSP is validated against large scale bending and torsion tests for
different temperatures. The third validation is conducted against values reported in literature
(as outlined in Sec. 6.2.5.1).

6.5.1.1 Validation of the DMTA data against the DSC data
The validation of the respective interlayer stiffness DMTA thermogram against a DSC thermogram was in parts prepublished in [186] and [283].
Figures 6.74 and 6.75 show the results of the DMTA temperature sweeps at f = 1Hz (both
with heating rate β = −1 K/min) and DSC investigations at a heating rate β = ±10 K/min.
At this point it is recapitulated, that the glass transition temperature Tg is dependent on the
applied frequency in the DMTA and the applied heating rate in a DSC investigation. The results
thus are compared in the sense of the glass transition being a region rather than a point in the
temperature scale.
The corresponding characteristic temperatures Tg , Tc and Tm are shown in Tab. 6.24. The
values have been obtained by numerical differentiation and peak detection via a Matlab script,
the example procedure is shown for EVA in Fig. 6.76. Tg can be determined by the peak in the
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Figure 6.74: Comparison of DMTA and DSC for BG PVB. From [283]

Figure 6.75: Comparison of DMTA and DSC for EVA. From [283]

Table 6.24: Characteristic temperatures for the investigated BG PVB and EVA interlayers
Interlayer Evaluation
Tg [◦ C] Tm [◦ C] Tc [◦ C]
Material
Method
tan δ
+27
∗
log |G |
+24
BG PVB
DSC heating
+22
DSC cooling
+15
tan δ
-22
+47
log |G∗ |
-20
+48
EVA
DSC heating
-31
+64
DSC cooling
-40
+33

tan(δ)-curve, a inflection point (change of curvature) in the log |G∗ |-curve or by the inflection
point in curvature in the DSC heating and cooling curves. The inflection point is thereby
identified through a peak in the first derivative of either log |G∗ | or the rate of enthalpy from
the DSC data. The same procedure can be applied to infer Tc and Tm through the identification
of peaks in the DSC rate of enthalpy data and a change of curvature of the log |G∗ |-curve.
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DMTA and DSC Results - EVA
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Figure 6.76: Determination of the characteristic temperatures of EVA: (a) DMTA and DSC
Analysis (b) slope of DMTA data; (c) slope of DSC data. From [283]

For BG PBV, the DMTA measurements are characterized by a strong peak in tan(δ), which
coincides with a strong decrease in the magnitude of the complex shear modulus |G∗ |. The DSC
heating and cooling curves show one turning point. All those characteristics describe the glass
transition area. The EVA interlayer shows in addition to the glass transition area a melting
/ crystallisation area, which causes a second significant drop in the magnitude of the complex
shear modulus |G∗ | with increasing temperature and the DSC curves show a typical melting
and a crystallization peak. For EVA then, in contrast to BG PVB, thermorheologically complex
material behaviour has to be assumed in the investigated temperature range. The findings of
DMTA and DSC fit well and thus the DMTA results are concerned to be validated by the DSC
findings in terms of physical transition regimes.
Besides the DSC and DMTA investigations of the author as presented here as well as in
Sec. 6.2.3.1 and 6.3.1, within a cooperation of the author and Mrs. Miriam Schuster from the
Technical University of Darmstadt, DMTA and DSC experiments were carried out in a collaborative test manner (Ringversuch). The results were already published in [186] and [283] prior to
this dissertation for EVA. Hence, here only Fig. 6.77 is given in order to proof the correctness of
the determined characteristic temperatures by comparison to independently conducted research.
Overall, Fig. 6.77 claims good agreement of the DMTA as well as DSC data from both independent investigations. Differences in the DMTA log |G∗ | data result from different testing modes
(Kraus: tensile; Schuster: torsion). The torsional setting appears to be slightly stiffer than the
tensile setting with a small shift of the tan δ peak to lower temperatures. The DSC data are
compared for a cooling and heating rate of β = 10 K/min at the third heating cycle. The curves
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Figure 6.77: Comparison between research institutes for EVA: (a) DSC β = 10 K/min, (b)
DMTA temperature sweeps
are slightly shifted on the temperature-axis and the crystallization peaks are different in magnitude, which is a result of different temperature ranges of the DSC investigations. The turning
point in the heating curve of Kraus is more pronounced due to the lower starting temperature.

6.5.1.2 Validation against Large Scale Tests Data
Besides the validation of the thermodynamical regions (phases) and characteristic temperatures
by comparing the DMTA results to DSC results, a validation of the DMTA interlayer shear modulus data against interlayer shear modulus data from large scale tests at different temperatures
and load durations is conducted in this section. As already described, within this thesis large
scale bending as well as torsion tests were conducted. The respective methods for obtaining
interlayer shear moduli from the measurement results of the large scale test are explained in the
following sections.
Interlayer Shear Modulus Estimation for the Large Scale Bending Tests
For the evaluation of the measurement of the large scale bending tests, a meta model was
developed in cooperation with Martin Botz from the Institute and Laboratory for Structural
Engineering at the University of German Self Defence Forces Munich. The idea is to evaluate
the polymeric interlayer shear modulus GF from an inverse analysis of the beam deflections,
which are obtained within a parametric FEA study on the four-point bending test specimen
with different geometries and interlayer properties.
Using FEA, a model of the test was created and the midspan deflection of a glass laminate
under four-point bending action was computed for different settings for the geometry of the
laminate as well as the interlayer shear modulus G, cf. Fig. 6.78. The FEA parametric study
is conducted geometrically linear with the software ANSYS, version 17.2, in analogy to the
sensitivity analysis presented in Sec. 6.3.2 but this time for the bending test set-up. It is worth
noting, that the meta model captures the 5 cm cantilever of the glass laminate as suggested by
[158]. The geometric boundary conditions are based on the experimental set-up as described
in Sec. 6.3.2. This parametric study comprises of 3,672 possible design combinations, where
the combinations are generated with the settings in Tab. 6.25. The obtained deflection results
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Figure 6.78: FEM model of the four-point bending test simulations to obtain meta models
Table 6.25: Variation of parameters for the bending test meta model
Parameter
Setting
Thickness glass layer 1/2 [mm]
5.75 / 5.80 / 5.85 / 5.90 / 5.95 / 6.00
0.65 / 0.70 / 0.76 / 0.80 / 0.85 / 0.90
Interlayer thickness [mm]
1.40 / 1.45 / 1.50 / 1.52 / 1.55 / 1.60
E-Modulus glass [M P a]
70,000
Poisson’s ratio glass ν [−]
0.23
0.01 / 0.10 / 0.20 / 0.30 / 0.40 / 0.50 / 0.60 / 0.70
G-Modulus interlayer [M P a]
0.80 / 0.90 / 1.0 / 2.0 / 3.0 / 4.0 / 5.0 / 10 / 100
were used to generate a meta-model for the four-point bending test using laminated glass with
a nominal thickness of 2 x 6 mm for nominal interlayer thicknesses of 0.76 mm and 1.52 mm.
After having obtained the numerical result for the midspan deflection wm for each computation,
the following meta model is calibrated to the data:
log(G) = a · arctanh (b · (log(wm ) − c)) + d

(6.26)

where G is the interlayer shear modulus, wm is the deflection in the middle of the beam, measured
at the outer side of the lower glass ply, and a, b, c, d are parameters of the meta model. The
choice of the arctanh function for the meta model is based on two reasons. The arctanh function
is part of the analytical solution given in [299] and thus motivates being well suited for a meta
model. The second reason for choosing the arctanh function is, that the limit behaviour of full
and no shear transfer for low or high interlayer shear moduli can be captured by this function,
as can be seen in Fig. 6.79. Fitting the model in the log − log space of deflection and interlayer
shear modulus is for reasons of numerical stability, as the orders of magnitude especially for the
interlayer shear modulus is similar in contrast to the non-log scale.
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Figure 6.79: Meta model for evaluation of the interlayer shear modulus G from the mid-span
deflection wm of a glass laminate

Figure 6.80: Parameters of the meta model for evaluation of the bending experiments

In Fig. 6.79 the shear modulus - midspan deformation curves as well as the fitted meta models
for a glass laminate with interlayer thickness 0.76 mm and glass thickness of 5.75 mm to 6.00 mm
are shown as an example, figures for other curves and meta models are skipped for reasons of
brevity. Inspection of Fig. 6.79 leads to the conclusion, that the meta models for different glass
thickness can be superimposed by solely horizontal shifting. This means in consequence, that the
knowledge of the meta model for one glass thickness is sufficient and the behaviour of systems
with differing glass thickness can be computed by shifting this model on the log wm axis. This is
similar to the Master Curving process for polymers, where in the case here, the Master Curve is
for log G − log wm and the shift is dependent on the glass thickness instead of the temperature.
The incremental shift factors ∂aw are given in Tab. 6.80 and measure the distance between the
meta models on the log wm axis analogously to the TTSP shift factor.
The parameters of the obtained meta models for evaluation of the bending experiments are given
in Tab. 6.80. Further coefficients and incremental shift factors for the case of the interlayer
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 are given in the appendix B.
Having these information on the meta models, it is now possible to evaluate the interlayer shear
modulus from large scale bending creep tests with the described test set-up. For each time step,
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the interlayer shear modulus G(t) can be computed in dependence of the measured displacement
at the mid-span, the individual thickness of the glass plies and interlayer.
At this point, a note on the assumptions (which may lead to some restrictions in the use)
of these meta models is given. The meta models so far neglect the influence of the Young’smodulus as well as the Poisson’s ratio of the glass panes themselves. This was intended by
purpose prior to fitting the meta models based on the argumentation, that nowadays the design
and computation of glass laminate structures will by great chance be conducted with FEA.
In a FEA, the nominal values for the glass properties acc. to some standards will be used. In
order to evaluate the interlayer shear modulus from experiments such, that the computed and the
measured deflection are identical, this approach of assigning all variability of the glass properties
to the interlayer shear modulus when inversely estimated from four-point bending deflection
measurements is reasonable. The consequence of this approach is, that the inferred interlayer
shear modulus may potentially be somewhat greater or lower in reality due to the falsification
trough neglecting uncertain glass material parameters by the suggested meta models. From
a practical perspective, experimental efforts are reduced a lot, when the individual glass ply
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio can be neglected before lamination of the test specimen.
In principle, the meta models can be easily enhanced with the influence of the glass material
properties, as the FEA parametric study could be repeated and evaluated in the same manner
as presented. This however is not in the scope of this thesis.
Finally, the meta model is compared to the analytical solution by Wölfel [330] for computation of
the interlayer shear modulus from bending experiments. Due to the restriction of strains traverse
to the beam axis (transverse strain impediment / ’Querdehnungsbehinderung’), wider beams or
plate strips behave more rigid than an ideal beam, since a curvature is formed opposite to the
longitudinal beam bending axis. With increasing width of the glass beams, the longitudinal
2
)−1 =
strains and deflections in the longitudinal axis is reduced by a maximum of 1/(1 − νglass
5.6% compared to an ideal beam (where Poisson’s ratio of glass is νglass = 0.23). In order
to verify the proposed meta model, comparative computations between the FEM based meta
model and the approximate beam solution according to Wölfel [330] are conducted. Similar
investigations of comparing FEM computations of laminate test specimen (with geometry acc.
to [84]) were conducted by [281, 118, 273] and are in very good accordance with the findings
within this thesis.
In order to quantify the deviations of the plate-like and beam behaviour in the estimation of the
laminate beam midspan deflection, a FEM parameter study on glass laminate beams of width
200 and 360 mm laminated glass for the geometrically linear and non-linear case is reported
in [273]. There the glass laminates were modelled by 3d Finite Elements, they posses a setup of 6 mm glass + 1.52 mm interlayer + 6 mm glass and a span of 1,000 mm. The main
graph is adopted from [273] in Fig. 6.81, further details on the FEM study can be found also
there. The influence of the transverse strain impediment is quantified by the magnification
factor Rw = wwoelf el /wF EM .
The significance of the transverse strain impediment on the laminate beam midspan deflection is
most pronounced for interlayer shear moduli in the range of G ∈ [0.1, .., 5] as Rw is largest there.
This can be confirmed with the deflection and interlayer shear moduli data from this thesis,
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Figure 6.81: Meta model for evaluation of the interlayer shear modulus G from the mid-span
deflection of a glass laminate, after [273]
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Figure 6.82: Verification of the meta model for bending tests against the approximate beam
solution according to Wölfel

which are obtained by the meta model as well as the Wölfel approximation. In Fig. 6.82a, the
situation of comparing the ’plain’ interlayer shear values acc. to the meta model to those of the
Wölfel approximation. The interlayer shear moduli acc. to the Wölfel approximation are strictly
greater than those from the meta model, which is in perfect accordance with the considerations
so far. The corresponding magnification factor value is now approximately estimated from
Fig. 6.81 to read Rw ≈ 1.07. Comparing the results for the inferred interlayer shear moduli
by the the Wölfel approximation with the original midspan deflection with those obtained from
the meta model under consideration of the deflection values, magnified by Rw ≈ 1.07, shows,
that now both curves do overlap in very good manner, cf. Fig. 6.82b. At this point it has
to be mentioned, that it is theoretically not fully correct to use the Rw ≈ 1.07 from [273],
as the interlayer thickness in the original study was h = 1.52mm and within this thesis it is
h = 0.76mm, but the order of magnitude is comparable.
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Table 6.26: Variation of parameters for the torsion test meta model
Parameter
Setting
Thickness glass layer 1/2 [mm]
5.80 / 5.85 / 5.90 / 5.95 / 6.00
Interlayer thickness [mm]
0.68 / 0.76 / 0.84 / 0.92
E-Modulus glass [M P a]
70,000
Poisson’s ratio glass ν [−]
0.23
◦
Angle of rotation φ [ ]
1.95 / 2.00 / 2.05 / 2.10 / 2.15 / 2.20
0.01 / 0.10 / 0.20 / 0.30 / 0.40 / 0.50 / 0.60 / 0.70
G-Modulus interlayer [M P a]
0.80 / 0.90 / 1.0 / 2.0 / 3.0 / 4.0 / 5.0 / 10 / 100

For all other temperatures, comparable findings were obtained but are not presented at this
point for reasons of brevity. Furthermore, [118] reports findings in similar direction and of equal
amplification magnitude (10 − 20%).
In summary, this investigation proofed the FEM based meta model as applicable and valuable
for the estimation of interlayer shear moduli from midspan deflections of four-point bending
tests on glass laminates with a geometry acc. to [84, 86].
Interlayer Shear Modulus Estimation for the Large Scale Torsion Tests
For the evaluation of the measurement of the large scale torsion tests, a meta model analogously
to that for evaluating the bending tests was developed in cooperation with Martin Botz from the
Institute and Laboratory for Structural Engineering at the University of German Self Defence
Forces Munich. The idea is to evaluate the polymeric interlayer shear modulus G from an inverse
analysis of the torsional beam deflections and associated torsional moments, which are obtained
within a parametric FEA study of the torsional test specimen with different geometries and
interlayer properties.
The FEA parametric study is conducted with the software ANSYS, version 17.2, in analogy to
the sensitivity analysis presented in Sec. 6.3.2 but this time for different settings for the angle of
rotation, the geometry of the laminate as well as the interlayer shear modulus G. The analysis
is conducted with geometrical and contact nonlinearity. The geometric boundary conditions are
based on the experimental set-up as described in Sec. 6.3.2. This parametric study comprises of
1,800 possible design combinations, where the combinations are generated with the settings in
Tab. 6.26. In order to reduce the number of parameters, the external work Wext = MT · φ from
the torsional moment and the drilling angle, both measured at the clamp, is introduced. The
obtained external work results were used to generate a meta model for the torsional test using
laminated glass with a nominal thickness of 2 x 6 mm for nominal interlayer thickness of 0.76
mm.
After having obtained the numerical result for the required external work for each computation,
the following meta model is fitted to the data:
log(G) = a · arctanh (b · (log(Wext ) − c)) + d
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Figure 6.83: Meta model for evaluation of the interlayer shear modulus GF from torsion of a
glass laminate

Figure 6.84: Parameters of the meta model for evaluation of the torsional experiments (excerpt)

where G is the interlayer shear modulus, Wext is the external work, done by the resulting drill
moment MT times the rotation angle φ (Wext = MT · φ), and a, b, c, d are parameters of the
meta model.
The choice of the arctanh function for the meta model is here based on the same two reasons as
for the bending test. The arctanh function is part of the analytical solution given in [299] and
thus motivates being well suited for a meta model for the torsional test. The second reason for
choosing the arctanh function is, that the limit behaviour of full and no shear transfer for low or
high interlayer shear moduli can be captured by this function, as can be seen in Fig. 6.83. Fitting
the model in the log − log space of external work and interlayer shear modulus is for reasons
of numerical stability, as the orders of magnitude especially for the interlayer shear modulus is
similar in contrast to the non-log scale.
Having these information on the meta models, it is now possible to evaluate the interlayer shear
modulus from large scale torsional relaxation tests with the described test set-up. For each time
step, the interlayer shear modulus G(t) can be computed in dependence of the measured drilling
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Figure 6.85: Verification of the meta model for torsional test against the approximate solution
by Kasper ([174])

moment, the rotation angle, the individual thickness of the glass plies and interlayer. The notes
on neglecting the influence of the Young’s-modulus as well as the Poisson’s ratio of the glass
panes as given in the previous section for the bending meta models apply for the torsional test
meta model as well and are thus not repeated here.
Finally, the meta model is compared to the semi-analytical solution by Kasper ([174]). Stamm/Witte ([299]) also derived an analytical solution for torsion of sandwich laminates, however,
the inference of the interlayer shear modulus on the plain formulas as given in [299] would need
numerical conversion or numerically implicit solutions, thus this model is not accounted for
within the scope of this thesis.
Inspection of Fig. 6.85 allows several conclusions on the validity of the proposed meta model. At
first, it is noted, that the approximation by [174] in Fig. 6.85a possesses similar form in the semilogarithmic plot with regions of stiffer and weaker interlayer prediction compared to the meta
model. In Fig. 6.85b detail views on the boundary behaviour of the approximation by [174] is
given, where clearly unphysical prediction behaviour can be obtained as negative interlayer shear
moduli are predicted for the ’no shear coupling’ case are predicted. Interestingly, the FEM based
meta model requires more torsional moment than the approximation by Kasper in for ’no / low
shear coupling’ until circa 120 Nm, then in the ’partial shear coupling’ phase, more interlayer
shear modulus is predicted by the meta model for an equivalent torsional moment. For the
’full shear coupling’ case, the meta model clearly reaches further to the ’monolithic’ behaviour
case compared to the approximation by Kasper, which in addition possesses a singularity at
about 225 Nm, leading to negative interlayer shear modulus predictions for the higher torsional
moments. Similar investigations of comparing FEM computations of laminate test specimen
(with geometry acc. to [84]) were conducted by [273] and are in very good accordance with the
findings within this thesis. Findings similar to those presented before were reported in [273],
where a FEA was conducted for glass laminates with a width of 200 mm and a set-up of 6 mm
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+ 1.52 mm + 6 mm glass resp. interlayer. There it was found, that the solution provided by
[174] differs from the results found by FEA, where higher modulus regions are reached faster by
the approximation of [174] than provided by FEA and Stamm/Witte, which perfectly coincides
with the meta model proposed. Finally, the discrepancy between the full shear coupling limit
curve in Fig. 6.85a and the behaviour at the limit of the meta model and the model by Kasper
is discussed. The full shear coupling torsional moment was obtained via the torsional moment drilling - relation of a monolithic beam. As outlined before, the beam approximation solutions
to the description of plate-like structures overestimate the deformations (in the case at hand it
is the drilling angle). Under assumption of an elastic constitutive model (MT = kφ ·φ, where φ is
the drilling angle), as the beam solution delivers a higher drilling angle for the full shear coupling
case, the resulting torsional moment is greater compared to the solution obtained by FEA. It
is interesting, that the FEA based meta model (as presented before), differs by about 5 % of
the monolithic beam solution but the model by Kasper underestimates the required torsional
moment by 10 % despite the Kasper model is based on a beam theory. As a conclusion, the FEA
based meta model solution predicts full shear transfer for lower torsional moments as the beam
solution predicts an overestimated deformation, this can be traced back to the transverse strain
impediment for shell-like structures. To this end, it is assumed, that the FEA based meta model
for the torsional test setting is applicable to evaluate the measured data w.r.t. the interlayer
shear modulus.
DMTA Prony series Validation of BG PVB Interlayer against Shear Moduli from Large
Scale Tests
The Prony series from Sec. 6.4.1 was obtained via data from DMTA tests. As described in
the previous sections, the validation of the DMTA-based Prony series against interlayer shear
moduli from large scale tests is on the one hand necessary, as the Prony series and the TTSP
from DMTA data comes with some uncertainty due to the shifting procedure, on the other hand,
the large scale bending tests are limited in interlayer shear modulus resolution capabilities due
to the low-pass filter behaviour of the glass laminate. In order to assess the coincidence of
all data, the results from the large scale tests as well as the DMTA Prony series for different
temperatures and load durations are given in Fig. 6.86, the nomenclature was already introduced
for the bending and torsion tests and is valid here as well, the Prony series is abbreviated by ’PS’for the respective temperature case. Creep and relaxation tests can in principle be conducted
at the raw material as well as on big scale specimen made from laminated glass. Conduction of
large scale tests can show whether there are other influences on the results such as the adhesion
between glass and interlayer, which is the reason for the choice of those tests within the scope
of this thesis.
At first, some deviation between the interlayer shear modulus results from the torsional and the
bending test setting can be obtained in Fig. 6.86. At this point it is recovered, that on the one
hand, relaxations processes run faster than creep processes, cf. [47, 284, 313]. This however
leads to some problems in the evaluation of relaxation experiments, as the initial shear modulus
G0 would require a ’perfect’ strain step in order to not induce underestimation of the resulting
stiffness due to the convolution integral. This can be seen in the interlayer shear moduli from the
torsional relaxation data above, as no further correction w.r.t. the non-ideal initial conditions
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Figure 6.86: Validation of the BG PVB Prony series against large scale bending and torsion
test results

was applied. In order to answer the question, at which time the evaluation of the test data
should be started, the withdrawn German standard DIN 53441 ([75]) gives the advice to start
evaluation point at t1 equal to 10 times the loading time ts (i.e. t1 ≥ 10ts ). For the torsional
relaxation tests, this means, that due to the application of the load within 3-10 seconds, the first
(non-disturbed by the convolution) evaluation point should be set around 60 seconds. For the
bending creep tests, no such recommendation was found. On the other hand, the application of
the load is within less than 3 second here, thus bending test results are assumed to be reliable
starting from about 10 seconds. Further potential reasons for the difference of the torsional test
to the bending test interlayer shear modulus results are assumed to result from more influencing
parameters for the torsional test compared to the bending test.
The incremental TTSP as determined in Sec. 6.4.1 shifts the DMTA Prony series well from
(40 − 10)◦ C, where a additional shift of log aT = 0.25 has to be applied to make the DMTA
Prony series coincide with the bending and torsional test results (indicated by ’corr’ for the
orange line in Fig. 6.86). This additional shift factor may be caused by the variation of the
temperature in the climate chambers of about 0.5◦ C, which effects a shift due to the determined
TTSP by log(aT ) ≈ 0.25 in that temperature region. To this end, the TTSP below T = 10◦ C
leads to an underestimation of the respective interlayer shear moduli for BG PVB, which is
on the safe side for the design of laminated glasses (except for the IGU case). Interestingly,
a similar behaviour of the DMTA Prony series with the associated TTSP can be obtained by
inspection of the results of other authors, cf. Fig. 6.16b. The residual stiffness G∞ of the DMTA
Prony series for BG PVB is higher as measured by the large scale tests. A correction of the
Prony series to lower values is required. The same holds for the DMTA data from [189], cf.
Fig. 6.16a. Overall, the DMTA data can be validated by the large scale results for temperatures
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Figure 6.87: Comparison of the time- and temperature-dependent behaviour of BG PVB at
T = 20◦ C with literature references (Kuntsche ([189]); van Duser ([109]); Ensslen
([118]); Sackmann ([273]); Barredo ([27]); Hooper ([159]); Schuler ([281]); Sobek
([297]); Kasper ([174]))
between T ∈ [10; 40]◦ C. For higher temperatures, a reduction of G∞ is required. For lower
temperatures, an additional shifting of the Prony series ontop of the TTSP gathered by the
DMTA tests by an amount of log aT = 0.25 is required. The results so far are good starting
points for further inspection of the reasons for DMTA investigations to lack validation in these
temperature regions. However, for temperatures T > 10◦ C, the proposed Prony series for BG
PVB is on the safe side for design purposes (except for some load situations in the IGU case).

6.5.1.3 Validation against Literature Data
In Sec. 6.2.5.1, an overview on existing Prony series and TTSPs for EVA and BG PVB was given.
The list of the available Prony series from literature is completed by the findings of this thesis
and graphically depicted in Fig. 6.87. From Fig. 6.87a, it can be seen in which time ranges the
respective Prony series are acting, where the time-dependent shear modulus is constant outside
the respective sphere of action. The obtained DMTA Prony series of this thesis for BG PVB
falls well between the models as reported in literature for both, the interlayer shear modulus
magnitude G(t) as well as the TTSP, cf. Fig. 6.87a and Fig. 6.87b. Based on the findings of the
previous section, the Prony series as given by [189] is questionable for the post-glass transition
temperature range (which transforms to times t >≈ 100s) as it overestimates the interlayer
shear stiffness G(t). The BG PVB Prony series of this thesis can be validated according to
the literature sources until t < 107 s when comparing Fig. 6.87a as well as Fig. 6.86. For other
temperatures, the conclusions from the previous section hold. To complete the validation against
the data reported in literature, the respective curves for the shear Storage modulus G0 (f ) (cf.
Fig. 6.88a) and Loss moduli G00 (f ) (cf. Fig. 6.88b) are given. Further investigations of the author
w.r.t. the influence of the numerical Master Curving process and the deviations in the resulting
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Figure 6.88: Comparison of the time- and temperature-dependent behaviour of BG PVB with
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Figure 6.89: Validation of the EVA Prony series against large scale bending test results from
the manufacturer

Master Curve for EVA were prepublished in [283] for EVA. The findings in [283] coincide with
the previously mentioned issues for the BG PVB at hand, leading to the conclusion, that there is
further research w.r.t. DMTA machine capabilities and resolution limitations needed in correctly
determining the terminal regions of the Prony series for an interlayer polymer.
As already stated in Sec. 6.2.5.1, the manufacturer of the EVA provided the author results
of the EVA interlayer shear modulus for different load durations and temperatures obtained
within bending creep experiments. The original continuously recorded deflection data of the
EVA laminates are not available, instead tables with the interlayer shear modulus for different
temperatures and load durations are given, cf. Fig. 6.89. Without further manipulation, the
interlayer shear moduli from the Prony series and the bending creep test do not fit for EVA. As
already stated in Sec. 6.2.3.1, the degree of crystallinity is not available in literature (at least
to the authors best knowledge), thus a more specific and quantitative deduction of a correct
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TTSP (as e.g. given in Eq. (2.186)) is not possible at this point. Interestingly, if Eq. (2.186) is
recapitulated, the degree of crystallinity acts on the magnitude of the interlayer shear stiffness
(vertical shift). In the following, a manual study to assess qualitatively issues for finding and
calibrating a correct TTSP for EVA is conducted. Three points have to be taken into account
at this stage. At first, EVA was shown to be thermorheologically complex (cf. 6.4.1, thus at
least two (or to be thermodynamically correct: three; one until Tg , one above Tg and one above
Tm ) TTSPs have to be found. One TTSP is valid above melting and crystallisation (Tm , Tc ),
the other is (two are) valid below. The second point is, that each TTSP has to correspond
to its own Prony series. The limited definition range of temperatures causes a limited range
of frequencies, in which each Prony series acts and is valid. The third point is, that below Tc
and Tm vertical shift are negligible due to insignificant changes in density (as it is the common
assumption, cf. Sec. 2.4.5.1) and degree of crystallisation. Above Tc and Tm , the degree of
crystallisation is changed due to the melting and now vertical shifts (as e.g. computed acc. to
Eq. (2.186)) are necessary in addition to horizontal shifts. It is worth noting at this point,
when DMTA tests are conducted as temperature-frequency sweeps, the degree of crystallinity
is different for each temperature and thus isothermal frequency sweep. This causes different
vertical shifts for the isothermally obtained shear modulus curves for different temperatures (i.e.
the vertical shift factor is a function of temperature as well as the degree of crystallinity is a
function of temperature).
Now, two points are raised and discussed in detail. First, all bending tests were conducted
far above Tg or even above the crystallite melting temperature Tm , on the other hand, as just
interlayer shear values instead of midspan deflections are reported, the magnification factor Rw
as discussed in Sec. 6.5.1.2 may not have been applied to the bending data. In order to infer both
questions, the data are vertically shifted by dividing the interlayer shear moduli by a factor bT
and horizontally shifted in addition to the TTSP at hand by multiplying the time axis by a factor
aT,a as given in Tab. 6.27. As can be seen in the table, the bending creep curves for T = 25◦ C and
T = 30◦ C coincide with the Prony series at the respective temperature by just vertical scaling
(which thus is a hint for not-magnified data from the LG test data of the manufacturer). Curves
for higher temperatures need further horizontal as well as vertical shifting by different factors.
This is in agreement with the findings of Sec. 2.4.6.4, where the crystallinity of the EVA was
found to induce thermorheological complexity. As given in Eq. 2.186, the degree of crystallinity
Λ at these temperatures acts as vertical scaling factor. In Sec. 2.4.5.4 it was furthermore stated,
that thermorheological complex polymers need rotations for TTSP, which is the case for EVA
as can be seen in Fig. 6.89b. Each temperature (and thus point in time) above Tc now needs
a vertical shift, which is a function of the crystallinity of the EVA at that temperature. The
temperature (and thus time) dependent vertical shift factor in consequence leads to changed
slope and curvature of the interlayer stiffness over time or temperature (as can be recognized in
Fig. 6.89b). It is worth noting at this point, that a time dependent vertical shift factor bT (t)
for a isothermal curve in Fig. 6.89b is mathematically equivalent to applying a rotation to the
isothermal curve. Before being able to calibrate this model for the thermorheologically complex
stiffness behaviour of EVA, investigations on the correspondence of degree of crystallinity and
temperature have to be conducted, as otherwise for the DMTA tests, the degree of crystallinity
at each isothermal frequency sweep is unknown. As a final conclusion, the derived Prony series
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Table 6.27: Additional vertical and horizontal shift factors for EVA
Temperature additional vertical additional horizontal
T [◦ C]
shift bT [−]
shift aT,a [−]
25
1.41
0
30
1.41
0
40
1.2
0.5
50
1
2
60
1
2
for EVA can be used for design purposes nevertheless. For temperatures below the melting /
crystallisation temperature (Tc ; Tm , cf. Sec. 6.5.1.1), the Prony series is validated, above Tm it
is no longer valid due to the breakdown of thermorheological simplicity. For computations of
LG/LSG structures, where the polymeric interlayer has positive influence on the shear transfer
behaviour, the Prony series as deduced in the context of this thesis can be used as it is on the
safe side as the values underestimate the real shear stiffness but are greater than zero. Care has
to be taken again for design of IGUs, as the safe side conclusion may not hold true for certain
load conditions.

6.5.2 Validation of the Hyperelastic Material Model
For the hyperelastic material models a further validation against independently conducted test
cannot be given within the context of this thesis, as it was not possible to conduct more own
experiments in that context.

6.6 Summary and Conclusion
The determination of the constitutive behaviour of interlayers used in laminated glass is important for an efficient and robust design of laminated glass constructions for the intact and
post-fractured state. The design of laminated glass constructions without incorporation of the
shear coupling between glass and interlayer in the intact state of the laminate leads to a distinctly higher utilization. As there is currently no established standard describing test and
evaluation methods for the determination of the hyperelastic and viscoelastic interlayer material
behaviour, the mechanical behaviour of two laminated glass interlayers (BG PVB and EVA)
with distinct thermomechanical behaviour were studied by means of experimental investigations
and theoretical deductions.
Within this section, the Bayesian paradigm for the investigation, calibration and evidence comparison of constitutive models of polymeric interlayers for glass laminates was deduced and
applied. The Bayesian paradigm consists of three parts, the elaboration of prior knowledge, the
obtaining of actual data and finally the assessment of the posterior information on the parameters of the constitutive model. At first, the geometry of the glass plies as well as the interlayers
where statistically investigated. Distributions of the thicknesses were derived in order to provide
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information for future uncertainty quantification investigations. The manufacturer recommendations on the correct storage of the interlayer only as well as the glass laminate samples were
reviewed and compiled in order to provide information on the correct storage of the test sample
material prior to the experiments. While research on polymeric laminated glass interlayers in the
past almost exclusively investigated the mechanical behaviour in terms of the interlayer shear
modulus, this thesis connects thermal and optical investigation methods with mechanical tests,
as different test methods allow insight into the thermomechanics of the interlayer polymers in a
complementary manner. To this end, IR spectrometry confirmed homogeneous chemical composition of the interlayer materials over the whole product. Furthermore TMA experiments allowed
to obtain physical ageing phenomena for both interlayer materials, which in conclusion means,
that DMTA tests should be conducted from high to low temperature regions with a low heating
rate or small temperature steps. DSC investigations clarified the presence of crystalline phases
in EVA and validated the characteristic temperatures Tg and Tm / Tc in the DMTA thermograms. A exhaustive literature review investigated the values for the two polymeric interlayers
as known up to now, where special emphasis was laid on the formerly obtained Prony series
with associated TTSPs for the two interlayers. This literature review allows the comparison of
the own findings to existing knowledge on the interlayer stiffness material behaviour.
In order to characterize the mechanical material behaviour in the intact state of a laminated
glass, a limitation to small strains is justified. The time and temperature dependent interlayer
stiffness at small strains was investigated by Dynamic-Mechanical-Thermal-Analysis (DMTA) as
well as with laminate bending creep tests and laminate torsional relaxation tests. For DMTA, in
addition to amplitude sweeps to confirm the linear-viscoelastic range, temperature sweeps were
used to assess the temperature dependence and extract characteristic temperatures. Frequency
sweeps at different constant temperatures for the determination of Master Curves for the shear
modulus were conducted in a DMTA. The DMTA results are compared to shear modulus values,
which were inversely obtained via FEA-based meta models from large scale bending and torsion
tests. The meta models were derived through a parametric FEA study for different glass ply and
interlayer thicknesses for the bending and torsional test. It was obtained, that the analytically
available approximations, which rely on beam theories, overestimate the interlayer shear modulus, which is circumvented by the proposed meta models. The DMTA results were compared to
the results from the large scale bending and torsional tests. In that context it was furthermore
discussed, that tests on large scale laminates just allow a resolution of the interlayer stiffness to
a certain degree, which depends on the glass laminate set-up and the system geometry. DMTA
tests can thus be validated only to a certain level of interlayer shear modulus. In contrast to the
findings of [189] it could be shown, that that torsion of a strip and double shearing with the pure
interlayer material overestimate the interlayer shear stiffness. In consequence, further investigations on the resolution limits of conventional DMTA machines are needed in future research.
Material parameters (TTSP and Prony parameters) to describe the viscoelastic behaviour were
derived from the Master Curves for BG PVB and EVA. For this purpose a fast numerical Master
Curving tool called ’GUSTL’ was developed. This method generally allows the determination
of the TTSP as well as the Prony-Series with a high number of parameters through the nonnegative solution of a system of linear equations. Uncertainties for the interlayer shear moduli
were quantified through a Bayesian parameter estimation formulation of the method ’GUSTL’,
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which allow the incorporation of uncertainties of the polymeric interlayer constitutive behaviour
in future uncertainty quantification investigations. Furthermore, by the use of Machine Learning
model comparison techniques, the most likely Prony series complexity K could be chosen based
on the experimental data. A highlight is the calibration of fractional viscoelastic models to the
Master Curves of BG PVB and EVA, as the order of fractional derivative allows insight into the
tendency of either more viscous (order of fractional derivative > 0.5) or more elastic (order of
fractional derivative < 0.5) behaviour. It was found, that both investigated materials behave
more elastic, where the BG PVB showed distinctly more viscous contributions compared to the
EVA polymer.
In the fractured state, the interlayer experiences large strains up to elongation at break. Based
on data from [189] the material parameter calibration of hyperelastic models was reconsidered
within an uncertainty quantification environment. Methods from Bayesian Machine Learning
model comparison have been utilized to decide on the most probable constitutive model given
the observed data set. It was found, that from a statistical point of view commonly employed hyperelastic material models are not greatly supported as generator of the experimentally obtained
data. It is concluded, that more specific energy density functions for the interlayer polymers
have to be investigated in future research.
The results of this chapter show that different tests on the same material do not necessarily lead
to identical results, instead uncertainty quantification of the thermomechanical behaviour of the
interlayer is possible and gives more insight into the meaning of the results. Testing the material
behaviour of polymeric interlayers with only one test method is not enough for sufficient results
w.r.t. to inferring a hyperviscoelastic constitutive model. It is recommended to conduct tests
on the interlayer material (DMTA tests) and validate the results with large-scale bending or
torsional tests on glass laminates. Furthermore DSC tests help clarifying molecular transitions
and their order. For test w.r.t. to generation of data for the calibration of hyperelastic models
in principle the same holds. It is recommended to at least conduct uniaxial and biaxiale tensile
tests to ensure a meaningful calibration over the plane of invariants, which contains all possible
deformations. The development of a standard describing the conduction of such tests is needed,
as this standard is important for consistent test and evaluation procedures. Recommendations
for future standardisation work is derived from this section and will be presented in Sec. 8.
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Glass Breakage Patterns (BREAK)
In this chapter, the mathematical foundation, deduction and application of a Machine Learning inspired simulation approach for the prediction of fracture patterns of thermally prestressed glass via tessellations over stochastic point processes is shown. The method is called
’BREAK’(Bayesian Reconstruction and Prediction of Glass Breakage Patterns) and allows the
fast simulation of glass fracture patterns under preservation of certain fracture pattern statistics. The mathematical background on spatial point patterns is given in detail in [210, 24, 328]
while (random) Voronoi tessellations are concerned in [244, 205]. Within the context of this
thesis just the main concepts are repeated in order to allow the understanding of the MATLAB
implementation and results, which are presented in the following. Certain parts of this chapter
were obtained and elaborated within an cooperation of the author of this thesis with Navid
Pourmoghaddam, furthermore some parts of this chapter were submitted for prepublication,
[255, 256].

7.1 Motivation and General Approach
The analysis of the fracture behaviour of glass concerns scientists all over the world since decades.
First pioneering work within fracture mechanics of glass was conducted by Griffith in 1920 [140].
Since then numerous authors have contributed to analysing the fracture structure of glass.
Several studies on the fragmentation behaviour of tempered glasses have proven relationships
between the residual stress state, the glass thickness and the fragment density, [13, 194, 286,
220, 257]. The fragment density or fracture intensity in an observation field, the fragment shape

Figure 7.1: Fragment size of thermally tempered glass as a function of the residual stress (indication of the biaxial tensile residual stress in the mid-plane) at a plate thickness
of t = 12 mm, from [255].
and thus the entire fracture pattern depends on the elastic strain energy density UD and thus
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the magnitude of the residual stress, this is shown in Fig. 7.1 for thermally tempered glass for
different residual stress levels. It can be clearly observed, that the fragment size increases with
de-creasing residual stress level.
As glass is considered a brittle material, the strength of glass is typically described by the
theory of linear-elastic fracture mechanics. First work within fracture mechanics of glass was
conducted by Griffith in 1920, [140]. Several studies on the fragmentation behaviour of tempered
glasses have proven relationships between the residual stress state, the glass thickness and the
fragment density since then, [13, 194, 286, 220, 257]. [12, 28, 145, 293, 323, 303] published
models for relating fragment size to the residual stress state. Within this thesis, a Machine
Learning motivated stochastic point process model with associated Voronoi tessellation for the
prediction of the fragmentation of thermally pre-stressed glass is presented.
Parts of this chapter were recently submitted for publication, [256, 255], where a theoretical
model for the prediction of the fragmentation of tempered glass is presented. The schematic
connections of the theories and experiments involved are given in Fig. 7.2. The model is based
on the combination of an energy criterion of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) and the
statistical analysis of the fracture pattern of tempered glass in order to determine characteristics
of the fragmentation pattern (e.g fragment size, fracture intensity, etc.) within an observation
field. The modelling approach consists of the idea, that the final fracture pattern is a Voronoi
tessellation induced by a stochastic point process, whose parameters can be inferred by statistical evaluation of pictures of several fractured glass specimen. By calibration of a stochastic point
process and consecutive tessellation of the region of interest statistically identically distributed
realisations of fracture patterns can be generated. This approach is in contrast to traditional
simulation approaches of glass fracture patterns, as these works handle the fracture of thermally
pre-stressed glass numerically explicit or implicit within a Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The
evolution of cracks within the FEA is described by means of e.g. cohesive zone elements ([57]),
extended finite element method (XFEM,[219]), mesh less ([35, 39]), element erosion ([39, 251])
and particle conversion methods ([171]). A FEA of the fracture process suffers from the following things: time consuming, may be numerically unstable, the resulting fracture pattern does
not reflect statistical properties of real fracture patterns such as e.g. the distribution of fracture particle areas or diameters etc. The proposed BREAK method avoids the aforementioned
problem, but is restricted to the boundary conditions of the limited training sample. In mathematical theory apart from the machine learning techniques, this concept is known as ’reduced
basis method’([262, 152]), which is graphically given in Fig. 7.3. The idea as given in Fig. 7.3 is,
that an unknown model of truth (black line) causes observations (red dots) within experimental
possibilities (blue plane). As experiments are limited in resolution etc. an approximation of
the unknown model of truth is deduced from the experimental observations (red dots). More
specifically for the context of this thesis, in Fig. 7.3 the red points (= ’snapshots’) are the
pictures taken of the glass fracture patterns, which are used to form a reduced basis system for
modelling the unknown truth causing the crack pattern (black line). While the original concept
of the reduced basis methods from ’snapshots’stems from the theory of parametrized partial
differential equations (PPDE), where causalities of inputs and outputs of the PPDE are given
by the PPDE, within this section, a stochastic point process is used instead of the PPDE.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic Figure of the BREAK framework, showing the connections of experimental observations to the elements of spatial point patterns and linear fracture
mechanics.
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Figure 7.3: The ’snapshots’φh (θn ), 1 ≤ n ≤ N on the parametric manifold Mh , the RB space
VN = span{ζ1 , ..., ζN } = span{φh (θ1 ), ..., φh (θN )} indicated by the hyperplane and
the RB solutions φh (θN ) ∈ V N, θN ∈ P , represented by the red curve for the case
of P = 1 parameter

7.2 Fracture Mechanical Setting and Basic Modelling Approach
Before introducing the concepts of random point processes and spatial statistics as well as the
stochastic modelling framework, the basic fracture mechanics setting is highlighted.

7.2.1 Fracture Mechanical Setting
The fragmentation pattern, i.e. the fracture structure, the fragment size and thus the fragment
density are the direct consequence of the amount of the initial strain energy U0 which is available
before the fragmentation sets in and can be written as:
U0 = UResidual

stress

+ UExternal

loading

(7.1)

where it should be noted that in this study, it is assumed that the glass is only subjected to
residual stress from the thermal tempering U0 = UResidual stress .
When the glass fragments the internal energy converts into different forms of energies
[267, 237], e.g. for creating new fracture surfaces (cracking and crack branching), kinetics and
sound energy. Hence, the remaining strain energy in a fragment U1 after the fragmentation sets
in must be expressed as:
U1 = U0 − (Ucrack + Ukinetic + Usound + Uother )

(7.2)

where Uother represents other kinds of energy such as heat. Within the context of this work, just
the relative remaining strain energy UR as the ratio between the remaining strain energy and
the initial strain energy is considered. The relative remaining strain energy can be written as:
UR,Rem =
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(7.3)

7.2 Fracture Mechanical Setting and Basic Modelling Approach

All other forms of energy are not considered within the context of this thesis. When external
forces or residual stresses deform an elastic body, these stresses perform work as their points of
application are displaced. This work is stored in the body as elastic strain energy. The total
strain energy U stored in a deformed linear elastic, isotropic body is obtained by integrating the
energy per unit volume over the volume of the body:
Z
1
U=
σij εij dV
(7.4)
2 V
where σij is the stress tensor and εij is the strain tensor. The residual stress in thermally

Figure 7.4: Stress distribution in the far field area of a tempered glass plate and a sketch
showing a contour line at zero stress (dotted line), from [255]
tempered glass is distributed parabolically along the glass thickness t (Fig. 7.4). This parabolic
stress distribution σ(z) can be written in terms of the surface stress σs as:
1
σ(z) = σs (1 − 3ζ 2 ),
2

ζ=

2z
t

(7.5)

using the symbols as defined in Fig. 7.4. The parabolic stress distribution is in equilibrium and
symmetric about the mid-plane. The magnitude of the surface stress is approximately twice
the tensile mid-plane stress (2σm = −σs ). The zero stress level is at a depth of approximately
20% of the thickness t.
The stress state σ is assumed to be planar. Using cylinder coordinates r for the radius
and θ for the polar angle the constitutive relationship for plane stress is defined by:





σr
1 ν
0
εr
E 




(7.6)
0   εθ 
ν 1
 σθ  =
2
1−ν
1−ν
τrθ
0 0
γrθ
2
with the Young’s modulus E and the Poisson’s ratio ν. The equilibrated stress state is also
assumed to be hydrostatic for field stresses. A planar hydrostatic stress state means that no
shear stresses occur (τrθ = 0) and the normal stresses are always principal stresses, which are
equal in the plate plane (σr = σθ = σ(z)) and zero in the direction of the thickness (σz = 0).
Hence, the total initial elastic strain energy U0 can be written as:
Z
Z
1
1−ν
U0 =
(σr εr + σθ εθ ) dV =
σ 2 (z) dV
(7.7)
2 V
E
V
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with

1−ν
σ(z)
(7.8)
E
Inserting the residual stress field from Eq. (7.5) and integrating over the cylinder we find:
ε r = εθ =

z=0.5t
r=R
Z
Z θ=2π
Z

1−ν
U0 =
E

σ 2 (z) rdθ dr dz

z=−0.5t r=0

= πR2

θ=0

(7.9)

(1 − ν) 2
tσs
5E

which is the initially stored strain energy in a cylindrical body of the radius R, thickness t and
the residual surface stress of σs . The Eq. (7.9) can be written in terms of the strain energy
per unit surface area of any given base shape of a body by dividing with the base area for the
cylinder [28, 145, 323, 237]:
(1 − ν) 2
U0 =
tσs
(7.10)
5E
The energy can also be written in terms of the energy density UD :
UD =

1 (1 − ν) 2 4 (1 − ν) 2
σs =
σm
5 E
5 E

(7.11)

which is the amount of elastic strain energy stored in the system per unit volume and thus only
depends on the residual stress and the material properties. The remaining stress state and the
resulting remaining elastic strain energy in a single fragment has been calculated numerically by
[237]. Further experimental and numerical investigations of fragment’s deformation and strain
energy were carried out by [239]. The change in strain was determined by comparing the surface
shape of a fragment before and after fracture. In literature certain models for relating fragment
size to the residual stress state exist, [12, 28, 145, 293, 323, 303], where some papers also deal
with an energy approach [323, 223].

7.2.2 Basic Modelling Approach
The basic idea for the prediction and simulation of fracture patterns of thermally pre-stressed
glass is to distribute seed points with a certain distance δ to each other based on the locally
acting stress respectively the stored elastic strain energy in the plane. The final fracture pattern
is created by a Voronoi tessellation over the set of generated points. As it will be introduced in
Sec. 7.3, the seed points for the Voronoi tessellation can be distributed using different models.
Taking into account the fragment size and the number of fragments within an observation field
ND , two parameters for the prediction model of the 2D macro-scale fracture pattern can be
elaborated: the point intensity λ ≈ 1/ND and an minimum inter-point distance delta. Thus the
parameters of the prediction model are:
θ = {δ, λ}
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This work focus on the elastic strain energy resulting from the residual stress state from the
thermal tempering process. In order to predict the fragmentation and for the recognition and
the generation of the fracture pattern, the fragment size parameter δ and the fracture intensity
parameter λ are determined.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.5: (a) Hexagonal close packing (HCP) distribution of points with an ’energy circle’of
radius r0 as the area of influence of each point; the point distance is δ, (b) Delaunay
triangulation of HCP, (c) Honeycomb as the result of the Voronoi tessellation of
seed points distributed acc. to the HCP. From [256]
As will be shown later, the fragment size parameter δ is equal to the hardcore distance of the
Matern Hardcore and Strauss spatial point processes and thus can be understood as a local
minimum inter-point distance.
The fragment size parameter δ is determined based on the linear elastic fracture mechanics
energy criterion introduced by [140] to allow incorporation of residual stress due to the thermal tempering as well as further kinds of stresses such as stress resulting from external loads.
A part of the energy is released by new surfaces are generated from cracking and branching
of progressive cracks. In high-speed images obtained by [238], it was observed that so-called
’whirl-fragments’were generated by a whirl-like crack propagation. It was further recognized
that progressing cracks branched at an angle of 60◦ and formed a hexagonal fracture pattern,
which is assumed to be the ’ideal / perfect’fracture pattern for a glass ply. Predicting such a
’perfect’fracture structure is easy, provided δ is known. All points in the plane have the same
distance to each other and can be described by the Hexagonal Close Packing (HCP) of points
(cf. Fig. 7.5 a). The Voronoi tessellation is conducted via the Delaunay triangulation of the
HCP-distributed points (Fig. 7.5b) and results in the cell structure of a honeycomb (Fig. 7.5c).
Thus the number of fragments in an observation field can be predicted as well.
However, since the fracture pattern will not be perfect in reality (cf. Fig. 7.6), due to the
stochastic nature of the material properties as well as the residual stress distribution from the
production process, another parameter λ is introduced into the model. This parameter can be
obtained from experimental fracture pattern data and describes the intensity of the fragments,
hence it is closely related to the number of fragments in an observation field ND .
The Fracture Intensity Parameter λ, which is a characteristic value for the number of fragments
in an observation field, can be determined using the experimental data of the fracture tests as
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.6: Fracture patterns of glass specimens of size 1,100 mm × 360 mm and the thickness
of t = 12 mm for different residual stresses: (a) σm = 26.9 MPa (UD = 6367.8
J/m3 ), (b) σm = 30.0 MPa (UD = 7920.0 J/m3 ) and (c) σm = 38.1 MPa (UD =
12774.2 J/m3 ). From [256]
carried out in [257]. In Fig. 7.6, three samples of fracture patterns are shown for the same
glass thickness but different residual stresses respectively elastic strain energy density UD . The
fracture intensity can then be determined by placing 50 mm × 50 mm observation fields on the
fracture patterns and determining the average number of fragments in correlation to the energy
density for each sample, [257]. As will be outlined and shown in Sec. 7.5, the estimation of the
two parameters is not restricted to 50 mm × 50 mm observation fields but can be done over the
whole fracture pattern automatically. The evaluation by the 50 mm × 50 mm observation fields
is motivated by DIN EN 12150-1 ([78]).

7.2.2.1 Fragment Size Parameter δ
The determination of the fragment size parameter δ is based on the energy conditions described
in section 7.2.1. In Fig 7.5a it is shown that the fragment size parameter δ = 2r0 is the
distance between two neighboured points. In the following deduction it is assumed that
the points are distributed in the observation plane according to the HCP (in order to avoid
the necessity to introduce the intensity parameter λ). Three assumptions are necessary to
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determine the fragment size parameter respectively for the minimum distance of two seed points.
Assumption 1:
The first assumption is that the glass plate will break into cylindrical fragments. It was assumed
that the sphere of influence for the stored elastic strain energy U of each point representing a
fragment is a circle, which is here called ”energy circle” respectively a cylinder in 3D with a
radius r0 before fragmentation. As can be seen in Fig. 7.5a, the energy circles touch but do
not overlap. Consequently, all energy in the observed field is distributed in these energy circles.
Thus, each radius r0 depends on the elastic strain energy in the influence area of the respective
point. The free gaps between the energy circles are zero energy areas and have no influence
on the further calculation. This is legitimate, as the total strain energy is distributed in the
observed field through the energy circles.
Assumption 2:
In the case of fracture the stored elastic strain energy will release and there will be a relaxation
of energy in the fragment. However, it is assumed that in the case of fracture the elastic strain
energy is not relaxed completely but just by a relaxation factor η:
η=

r0 − r1
r1
=1−
r0
r0

(7.13)

This means, that there will be a remaining strain energy U1 in the fragment after the fragmentation. This was shown numerically in [237] by FEA simulations on a fragment before and after
the fracture sets in. For the energy sphere described under Assumption 1, this means that the
energy circle shrinks to a smaller circle with a radius r1 after fragmentation (cf. Fig. 7.7). The
area in which the energy relaxes is called the energy relaxation zone. The area of the energy
relaxation zone Aη can be easily calculated as follows:
Aη = πr0 2 η(2 − η)

(7.14)

In addition, the elastic strain energy Uη in the relaxation zone can be calculated as follows:
Uη =

σ̂(1 − ν)
tAη
E

(7.15)

wherein σ̂ describes the stress state as a factor of the integrated stress function through the thick2 for computations with the residual tensile mid-plane
ness. σ̂ can be determined as σ̂m = 45 σm
1 2
stress and σ̂s = 5 σs for the residual compressive surface stress for a parabolic stress distribution
from tempering. Uη is therefore the elastic strain energy released during fragmentation.
Assumption 3:
It is assumed that in the event of a fracture, the elastic strain energy is released through the
generation of new fracture surfaces. Other forms of energy such as acoustic or heat are neglected.
Therefore, it is assumed that all released elastic strain energy Uη is converted to the fracture
surface energy Γ:
Uη = Γ = 2γAf r
(7.16)
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Figure 7.7: Energy circle before fragmentation with radius r0 and after fragmentation with
radius r1 ; Aη is the surface of the energy relaxation zone. From [256]

where Af r = 2πr1 tρ∗ is the fracture surface by assuming a cylindrical fragment. ρ∗ is a correction
factor of the fracture surface, since the fracture surface is not flat in reality but irregularly shaped
[263].
Af r,act
ρ∗ =
(7.17)
Af r,cyl
Here Af r,act is the actual fracture surface and Af r,cyl is the lateral surface of a cylinder. Therefore, for an assumption of a cylindrical fragment ρ∗ = 1. γ is the specific fracture surface energy
and can be described in terms of the critical energy release rate:
Gc = 2γ
Depending on the stress state, we obtain:
 2
KIc


2E ,

Gc
γ=
=

2
2 (1−ν 2 )

 KIc
,
2E

(7.18)

Plane stress
(7.19)
Plane strain

wherein KIc is the critical stress intensity factor. Inserting Eq. (7.15) in Eq. (7.16) and resolving
it to r0 , it is obtained:
4Eγρ∗ (1 − η)
r0 =
(7.20)
σ̂(1 − ν) η(2 − η)
Furthermore, the relative remaining elastic strain energy UR,Rem can be described as:
UR,Rem =

r2
U1
= 12 = (1 − η)2
U0
r0

(7.21)

According to the first assumption, the glass plate will break into cylindrical fragments. In
Fig. 7.8 the relative remaining elastic strain energy UR,Rem in correlation with the area of the
base shape of the fragment Af r,base normalized by t2 is shown in comparison with the FE results
in [237]. As can be observed in Fig. 7.8, the analytical results of the fragment size from a value
of approximately Af r,base /t2 ≥ 1.5 corresponds to the FE results. The difference in case of very
small fracture surfaces is due to the fact that the FE simulation was carried out on a fragment
volume and therefore a multi-axial stress state was present. In the FE simulations stresses in
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the thickness direction occurred in the fracture state, whereas the analytical solution was based
on a continuous plane stress state.
By now, the distance between points was elaborated to equal δ = 2r0 , which directly

Figure 7.8: Relative remaining elastic strain energy UR,Rem [−] vs. fragment size given by
Af r,base [mm2 ] for fractured soda-lime-silica glass, analytical result (black line) in
comparison to the FE results (dashed line) [237]. From [256]
affects the fragment size and thus the fragmentation density ND in dependence on the residual
stress respectively elastic strain energy U . The method significantly depends on the relaxation
factor η (cf. Fig. 7.9), which can take values in the interval [0; 1]. A relaxation factor of η = 0
means that there is no fracture and η = 1 that the energy is relaxed completely. Thus the
fragment size or the minimum distance between two points for a hardcore spatial point process
is mainly dependent on the energy relaxed in the fracture state.

Figure 7.9: Fragment density N50 in an observation field of size 50 mm × 50 mm vs. residual
surface compressive stress for different relaxation factors η = 0.05 to η = 0.9. From
[256]
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As described before and shown in Fig. 7.9, the fragment density is affected by the relaxation
factor η. The greater η, the higher the percentage of the stored elastic strain energy that is
released during the fragmentation. A larger energy produces more crack surfaces and thus
also a finer fracture pattern or in other words a larger fragment number within an observation
field. For example, if an observation field of size 50mm × 50mm is given, for a residual surface
compressive stress of 100 M P a one can calculate a fragment density of N50 = 14 for a relaxation
factor of η = 0.05 and N50 = 132543 for a relaxation factor of η = 0.9.

7.2.2.2 Fracture Intensity Parameter λ
For the fracture intensity parameter λ the two cases deterministic and stochastic fragmentation
process have to be distinguished, as for the deterministic case a HCP for the seed points of
the Voronoi tessellation can be assumed. The fracture intensity is an important parameter
for the prediction of the fragmentation pattern of tempered glass. The fracture intensity is a
characteristic value for the fragmentation behaviour and contains information on the fracture
structure and the fragment density in a given area.

7.2.2.2.1 Deterministic Fragmentation Process From a deterministic Fracture Mechanics
point of view, the material can be expected to be homogeneous and thus the spatial location of fragment centres (i.e. seed points) is equally likely within an object under investigation.
As a starting point for an estimation of the locations of the centres of the glass fragments this
assumption serves well and is called ’Deterministic Fragmentation Process’.
For the computation of the fragment density ND in an observation field a hexagonal fracture
√
structure (HCP) with a fragment side length a = 2r0 / 3 is now assumed (cf. Fig. 7.5c). In a
square observation field with the side length D the fragment density ND can be described as:
ND =

D2
√
2r02 3

(7.22)

Under the assumption of the point process being homogeneous with intensity λ (which is assumed
to be constant over the observation area) this further implies, that the expected number of points
falling in an observation region with the side length D is proportional to its area:
ND = λ · D2

(7.23)

In order to obtain the hexagonal Voronoi cell structure (honeycomb), the seed points have to be
distributed acc. to the Hexagonal Close Packing (HCP). Combining Eq. (7.22) with Eq. (7.23),
an approximation for the expected fracture intensity λHCP of a honeycomb, motivated from
deterministic fracture mechanics, can be expressed in terms of the fragment size parameter
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δ = 2r0 as:

2
1
λ̃HCP = √ · 2
3 δ

(7.24)

In Fig. 7.10a, a double logarithmic interrelation between fracture intensity of the honeycomb
and fragment size is shown. The fracture intensity decreases with a coarser fracture structure.
λ̂HCP can further be rewritten in terms of the energy relaxation factor η as:
η 2 (2 − η)2
1
·
λ̃HCP = √
2 3r̂2 (1 − η)2
with
r̂ =

(7.25)

4Eρ∗
γ
σ̂(1 − ν)

(7.26)

In Fig. 7.10b, a double logarithmic interrelation between fracture intensity of a honeycomb
and the energy relaxation factor is shown. The fracture intensity increases with higher energy
relaxation.
In Fig. 7.11a-c the Voronoi tessellation of HCP distributed seed points with the point distance
δ is shown for a plate with the residual mid-plane tensile stress of 50 M P a. The respective
fragmentation density is shown in an observation field of size 50 mm × 50 mm. The relaxation factor η increases from η = 0.04 in Fig. 7.11a to η = 0.2 in Fig. 7.11c. It is shown
that for the same residual stress of 50 M P a the point distance decreases with higher values for η.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.10: Fracture intensity λ̃HCP [1/mm2 ] of a honeycomb vs. (a) Fragment size parameter
δ [mm] (b) Energy relaxation factor η [−]. From [256]

7.2.2.2.2 Stochastic Fragmentation Process If the assumptions of a hexagonal fracture structure (HCP) is eased to the assumption of a polygonal fracture structure induced by the Voronoi
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.11: Fragmentation in an observation field of size 50 mm × 50 mm vs. relaxation factor η regarding the Voronoi tessellation of HCP distributed points
with the distance δ, the residual mid-plane tensile stress σm = 50M P a, (a)
η = 0.04; δ = 17.89 mm; N50 = 9; λ̃HCP = 0.0036 1/mm2 (b) η = 0.1; δ =
6.92 mm; N50 = 60; λ̃HCP = 0.0240 1/mm2 (c) η = 0.2; δ = 3.25 mm; N50 =
274; λ̃HC = 0.1096 1/mm2 . From [256]
tessellation over a spacial point process, the resulting fragmentation patterns now depend on
two parameters δ and λ. If fracture tests are conducted on glass plies, it can be observed, that
the seed point locations of fragments do vary stochastically within an object under investigation
due to different reasons such as inhomogeneous thermal pre-stressing of a glass pane, inhomogeneous load application etc. Analogously to Sec. 7.2.2.2.1, the same investigation can be carried
out where this time random point locations in an observation field of size 50 mm × 50 mm
with a uniform distribution for the seed point locations are used instead of the HCP condition.
This kind of randomly distribution leads to a varying inter-point distance, where the distance
determined on the basis of the relaxation factor η is given as the minimum distance for the
point process. In Fig. 7.12a-c the Voronoi tessellation of uniformly distributed points with the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.12: Fragmentation in an observation field of size 50 mm × 50 mm vs. relaxation
factor η regarding the Voronoi tessellation of uniform distributed points with the
minimum distance δmin , the residual mid-plane tensile stress σm = 50M P a, (a)
η = 0.04; δmin = 17.89 mm; N50 = 7; λ̃HC = 0.0028 1/mm2 (b) η = 0.1; δmin =
6.92 mm; N50 = 44; λ̃HC = 0.0176 1/mm2 (c) η = 0.2; δmin = 3.25 mm; N50 =
183; λ̃HC = 0.0732 1/mm2 . From [256]
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minimum point distance δmin is shown for a plate with the residual mid-plane tensile stress of
50 M P a. In comparison to the fragment density for the case of HCP distributed points, the
number of fragments is lower in the observation area for uniformly distributed points. Until
η = 0.04 the difference is not significant yet. However, the difference is more pronounced for
the higher relaxation factor of η = 0.2. This is because on the one hand, Eqs. 7.24 to 7.26 are
derived as approximations for the underlying stochastic point process as prior expectations motivated from the deterministic fracture process and on the other hand, in the deduction of Eqs.
7.24 to 7.26 a minimum energy requirement was not introduced for the randomly distributed
points. Up to now, only a small section in [223] raised the idea of using a Voronoi tessellation
to investigate the glass fracture pattern. In [223] however it is neither elaborated nor clearly
stated, which point process was used for the presented Voronoi tessellation. Furthermore in
that paper nothing was said about the connections of the parameters from linear fracture mechanics to those of an underlying stochastic point process. Considerations of the author on the
two results presented in [223] led to the conclusion, that a homogeneous Poisson point process
without further restrictions was used to generate the given fracture pattern. The presented
equation in that paper however is unphysical, as negative energies are found for certain levels of
pre-stress. As a conclusion, the work presented in [223] is rather a superficial try to connect the
Voronoi tessellation idea of the fracture pattern description without the aim of going into more
detail for the stochastic point process part and the search for the connections of point pattern
statistics and fracture mechanics. The same basic idea of connecting point processes with fracture mechanics for the prediction of glass fracture patterns for different levels of pre-stress in
the glass pane was gathered in a recent cooperation of Navid Pourmoghaddam and the author
of this thesis independently of [223]. Furthermore the level of research and elaboration of the
connections in that direction as presented by the author and his collaborator in [255, 256] and
this thesis is far beyond what is shown in [223].

7.3 Mathematical Foundations of Point Processes and Associated
Tessellations
The BREAK framework is motivated from spatial statistics, which is concerned with statistical
methods that explicitly consider the spatial arrangement of the data, [210, 24, 328]. The spatial
data can be seen as measurements that are observed at discrete locations in a two- or threedimensional region and might be spatially correlated. Methods in spatial statistics can be
ordered into one of three categories that are based on the type of spatial data to be analyzed.
The data types are called: point patterns, geostatistical data, and lattice data.
Spatial point patterns are data made up of the location of point events, i.e. whether or not
the relative data locations represent a significant pattern. For instance, if seismologists have
data about the distribution of earthquakes in a region, pattern analysis allows them making
predictions about future earthquakes.
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For Geostatistical data (also called spatially continuous data) a measurement is attached to
the location of the observed event. As an example, if rainfall is recorded at various points in a
region, these data can be utilized to model the rainfall over an entire region.
Lattice data are associated with regularly or irregularly spaced areas, where the objective of
analysis of lattice data is to model spatial patterns in the attributes associated with the fixed
areas. A typical example for lattice data is, that market analysts use socio-economic data to
identify promising new areas for marketing their products.
For the deduction of ’BREAK’ the spatial point patterns category is used, hence in the context
of this thesis further details are given only on this category in the latter of this chapter. For
further details on statistical methods for geostatistical or lattice data it is referred to [210, 24]. In
literature, different notation is usual, thus the compilation of knowledge from different literature
sources is tedious. Within this thesis, the notation from [24] is adopted.

7.3.1 Spatial Point Process and Spatial Point Pattern
A spatial point process Φ is a random mechanism whose outcome is a point pattern. A spatial
point pattern is a set of point locations φ = {x1 , ..., xn } in a study region B (and especially
within this thesis: B ⊆ R2 . Each point location xi is a vector containing the coordinates of the
i-th event (spatial phenomenon that occurs at a point location):
"
#
xi1
(7.27)
xi =
xi2
The number n = n(x) of points in the pattern is not fixed in advance and may be any finite
non-negative number including zero.
A location in the region B, where an observation of the phenomenon was taken, is called point. If
further quantities of interest are given at the point locations, this type of spatial data is referred
to as a marked point pattern. Within this section, it is further assumed, that the data represent a
mapped point pattern, i.e. all relevant events in the study region B have been measured, while B
can be any shape. According to [210], the analysis of point patterns is sensitive to the definition
of B as edge effects might arise in the analysis of point patterns. Thus the analysis has to
be conducted for different guard areas and/or different study regions. Since point patterns are
random processes there exist several first-order and second-order properties. These are related to
the expected value (i.e. the mean) and the covariance, [24, 210], where the second order property
reflects the spatial dependence in the process. The probability density of a point pattern P with
point process parameters θ and distribution of the point locations fnθ (p1 , ..., pn ) is given by
fP (P |θ) = P[N (K) = n|θ]n!fnθ (p1 , ..., pn )

(7.28)

In literature, a lot of models for spatial point processes Φ are known, a survey can be found in
[24, 328]. In general, there exist three main categories of spatial point processes: (a) Regular /
Hardcore Processes, (b) Homogeneous Poisson Point Process (Complete Spatial Randomness)
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and (c) Cluster Processes. The three types of point processes are graphically illustrated in
Fig. 7.13 In the context of BREAK, only three special types of spatial point patterns are con-

Figure 7.13: Examples of the point distribution outcomes of the same number of points on
the same plane with three different methods: (a) Regular / Hardcore process, (b)
Homogeneous Poisson process and (c) Cluster process. From [256]
sidered: (a) homogeneous Poisson process, (b) Hardcore process and (c) Strauss process. In
the further, important features of these spatial point processes are mathematically defined and
introduced.

7.3.1.1 Homogeneous Poisson Point Process / Complete Spatial Randomness
A point process is called ’completely random’as illustrated in Fig. 7.13 (b) if it is characterised
by two key properties:
• homogeneity: the points have no preference for any spatial location
• independence: information about the outcome in one region of space has no influence on
the outcome in other regions
• the number n(X ∩ B) of random points falling in a test region B has a Poisson distribution
A point process with these properties is called homogeneous Poisson point process (HPP) or
complete spatial randomness (CSR) and its probability density of a point pattern P is given by
fP (P |θ) = λ|B| exp(−λ)[U B ]

(7.29)

Acc. to [24], the CSR is important in many ways as it is a realistic model of some physical
phenomena such as radioactivity etc. and it serves as a benchmark against other patterns
(i.e. the HPP is the null hypothesis in statistical tests). Homogeneity here means that the
expected number of points falling in a region B should be proportional to its area |B| on average:
E[n(X ∩ B)] = λ|B| where λ is constant and is effectively the average number of random points
per unit area. λ is known as the intensity of the point process. For the HPP, the random
number of points n(X ∩ B) has a Poisson distribution with mean µ = λ|B|. The HPP has in
total one parameter which is the intensity λ.
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The simulation of a HPP is easy under the given properties. Given a region B where the
realisation is to be generated and specifying an intensity value λ, at first the total number
of points is generated as a random number N according to a Poisson distribution with mean
µ = λ|B|, then these N points are placed independently in B with a uniform distribution for
the x1 and x2 coordinate.

7.3.1.2 Matérn Hard-Core Process (MHCP)
(Matérn) Hard core point patterns (MHCP) or simple inhibition processes as illustrated in
Fig. 7.13 (a) are characterized by any two points maintain a minimal distance rHC but do not
incorporate further departures from CSR. For MHCP the observation window B is covered by
n non overlapping disks with diameter rHC . The MHCP has in total two parameters, which are
the intensity λ and the hard core distance rHC .
The simulation of MHCP patterns is possible in several ways. One approach is to remove all
pairs of points that have a separation distance shorter than rHC from an existing CSR pattern.
Another method is to use a sequential algorithm, where a series of CSR points is generated,
but the only ones accepted are those located farther away than distance rHC from any point
produced earlier in the sequence. Within this thesis the first simulation method is used.

7.3.1.3 Gibbs and Strauß Process (SP)
MHCP are often to restrictive or simple to characterize inhibition processes producing observed
point patterns in reality, [328]. Interactions between individual points may not result in total
inhibition of other points within the zone of influence rHC . Instead interactions among points
may only be less likely rather than impossible within the zone of influence rHC . A Gibbs process
(with a fixed number of points n) within a given observation window B is defined by a location
density function fn (x1 , ..., xn ). This is a a measure of the likelihood of a particular spatial
configuration of points under a given Gibbs process defined by the pair potential function Ψ.
Interactions are typically assumed to be symmetric, hence the location density function does
not depend on the order of points. For a Gibbs process with a fixed number of points n and
pairwise interactions, the location density function can be given by


i6=j
X
1
fn (x1 , ..., xn ) = exp −
y(||xi − xj ||) /Zn
(7.30)
2
i,j

where Zn is a normalization constant ensuring fn (·) being a proper probability density function,
and y(||xi −xj ||) is the pair-potential function. Eq. (7.30) can be rewritten by using the pairwise
interaction function h(r) = exp(−Ψ(r)):
fn (x1 , ..., xn ) =

n−1
Y

n
Y

i=1 j=i+1
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The pairwise interaction function has value 1 if the two points do not interact (and thus Ψ(r) =
0), pairs of points located at distance r exhibit hyperdispersion if h(r) < 1 and clustering if
h(r) > 1.
Gibbs hard-core process with a fixed number of points has pairwise interaction function:
h(r) =

(
0

r ≤ rHC

1

r > rHC

(7.32)

This means, that a MHCP is a special case of Gibbs processes, but usually a MHCP is preferred
of the Gibbs hard-core process due to reasons of simplicity of simulation as mentioned later in
this subsection. An extension of the Gibbs hard-core process (with fixed number of points) is
the Strauss process (with a fixed number of points), which possesses the pairwise interaction
function:
(
g = exp(−b) r ≤ rHC
h(r) =
(7.33)
1
r > rHC
In this case, the pairwise interaction function for a point xi inside rHC yields a value 1 > γ > 0.
Interestingly, for γ = 0 a MHCP and for γ = 1 a HPP is obtained. Combining Eq. (7.30) and
Eq. (7.33) yields:


i6=j
X
1
sfn (x1 , ..., xn ) = exp − b
I(||xi − xj || ≤ rHC ) /Zn
2
(7.34)
i,j

= exp(−bn2 (rHC ))/Zn = g n2 (rHC ) /Zn
where the quantity n2 (rHC ) counts the number of pairs of points that are located closer than
distance rHC . The SP has in total three parameters, which are the intensity λ, the hard core
distance rHC and the interaction parameter γ.
The simulation of a Gibbs processes and thus Strauß process requires indirect methods as they
are defined by means of a high-dimensional probability density function fn (x1 , ..., xn ), which
returns the likelihood of a given point configuration. As the likelihood is related to the assumed
interaction structure of pairs of points governed by the pairwise interaction function h(r) the
Gibbs process is simulated by trial and error, starting with a suitable initial pattern. Points
are then removed at random and are replaced only by points that are likely to occur, given the
remaining point configuration and the probability density function fn (x1 , ..., xn ). This is usually
done by means of specific MCMC methods as introduced in Sec. 4.2.2.1.2.

7.3.2 Exploratory Data Analysis
Before stochastic modelling of a point pattern dataset after having obtained spatial point patterns, an exploration of the statistical properties is conducted. Acc. to [24, 328], the typical
steps involved in a point-pattern analysis read:
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1. selection of pattern data type and decision on whether the pattern is homogeneous and
stationarity or not
2. selection of appropriate summary statistics and explanatory data analysis
3. selection of appropriate null model and point-process model
4. comparison of observed data and null models
In this section, density estimation techniques to estimate the intensity or first-order property as
well as methods to explore the distributions of nearest neighbour distances to estimate secondorder properties are introduced. A graphical illustration of estimating different orders of statistics of a spatial point pattern is given in Fig. 7.14.

7.3.2.1 First-Order Statistics: Intensity
The exploratory analysis begins with an assessment of spatial homogeneity by estimation of the
first-order statistics or intensity λ. This can be done using tools such as the quadrant counting
test, kernel estimation or LISA (Local Indicators of Spatial Association) methods, [24, 25] An

Figure 7.14: Product densities. (a) First-order product density (probability of a point being
located within a randomly placed disk of infinitesimal area dx) (b) Second-order
product density (probability of two points being located in two randomly placed
disks separated by distance r) (c) Third-order product density (probability of
three points being located in three randomly placed disks characterized by two
distances (r1−2 and r2−3 ) and one angle α). From [328]
estimate of intensity is obtained if the study region B is divided in a regular grid and then
the number of events that fall into each square is counted. These counts are divided each by
the area of the square. Homogeneity is assumed, if the variation of this fraction is small over
the entire region B. Alternatively, one could apply a kernel method to get an estimate of the
intensity that is smoother than the quadrant method. Let x denote a point in the study region
B and represent the event locations. Then an estimate of the intensity using the kernel method
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is given by

n

1 X 1
K
λ̂h (x) =
δh (x)
h2
i=1



x − xi
h


(7.35)

where K is the kernel function (bivariate probability density), h is the bandwidth and δh (x) is
the edge correction factor:


Z
1
x−u
δh (x) =
du
(7.36)
K
2
h
B h
which represents the volume under the scaled kernel centred on x inside the study region B. By
the kernel width h the smoothness of the estimate can be controlled. A recommended choice for
the bandwidth is h = 0.68n−0.2 , when B is the unit square, [210].

Figure 7.15: A schematic representation of the kernel estimation method applied to study
region B, from [205]

7.3.2.2 Estimating the Spatial Dependence
Having investigated the intensity λ and thus first order statistics of the point pattern, the
next step is to explore the second-order properties as well as spacing between points. The
following exploratory methods investigate the second-order and spacing properties by studying
the distances between events in the study region B.
Spacing: Nearest Neighbor Distances, G- and F- Distributions
The nearest neighbour event-event distance is represented by the random variable W , which is
defined as the distance between a randomly chosen event and the nearest neighbouring event.
The nearest neighbour point-event distance, denoted by X, is the distance between a randomly
selected point in the study region and the nearest event. Note that nearest neighbour distances
provide information at small physical scales, which is a reasonable approach if there is variation
in the intensity over the region R. For the CSR model, the cumulative distribution function for
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the nearest neighbour event-event distance W is given by
G(w) = P (W ≤ w) = 1 − exp (−λπw2 )

(7.37)

for 0 ≤ w. The cumulative distribution function for the nearest neighbour point-event distance
X is
F (x) = P (X ≤ x) = 1 − exp (−λπx2 )
(7.38)
with 0 ≤ x. The second-order properties of a spatial point pattern can now be investigated
by comparing the observed empirical cumulative distribution function of X or W against the
the respective CSR functions. The empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the
event-event distances W is given by
Ĝ(w) =

#(wi ≤ w)
n

(7.39)

Similarly, the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the point-event distances X
is
#(xi ≤ x)
F̂ (w) =
(7.40)
m
where m is the number of points randomly sampled from the study region. An example for a
representative F - and G-function for the three categories of spatial point processes as given in
Fig. 7.13 is illustrated in Fig. 7.16 and Fig. 7.17. Note, that in the given Figures, the distances
w and x are not differentiated but the letter r is used in place. A plot of Ĝ(w) and F̂ (w)

Figure 7.16: Empirical F -function for each of the three categories of patterns and the theoretical F -function for a HPP (dashed lines). Left: regular pattern. middle: HPP
pattern. right: clustered pattern. From [24].
provides possible evidence of inter-event interactions. For the case of clustering in the point
pattern, a lot of short distance neighbours are to be expected, i.e. that Ĝ(w) would climb
steeply for smaller values of w and flatten out as the distances get larger. On the other hand,
if the point pattern under investigation shows regularity, there should be more long distance
neighbours and Ĝ(w) would be flat at small distances and climb steeply at larger w or x. For
the examination of the plot of F̂ (w), the opposite interpretation holds (e.g. if there is an excess
of long distances values in F̂ (w), then that is evidence for clustering). A third possible plot is
that of Ĝ(w) against F̂ (w). If the relationship follows a straight line, then this is evidence that
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Figure 7.17: Empirical G-function for each of the three categories of patterns and the theoretical G-function for a HPP (dashed lines). Left: regular pattern. middle: HPP
pattern. right: clustered pattern. From [24].

there is no spatial interaction. If there is clustering, one can expect Ĝ(w) to exceed F̂ (w), with
the opposite situation occurring if the point pattern exhibits regularity.
So far, the handling of edge effects (influence of events near the boundary of the region B) has
been neglected. Different strategies for that are presented and discussed in [24, 328, 210, 202].
One possible method is to force a guard area inside the perimeter of B, where the nearest
neighbour distances for points or events is not computed, but these events are used in computing
nearest neighbours for points or events inside the rest of B. Third- and higher-order summary
statistics are not of interest within this thesis. Further information on that can be found in [24].
Correlation: K- and L- Function
For answering the question, whether the points appear to have been placed independently of
each other (CSR case) or exhibit some kind of inter point dependence (regularity or clustering
case). A standard statistical tool for measuring dependence is correlation or more generally
covariance, which both are classified as a second moment quantities.
The empirical CDFs of Ĝ(w) and F̂ (x) use distances to the nearest neighbour, which means,
that they consider the spatial point pattern over the smallest scales. To gain insight about the
point pattern at several scales, the K-function is used as this quantity is related to the secondorder properties of an isotropic process, where first-order homogeneity is valid. The K-function
is defined as
K(d) = λ−1 E[#extra events within distance d of an arbitrary event]

(7.41)

where λ is the intensity over a region and E[·] is the expectation operator. The empirical
K-function can be estimated through:
K̂(d) =

|B| X X Id (dij )
n2
wij

(7.42)

i6=j

where n is the number of events, dij is the distance between the i-th and j-th events, and Id
is an indicator function that takes on the value of one if dij ≤ d and zero otherwise. The edge
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correction points as raised in Sec. 7.3.2.2 do account here as well through the incorporation of
a suitable correction term wij . The estimated K-function can be compared to what we would
expect if the process that generated the data is completely spatially random. For a CSR spatial
point process the theoretical K-function is K(d) = πd2 . Specifically, the observed point process
exhibits regularity for a given value of d if the estimated K-function is less than πd2 , alternatively
for clustering K̂(d) > πd2 . An example for a representative K-function for the three categories
of spatial point processes as given in Fig. 7.13 illustrates the aforementioned in Fig. 7.18. A

Figure 7.18: Empirical K-function for each of the three categories of patterns and the theoretical K-function for a HPP (dashed lines). Left: regular pattern. middle: HPP
pattern. right: clustered pattern. From [24].
commonly used transformation of K-function is the L-function
r
K(d)
L(d) =
π

(7.43)

which transforms the theoretical Poisson K-function πd2 to a straight line L(d) = d and thus
making visual assessment of the L graph easier. An estimator for the L-function is:
s
K̂(d)
L̂(d) =
(7.44)
π
An example for a representative L-function for the three categories of spatial point processes as
given in Fig. 7.13 is shown in Fig. 7.19. Summarizing this subsection, the K- and L-functions
are useful guidelines for building point process models as they classify the correlations at several
length scales. The two functions will be used in the latter of this chapter to support the model
building and statistical evaluation of fracture pattern images of thermally pre-stressed glass.

7.3.3 Random Tessellations over Spatial Point Patterns and Statistics of their
Geometrical Properties
During the analysis of a spatial point pattern it can be very useful to apply methods that do not
form part of the point process statistics. With this, new geometrical structures (referred to as
’secondary structures’, [24, 119, 243, 167]) are constructed based on the points in the pattern, and
statistical methods (suitable for the specific type of geometric structure) are applied. Secondary
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Figure 7.19: Empirical L-function for each of the three categories of patterns and the theoretical L-function for a HPP (dashed lines). Left: regular pattern. middle: HPP
pattern. right: clustered pattern. From [24].
structures include: random sets, random fields, tessellations, networks or graphs. Within this
thesis, just tessellations are of interest, as the single fracture pieces are interpreted within the
’BREAK’ context as the cells / tiles formed by the Voronoi tessellation, which itself is induced
by the spatial point pattern.
Acc. to [243, 167] a tessellation / mosaic divides the plane B into non-overlapping polygon. The
most important tessellation model is the Voronoi tessellation, which is a regular tessellations of
planes and higher-dimensional spaces. The Voronoi tessellation is constructed with respect to a
point process Φ in Rd with point pattern (generators) φ = {x1 , ..., xn }. The Voronoi cell C(x)
is defined as the set C(x) of those points, having smaller distance to this point x than any other
point y ∈ φ:
n
o
C(x) = z ∈ Rd : ||z − x||p ≤ ||z − y||p ∀ y 6= x, y ∈ φ
(7.45)
The Voronoi tessellation of Rd w.r.t. φ is the set of all Voronoi cells generated by the points in
φ:
T (φ) = {C(x) : x ∈ φ}
(7.46)
By using the Euclidean distance (p = 2) in Eq. (7.45), Voronoi cells are guaranteed to be convex
polygons. In a wider sense, Voronoi tessellations are the mathematical model of capturing the
idea of dividing space into influence zones given a set of generators. Within the context of
this thesis, the 2D Voronoi tessellations are generated by means of the Delaunay triangulation
of the planarly distributed nuclei, cf. Fig. 7.20. The cell borders are obtained connecting
the centres of the circumcircles and are thus perpendicular bisectors for each pair of adjacent
points. In Fig. 7.20 a sample of Voronoi tessellation of a HPP as well as a MHCP is given.
Some of the statistical properties of the spatial point patterns are reflected in the properties
of the morphological structure of the corresponding Voronoi tessellation. Thus, the Voronoi
tessellation plays an important role in the morphological investigation of the glass fracture
pattern structure. Artificial results have to be considered for a Voronoi tessellation over a finite
inspection region B. Here, cells lying at the edge become infinitely large and therefore should
not be considered in the statistical evaluations. This is shown as an example in Fig. 7.21.
In literature, specific terms for Voronoi tessellations over specific point processes such as the
Poisson Voronoi Tessellation, Hard-Core Voronoi Tessellation etc. are known [24, 243, 244].
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Figure 7.20: Sample of Voronoi tessellation of generated points (a) HPP and (b) MHCP. From
[255]

Figure 7.21: 2D Voronoi tessellation sample with infinitely large border cells. The dotted red
line indicates the evaluation border for the statistical investigations. From [255]

Table 7.1: Statistic of PVT for a HPP with
Characteristic
Mean
Cell area AC
λ−1
√
Perimeter uC
4 λ/λ
Number of vertices nV
6

intensity λ, from [167]
Variance
0.2802λ−2
0.9455λ−1
1.7808

For the Poisson-Voronoi tessellation (PVT), the only degree of freedom is the intensity λ of
the generating Poisson point process. Thus for the PVT, analytical expressions for different
characteristics such as the cell area AC , vertices number nV or cell perimeter uC are summarized
in Tab. 7.1. Tessellations of stochastic point processes different from PVT usually do not possess
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analytically tractable cell characteristics and thus have to be estimated by large simulation
studies. This was done within the context of this work and prepublished in [255] for the MHCP
and SP for different degrees of regularity, which is highlighted in short in Sec. 7.4 as these kind
of investigations are on the one hand interesting for the further model building for the fracture
pattern simulation of thermally pre-stressed glass but due to the generality of the results, they
are also of interest and great value for the scientific community, dealing with spatial point
patterns from stochastic point processes.

7.4 Statistics of Geometrical Properties of Random 2D Voronoi
tessellations
The statistical distributions of the geometrical properties of Voronoi tessellations can in general
be only obtained through simulation as analytically tractable expectation operations are in
general not available due to the probability density of most spatial point patterns. In literature,
few numerical studies on the Voronoi tessellation over HPP, MHCP or SP have been provided.
For the HPP these kind of study was conducted by e.g. [336] or [304], for the MHCP by
e.g. [67, 163, 244] and for the SP by e.g. [307, 135]. In this work, two-dimensional Voronoi
tessellations of planar distributed points are used for the simulation of the fragmentation of
tempered glass. Therefore, points are numerically generated in a 2D plane using the three
different point process types. The Voronoi tessellation of each point pattern is then generated
and the resulting cells are subject to statistical examination w.r.t. to geometrical characteristics
such as the cell area, cell perimeter and number of edges per cell as they are connected to certain
characteristics of fracture mechanics.

7.4.1 Point Pattern Generation
Within the context of this thesis and the prepublication ([255]), MATLAB was used for the
simulation study. First, ND nuclei are generated within an observation field of side length D
according to the point probability distribution of the respective process. ND can be interpreted
as the number of fragments within this observation field. In this study, HPP, MHCP and SP are
investigated, where their respective point densities are given by Eq. (7.29)-Eq. (7.31). As already
outlined in Sec. 7.3.1, the HPP possesses one parameter (intensity λ), the MHCP possesses two
parameters (intensity λ and minimum hard core distance δHC ) and the SP has three parameters
(intensity λ, hard core distance δHC and acceptance probability γ). For the HPP with intensity
λ the the total number of points in an observation field of size D2 can be computed by:
ND = λ · D2

(7.47)

The most regular Voronoi tessellations over a domain is obtained for the Hexagonal Close Packing
(HCP), which is generated by equidistantly distributed points with distance δHCP . For the HCP
hexagonal cells (six sides and vertex angles of 120◦ ) are found, cf. Fig. 7.22. Assuming a HCP
√
fracture structure with a fragment side length of a = δHCP / 3 in a quadratic observation field
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Figure 7.22: Regular honeycomb tessellation resulting from hexagonal close packed points in
an observation filed. The regular hard core distance between any two adjacent
points is δHCP . From [255]

with the side length D, the fragment number respectively the number of cells ND,HCP can be
computed accordingly:
2D2
√
(7.48)
ND,HCP = 2
δHCP 3
From Eq. (7.47) and Eq. (7.48), the equidistance δHCP can be computed by:
s
δHCP =

s

2D2

√ =
ND,HCP 3

2 1
√ ·
3 λ

(7.49)

In order to compare the regularity of a Voronoi tessellations over a stochastic spatial point
processes to the HCP, the uniformity parameter α is introduced as:
α=

δHC
δHCP

(7.50)

It is interesting to discuss the boundary values for α. If α = 1 ⇔ δHCP = δHC the Voronoi
tessellation is a HCP (honeycomb) and if α = 0 ⇔ δHC = 0 the Voronoi tessellation is a HPP,
i.e. completely random. For the uniformity parameter values 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 the MHCP and the
SP are related to the HCP. Given the uniformity parameter α and the intensity λ of the point
process, the hard core distance δHC for the realization of the MHCP and SP point processes can
be obtained by using Eq. (7.49) and Eq. (7.50):
s
δHC = α ·
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For practical simulation, in order to construct a random Voronoi tessellation acc. to HPP,
MHCP or SP with ND cells in the observation field with the area D2 , the hard core distance
δHC has to be less than the HCP equidistance δHCP , otherwise, it is impossible to obtain ND
cells. The process parameters for the simulation study are summarized in Tab. 7.2
Table 7.2: Process parameters for the generation of the nuclei, from [255]
Point Process
Intensity
Uniformity Parameter Acceptance Probability
2
λ[1/mm ]
α[−]
γ[−]
HPP
0.0025; 0.005; 0.01; 0.02
0
MHCP
0.0025; 0.005; 0.01; 0.02
0.1;0.2;...;0.7
SP
0.0025; 0.02
0.1;0.2;...;0.7
0.001; 0.2

For the statistical evaluation of the resulting Voronoi cell characteristics, each simulation is
performed at 104 realisations (i.e. generations of Voronoi tessellations on the observation field).
However, considering the number of cells within the evaluation border, the actual number of
cells considered for the statistical evaluations varies according to the intensity λ, the uniformity
parameter α and the acceptance probability γ from 105 to 2 × 106 .

7.4.2 Results for the Voronoi Tessellations and observed Statistical Distributions
of Voronoi Cell Characteristics
As this section is an excerpt from the prepublication [255], just the main findings are repeated
in the following. In Fig. 7.23 to Fig. 7.25, the 2D Voronoi tessellations for HPP, MHCP and SP
are presented.
The intensity λ is the decisive parameter of the point distribution method HPP, which governs
the number of cells per area. The greater the intensity, the higher the number of the cells ND
in the observation field of the length D, cf. Fig. 7.23. For the HPP however it is recognized
in Fig. 7.23, that the shape of the cells is rather spiky and irregular (not HCP-like), even for a
number of ND = 200.
Considering the MHCP with hard core point distance δHC calculated by Eq. (7.51) for a given
intensity λ and uniformity parameter α, the number of Voronoi cells can be influenced. In
Fig. 7.24 it is now observed, that the cell shape is governed by the uniformity parameter α but
still looks spiky for a much less number of cells compared to the HPP, cf. Fig. 7.24. For a
low uniformity parameter of α = 0.1, the Voronoi cell structure of the MHCP (Fig. 7.24 (a))
is very similar to that of the HPP (Fig. 7.23 (a)) for identical intensity. For a high uniformity
parameter of α = 0.8 however, the Voronoi cell structure tends towards a honeycomb pattern
with hexagonal cells as expected, cf. Fig. 7.24 (b).
The hard core process can further be elaborated to a SP by introducing an acceptance probability γ for point pairs with a smaller distance than δHC , cf. Sec. 7.3.1. The influence of the
acceptance probability γ for the SP point process is shown in Fig. 7.25 for a high intensity
and uniformity parameter. This figure was chosen to assess the influence of the difference in
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Figure 7.23: 2D Voronoi tessellation generated based on the HPP in an observation field
of length D for two intensities of (a) λ = 0.0051/mm2 (ND = 50); (b) λ =
0.021/mm2 (ND = 200).

Figure 7.24: 2D Voronoi tessellation generated based on the MHCP in an observation field of
length D for λ = 0.0051/mm2 (ND = 50) and two uniformity parameters of (a)
α = 0.1 and (b) α = 0.8 .

acceptance probability γ at a high degree of regularity acc. to the parameters α and λ to be
close to the HCP. In Fig. 7.25 (a) it can be seen, that for a low γ value, the resulting Voronoi
tessellation appears quite regular and qualitatively near to ’real’ fracture patterns. For higher
values of γ more spiky cells are observable in the Voronoi cell structure in Fig. 7.25 (b). It is
concluded, that for modelling of glass fracture patterns a SP at high regularity parameter α and
low acceptance probability γ can be assumed a priori.
After simulating the realisations of the Voronoi tessellation over different spatial point processes
as described before, the statistical distributions of the geometrical properties of the Voronoi cell
structure in terms of the cell area AC (in [mm2 ]), cell perimeter PC (in [mm]) and the cell
edge number have been determined by the use of MATLAB. Within this section, an excerpt
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Figure 7.25: 2D Voronoi tessellation generated based on the SP in an observation field of length
D for λ = 0.021/mm2 (ND = 200); α = 0.8 and two acceptance probabilities of
(a) γ = 0.001 and (b)γ = 0.2. From [255]

of the results prepublished in [255] is given in Fig. 7.26 to Fig. 7.30. In these figures, the
probability density functions (PDF) as well as the cumulative distribution functions (CDF)
of the investigated 2D Voronoi cells are shown for the different point processes HPP, MHCP
and SP. In the diagrams the ordinate axis is the PDF respectively the CDF and the abscissa
axis is the inspected characteristic parameter of the Voronoi cells. For the cell area and the
cell perimeter the obtained values were evaluated after taking the logarithm to gather a better
impression across different scales.

Figure 7.26: HPP: (a) Probability Density Function (PDF) and (b) Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of the logarithmic cell area log AC [log(mm2 )] for intensities λ ∈
{0.0025; 0.005; 0.01; 0.02} [1/mmh 2]. From [255]
For the HPP the CDF curves of the cell area and the cell perimeter are shifted horizontally
to the left for increasing intensity λ. This means that the cell area content as well as the cell
perimeter decreases (Fig. 7.26).
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Figure 7.27: MHCP: (a) Probability Density Function (PDF) and (b) Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the logarithmic cell area log AC [log(mm2 )] for
a uniformity parameter: α = 0.1 and α = 0.7 at intensities λ ∈
{0.0025; 0.005; 0.01; 0.02} [1/mm2 ]. From [255]
For the MHCP the CDF curves of the cell area and the cell perimeter are steeper for larger
uniformity parameter α = 0.7 compared to α = 0.1, cf. Fig. 7.27. This means, that the greater
the regularity parameter α, the more Voronoi cells possess nearly the same area content and
perimeter. In Fig. 7.27 (b), for λ = 0.02 and α = 0.7 (black dotted curve) almost 80% of the
obtained Voronoi cells possess an log-area content of about 1.6 log(mm2 ). Considering, that
high α-values signify behaviour close to HCP, this result could be expected a priori.

Figure 7.28: SP: (a) Probability Density Function (PDF) and (b) Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of the logarithmic cell area log AC [log(mm2 )] for a uniformity
parameter: α = 0.1 and α = 0.7 at intensities λ ∈ {0.0025; 0.02} [1/mm2 ] for
acceptance probabilities γ ∈ {0.001; 0.2}. From [255]
For the SP the two CDF curves for the log cell area content lie close together for identical α
whereas for greater acceptance probability the CDF is more flat. This is in accordance with the
previous findings on the MHCP, as the more points within the hardcore distance are allowed,
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Figure 7.29: SP: (a) Probability Density Function (PDF) and (b) Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of the logarithmic cell perimeter log PC [log(mm)] for a uniformity parameter: α = 0.1 and α = 0.7 at intensities λ ∈ {0.0025; 0.02} [1/mm2 ]
for acceptance probabilities γ ∈ {0.001; 0.2}. From [255]

Figure 7.30: SP: (a) Probability Density Function (PDF) and (b) Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of the cell edge number for a uniformity parameter: α = 0.1 and
α = 0.7 at intensities λ ∈ {0.0025; 0.02} [1/mm2 ] for acceptance probabilities
γ ∈ {0.001; 0.2}. From [255]

the more variation in Voronoi cell area and perimeter is to be expected as the Voronoi cells
are less regular compared to the HCP, cf. Fig. 7.28 and Fig. 7.29. It is interesting, that the
SP CDF curves of the log cell area content and the log cell perimeter for a small acceptance
probability of γ = 0.001 are quite close to the CDFs of the respective quantities of a MHCP. It is
interpreted, that this is due to the close relation of the SP to the MHCP, as the low probability
of occurrence of pairs of points closer than a distance smaller than δHC . For all stochastic point
process models under investigation it was found, that about 50% of the examined cells have an
edge number of six, which is shown for the SP in Fig. 7.30. Further graphs and deductions from
this simulation study can be found in [255].
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In summary, the presented simulation study on Voronoi tessellations over three stochastic spatial
point patterns allowed to deduce theoretical findings on several geometrical characteristics such
as the area content, diameter and perimeter of the cells, which can be connected to parameters
and variables from fracture mechanics. It was observed, that by introduction of a regularity
parameter α the shape of a typical Voronoi cell from a HPP, MHCP and SP can be characterized
in comparison to the HCP. With the regularity parameter α it is furthermore possible to relate
an observed Voronoi tessellation to the HCP. The simulation study showed, that a SP with high
regularity parameter α qualitatively comes nearest to observed glass fracture patterns. The
obtained simulation results furthermore give advise on the order of magnitude of the parameters
of the stochastic point processes for the process identification for fractured glass, as it will be
introduced in the next section. Besides the fracture mechanical relevance a general mathematical
value can be addressed to the obtained results, as the posterior distributions for the geometrical
properties can be used in other applications without loss of generality.

7.5 Methodology of BREAK for Fracture Pattern Recognition and
Generation
Having laid the basics on deterministic fracture mechanics in Sec. 7.2.1 as well as on stochastic
point processes in Sec. 7.3, the initial modelling idea of Sec. 7.2.2 is now connected to a method
called ’Bayesian Reconstruction and Prediction of Glass Fracture Patterns (BREAK)’.
The idea of ’BREAK’ is, that the glass fracture pattern can be estimated by the Voronoi tessellation of seed points generated by a stochastic point process, which is motivated by the energy
concept from fracture mechanics. Methods of Bayesian spatial point statistics are fed with energy conditions and experimental data maintain statistical parameters of the fracture pattern
that lead to a simulation and prediction of the fracture pattern. The overall methodology with
the incorporated theories is depicted in Fig. 7.2, the concrete concept is given in Fig. 7.31. It
is intended to calibrate one fracture pattern prediction model for one specific state of thermal
pre-stress with a glass ply. Within this thesis, the focus is mainly on the spatial point process
calibration and modelling issues, further interpretation and deductions in a fracture mechanical
sense are not conducted within this thesis but can be found in [255]. In order to determine the
statistical values of the fracture structure such as fragment edge number, the fragment perimeter, fragment base area, etc. at first the fracture image has to be recorded and morphologically
processed. The fracture pattern image is then evaluated for the statistics of the identified fracture particles. Then a spatial point process model (HPP, MHCP, SP) is chosen. The two process
parameters fragment size δ (respectively the hardcore distance between point pairs) and fracture
intensity λ (as well as the acceptance probability γ) are calibrated according to the information
from the fracture images. Further statistically representative fracture patterns can be simulated
by the calibrated model.
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Fracture Image Recording

(Morphological) Fracture Image Processing

Fracture Image Statistics Computation

Spatial Statistics Model Calibration

Evaluation of Candidate Models

Stochastic Fracture Pattern Simulation
Figure 7.31: Flowchart of the method ’BREAK’

7.5.1 Fracture Image Recording and Morphological Fracture Image Processing
Within the context of this thesis, the calibration of a stochastic point process model according to
the method ’BREAK’ is shown for a specific magnitude of thermal pre-stress of σm = 31.54 MPa
(UD = 8, 754J/m3 ) as the work flow for calibration of further models at other pre-stress levels
is the same. The calibration was conducted on samples with a thickness of 12 mm, which were
experimentally investigated in [257], where three samples are provided for each level of pre-stress.
The fragmentation was influenced by the impact in an area under the impact position (impact
influence zone). Therefore, only the fragments in the areas under an assumed angle of 45◦ left
and right from the impact point were considered for the investigations. This observation are
will in the latter of this chapter be referred to as Ωe for reasons of brevity in notation.

Figure 7.32: Square observation fields with the side length of D = 50 mm and the definition
of the boundary for the fragmentation analysis, from [256]
For the further obtaining of the Voronoi structure from the fracture images, it is assumed, that
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the centroid of each identified pixel region of a glass fragment is a good estimator of the x and y
coordinates of the seed of the respective Voronoi cell. This may from a strict geometrical point of
view not be fully true, as the glass fragment boundaries are no straight lines but rather curved.
As this thesis derives and assesses the method ’BREAK’ on fracture images for the first time as
well as the euclidean distance measure is used for the Voronoi tessellation, this approximation
of the seed of the Voronoi cell for the glass fragment seems rather sufficient. This assumption is
further supported by a qualitative comparison of the resulting Voronoi tessellation derived by
the centroids and the actual fracture pattern in Fig. 7.33, where it can be observed, that the
number of centroids coincide with the number of glass fragments (thus the estimation of λ is
unbiased). The estimation of the inter point distance δ is biased by the centroid assumption
which is however considered as unavoidable and negligible due to the construction of the Voronoi
cell with euclidean norm at this stage.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.33: Glass fragments, computed centroids (red crosses) and Voronoi tessellation in
different observation fields of size 50 mm × 50 mm on four different locations on
glass ply specimen ’a’ with a thermal pre-stress of σm = 31.54 MPa
An alternative modelling approach would require setting up the Voronoi tessellation of the pixel
image as a least-squares approximation approach, which would be possible for the given pictures
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of the fracture patterns. This however is not intended in the further of the context of this thesis,
as the main focus of this assessment is on the properties of the inferred fracture patterns for the
stochastic point process. However, the mentioned point on the fitting of the Voronoi tessellation
will be recaptured in the outlook of this chapter, cf. Sec. 7.6, as more points can be mentioned
for future enhancement of ’BREAK’. In Sec. E of the appendix to this thesis, the Voronoi
tessellation together with the seed points for all three glass test specimen are given as a total
view. In the next step, the model parameters intensity λ, hard core radius r0 as well as the
acceptance probability γ are estimated from the fracture pictures within MATLAB in order to
allow a calibration of the spatial statistical models.

7.5.2 Spatial Statistics Model Calibration and Evaluation of Candidate Models
With the fracture image statistics and especially the centroid information, the calibration of
the HPP, MHCP and SP can be conducted. Within this thesis, the parameters of the point
processes are inferred by inspection of the first- and second-order statistics as introduced in
Sec. 7.3.2 by an MATLAB script, which guarantees an automated and thus repeatable and fast
evaluation of the fracture patterns. As already stated, three samples are provided for each level
of pre-stress. In the following, results for just the first test specimen are given graphically, the
respective figures for all other specimen are given in the appendix in Sec. E. The estimation
of the process parameters however is given for each specimen and the whole set of available
specimens.
At first, the intensity λ is estimated from each fracture picture. The intensity is estimated by
a kernel density estimator over the whole evaluation region Ωe without edge correction. The
edge correction is later considered when evaluating and interpreting the results. An example
for the estimation of the spatial point process intensity and thus fragment density is depicted
in Fig. 7.34a for specimen ’a’(note, that in this computation no edge correction was applied as
the choice of a correction method itself is non-trivial, cf. [24, 222]. In Fig. 7.34b the estimation
of the intensity λ of the underlying point process as well as the induced Voronoi Tessellation for
the fracture pattern of one of the tested glass panes is shown as a top view and a 3D view.
As the intensity estimation results may depend on the specific choice of the kernel width, the
estimation was repeated for three distinct kernel widths of h ∈ [25; 50; 100] mm. The results
are given in Fig. 7.35 for the first specimen (called ’a’acc. to the naming of the fracture pictures
as given in [257]).
From Fig. 7.35, it can be seen, that the mean and mode intensity is quite stable at a level
of µλ̂ = 0.0137 under different kernel widths, the spread however is slightly influenced. The
significant peak right to the zero value is interpreted to be caused by not applying an edge
correction. Inspection of Fig. 7.34 supports this deduction, as the intensity λ near the evaluation
borders of Ωe are ’pushed’ more towards zero. The results of repeating this estimation of the
process intensity λ for the remaining specimens ’b’ and ’c’ are given in Tab. 7.3.
The estimation of the intensity λ via kernels as presented in Sec. 7.3.2.1 within the context
of this thesis is an alternative method to the method presented in the prepublication [255].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.34: Estimation of the process intensity λ̂ for specimen ’a’. (a) top view and (b) 3d
view.

Figure 7.35: Comparison of the influence of different kernel widths h on the estimator for the
process intensity λ̂ for specimen ’a’.
There the fracture intensity parameter λ has been determined experimentally from fracture
tests on thermally pre-stressed glass specimens by hand. The average fragment density ND
was determined by counting the fragments of eight square observation fields with a side length
D = 50 mm for each observation field (as shown in Fig. 7.32). Under assumption of a constant
intensity in each observation field, the average fracture intensity parameter λ was there computed
for each specimen using Eq. (7.23). This process was repeated for specimen with different levels
of thermal pre-stress. In Fig. 7.36 the correlation between elastic strain energy density UD
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(computed from the measured residual stresses of each specimen), and the fracture intensity
parameter λ is presented. It can be observed that the accuracy of the experimental results of
the fracture intensity decreases with lower energy density respectively for larger fragments. To

Figure 7.36: Elastic strain energy density UD [J/m3 ] vs. Fracture Intensity Parameter
λ [1/mm2 ] determined from fracture tests, from [255]
this end, the results for intensity λ as estimated within this thesis fit quite well to the estimation
method presented in [255] and are hence seen as to be validated.
In a next step, the hard core radius r1 (note, that this kind of nomenclature in the following does
not specify, that the assigned value for r1 is the true hard core distance of a HCP or a SP. The
reason for this nomenclature will become clear by the further deductions and interpretations of
the remaining section.) as well as the acceptance probability γ are estimated from the secondorder statistics by means of the empirical nearest neighbour distribution functions Ĝ and F̂
as well as the Ripley’s K function and the L function. The obtained functions are compared
to their corresponding theoretical (and analytically available) functions for a CSR process. In
the following only the results for specimen ’a’are presented, the other results are given in the
appendix E.
From inspection of the empirical nearest neighbour distribution functions Ĝ and F̂ given in
Fig. 7.37 and the theory as given in Sec. 7.3.2.2, it is concluded, that both functions support a
regular process (HCP or SP). For the Ĝ function, regularity is supposed, if there are more long
distance neighbours and thus the the Ĝ function is flat at small distances and climbs steeply at
larger distances compared to a CSR process. The opposite argumentation must hold for the F̂
function to support regularity, which is the case for Fig. 7.37b. From the Ĝ and F̂ functions the
hardcore distance can be estimated to be at r1 = 2 mm.
In the K function, still the hardcore distance appears to be at 2 mm, however for the L function,
a second kink is visible at 5 mm in Fig. 7.38b. It is interpreted at this point, that this kink
is to be seen in the SR process sense, as the L function for peaks of positive values indicates
clustering and regularity for negative values for the corresponding scale d. In the negative value
area at the beginning of the d-axis near zero, the value of 5 mm is now regarded as the estimator
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Figure 7.37: Empirical nearest neighbour distribution functions Ĝ and F̂ vs. their respective
theoretical CSR graph, evaluated for specimen ’a’
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Figure 7.38: Empirical Ripley’s K function K̂ vs. the respective theoretical CSR graph and
L function L̂, evaluated for specimen ’a’

for the hard core radius rHC while all smaller distances contribute to the acceptance probability
γ of a SP. The radius of 2 mm (named r1 ) is interpreted as a random result of the F −, G−, K
functions, as they do not further take a SP into consideration, i.e. those functions do estimate
the hard core radius based on the minimum distance obtained from the point pattern without
taking into account, that a spatial point process might allow a certain number of points to fall
closer than the hard core. The 2 mm minimum distance is the minimum distance obtained
within that specimen but is not the hard core radius as the SP allows points closer than the
hard core radius.
It is interesting, that the L function despite inhibition/regularity also indicates clustering on
the length scale between d ∈ [30; 100] mm, cf. Fig 7.39. A closer inspection of Fig. 7.34a is
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Table 7.3: Estimated parameters of the spatial point pattern from the fracture pictures of three
specimen
λ [1/mm2 ] r1 [mm] rHC [mm]
γ [−]
rHCP [mm] α [−]
Specimen ’a’
0.0137
2.00
5.00
3.878E-05
9.18
0.54
Specimen ’b’
0.0138
1.48
5.00
3.603E-05
9.15
0.55
Specimen ’c’
0.0143
1.50
5.00
5.03E-05
8.99
0.56
Mean
0.0139
1.66
5.00
4,169E-05
9.10
0.55
St. Dev.
0.0003
0.295
0.00
7.547E-06
0.104
0.006

in accordance with that finding. Over this length scales, there is indeed clustering behaviour
obtained at the outer boarders of the glass specimen (indicated by a red colour standing for
a higher intensity λ in that region). At this point it is concluded, that on the one hand, the
thermal pre-stress might be influencing (distance of rollers of the oven is at about 150 mm). On
the other hand, the inducement of the fracture due to hit with a hammer and a prick punch
a subsequent shock wave is travelling through the glass pane. This shock wave is furthermore
reflected at the specimen borders, which might to a high degree influence this fracture pattern.
Future research could try to establish a correlation of the wavelength of this shock wave to the
finding of a clustering at a length scale of 100 mm.
1
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Figure 7.39: Empirical L function L̂ at a greater distance scale, evaluated for specimen ’a’
Having obtained the intensity and the hard core radius is sufficient for the calibration of a
HCP. For the calibration of the SP the acceptance probability γ further has to be inferred.
Unfortunately, no closed form solution for the calibration of all three parameters are available
[24], thus within this section, it is assumed that the hard core distance r0 as well as the acceptance
probability γ can be estimated from the L function L̂ to a very good approximation for the reason
mentioned before. In the following, the acceptance probability γ is estimated due to its original
definition of n2 in Eq. (7.34). The estimated γ from the data of all three specimen is given in
Tab. 7.3. The regularity of the point pattern is found to be α = 0.55 by applying Eq. (7.50).
At this point it is repeated, that within this section, only the results for specimen ’a’are presented
for reasons of brevity, however these results are representative for the findings of the other
specimen. The details on the results of the other specimen are given in appendix E.
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Finally, the statistics of the inter point distances d (PDF of the distances between all points to
the remaining points) is inspected. For specimen ’a’it is given in Fig. 7.40.

Figure 7.40: PDF and CDF of inter point distances d for specimen ’a’
Interestingly, the PDF in Fig. 7.40 shows two peaks at about 150 mm and 700 mm. Taking into
consideration again Fig. 7.34a this aspect hints into the direction, that the specimen as well as
the shock wave length might have influenced the whole fracture pattern.

7.5.3 Stochastic Fracture Pattern Simulation
Having obtained the model parameters λ, r0 , γ, the simulation of fracture patterns according to
a spatial point process is possible. Within this section, only the SP is considered for simulation.
This is based on the findings presented in Sec. 7.4.2 , where it was elaborated, that the SP is
the most suitable process for describing fracture patterns of thermally pre-stressed glass.
For the final comparison of the quality of the estimated SP based on the presented findings,
a simulation of just three realisations of a SP with the mean parameters acc. to Tab. 7.3
are statistically evaluated and compared to the statistics of the fracture pattern pictures. It is
chosen such a small simulation number in order to not over represent the number of simulations
compared to the number of calibration specimen. On the other hand, the simulations rely on
the mean values of the parameters as given in Tab. 7.3 a greater simulation number would give
a better insight on variability of the prediction results.
The comparison within this thesis is on the basis of the fragment area only, other statistics
could for sure be compared as well. In Fig. 7.41 one realisation of the simulation of the fracture
pattern acc. to the SP is given.
Inspecting the realisation of the simulated fracture pattern, several things can be recognised.
The distribution of fracture particle sizes qualitatively looks as one would expect a fracture
pattern of thermally pre-stressed glass to be. There is variation in the size of the fragments and
there is order on several length scales, e.g. some clusters with ’bigger’ fragments at x = 1000 mm
and y = 300 mm or x = 550 mm and y = 200 mm
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Figure 7.41: Realisation of a fracture pattern for a 12 mm thick glass with a pre-stress level
of σm = 31.54 MPa, simulated with a SP.

Figure 7.42: Comparison of the PDF of the cell areas log10 (AC ) of the SP simulations and the
fracture patterns.

Fig. 7.42 leads to the conclusion, that the mean and mode cell area is very well captured by the
SP simulation results, the spread however is not in full accordance. This however should not
be over interpreted as a drawback of the SP simulation, instead the fracture inducing process
as discussed above for the ’real’glass specimen has to be taken into account. It was already
raised in a previous deduction, that the fracture inducing process may lead to a reflected shock
wave travelling through the glass pane during fraction. This shock wave however influences the
fracture pattern. An interesting future research outcome would to this end be, if other ways of
crack initiation would lead to differently distributed PDFs and CDFs for the area of a fragment
and if the SP area statistics as presented here would fit better in variance.
To this end, it is finally concluded, that the SP is in general validated for the use of simulation of
fracture patterns of thermally pre-stressed glass in general and especially for the case at hand.
Future research however has to improve the better capturing of the spread of the obtained
statistics, some points on that are given in the next subsection as outlook.
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7.6 Summary and Outlook
Within this section, a method called ’BREAK’ was deduced and applied. The idea of ’BREAK’
is, that the glass fracture pattern can be estimated by the Voronoi tessellation of seed points
generated by a stochastic point process, which is motivated by the energy concept from fracture
mechanics. It was shown, that the parameters of the method can be calibrated to actual fracture
patterns of thermally pre-stressed glass and a simulation of statistically representative fracture
patterns for that level of thermal pre-stress at the respective glass ply thickness is possible.
For the thermal pre-stressed glass used within this section, the parameters for the stochastic
point processes were obtained not just as point estimates but with their empirical distribution.
Thus further insight (especially the sources of uncertainty) of the modelling approach and the
model behaviour is possible. It was found, that a 12 mm thick glass with a pre-stress level of
σm = 31.54 MPa results in a fracture pattern of regularity α = 0.55. In addition, the simulation
of representative fracture patterns by the calibrated SP could successfully be validated against
the statistics of the fracture patterns.
In the present deduction of ’BREAK’, varying pre-stress is implicitly modelled in a greater
uncertainty of the model parameters δ and λ. Future research could work on separating the
variability in the pre-stress from the uncertainty of the fracture process as these sources of variability may not be caused by the same physical mechanism. One approach could be to use
random fields for modelling the variability of the thermal pre-stress over the glass ply. To the
authors knowledge, scanning machines are available on the market, which allow the determination of direction and magnitude of the pre-stress within a glass sample, which delivers data
for the calibration of such random fields. A calibrated random field could then be used further
as sensible prior distribution in the calibration process of the point process model for the glass
fracture pattern prediction. Another point for improvement of the proposed method ’BREAK’
is, that up to now, the Euclidean distance (2-norm) for defining the Voronoi tessellation was
used within ’BREAK’. First simulations with other than the 2-norm look promising for the
aim to capture non-straight fracture particle boarders. In Fig 7.43 Voronoi cells with identical
number of seed points but three distinct norms (1-, π- and Inf-norm) are given in order to allow
a graphical comparison and assessment. The deduction and estimation of the Voronoi distance
norm from fracture pattern pictures is an interesting task, as it will provide further insight into
the properties of the stochastic fracture modelling. Furthermore the more precise estimation
of the boundaries of the glass fracture particles is very important to assess quantitatively the
crack surface area. Inspection of Fig. 7.43 makes qualitatively clear, that different norms induce different Voronoi cell perimeters and area contents, which are central quantities of the
fracture mechanical considerations as presented within the introduction of this section. Thus
the more specific and accurate the glass fracture pictures can be assessed and processed, the
more precise the uncertainty quantification of the process parameters as well as the fracture
pattern prediction becomes. This also gives raise to the point, that future work could concentrate on a reformulation the calibration of ’BREAK’ within a Bayesian inverse problem setting,
which works directly on the pixel image and allows deeper methodical and Machine Learning
handling of the problem. Future research has to investigate the limits of prediction of ’BREAK’
for decreasing levels of thermal pre-stress as fracture patterns are less dense compared to the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.43: Fragmentation pattern in an observation field of size 200 mm × 200 mm for
different distance norms for the Voronoi tessellation. (a) 1-norm (b)π-norm (c)
Inf-norm
discussed case within this thesis. It is assumed, that the method ’BREAK’ has to be enhanced
for that case e.g. by handling stochastic line processes instead of point processes in order to be
able to capture that fragmentation behaviour correctly. The same holds, if ’BREAK’ is used for
the simulation of the fracture pattern of thin glass.
Finally, the MATLAB implementation of ’BREAK’ allows to export the simulated fracture pattern as mesh for further processing in a FEA context, this is schematically depicted in Fig. 7.44.
With this feature, the author is convinced, that the method ’BREAK’ will support finding a

Figure 7.44: Schema of exportation of the generated fracture pattern via ’BREAK’ to ANSYS
for further numerical investigations.
numerical set-up for the computation of fractured laminated glass structures with incorporation
of all the thermomechanical considerations from the polymeric interlayer as discussed to great
extend in Sec. 6.
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8 Engineering Support Materials and Proposals
for Standardisation

This chapter draws conclusions from the considerations made in the previous chapters and prepares them for engineering practice. On the one hand, interlayer design aids in form of tables
and graphs for engineers practice are given. On the other hand, a proposal for future standardisation of the conduction and evaluation of small and large scale tests for determining the
time- and temperature-dependent stiffness of polymeric laminated glass interlayers is deduced.
In addition, most of the MATLAB code as developed within this thesis is provided online for
future research in these directions.

8.1 Interlayer Design Supporting Materials for use in Engineering
Practice

Shear modulus values for certain load and temperature design constellations can be determined
for polymeric laminated glass interlayer with technical approvals. The following shear modulus
- time graphs for different temperatures are given as a support tool for engineering practice, the
tables were prepublished in [181]. The tabular preparation of the data allows a rapid design
of laminated glass panes, cf. Tab. 8.5. At this point, however, it should be noted that the
load duration and temperature ranges specified in the approvals partly deviate from the design
situations specified in the European standard [85, 86].
In addition, Fig. 8.1 to Fig. 8.4 show the interlayer shear modulus values according to the
Prony series in combination with the respective TTSPs of the technical approvals graphically
for different temperatures and load cases (it has to be mentioned at this point, that the Prony
series for GEWE is valid until a load duration of 30 days). There are currently no officially
approved Prony series available for standard PVB and SG. However, the Dutch design standard
NEN 2608 [235] specifies a Prony series together with the respective TTSPs, which are also
shown in Fig. 8.1 to Fig. 8.4.
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Figure 8.1: Compilation of published interlayer shear moduli for different products at T = 0◦ C
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Figure 8.3: Compilation of published interlayer shear moduli for different products at T =
30◦ C
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Figure 8.4: Compilation of published interlayer shear moduli for different products at T =
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Figure 8.5: Compilation of published shear modulus properties of interlayer materials

As mentioned above, for BG PVB as well as the EVA under investigation within this thesis,
little to no design shear values for the respective interlayer were published (except [189] for BG
PVB). The following two tables provide these values for engineering practice, cf. Tab. 8.6 for
EVA and Tab. 8.7 for BG PVB.

Figure 8.6: Shear Moduli G(t, T ) [MPa] of EVA computed via the Prony series and the associated TTSP

Figure 8.7: Shear Moduli G(t, T ) [MPa] of BG PVB computed via the Prony series and the
associated TTSP
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8.2 Software Tools
Most of the code developed within this thesis is available in the authors GITHUB space:
https://github.com/MichaelAKraus
The latest versions of the codes can be downloaded from there.
The repository was set up in order to
• allow discussion on the implementation of the theory presented in the previous chapters
of this thesis
• support engineers and scientists around the world with open-source code for their work
• keeping track of the impact and development of the code
In the belief of the author of this thesis it is vital to share the developed code in order to guarantee
good scientific practice and to make the methods ’GUSTL’ as well as ’BREAK’ attractive for
practical use and further development.

8.3 Suggestions for Standardisation and Regulation Codes of
Practice
The first part of this sections deals with different suggestions for either developing standards
and regulation codes of practice for the determination of polymeric interlayer properties of
laminated glasses or the improvement of different parts of prEN 16613 ([86]) by the results of
the research within this thesis and the cooperative work of the author with different experts in
the field. As several shortcomings of prEN 16613 are addressed in the remainder of this section,
the organisation of this section follows the structure in EN 16613.
It is referred to Sec. 5 of [86], where the testing procedure of interlayer materials are described.
• It is recommended to dedicate a section within [86] to the hygrothermal conditioning
of large scale as well as small scale test samples. As already mentioned in Sec. 6.2.2,
the correct conditioning of the test specimen and samples is essential for a correct and
reproducible experimental examination of the thermomechanical and caloric behaviour of
the polymeric interlayers under investigation. Important aspects for the conditioning are:
the level of cure and cross linking of the polymer and the polymer moisture content at
the intended level. In a future version of [86], the following summary of suggestions for
the storage of the specimen (in order to keep the intended moisture content within the
polymer) should be added:
– PVB normal: 20 ◦C and 25 − 30% r.H. ([2])
– PVB stiff: 10 ◦C and 23% r.H. ([2])
– EVA: < 30 ◦C and ≈ 50% r.H. ([9])
– SGP: 23 ◦C and ≤ 10% r.H. ([1])
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• The assumption of computing the interlayer shear modulus from interlayer Young’s modulus using a constant Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.5 is strictly speaking wrong, cf. Sec. 2.4.8
and Sec. 2.8. However, within this thesis it was found, that the deviations due to the
constant Poisson’s ratio are small, cf. Fig 6.77. A better and more correct computation of
the interlayer shear modulus from interlayer Young’s modulus would result from assuming
the Poisson’s ratio to be temperature dependent in either of a Prony series functional from
(with two or three Maxwell elements) or of a linear functional from as was given by [189].
It has to be clarified at this point, that the calibration of such a functional form itself is
subject of current research and proposed models are approximations, which may not hold
true in general for all polymeric interlayer materials.
• Sec. 5.3 of [86] advices to test interlayers which cannot be formed into small test pieces
by large scale tests only. The findings of this thesis are in accordance with the findings
of earlier research ([189, 47, 187]), that all DMTA testing based Prony series need to
be validated at least in parts by large scale testing. The DMTA shifting procedure due
to the TTSP is prone to measurement noise of the DMTA machine and the cumulation
of measurement noise of single curves over the whole temperatures may not cancel out.
Adjustments of the DMTA testing as well as the TTSP shifting procedure may become
visible by the validation against large scale testing. It is thus recommended to do at
least bending creep tests at three temperature levels. For PVB one temperature level is
suggested to be at Tg . In order to reflect the spread of the second order transition around Tg
for PVBs it is suggested to choose ∆T ≥ 25◦ C around Tg in order to obtain the behaviour
in the energy and the entropy elastic region. For EVAs Tg is typically in the region of
Tg ≈ −(15...20)◦ C hence a validation testing cannot account for the energy elastic region,
the same holds for the entropy elastic region of SGP, where the Tg ≈ +55◦ C. For EVA and
SGP the three validation temperatures are suggested to be at T ∈ [0; 20; 50]◦ C as these
temperatures are commonly used in design standards as the temperatures for certain load
cases such as snow or balustrade loads.
• Sec. 6.3 of [86] advices to determine the the glass transition temperature of the interlayer
material with DMTA tests. This is a good point, however other transitions such as melting
or crystallisation may also be inferred within DMTA testing and may (in case of multilayer
interlayers such as ’ABAR’-EVA or ’SC+’-PVB) be misinterpreted as second or third glass
transition temperatures. It was a main intention of this thesis (cf. Sec. 6) to show the value
of ’complementary thermorheological tests’ such as DSC or TMA for the understanding
of the DMTA test results e.g. in terms of deciding the transition regions. It is suggested
hence, to advice the use of at least DSC tests with a temperature program consisting of
heating rates of β = [1, 10, 20] K/min in the temperature range of T ∈ [−80; +100]◦ C.
The DSC results help to infer characteristic temperatures such as Tg , Tm , Tc and thus give
advice on the number of associated TTSPs for the DMTA Master Curving procedure. The
DSC tests are suggested to be conducted prior to specifying the DMTA test programme,
as key characteristics of the interlayer polymer have been obtained by the DSC tests. A
further point to keep in mind for the DMTA is the heating rate β, as with higher heating
rates physical ageing effects may lead to underestimation of the actual polymer stiffness,
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cf. Sec. 2.4.5.5 and Sec. 6.2.3.2. Generally, heating rates of at maximum β = −2 K/min
and the testing from high to low temperatures are suggested for the temperature as well
as frequency-temperature-sweeps.
• A further item has to be added in the beginning of Sec. 6.3 of [86] before conducting
DMTA temperature-frequency-sweeps. It is recommended to conduct amplitude sweeps
at a constant frequency of f = 1 Hz before the temperature-frequency sweeps in order to
assure the temperature-frequency sweep test programme to stay within the limits of linear
viscoelasticity. The frequency of f = 1 Hz is on the one hand sufficiently large to not
induce relaxation of the test specimen during the test and on the other hand small enough
to prevent the specimen from forced vibrations. The linearity tests should be conducted
at least at two temperature, where the lowest should lie within the energy elastic region
and the highest within the entropy elastic region. For PVB, EVA and SG the suggested
temperature difference of ∆T ≥ 40◦ C around Tg could be used. Furthermore for EVA at
least one temperature in the melt-phase should be checked for linearity. The applied strain
is recommended to lie between 0.01 and 0.3%, depending on the resolution capabilities of
the DMTA machine at hand. All mentioned point w.r.t. the heating rate hold true here,
too.
• Sec. 6.3.2 of [86] defines the determination of the interlayer Young’s modulus for a range
of frequencies f and a range of temperatures T . The given frequency and temperature
program on the one hand ignores the polymer chemistry at all and on the other hand
does not respect measurement boundary conditions coming from either the test specimen
itself or the test machine. For the temperature program, a temperature step width of
no more than ∆T = 5◦ C is advised, which in the case of DMTA test by [189] for EVA
lead to non-overlapping storage and loss modulus curves, where a reliable master curving
process is not possible any further. It is thus advised to conduct a temperature test
programme with temperature steps of 2◦ C. For this step width, in the experience of
the author of this thesis, an overlap in the Storage and Loss modulus curves was found
for different PVBs and EVAs. For the frequency programme, the individual capabilities
of the DMTA test machine at hand have to be a limiting factor, as [86] forces to test
at f ∈ [160; 220; 300; 400] Hz. Taking into consideration the longitudinal and bending
eigenfrequencies of the test specimen, upper limits of the frequency programme are defined
in order to circumvent forced vibrations during the DMTA testing. At this point, the
future standard has to differentiate the cases of a tensile, a shear and a torsional test, as
different eigenfrequencies are obtained for these testing modes. For the tensile DMTA test
specimen, the eigenfrequencies are found by using the formulas acc. to [265] as:
q
– longitudinal resonance circular frequencies: ωn = (2n + 1) Lπ EA
m , where m = ρ · A is
distributed mass; L clamping distance; A cross sectional area and E Young’s modulus
and n is the number of the eigenform.
q
– bending resonance circular frequencies (both ends clamped): ωn = (4.73/L)2 EI
m,
where m = ρ · A is distributed mass; L clamping distance; I cross sectional moment
of inertia and E Young’s modulus and n is the number of the eigenform.
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– bending

resonance
q circular frequencies (both ends fully rotatable):
EI
ωn = (nπ/L)2
m , where m = ρ · A is distributed mass; L clamping distance; I cross sectional moment of inertia and E Young’s modulus and n is the
number of the eigenform.

For BG PVB with density ρ = 1.065g/cm3 ([2]), n = 1 and a typical clamping distance
of L = 20 mm different sample geometries are investigated w.r.t. their eigenfrequencies
under the aforementioned conditions, the results are summarized in Tab. 8.1

Table 8.1: Computation of eigenfrequencies for the DMTA specimen for BG PVB
b [mm] t [mm] L [mm] E [M P a] f1,l [Hz] f1,b−c [Hz] f1,b−f [Hz]
10
0.76
20
1.50
2.21e+03
59.7
26.3
10
0.76
20
1,500
7.25e+04
1.88e+03
833
10
1.52
20
1.50
2.29e+03
119
52.7
10
1.52
20
1,500
7.25e+04
3.78e+03
1.67e+03
20
0.76
20
1.50
2.29e+03
59.7
26.3
20
0.76
20
1,500
7.25e+04
1.89e+03
832
20
1.52
20
1.50
2.29e+03
119
52.7
20
1.52
20
1,500
7.25e+04
3.78e+03
1.67e+03
Further formulas for the computation of eigenfrequencies for the shear and torsional DMTA
specimen can be found in literature and are not explicitly evaluated within this context,
the future standard however has to cover the mentioned points. As a recommendation
for standardisation, a frequency programme of at least f ∈ [0.5 : 20] Hz (6 logarithmically equidistant spaced test frequencies: f ∈ [0.5000; 1.046; 2.187; 4.573; 9.564; 20.00] Hz)
should be tested if the eigenfrequency formulas from above do not restrict the frequency
programme to another regime.
• Sec. 6.4 of [86] describes the Master Curving process, where only the WLF equation
is mentioned for the TTSP or the DMTA test machine manufacturer can provide an
’appropriate’ method. This point needs future revision on two aspects: On the one hand,
the WLF equation was originally defined only for T > Tg , cf. [284], and is thus not valid
over the whole test temperature range for all polymers in general. On the other hand, the
Master Curving process is a highly sensitive procedure acting on a log-scale, where minimal
deviances may lead to significant changes in the Master Curve results. It is suggested to
enforce at least one test run to deliver Storage and Loss moduli data such, that the Master
Curve generation using the incremental shifting procedure (as derived in Sec. 5.2.1 and
Fig. 5.3) is possible. The incremental shift procedure is independent of a functional form
of one or more TTSPs (strictly, one TTSP should be assigned to one transition phase,
cf. [284] and Sec. 2.4). However, it has to be judged by the experimentalist, that the
measurement noise within the Storage and Loss modulus data is small enough to not
make the results of the incremental shift procedure useless. Furthermore, it was shown
within this thesis in Sec. 6.4.1.2, that the approach of combined fitting of TTSP and Prony
series parameters up to now is not investigated to a mature level and the non-overlapping of
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consecutive interlayer modulus curves may lead to differing results if evaluated by different
methods. It is further recommended to place a note within a future release of [86] on the
necessity of checking the convexity of a TTSP, especially if polynomial Time-TemperatureSuperposition-Principles are assumed, cf. 2.4.6.3. Taking no care of the convexity of the
TTSP will result in unphysical shifting behaviour, which can be obtained for the PVB
with approval [335]. All mentioned point w.r.t. the heating rate hold true here as well.
In summary, the incremental shift procedure at an acceptable measurement noise level is
assumed to deliver the most accurate approximation of the underlying true Master Curve
with its associated TTSP of the interlayer polymer.
• A further recommendation for incorporation into Sec. 6.4 of [86] is the graphical evaluation
of the modified Cole-Cole plot as well as the vanGurp-Palmen-plot, which both were
introduced in Sec. 2.4.5.3 and used for evaluation of the number of TTSPs for BG PVB
and EVA in Sec. 6.4.1. Both plots can be generated without further processing of the
raw data by simply plotting the respective measured quantities against each other. An
appendix with the more detailed explanation on the interpretation of the two plots is
further recommended.
• Annex A of [86] describes the conduction of four-point bending tests as alternative method
for interlayers which cannot be formed into small test pieces based on the principles of EN
1288-3 ([84]). This suggestion is very valuable, as the same test set-up can be used for the
validation of the Prony series and the TTSP found by DMTA testings (as it was conducted
within this thesis in Sec. 6.5.1.2). It is recommended, that for the individual glass panes the
respective Young’s moduli should be determined prior to lamination for a more specific
evaluation of the interlayer only properties. If the individual glass ply Young’s moduli
cannot be obtained prior to lamination, more scatter in the measured interlayer shear
moduli is to be expected, as all variability form the stiffness of the glass ply is assigned
to the interlayer trough the evaluation of the large scale tests. W.r.t. the evaluation of
the creep and relaxation tests, the correct interlayer shear modulus can be computed for
times t ≥ 10tr (where tr is the time needed to apply the load acc. to the withdrawn
German standard DIN 53441, [75]). This requirement for a time shifted evaluation of
the test results is caused by the convolution integral and the non-ideal application of the
strain or stress step. It is recommended, that a future version of annex A of [86] advises
to cover different test durations: 1 hour to cover three decades; 3 hours to cover four
decades, 28 hours to cover five decades; 11.6 days to cover six decades and a maximum
testing duration of 30 days to cover snow load durations. These test durations are in
accordance with certain current design standards and are thus sufficient for validation
purposes. In annex A of [86] furthermore an evaluation method for obtaining interlayer
shear moduli from the large scale test should be given. It is suggested to use the meta
models of this thesis for the bending as well as torsional test, cf. Sec. 6.5.1.2. Alternatively
the Wölfel formula with incorporation of the deflection correction factor as given by [273]
can be incorporated for evaluating the results from the bending test. In order to use the
developed models correctly, the exact dimensions of each laminate specimen have to be
measured and used for the computations.
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• Up to now, [86] does not describe the quantification of uncertainties in the Prony series estimation process, first steps in that direction were provided within this thesis in Sec. 6.4.1.1.
It is recommended to at least provide Eq. (5.29) in a future version of [86] to assess the
variability in the Prony series of the polymeric interlayer material under investigation.
Some of the mentioned points were were already prepublished and discussed by the author in
[47, 49, 48, 186, 283]. The author is convinced, that the incorporation of the given points will
improve the level of existing test standards to the state of research and thus results in reliable and
repeatable experimental observations for a correct estimation of the Prony series of a polymeric
interlayer material for design purposes.
The second part of this sections deals with different suggestions for developing standards and
regulation codes of practice or updating existing design codes ([103, 258]) for handling the
numerical simulation and assessment of laminated glass components in the fractured state. Basis
for that is the intended numerical-methodical simulation approach as introduced in Sec. 1.1.
There three components for that model were examined: the fracture pattern of the glass, the
adhesion of the interlayer to the glass and the load bearing behaviour of the interlayer. In order
to gather material parameters for the three components of that simulation approach, a standard
for determining the material parameters of the polymeric interlayer at large strains and various
strain rates as well as the adhesive and delamination behaviour for different temperatures has
to be elaborated. Certain scientific research in that direction exists ([132, 189] etc.) but is not
yet on a mature level to appropriately predict experimentally observed material behaviour. For
the calibration and simulation of fracture patterns of float and thermally pre-stressed glass, first
ideas were given in the context of this thesis with the method ’BREAK’. A future standard
could take the parameters inferred with ’BREAK’ and allow to generate fracture patterns of
glasses according to that method.

8.4 Summary and Conclusion
On the basis of the theoretical and experimental findings of Sec. 2 to Sec. 6 of this thesis,
within this chapter certain aspects of engineering practice have been addressed. On the one
hand, design support material in form of graphs and tables for the interlayer shear modulus of
different polymeric interlayers with technical approvals or normed Prony series with TTSP for
the design of laminated glass structures were provided.
Furthermore, the ’GITHUB repository’ of the author was mentioned as the main publicly accessible source for the MATLAB code, which was developed within this thesis.
Finally, based on the experiences made in chapter 6, the essential aspects of the conduction
and thermorheologically correct evaluation of small and large scale tests, both DMTA as well as
bending and torsion tests, were proposed for future standardisation in the field of determining
the time- and temperature-dependent stiffness of polymeric interlayers for laminated glass for the
small strain case. The proposal contains statements on the conditioning of the test specimens, on
the test program and on the numerical treatment of the inverse problem of the interlayer shear
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modulus estimation. A further (and more future) perspective on a standard for determining
the essential material parameters for constitutive models in order to numerically assess the load
bearing behaviour of glass laminates in the post-fracture state was highlighted.
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9.1 Summary and Main Findings
The main intention of this thesis is to connect uncertainty quantification with material model
calibration questions using ideas and techniques from Bayesian Machine Learning. While many
derivations within this thesis such as the method ’GUSTL’, the Bayesian Framework for Material Model Calibration as well as BREAK for prediction of fracture patterns based on training
fracture images were derived methodically and can thus be used beyond the scope of this thesis
for other materials under investigations with similar aims, the author had to restrict the application of the derived methods to two specific polymers for laminated glass applications and one
level of thermal pre-stress for the glass ply. The interlayer polymers were selected due to their
distinct thermomechanical characteristics. Furthermore, the connection of ideas from spatial
statistics to linear fracture mechanics for the simulation of the fracture pattern of thermally
pre-stressed glass is a highlight of this thesis and a novelty to the glass research community.
This thesis applies (to the authors best knowledge) for the first time different concepts of
(Bayesian) Machine Learning techniques to several civil engineering contexts around model
calibration issues. The fundamental theory from applied stochastic and statistics as well as the
literature from information technology sciences have been summarized in Sec. 4 and were afterwards reformulated into the specific form of Bayesian inverse modelling, needed for the model
calibration tasks within this thesis. It was found, that different methods such as the ARD
prior or the Bayesian model selection via the comparison of the model evidences of competing
constitutive models on the same dataset allow deeper insight into the material modelling and
parameter dependencies compared to ’plain’ least-squares model calibration. Furthermore, the
(Bayesian) Machine Learning thinking was applied to the prediction of glass fracture patterns
for thermally pre-stressed glass. As Machine Learning tools are relatively new to civil engineering applications, Sec. 4 was given wider and more general introduction to the concepts to enable
the reader to set the specific derivations into the broader context of this highly topical subject.
In chapter 5 a method is presented which allows to develop Master Curves for Storage and Loss
modulus from DMTA measurement data by extrapolating the measured frequency domain according to the Time-Temperature-Superposition-Principle. The Master Curves are used to determine the model parameters of the Generalized Maxwell Model using the method ’GUSTL’ [182].
The basis for this method are stiffness matrices, which take into account the mutual influence
of individual Maxwell elements. It is shown that the developed method is able to determine
the Prony series parameters exactly in a short computing time without using complex global
optimization methods. The originally proposed method was enhanced within this thesis by sev-
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eral aspects: the Bayesian reformulation with automated relevance detection in order to provide
data-induced sparsity as well as uncertainty quantification on the obtained Prony series parameters, the simultaneous estimation of the TTSP as well as the Prony series parameters and the
incorporation of fractional viscoelasticity in terms of the Fractional Generalized Maxwell Model.
The proposed method was applied to BG PVB and EVA within this thesis.
The determination of the stiffness of polymeric interlayers used in laminated glass is important
for an efficient design of laminated glass constructions in the intact and post-fractured state. In
Sec. 6 parameters as well as the suitability of material models of linear viscoelasticity as well as
hyperelasticity for BG PVB and EVA were investigated a Bayesian setting. Due to the fact, that
currently no standard for testing and evaluating the interlayer shear modulus from mechanical
tests exists, the mechanical behaviour of two laminated glass interlayers (EVA and BG PVB)
with distinct thermomechanical behaviour were studied by means of caloric and thermomechanical experimental investigations. Parameters for suitable material models for BG PVB and EVA
were derived from the test results within a Bayesian setting. The Bayesian paradigm for the
investigation of constitutive models of polymeric interlayers for glass laminates was deduced and
applied. The Bayesian paradigm consists of three parts, the elaboration of prior knowledge, the
obtaining of actual data and finally the assessment of the posterior information on the parameters of the constitutive model. At first, the geometry of the glass plies as well as the interlayers
where statistically investigated. Distributions of the thicknesses were derived in order to provide
information for future uncertainty quantification investigations. The manufacturer recommendations on the correct storage of the interlayer only as well as the glass laminate samples were
reviewed and compiled in order to provide information on the correct storage of the test sample
material prior to the experiments. While research on polymeric laminated glass interlayers in the
past almost exclusively investigated the mechanical behaviour in terms of the interlayer shear
modulus, this thesis connects thermal and optical investigation methods with mechanical tests,
as different test methods allow insight into the thermomechanics of the interlayer polymers in a
complementary manner. The IR spectrometry confirmed homogeneous chemical composition of
the interlayer materials over the whole product for the EVA and BG PVB under investigation.
Furthermore TMA experiments allowed to obtain physical ageing phenomena for both interlayer materials. It was found, that cooling rates greater that 2 K/min significantly influence
DMTA observations. Furthermore, the TMA results let conclude, that DMTA tests should be
conducted from high to low temperature regions with a low heating rate or small temperature
steps. DSC investigations clarified the presence of crystalline phases in EVA and validated the
characteristic temperatures Tg and Tm / Tc in the DMTA thermograms. An exhaustive literature review investigated the values for the interlayers as known up to now, where special
emphasis was laid on the formerly obtained constitutive laws with associated TTSPs for laminated glass interlayers. The literature review and a comparison of more recent findings against
those literature data showed, that former results are in many cases very different from the findings on recent materials. It is concluded, that earlier investigations did research on chemically
non-identical interlayer polymers which were sold under the same name (especially for the PVB
case). It is thus advised, that former results give rather a qualitative magnitude range for the
experimental outcomes than allow a quantitative comparison. In order to characterize the mechanical material behaviour in the intact state of a laminated glass, a limitation to small strains
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is justified. The time and temperature dependent interlayer stiffness of BG PVB and EVA at
small strains was investigated by dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) as well as with
laminate bending creep tests and laminate torsional relaxation tests. For DMTA, in addition
to amplitude sweeps to confirm the linear-viscoelastic range, temperature sweeps were used to
assess the temperature dependence. Frequency sweeps at different constant temperatures for the
determination of Master Curves for the shear modulus were conducted. The DMTA results are
compared to shear modulus values, which were inversely obtained via FEA-based meta models
from large scale bending and torsion tests. The meta models were derived through a parametric
FEA study for different glass ply and interlayer thicknesses for the bending and torsional test.
It was obtained, that the analytically available approximations, which rely on beam theories
tend to overestimate the interlayer shear modulus, which is circumvented by the proposed meta
models. The DMTA results were compared to the results from the large scale bending and
torsional tests. In that context it was furthermore discussed, that tests on large scale laminates
only allow a resolution of the interlayer stiffness to a certain degree, which depends on the glass
laminate set-up and the system geometry. DMTA tests can thus be validated only to a certain
level of interlayer shear modulus. In contrast to the findings of [189] it could be shown, that
DMTA experiments with torsion of a strip and double shearing with the pure interlayer material
overestimate the interlayer shear stiffness. In consequence, further investigations on the resolution limits of conventional DMTA machines are needed in future research. Material parameters
(TTSP and Prony parameters) as well as their distribution or confidence intervals to describe
the viscoelastic behaviour were derived from the Master Curves for BG PVB and EVA. For
this purpose a fast numerical Master Curving tool called ’GUSTL’ was developed. This method
generally allows the determination of the TTSP as well as the Prony series with a high number
of parameters through the non-negative solution of a system of linear equations. Uncertainties
for the interlayer shear moduli were quantified through a Bayesian Machine Learning parameter
estimation formulation of the method ’GUSTL’, which allows the incorporation of uncertainties
of the polymeric interlayer constitutive behaviour in future uncertainty quantification investigations. A highlight is the calibration of fractional viscoelastic models to the Master Curves
of BG PVB and EVA, as the order of fractional derivative allows insight into the tendency of
either more viscous (order of fractional derivative < 0.5) or more elastic (order of fractional
derivative > 0.5) behaviour. It was found, that both investigated materials behave more elastic
and the more viscous behaviour is restricted to limited time resp. frequency intervals. The
interlayer experiences greater strains up to elongation at break when the glass laminate is in a
fractured or post-fracture state. Based on data from [189] the material parameter calibration
of hyperelastic models was reconsidered within an uncertainty quantification environment. It
was found, that commonly used models of hyperelasticity have to be seen critically w.r.t. their
evidence of describing the experimentally obtained data. Using Bayesian concepts of Machine
Learning, the model evidences were compared, which resulted in the observed tendency, that
from a statistical point of view no model was seen favourable to describe the data. Based on
the findings of Sec. 6 and Sec. 7, recommendations for future standardisation work is derived
and compiled in Sec. 8.
In order to contribute to a future numerical-methodical model for the investigation of glass laminates in the post-fractured state, in Sec. 7 a method called ’BREAK’ was deduced, implemented
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and applied to the glass fracture pattern of a thermally pre-stressed glass with mid-plane stress
of σm = 31.54 M P a. The idea of BREAK is rooted in Bayesian Machine Learning techniques
for image processing and claims, that the glass fracture pattern can be estimated by the Voronoi
tessellation of seed points generated by a stochastic point process, which is motivated by the
energy concept from fracture mechanics. Methods of Bayesian spatial point statistics are fed
with energy conditions and experimental data maintain statistical parameters of the fracture
pattern that lead to a simulation and prediction of the fracture pattern. It was shown, that the
calibration of such a model is possible and the predictions are reasonable as they coincide with
’classical / deterministic’ expectations on the mean-value level. While the application within
this thesis was restricted to just one level of thermal pre-stress, the application to other levels
of pre-stress and even other brittle materials are in principle possible as well.
Sec. 8 finally concentrates the findings of the former sections. On the basis of the theoretical and
experimental findings of Sec. 2 to Sec. 6 of this thesis, design support material in form of graphs
and tables for the interlayer shear modulus of different polymeric interlayers with technical
approvals or normed Prony series with TTSP for the design of laminated glass structures were
provided. In order to allow future research contributing to the MATLAB code as developed
within this thesis, the ’GITHUB repository’ of the author is presented and the reader is warmly
welcomed to assess and use the code for future research activities and vital discussion of several
issues as raised in the different parts of this thesis. Based on the results and experiences made
in chapter 6, the essential aspects of conduction and evaluating thermorheologically correct
different small and large scale tests (both DMTA as well as bending and torsion tests) were
proposed for future standardisation. The proposal contains statements on the conditioning of
the test specimens, on the test program and on the numerical treatment of the inverse problem of
the interlayer shear modulus estimation. Besides that, the idea of establishing a future standard
with the aim of assessing the parameters of a numerical-methodical simulation approach for
laminated glass components in the fractured state is proposed.

9.2 Outlook and Future Research
The application of methods from Bayesian Machine Learning could only be introduced and applied in a limited manner within this thesis. Further fields of application of e.g. the idea of
BREAK lie in the context of crack identification and estimation for concrete or steel structures,
where the specific features of these kind of structures have to be investigated. The Bayesian
material model calibration, evaluation and comparison is not restricted to the models as given
within this thesis. In the context of the identification of hyperelastic and hyper-viscoplastic
material models and their respective parameters further research is needed for different interlayers in order to capture the rate and temperature dependency more accurate, especially for
the low stretch region. Bayesian model calibration could in this context serve as an indicator
for selecting more probable families of constitutive laws.
The presented method ’GUSTL’ represents an efficient and fast method for determining the
material parameters for the Prony series. Different enhancements such as the incorporation of
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uncertainty quantification, fractional viscoelastic model issues or the combined fitting of TTSP
as well as Prony series coefficients were derived also within this work. Further development of
the existing code of ’GUSTL’ w.r.t. the incorporation of more than one TTSP for the combined
fitting is necessary to account for the thermodynamically correct definition of temperature
regions below and above Tg . Further numerical and methodical investigations on the behaviour
of the combined fit approach are needed, a first idea was to reformulate this problem within
the ’mixture of experts’ concept, which is also a method from Machine Learning. With such
a tool, the overlapping of consecutive Storage or Loss modulus curves to generate numerically
a reliable master curve out of DMTA, relaxation or creep data would no longer be necessary.
Issues of obtaining Master Curves for thermorheologically complex materials can also easily be
handled within such a tool.
Within this thesis, the research on caloric properties as well as the physical ageing behaviour
had to be restricted to BG PVB and EVA for reasons of brevity of this thesis. As it was shown,
additional information on the thermodynamical characteristics of a polymer under investigation
may support to a great extend the DMTA investigations, as deeper insights are possible and
more reliable conclusions can be drawn. DSC experiments have not been conducted for the
mayor number of commercially available interlayer polymers, thus almost no knowledge on the
presence of different phases and their extend exists in the structural glass engineering scientific community. The conduction of DSC tests and especially the elaboration of the enthalpy
at total crystallinity for semi-crystalline interlayer polymers would improve TTSP methods.
In general, a broader scientific research on the Time-Temperature-Superposition behaviour for
semi crystalline interlayer polymers is needed, as within the DMTA testing the degree of crystallinity changes due to changing temperature (at least in the melting state). Furthermore, the
phenomenon of physical ageing has not been investigated for interlayer polymers in a broader
scientific manner, thus future research could investigate the physical ageing behaviour for all
common polymeric interlayers, as physical ageing might be on different time and temperature
scales compared to the findings for the two polymers under investigation within this thesis.
These investigations further support refining a test standard on the interlayer shear modulus estimation, as more polymer specific information goes into the testing programme. Finally, future
research is needed w.r.t. the thermomechanical characterisation of chemically aged / weathered
interlayer polymers, especially for the small scale testing set-up with DMTA. In literature the
research of recent years on large scale bending samples under different weathering conditions
are documented as well as first DMTA tests on aged small scale samples. A reproducible and
reliable deduction of design values for aged interlayer polymers has not yet been given is hardly
possible with the existing data sources.
For the simulation of glass fracture patterns via ’BREAK’ further investigation could concentrate
on assessing different distance measures (norms) of the Voronoi tessellation in order to capture
more precisely the glass fragment boundaries. In addition, ’BREAK’ could be expanded by
an explicit incorporation of the variability in the pre-stress via a random field approach for
modelling the variability of the thermal pre-stress over the glass ply. Finally, the export of
the resulting fracture pattern from ’BREAK’ into a finite element readable mesh could be used
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for investigations on the computation of fractured laminated glass structures with incorporation of the polymeric interlayer behaviour. The Bayesian setting could thereby be applied for
uncertainty quantification issues for the predictive capabilities of the model as well as for an
Eurocode conform deduction of partial safety factors or the computation of system reliability in
the post-fracture state.
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A Glossary and Abbreviations
Within this thesis, all terms, symbols and abbreviations are generally explained when first
introduced. The following tables summarize the nomenclature used within this thesis.

List of Terms and Abbreviations
Expression
abZ
Bayesian
BG
conditional on
CSR
CoV
CDF
DMA / DMTA
DSC
ESG
EVA
FE / FEM / FEA
FMM
FTIR / IR
FGMM
LG / LSG
LVE
MCMC
MCS
MEP
MHCP
model

PDF

Description
allgemeine bauaufsichtliche Zulassung (= General Techical Approval)
framework / probability: Cox-Jaynes interpretation of probability.
Building Grade (Standard PVB)
’Statement A’being conditional on ’Statement B’means,
that ’Statement A’holds if ’Statement B’is imposed as true.
complete spatial randomness / homogeneous Poisson Point Process
Coefficient of Variation: CoV = standard deviation / mean
cumulative distribution function
Dynamic-Mechanical-Thermal-Analysis
Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Einscheibensicherheitsglas (= fully tempered glass)
ethylene vinyl acetate
finite element / finite element method / finite element analysis
Fractional Maxwell Model
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
Generalized Fractional Maxwell Model
Laminated Glass / Laminated Safety Glass
(Theory of) Linear Viscoelasticity
Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo Simulation
Maximum Entropy Probability
Matern Hardcore (Point) Process
an approximate representation of a real system.
Within this thesis, model refers to the ’tool’used to
approximate the response of the true underlying system.
This can either be an explicit mathematical function or
in a more general way a numerical approximate of the
system response conditional on uncertain model parameters.
probability density function

A–1

A Glossary and Abbreviations

probability theory
proposition
PVB
RV / random variable
SG / SGP
std
stochastic variable

SP
system
TMA
TRS
TTSP / TTS
UV
VAC
WLF
ZiE

Cox-Jaynes interpretation of probability.
a statement that is either true or false.
Poly-vinyl-butyral
a quantity that is uncertain.
SentryGlas / SentryGlas Plus
standard deviation
a quantity that is fixed in reality, but whose true value we
are uncertain about. (The term stochastic variable is more
specific than the expression random variable.).
Strauss Point Process
actual system in the real-world. The response of a system can never be
represented exactly but can only be approximated by a model.
Thermomechanical Analysis
thermorheologically simple
Time Temperature Superposition Principle
ultraviolet
Vinyl-acetate content
Williams-Landel-Ferry
Zustimmung im Einzelfall (= approval in individual case)

Greek Characters
αT
β
χ
δ
tan δ

η
γ
lambda
µ
ν
φ
Ψ
σ
σ
σeq
σneq
τk
τ
θ
ω

A–2

coefficient of thermal expansion
heating rate
degree of crystallinity
Loss angle
Loss factor
strain: engineering eng ; true true
viscosity
sliding (shear) angle / interaction parameter of SP
stretch / Lame constant / intensity of a point process
friction coefficient / Lame constant
Poisson’s ratio
set of point locations of a spatial point pattern
Helmholtz free energy
stress: engineering σeng ; true σtrue
Cauchy stress tensor (true stresses)
equilibrium stress of the (Generalized) Maxwell Model
non-equilibrium stress of the (Generalized) Maxwell Model
k th relaxation time
shear stress
angle of twist
angular frequency or shear transfer coefficient

Latin Characters
aT
a
aT
A
bk
B
B
BD
B
BS
BS
b
C1 , C2
C
D
e
E[f (x)]
E
Ê resp. Êk
Ĝ resp. Ĝk

shift factor
crack depth
vector containing the shift factors
cross sectional area
vector containing the basis functions
base vector
inspection region
Bending stiffness of the top layers within a two-pint cross-section
Biot-Strain tensor
Bending stiffness of the idealised two-point cross-section
substitute bending stiffness of the idealised two-point cross-section
left Cauchy-Green tensor
WLF time shift constants
right Cauchy-Green tensor
observed data/information
inner lever arm
expectation of the random variable x
Young’s modulus
stiffness of the springs within the Maxwell–element

E0 resp. G0

initial Modulus E0 = E +

K
P

Êk of

k=1

Einf resp. Ginf
E(t) resp. G(t)
Ẽ
Eu0 and Eo0
E
f
F
F
g
G
G∗
G0
G00
GV
H

the Generalised Maxwell–Model
E–Modulus / G–Modulus at infinite time (residual stiffness)
time-dependent E–Modulus / G–Modulus / relaxation function of
the Generalised Maxwell–model
Vector of measured storage and loss modulus data
limits of the overlapping region of two consecutive storage modulus curves
Green-Lagrange-Strain tensor
frequency
point load
deformation gradient
relative shear modulus
shear modulus
complex shear modulus
shear storage modulus
shear loss modulus
shear modulus of the interlayer within an idealised two-point cross-section
Hencky-Strain tensor

A–3
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hD
hV
I
I1 , I2 , I3
J(t)
kA
kB
K
KStore
KLoss
Kglobal

height of the top layer within a two-pint cross-section
height of the shear interlayer within a two-pint cross-section
moment of inertia
invariants 1 to 3 of the right Cauchy-Green tensor C
creep or compliance function
Arrhenius constant
Boltzmann constant
bulk modulus
stiffness matrix for the Storage modulus
stiffness matrix for the Loss modulus
global stiffness matrix

L(Θ|D)
L
MB
MT
N

Likelihood function in Bayesian inference
length
bending moment
torsional moment
amount of glass plies in a laminate
amount of observed data in a fitting context
first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
dimensionless form of the relaxation function
relaxation function
hard-core radius
shear stiffness of the interlayer within the idealised a two-pint cross-section
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
entropy
thickness or time or load duration
temperature
glass transition temperature
(crystallite) melting temperature
crystallisation temperature
reference temperature
decomposition / degradation temperature
heat / variational lower bound of the evidence
internal energy
deflection
width of cross section
external work

P
r(t)
R(t)
r0
SV
S
s
t
T
Tg
Tm
Tc
Tref
Tz
Q
U
w
W
Wext

A–4

Mathematical Symbols
A
1(t)
f (t)
E
F (...)
M
<(...)
=(...)

dyad / second-order tensor
Heaviside-function
causal function
evidence of a mathematical model given the data D
Fouriertransform
mathematical model
real part of a complex function
imaginary part of a complex function

A–5

B Parameter of Meta Models for Evaluation of
Large Scale Bending and Torsion Tests
B.1 Parameter of Meta Models for Evaluation of Large Scale
Bending Tests

Figure B.1: Coefficients of the meta models for evaluation of the bending tests

B–6

B.2 Parameter of Meta Models for Evaluation of Large Scale Torsion Tests

B.2 Parameter of Meta Models for Evaluation of Large Scale
Torsion Tests

Figure B.2: Coefficients of the meta models for evaluation of the torsion tests

B–7

B Parameter of Meta Models for Evaluation of Large Scale Bending and Torsion Tests

Figure B.3: Coefficients of the meta models for evaluation of the torsion tests

B–8

C Parameter of the Viscoelastic Material
Models
The parameters of the Generalized Maxwell models determined by the ’GUSTL’ method are
given below. Spring stiffnesses are summarized in the coordinate vector G and relaxation times
in vector τ .

C.1 BG R20 PVB
Prony parameters derived from DMTA-BG PVB test data for Tref = 20◦ C:
h
iT
GBGPVB = G; Ĝ1 ; ...; ĜK =
h
0.0475; 0.0182; 0.0291; 0.2427; 0.3700; 2.7169;
12.030; 26.919; 36.819; 41.059; 39.099; 35.592; 36.909;
i
33.698; 37.160; 35.241; 38.977; 43.600; 43.833; 66.333

(C.1)
N
mm2

h
iT
τ BGPVB = τ1 ; ...; τK =
h
1e6; 112883; 12743; 1438.5; 162.4; 18; 2.1; 0.233; 0.02636; 0.0029763;

(C.2)

3.359e − 04; 3.792e − 05; 4.281e − 06; 4.832e − 07; 5.455e − 08;
i
6.158e − 09; 6.951e − 10; 7.847e − 11; 8.8586e − 12; 1, 00e − 12 s
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Results of the MCMC parameter inference for the FGMM for BG PVB derived from DMTA
test data for Tref = 20◦ C:
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(a) MCMC chains for the parameters of a FGMM for BG PVB with DMTA data

(b) MCMC chains for the parameters of a FGMM for BG PVB with DMTA data

Figure C.1: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of a FGMM for BG PVB with DMTA
data
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C.1 BG R20 PVB

Results of the MCMC parameter inference for the FZM for BG PVB derived from DMTA test
for Tref = 20◦ C:
G0
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(a) MCMC chains for the parameters of a FZM for BG PVB with DMTA
data
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(b) MCMC chains for the parameters of a FZM for BG PVB with DMTA data

Figure C.2: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of a FZM for BG PVB with DMTA
data
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C.2 EVA evguard
Prony parameters derived from DMTA-EVA test data for Tref = −20◦ C:
h
iT
GEVA = G; Ĝ1 ; ...; ĜK =
h
0.4525; 0, 23026; 0, 15445; 0, 26074; 0, 30094; 0, 22836; 0, 27850; 0, 21181; 0, 27639;
0, 25873; 0, 30897; 0, 29512; 0, 34898; 0, 43810; 0, 50642; 0, 72000; 1, 09656; 1, 36612;
1, 93241; 3, 82277; 4, 95388; 10, 52791; 20, 81519; 44, 73370; 65, 06239; 86, 89338;
83, 99916; 62, 90501; 52, 91295; 40, 59844; 31, 56753; 27, 53106; 25, 31006; 22, 40612;
i N
19, 67606; 18, 86811; 20, 79571; 21, 67986; 19, 30420; 23, 83903; 25, 95521
mm2
(C.3)

h
iT
τ EVA = τ1 ; ...; τK =
h
1, 00e + 23; 8, 376e + 21; 7, 017e + 20; 5, 878e + 19; 4, 924e + 18; 4, 125e + 17;
3, 455e + 16; 2, 894e + 15; 242446201708233; 20309176209047, 4; 1701254279852, 59;
142510267030; 11937766417; 1000000000; 83767764; 7017038; 587801;
49238; 4124; 345; 28, 94; 2, 4244; 0, 20309; 0, 01701; 0, 001425; 0, 000119377;
1, 00e − 05; 8, 3767e − 07; 7, 017e − 08; 5, 878e − 09; 4, 92388e − 10;
4, 1246e − 11; 3, 4551e − 12; 2, 8942e − 13; 2, 42446e − 14; 2, 03091e − 15;
i
1, 70125e − 16; 1, 4251e − 17; 1, 19377e − 18; 1, 0000e − 19 s
(C.4)
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The associated shift factors aT are given in form of a matrix, where the first column contains
the temperatures and the second column contains the shift factors.

h

T, aT

i

=

100
98
96
94
92
90,11
88,11
86,09
84,07
82,11
80,07
78,05
76,07
74,03
72,06
70,03
68,02
66,03
64,00
62,01
60,01
58,03
56,00
54,03
52,01
50,01
48,01
46,01
44,00
42,00
40,01
38,00

-24,16
-24,12
-24,03
-23,97
-23,91
-23,84
-23,77
-23,71
-23,69
-23,63
-23,58
-23,55
-23,48
-23,42
-23,36
-23,31
-23,25
-23,19
-23,13
-23,06
-23,01
-22,93
-22,87
-22,79
-22,63
-22,20
-21,15
-20,13
-19,32
-18,53
-17,66
-16,79

36
34,00
32,01
30,01
28,01
26,02
24,01
22,01
20,0
18,01
16,01
14,01
12,00
9,97
7,95
5,95
3,95
1,94
-0,075
-2,07
-3,86
-5,88
-7,91
-9,93
-11,95
-13,96
-15,99
-18,01
-20,06
-22,08
-24,11
-26,10

-15,95
-15,08
-14,24
-13,45
-12,68
-11,94
-11,22
-10,56
-9,93
-9,33
-8,76
-8,209
-7,68
-7,18
-6,71
-6,25
-5,78
-5,31
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C Parameter of the Viscoelastic Material Models

Results of the MCMC parameter inference for the FGMM for EVA derived from DMTA test
data for Tref = −20◦ C:
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(a) MCMC chains for the parameters of a FGMM for EVA with DMTA data

(b) MCMC chains for the parameters of a FGMM for EVA with DMTA data

Figure C.3: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of a FGMM for EVA with DMTA data
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C.2 EVA evguard

Results of the MCMC parameter inference for the FZM for EVA derived from DMTA test data
for Tref = −20◦ C:
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(a) MCMC chains for the parameters of a FZM for EVA with DMTA data

(b) MCMC chains for the parameters of a FZM for EVA with DMTA data

Figure C.4: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of a FZM for EVA with DMTA data
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D Parameters of the Hyperelastic Material
Models for BG PVB

Results of the MCMC parameter inference for the Neo-Hooke hyperelastic law for BG PVB
derived from uniaxial test data for Tref = 20◦ C:
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(a) MCMC chain convergence for A10 and σ of the Neo-Hooke for BG PVB with uniaxial test data
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(b) MCMC convergence for the Neo-Hooke model for BG PVB with uniaxial test data

Figure D.1: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of a Neo-Hooke material model for BG
PVB with uniaxial test data
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Figure D.2: MCMC prior and loglikelihood convergence for the Neo-Hooke model for BG PVB
with uniaxial test data
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D Parameters of the Hyperelastic Material Models for BG PVB

Results of the MCMC parameter inference for the Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic law for BG PVB
derived from uniaxial test data for Tref = 20◦ C:
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(a) MCMC chain convergence for C10 and C01 of the Mooney-Rivlin for BG PVB with uniaxial test data
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(b) MCMC prior and loglikelihood convergence for the Mooney-Rivlin model for BG PVB with uniaxial
test data

Figure D.3: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of a Mooney-Rivlin material model for
BG PVB with uniaxial test data
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Figure D.4: MCMC convergence for the Mooney-Rivlin model for BG PVB with uniaxial test
data
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D Parameters of the Hyperelastic Material Models for BG PVB

Results of the MCMC parameter inference for the Extended-Tube hyperelastic law for BG PVB
derived from uniaxial test data for Tref = 20◦ C:
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(a) MCMC chain convergence for Gc and Ge of the Extended-Tube model for BG PVB with uniaxial test
data
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(b) MCMC chain convergence for δ and β of the Extended-Tube model for BG PVB with uniaxial test data

Figure D.5: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of a Extended-Tube material model
for BG PVB with uniaxial test data
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(a) MCMC prior and loglikelihood convergence for the Extended-Tube model for BG PVB with uniaxial
test data
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(b) MCMC convergence for the Extended-Tube model for BG PVB with uniaxial test data

Figure D.6: Results of the MCMC parameter inference of a Extended-Tube material model
for BG PVB with uniaxial test data
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E Stochastic Fracture Pattern Simulation of
Thermally Pre-stressed Glass via BREAK

In this section of the appendix the results of the investigations on thermally pre-stressed glass
specimen with a magnitude of thermal pre-stress of σm = 31.54 MPa (UD = 8, 754J/m3 ) are
summarized.
The estimation of the process intensity λ̂ for the three specimen are given in the following figures.

(a)

(b)

Figure E.1: Estimation of the process intensity λ̂ for specimen ’a’. (a) top view and (b) 3d
view.
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Figure E.2: Estimation of the process intensity λ̂ for specimen ’b’(top view).

Figure E.3: Estimation of the process intensity λ̂ for specimen ’c’(top view).

The empirical nearest neighbour distribution functions Ĝ and F̂ for the three specimen are given
in the following figures.
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Figure E.4: Empirical nearest neighbour distribution functions Ĝ and F̂ vs. their respective
theoretical CSR graph, evaluated for specimen ’a’
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E Stochastic Fracture Pattern Simulation of Thermally Pre-stressed Glass via BREAK
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Figure E.5: Empirical nearest neighbour distribution functions Ĝ and F̂ vs. their respective
theoretical CSR graph, evaluated for specimen ’b’
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Figure E.6: Empirical nearest neighbour distribution functions Ĝ and F̂ vs. their respective
theoretical CSR graph, evaluated for specimen ’c’
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The empirical Ripley’s K functions and L functions for the three specimen are given in the
following figures.
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Figure E.7: Empirical Ripley’s K function K̂ vs. the respective theoretical CSR graph and L
function L̂, evaluated for specimen ’a’
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Figure E.8: Empirical Ripley’s K function K̂ vs. the respective theoretical CSR graph and L
function L̂, evaluated for specimen ’b’
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Figure E.9: Empirical Ripley’s K function K̂ vs. the respective theoretical CSR graph and L
function L̂, evaluated for specimen ’c’
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The PDF and CDF of inter point distances for the three specimen are given in the following
figures.

Figure E.10: PDF and CDF of interpoint distances d for specimen ’a’

Figure E.11: PDF and CDF of interpoint distances d for specimen ’b’

Figure E.12: PDF and CDF of interpoint distances d for specimen ’c’
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E Stochastic Fracture Pattern Simulation of Thermally Pre-stressed Glass via BREAK

The Voroni-tessellations for the three specimen in total view are given in the following figures.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure E.13: Glass fragments, computed centroids (red crosses) and induced Voronoi tessellation on the whole glass ply with a thermal pre-stress of σm = 31.54 MPa
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